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ABSTRACT 

 

International investment law has become a potent legal instrument of global economic 

governance. With its global coverage of international investment treaties and effective 

investment arbitration mechanism, international investment law provides foreign 

investors with powerful tools to protect their economic interests in host states. Such 

extensive territorial reach of the regime and its capacity to encroach on policy space 

of home states and the ability to interfere with the critical social concerns from 

environmental issues to national heritage, puts international investment law in the 

spotlight and subject to scrutiny and criticism. So far, the regime has shown 

extraordinary resilience and adaptability to changing global geopolitical 

circumstances.  

Sustainable development concerns are increasingly brought into the debate about the 

future of international investment regime. Current era of globalization is characterised 

not only by increased connectivity but also by prevalence of symbolic exchanges and 

cultural relations. This thesis argues that sustainable development concept epitomises 

tensions between international investment law driven by neoliberal ideology and 

economic rationality and universal values and basic human needs of fairness and 

equity. This thesis studies this precarious relationship between international 

investment law and sustainable development, looking at the origins and structure of 

the regime, its underlying philosophy, systemic functionality and the role of social 

movements and sovereign states, in order to emphasise incompatibility issues and 

facilitate informed discourse about the future of sustainable development within 

international investment law. 

Never before has international investment law been so intertwined with sustainable 

development concerns. This thesis aims to contribute to strategic approach to the 

future of sustainable development within international investment law by 
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highlighting irreconcilability issues and presenting broad perspective of the regime in 

the current globalization era, inclusive of pressing social concerns. 
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RESUMEN 

 

El derecho internacional de la inversión extranjera se ha convertido en un instrumento 

jurídico potente de la gestión económica mundial. Con su cobertura global de los 

tratados internacionales de inversión y mecanismo de arbitraje de inversión efectiva, 

la ley de inversión internacional ofrece a los inversores extranjeros potentes 

herramientas para proteger sus intereses económicos en los países de acogida. Tal 

amplio alcance territorial del régimen y su capacidad para invadir el espacio político 

de los estados de origen y la capacidad de interferir con las preocupaciones sociales 

críticos de las cuestiones ambientales para el patrimonio nacional, pone el derecho 

internacional de las inversiones extranjeras en el punto de mira y sujetos al escrutinio 

y la crítica. Hasta el momento, el régimen ha demostrado extraordinaria resistencia y 

capacidad de adaptación a las nuevas circunstancias geopolíticas globales. 

Preocupaciones por el desarrollo sostenible se ponen cada vez más en el debate sobre 

el futuro del régimen de inversión internacional. La globalización se caracteriza no 

sólo por el aumento de la conectividad, sino también por la prevalencia de los 

intercambios simbólicos y las relaciones culturales. Esta tesis sostiene que el concepto 

de desarrollo sostenible personifica tensiones entre la ley de inversión internacional, 

impulsada por la ideología neoliberal y la racionalidad económica y los valores 

universales y las necesidades humanas básicas de justicia y equidad. Esta tesis estudia 

esta precaria relación entre el derecho internacional de inversiones y el desarrollo 

sostenible, mirando a los orígenes y la estructura del régimen, su filosofía subyacente, 

la funcionalidad sistémica y el papel de los movimientos sociales y los Estados 

soberanos, con el fin de hacer hincapié en los problemas de incompatibilidad y facilitar 

el discurso informado sobre el futuro del desarrollo sostenible dentro de la ley de 

inversión internacional. 

Nunca antes ha sido la ley de inversión internacional han estado tan entrelazada con 

las preocupaciones de desarrollo sostenible. Esta tesis pretende contribuir al enfoque 

estratégico para el futuro del desarrollo sostenible dentro de la ley de inversión 
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internacional, poniendo de relieve los problemas irreconciliables y presentar amplia 

perspectiva del régimen en la era de la globalización actual, incluyendo todos los 

problemas sociales urgentes. 
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RESUM 

 

El dret d'inversió internacional s'ha convertit en un instrument jurídic potent de la 

gestió econòmica mundial. Amb la seva cobertura global dels tractats internacionals 

d'inversió i un mecanisme d'arbitratge d'inversió efectiva, la llei d'inversió 

internacional ofereix als inversors estrangers potents eines per protegir els seus 

interessos econòmics en els països d'acollida. Tal ampli abast territorial del règim i la 

seva capacitat per envair l'espai polític dels estats d'origen i la capacitat d'interferir 

amb les preocupacions socials crítics de les qüestions ambientals per al patrimoni 

nacional, posa al dret internacional d'inversions en el punt de mira i subjectes a 

l'escrutini i la crítica. Fins al moment, el règim ha demostrat extraordinària resistència 

i capacitat d'adaptació a les noves circumstàncies geopolítiques globals. 

Les preocupacions pel de desenvolupament sostenible es posen cada vegada més en 

el debat sobre el futur del règim d'inversió internacional. La globalització es 

caracteritza no només per l'augment de la connectivitat, sinó també per la prevalença 

dels intercanvis simbòlics i les relacions culturals. Aquesta tesi sosté que el concepte 

de desenvolupament sostenible personifica tensions entre la llei d'inversió 

internacional, impulsada per la ideologia neoliberal i la racionalitat econòmica i els 

valors universals i les necessitats humanes bàsiques de justícia i equitat. Aquesta tesi 

estudia la precària relació entre el dret internacional d'inversions i el 

desenvolupament sostenible, mirant als orígens i l'estructura del règim, la seva 

filosofia subjacent, la funcionalitat sistèmica i el paper dels moviments socials i els 

Estats sobirans, per tal de posar l'accent en els problemes de incompatibilitat i facilitar 

el discurs informat sobre el futur del desenvolupament sostenible dins de la llei 

d'inversió internacional. 

Mai abans la llei d'inversió internacional ha estat tan entrellaçada amb les 

preocupacions de desenvolupament sostenible. Aquesta tesi pretén contribuir a 

l'enfocament estratègic per al futur del desenvolupament sostenible dins de la llei 

d'inversió internacional, posant de relleu els problemes irreconciliables i presentant 
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àmplia perspectiva del règim en l'era de la globalització actual, inclouen tots els 

appresants problemes socials.  
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ABBREVIATIONS 

 

ACIA ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement 

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

BIT Bilateral Investment Treaty 

CFIA Cooperation and Facilitation Agreement 

COMESA Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa  

EAC East African Community 

EFTA European Free Trade Association 

EPA Economic Partnership Agreement 

EU European Union 
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FDI Foreign Direct Investment 

FTA Free Trade Agreement 

GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

GATS General Agreement on Trade in Services 

ICSID International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes 

IGO International Governmental Organization 

IIA  International Investment Agreement 

IMF International Monetary Fund 

MAI  Multilateral Agreement on Investment 

MDGs Millennium Development Goals 

MFN Most Favoured Nation 

MIGA Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency 
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NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement 

NGO Non Governmental Organization 

NIEO New International Economic Order Movement 

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development  

SADC Southern African Development Community 

SDGs Sustainable Development Goals 

TPP Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement 

TTIP Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership 

UK The United Kingdom 

UNCITRAL United Nations Commission on International Trade Law 

UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 

US United States 

WHO World Health Organization 

WTO World Trade Organization 
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Introduction 

 

Maurice Strong, Secretary General of the United Nations Conference on the Human 

Environment, is famously quoted for saying: “What pleases me more is that 

sustainable development is on almost everybody’s agenda now”. And this appears to 

be the case indeed. Global commitment to sustainable development has reached an 

“unprecedented scope and significance”1 and the world leaders are “determined to 

take the bold and transformative steps which are urgently needed to shift the world 

on to a sustainable and resilient path”2. It has now been acknowledged that we arrived 

at the “Age of Sustainable Development”3. 

Sustainable development has now been vigorously debated within the field of 

international investment law as well.4 This niche and narrowly specialised but 

                                                      

1 United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our world: 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1. Retrieved from 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E  

2 United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our world: 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1. Retrieved from 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E 

3 Sachs, J., (2015). The Age of Sustainable Development, p. xiii. 

4 Cordonier Segger, M., Gehring, M., & Newcombe, A. (Eds.). (2011). Sustainable Development 

in World Investment Law. Leal-Arca, R. (2015). Mega-regionals and Sustainable Development. 

The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership and the Trans-Pacific Partnership. 

Renewable Energy Law and Policy Review, Vol.4, pp. 248-264. Mann, H., von Moltke, K., Peterson, 

L., & Cosbey, A. (2005). IISD Model International Agreement on Investment for Sustainable 

Development. International Institute for Sustainable Development. Retrieved from: 

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_agreement.pdf. Hindeland, S. & 

Krajewski, M. (Eds.). (2016). Shifting Paradigms in International Investment Law, More Balances, 

Less Isolated, Increasingly Diversified. Dubava, I. (2014). The Future of International Investment 

Protection Law: The Promotion of Sustainable (Economic) Development as a Public Good. In 

Cremona, M., Hilpold, P., Lavranos, N., Schneider, S., & Zoelger, A. (Eds.). Reflections on the 

constitutionalisation of international economic law, pp. 389-402. 

 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E
https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_agreement.pdf
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globally applicable area of international law, designed to protect foreign investments 

in host states and focused on creating legal framework safeguarding rights and 

interest of foreign investors, has not escaped the fervour of sustainable development 

debate.  

Currently notorious sustainable development paradigm that spills onto all aspects of 

human activity including international investment law is played out against the 

background of globalization phenomenon, which transformative powers “reach 

deeply into all dimensions of contemporary social life”5, including international law.  

Year 2015 alone brought three major global sustainable development initiatives and 

made it a golden year for sustainable development concept. In July 2015, Third 

International Conference on Financing for Development took place in Addis Ababa, 

during which the world leaders affirmed their “strong political commitment to 

address the challenge of financing and creating an enabling environment at all levels 

for sustainable development in the spirit of global partnership and solidarity.”6 In 

September 2015, during the historic United Nations Sustainable Development 

Summit, all 193 countries of the United Nations General Assembly adopted a 

resolution called “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development”7, which outlines 17 sustainable development goals and its associated 

169 targets. The year 2015 was rounded up with the United Nations Climate Change 

                                                      

5 Steger, M. (2013). A Globalization: A Very Short Introduction, p. xii. 

6 Text of The final text of the outcome document adopted at the Third International 

Conference on Financing for Development (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 13–16 July 2015) 

endorsed by the United Nations General Assembly Resolution (27 July 2015). Addis Ababa 

Action Agenda of the Third International Conference on Financing for Development (Addis Ababa 

Action Agenda). A/RES/69/313. Retrieved from 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/69/313&Lang=E  

7 United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our world: 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1. Retrieved from 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/69/313&Lang=E
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E
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Conference in Paris in December 2015, as part of the annual session of the United 

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the annual meeting of the 

parties to the Kyoto Protocol, which adopted Paris Agreement on Climate Change.8  

Sustainable development cannot be overlooked. Its widespread presence on global 

political agenda, in social movements’ initiatives and within NGOs and IGOs activity, 

makes it almost impossible to ignore, it captivates the attention.  

Sustainable development message appears to be projected globally loud and clear, but 

on a closer inspection, the scope and meaning of sustainable development becomes 

ambiguous. 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development itself recognises that “there are 

different approaches, visions, models and tools available to each country, in 

accordance with its national circumstances and priorities, to achieve sustainable 

development”9. Despite or perhaps because of being discussed considerably and 

frequently and introduced into main global political initiatives, sustainable 

development is an indefinite concept, wide open for interpretation, agreeably 

resonating and curiously uncontroversial. Sustainable development is “the product of 

many stories, worldviews, values, actions and perspectives”, it is a “collage or 

kaleidoscope of shapes, colour and patterns, that change constantly”10.  

When looked at closely, sustainable development appears to be an oxymoron. It 

represents an idea of development, growth and expansion and a notion of 

sustainability, which means a capability of being sustained. Sustaining such perpetual 

                                                      

8 United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change. (12 December 2015). Adoption of 

Paris Agreement. FCCC/CP/2015/L.9. Retrieved from: 

https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf 

9United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our world: 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1, Par. 59. Retrieved from 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E 

10 Blewitt, J., (2008). Understanding Sustainable Development, pp. ix-x. 

https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E
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expansion, which in the current political and economic model is concurrent with 

economic growth, is questionably sustainable.  

Just as sustainable development, international investment law has its own 

“unparalleled success story”11. From relatively niche and underrated area of 

international law at its origins, it has become one of “the fastest growing area of 

international law”12 and “one of the great international legal success stories”13. With 

3,304 international investment treaties, consisting of 2,946 BITs and 358 other 

international treaties containing investment protection provisions14, it would be hard 

to find a territory outside of the reach of this thick web of international investment 

treaties15. Global foreign direct investment flows jumped by 38 per cent to $1.76 trillion 

in 2015 and reached their highest level since the global economic and financial crisis 

of 2008–2009.16 This enormous volume of international investment flow needs a 

capable legal framework to operate within. International investment law provides 

                                                      

11 Schill, S. (2010). International Investment Law and Comparative Public Law – Introduction. 

In Schill, S. (Eds.). International Investment Law and Comparative Public Law, p. 4.  

12 Brower, C., & Schill, S. (2009). Is Arbitration a Threat or a Boon to the Legitimacy of 

International Investment Law? Chicago Journal of International Law, 9(2), pp. 471-498,  

p. 472. 

13 Simma, B. (2011). Foreign Investment Arbitration: A Place for Human Rights? International 

and Comparative Law Quarterly, 60, pp. 573-596, p. 574. doi:10.1017/S0020589311000224  

14 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 2016 

Investor Nationality: Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. 101. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf  

15 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development on-line database lists only a handful 

of territories, which are not parties to any investment treaties, which include: Andorra, 

Channel Islands, Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling Islands), Faeroe Islands, Isle of Man, 

Monaco, Tokelau, Puerto Rico, Martinique. (UNCTAD Database 

http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA accessed on 25 October 2016) 

16 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 2016 

Investor Nationality: Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. x. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
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sufficient global coverage and delivers powerful enforcement tools in a form of 

investment arbitration to service global investment flows. With the recent conclusion 

of Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) Agreement, which involves 12 countries, and 

ongoing negotiations of mega regional treaties such as the Transatlantic Trade and 

Investment Partnership (TTIP) and the Regional Comprehensive Economic 

Partnership (RCEP), international investment law is certainly entering a new 

dimension of impact and significance. Record number of investment arbitration 

cases17 and record levels of awarded compensations18 confirm that international 

investment law is no longer a peripheral or niche area of international law but a 

prominent and forcible legal instrument of global economic governance. 

This magnitude growth of the discipline exposed deficiencies of the system and 

caused controversies surrounding a number of issues. The broad formulation of the 

provisions of investment treaties leads to inconsistencies in their interpretations and 

application by investment tribunals, including in cases originated from the same 

circumstances or under the same treaty19. Lack of consistency and predictability in 

                                                      

17 As of 1 January 2016, the total number of publicly known ISDS claims had reached 696. So 

far, 107 countries have been respondents to one or more known ISDS claims. Source: United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 2016 Investor 

Nationality: Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. 104. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf 

18 For example: Hulley Enterprises Ltd. v. Russian Federation, PCA Case No. AA 226, Final Award 

18 July 2014, US$ 40 bn compensation awarded; Veteran Petroleum Limited v. The Russian 

Federation, PCA Case No. AA 228, Final Award 18 July 2014, Us$ 8.2 bn compensation 

awarded; Yukos Universal Limited (Isle of Man) v. The Russian Federation, PCA Case No. AA 227, 

Final Award 18 July 2014, US$1.8 bn compensation awarded; Occidental Petroleum Corporation 

and Occidental Exploration and Production Company v. Republic of Ecuador (II), ICSID Case No. 

ARB/06/11, Final Award 5 October 2012, US$ 1.7 bn compensation awarded; Venezuela 

Holdings B.V. and others v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB/07/27, Award 

9 October 2014, US$ 1.6 bn compensation awarded. 

19 For example cases CME Czech Republic B.V. v. The Czech Republic, UNCITRAL, Final Award 

14 March 2003 and Ronald S. Lauder v. Czech Republic, UNCITRAL, Award 3 September 2001. 

Mr. Lauder initiated his arbitration action against the Czech Republic under the United States-

Czech Republic BIT. Few months later, CME (the Dutch company held by Mr. Lauder) 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
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investment arbitration undermines the legitimacy20 of the regime and contributes to 

growing unease and discontent. Further, the ability of private investors to question 

regulations and policies of sovereign states has also been increasingly criticised. 

International investment law is being said to be facing “considerable challenges and 

serious critiques”21. This should not be surprising. International investment law is 

universally applicable across the globe, throughout the territories of enormous 

historical, political and cultural diversity. It applies to all states, developing and 

developed alike and regardless of their economic model. It is designed to protect 

foreign private capital on host state territories. In this mixture of domestic and foreign 

interests, sovereign and corporate power, locals and outsiders, there is bound to be 

tension. Historical context of colonialism and origins of the regime are also tainted 

with issues prone to be problematic22. 

Introduction of the subject of sustainable development into the legal realm of 

international investment law, whether as a coincidental spillover from the general 

global polemic about sustainable development issues or as a deliberate effort to 

                                                      

initiated a separate arbitration action arising out of the same circumstances against the Czech 

Republic under the Netherlands–Czech Republic BIT. The tribunals in those two cases 

reached opposite conclusions. In Lauder case, the tribunal found in favour of the state and in 

CME case, the tribunal found in favour of the investor on all counts. Similarly, in LG&E v. 

Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, the 

tribunal found Argentina excused from liability on the basis of the defence of necessity, 

whereas in another case arising under the same circumstances of the Argentinean crisis, CMS 

Gas Transmission Company v. Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, Final Award 12 

May 2005, the tribunal found in favour of the investor and rejected the defence of necessity 

invoked by Argentina.  

20 Franck, S. (2005). The Legitimacy Crisis in Investment Treaty Arbitration: Privatizing Public 

International Law Through Inconsistent Decisions. Fordham Law Review, Vol 73, p.1521. 

21 Schill, S. (2011). Enhacing International Investment Law’s Legitimacy: Conceptual and 

Methodological Foundations of a New Public Law Approach. Virginia Journal of International 

Law Association, 51(1), p. 57. 

22 Kaushal, A. (2009). Revisiting History, How the Past Matters for the Present Backlash 

Against the Foreign Investment Regime. Harvard International Law Journal, 50(2), pp. 491-538. 
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endorse sustainable development through international investment regime, or 

perhaps as an opportunistic attempt to invoke sustainable development for 

expediency, however sustainable development has found itself within international 

investment legal territory, it is bound to reverberate.  

International investment law already offers several examples where it crossed the 

path with sustainable development. In one of the most controversial and high profile 

arbitration cases, Pac Rim v. El Salvador23, El Salvador is supporting its defence against 

powerful oil company Pac Rim by invoking constitutional obligation of the state to 

guarantee sustainable development.24 In Windstream v. Canada, Canada is bringing into 

its defence against Windstream25 principles the United Nations Rio Declaration on 

Environment and Development26. In Biwater v. Tanzania, the tribunal allowed amicus 

curiae submission from several interest groups to “address broad policy issues 

concerning sustainable development, environment, human rights and governmental 

policy”27. The tribunal in Biwater v. Tanzania relied on the amicus curiae submissions 

stating that “human rights and sustainable development issues are factors that 

condition the nature and extent of the investor’s responsibilities, and the balance of 

                                                      

23 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12. 

24“The Constitution also notes that it is The State’s duty to protect natural resources, as well 

as the diversity and integrity of the environment, to guarantee sustainable development”. Pac 

Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of El 

Salvador Counter-Memorial on Merits, 10 January 2014, Par. 330. 

25 Windstream Energy LLC v. Government of Canada, PCA Case No. 2013-22, Counter Memorial 

20 January 2015, Par. 501. 

26 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (12 August 1992). Rio 

Declaration on Environment and Development. A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. I). 

27 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v. Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008, Par. 

366. 
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rights and obligations as between the investor and the host State.28”. In Clayton v. 

Canada, the investor, whose project to operate a quarry and a marine terminal in 

Canada was rejected, claimed that sustainable development was not a correct factor 

for assessment by the government when making a decision of rejecting the project. 

One of the experts in the case reiterated that “sustainable development remains “noble 

aim” but unsubstantiated by legislative norms29.  

Also investment treaties lawmaking is subject to ongoing revision, evolution and 

transformation. UNCTAD Investment Policy Framework and the Road Map for 

International Investment Agreements Reform30 promotes new generation of 

investment policies in support of the spirit of the Addis Ababa Action Agenda calling 

for reorienting the national and international investment regime towards sustainable 

development. The guidelines have been used by more than 100 countries in reviewing 

their investment treaty networks and formulating a new generation of international 

investment policies31.  

Sustainable development, such “noble aim”, “fits nicely into political sound-bites”32 

and “sounds like something we should all approve of, like “motherhood and apple 

                                                      

28 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v. Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008, 

Par. 379. 

29 Clayton and Bilcon of Delaware Inc. v. Government of Canada, PCA Case No. 2009-04, Award 

on Jurisdiction and Liability 17 March 2015, Par. 542. 

30 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). Investment Policy 

Framework for Sustainable Development. Retrieved from: 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/diaepcb2015d5_en.pdf  

31 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 2016 

Investor Nationality: Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, Preface. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf 

32 Mebratu, D. (1998). Sustainability and Sustainable development: historical and conceptual 

review. Environmental Impact Assessment Review, Vol. 18, pp. 493-520, p. 502. 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/diaepcb2015d5_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
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pie””33. However, interaction between international investment law and the concept 

of sustainable development has neither been coherent nor harmonious. Some authors 

believe that reaching even a starting point in reconciliation between sustainable 

development and international investment law is not an easy task and, in the current 

state of international investment law, “it is difficult if not impossible to for 

international investment law to contribute to sustainable development”34. 

International investment law has been designed with a precise, narrow objective in 

mind, protection of foreign investment. It is highly specialised and distinctly isolated 

area of law, which perhaps contributes to the success of international investment 

regime. Its evolution and progressive transformation has been towards reinforcing its 

dominating purpose, strengthening protection of foreign investment. To this aim, the 

system successfully adapted and evolved in a mode compared by Pauwelyn to a 

complex adaptive system, with decentralized composition, organic emergence and 

being highly contested but dynamically stable.35. Whether sustainable development 

concept could possibly influence such distinctively focused and resilient area of law 

is the subject of the analysis in this thesis.  

The emerging engagement between international investment law and sustainable 

development unfolds in the era of unprecedented interconnectedness brought about 

by globalization processes. Adding globalization dimension to the research of this 

thesis contributes to a more holistic understanding of the interdependence of various 

aspects of human pursuit.  Globalization lens allow for expansion of the conception of 

                                                      

33 Pearce, D., Markandya, A. & Barbier, E. (1989). Blue Print for a Green Economy, p. 1. 

34 Cordonier-Segger, M., & Kent, A. (2011). Promoting Sustainable Investment Through 

International Law. In Cordonier-Segger, M., Gehring, M. & Newcombe, A. (Eds.). Sustainable 

Development in World Investment Law, p. 783. 

35Pauwelyn, J. (2000) At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29, pp. 372-418. 
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international investment law onto the processes behind its creation, application and 

transformation. Globalization perspective also contributes to recognition of related 

issues intertwined with international investment like social movements, role of 

justice36, or state of sovereignty37. 

This precarious interplay between international investment law and sustainable 

development is what motivated this thesis. On one hand there is an omnipresent 

sustainable development global paradigm, endorsed through highest international 

bodies and stamped onto biggest global political initiatives, advocated by the most 

powerful world leaders. With virtually everyone in an agreement and hardly any 

opponents, sustainable development agenda seems an obvious policy choice. This 

however doesn’t translate into unequivocal embracement of sustainable development 

concept within international investment law. When faced with international 

investment regime, sustainable development doesn’t encounter fertile ground for 

thriving and favouring environment. So far, the outcomes of the encounters between 

sustainable development and international investment law have been inconsistent 

and discrepant. The status of sustainable development within international 

investment law does not confirm current global sustainable development imperative. 

The aim of this thesis is to understand the reasons behind this contradictory picture 

of sustainable development being predominant global commitment on one hand and 

sustainable development controversial and problematic relationship with 

international investment law on the other hand. This thesis seeks to analyse the 

underlying processes behind creative forces of international investment law and 

potential place of sustainable development within the structural design of the 

                                                      

36 Garcia, F. (2016). Investment treaties are about justice. Columbia FDI Perspectives. Columbia 

Center on Sustainable Development. No. 185, 24 October 2016. Retrieved from: 

http://ccsi.columbia.edu/files/2016/10/No-185-Garcia-FINAL.pdf  

37 Viñuales, J. (2014). Sovereignty in Foreign Investment Law. In Douglas, Z., Pauwelyn, J., & 

Viñuales, J. The Foundations of International Investment Law: Bringing Theory into Practice.  

http://ccsi.columbia.edu/files/2016/10/No-185-Garcia-FINAL.pdf
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discipline of international investment law. The intended contribution of this work is 

to shed a light on the mechanisms, contexts and ideology shaping international 

investment law in order to understand whether sustainable development could be 

assimilated within it.  

The subject of sustainable development within international investment law 

generated plentiful academic attention already.38  Integration of investment law into 

broader framework of sustainable development is commonly being considered as 

desirable39 and necessary “in order to fulfil the global commitment towards pursuing 

sustainable development”40. It is even being claimed that the “promotion of 

sustainable development through international investment law is not an option but a 

                                                      

38Cordonier Segger, M., Gehring, M., & Newcombe, A. (Eds.). (2011). Sustainable Development 

in World Investment Law. Schill, S., Tams, C. & Hoffman, R. (Eds.). (2015). International 

Investment Law and Development: Bridging the Gap. Cosbey, A. (2004). The Rush to Regionalism: 

Sustainable Development and Regional/Bilateral Approached to Trade and Investment. International 

Institute for Sustainable Development. Retrieved from 

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/trade_rush_region.pdf. Kistenkas, F. (2016). Sustainable 

Development: New Thoughts, New Policy, New Law? In Mauerhofer, V. (Eds.). Legal 

Aspects of Sustainable Development: Horizontal and Sectoral Policy Issues. Leal-Arca, R. (2015). 

Mega-regionals and Sustainable Development. The Transatlantic Trade and Investment 

Partnership and the Trans-Pacific Partnership. Renewable Energy Law and Policy Review, Vol.4, 

pp. 248-264. Mann, H., von Moltke, K., Peterson, L & Cosbey, A. (2006). IISD Model 

International Agreement on Investment for Sustainable Development for Sustainable Development. 

Negotiators’ Handbook. Retrieved from: 

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_handbook.pdf. Zarsky, L. (2014). 

From “investors’ rights” to “sustainable development”? Challenges and innovations in 

international investment rules. In Deese, D. Handbook of the International Political Economy of 

Trade.  

39 Schill, S., Tams, C. & Hoffman, R.  (2015). International investment law and development: 

Friends or foes? In Schill, S., Tams, C. & Hoffman, R. (Eds.).(2015). International Investment Law 

and Development: Bridging the Gap, p. 34. 

40Dubava, I. (30 June 2010). Reconciling International Investment Law and Sustainable 

Development: Necessity or Luxury? Society of International Economic Law (SIEL), Second 

Biennial Global Conference, University of Barcelona, July 8-10, 2010. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1633019  

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/trade_rush_region.pdf
https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_handbook.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1633019
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necessity”41. Mechanisms of international investment law are being seen as an 

opportunity to “spur sustainable development into host countries” and to “entice 

investors to make investments that contribute to sustainable development”42. The 

relationship between foreign investment and sustainable development is being 

described as “critical” and international investment law is being sought out to shift in 

order to “fully encompass” this central issue43. 

However, this work abstains from joining the debate on whether or not sustainable 

development is commendable concept to be accommodated within international 

investment law. As Wälde said, “in order to achieve greater sustainable development 

in various areas—investment disputes, rule of law and good governance in 

developing and transition countries—and ultimately a more prudent and efficient use 

of the natural resources of the Earth, it is essential not to indulge in “feeling good”, 

and projecting such essential “goodness” to others, but rather to understand the 

workings of the world; an altogether much more difficult, complex, subtle and 

uncertain undertaking.44 For the purposes of this thesis, it could be paraphrased to say 

that in order to understand what is the future of sustainable development within 

international investment law, it is essential to do not indulge in popularizing the 

                                                      

41 Cordonier-Segger, MC. & Kent, A. (2011) Promoting Sustainable Investment through 

International Law. In Cordonier Segger, M., Gehring, M. & Newcombe, A. (Eds.). Sustainable 

Development in World Investment Law, p. 791. 

42 Schultz, T., (2014). Against Consistency in Investment Arbitration. In Douglas, Z., 

Pauwelyn, J. & Viñuales, J. The Foundations of International Investment Law: Bringing Theory Into 

Practice, p. 306. 

 

43 Mann, H. (2013). Reconceptualizing International Investment Law: Its Role in Sustainable 

Development. Lewis & Clark Law Review, Vol. 17, p. 521. 

44 Wälde, T. (2006). Investment arbitration and sustainable development: good intentions—or 

effective results? In response to the paper by James Chalker, “Making the investment 

provisions of the Energy Charter Treaty sustainable development friendly”. International 

Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics, 6(4), pp 459–466. 
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concept based on “feeling good” factor but rather to undertake thorough analysis of 

sustainable development and its application within international investment law 

within the wider socio political context of current globalization condition. 

This thesis is therefore not intended to encourage sustainable development within 

international investment law or to promote it. The purpose of this contribution is to 

study the place of sustainable development within international investment law 

through the analytical approach in order to assess compatibility (or lack of it) between 

the legal field of international investment and the broad concept of sustainable 

development.  

Wälde suggests that “we need to understand how things work before we can try to 

change the world to make it somewhat better.” This thesis does not aspire to making 

the world better, but rather strives to “understand how things work” by dismantling 

the concept of sustainable development and the structure of international investment 

law in order to understand what determines the relationship between sustainable 

development and international investment law and whether any symbiosis between 

the two is plausible in the current globalization era. 

This thesis is structured into five main chapters.  

Chapter 1 begins with introduction of two main concepts addressed in the thesis, 

globalization and sustainable development. This chapter provides theoretical 

foundations for the remainder of the thesis. It explains how economical, political and 

social processes of modern humanity are playing out against the background of all 

encompassing globalization phenomenon. Wider context of globalization will help in 

understanding the evolution trajectory of international investment law and possible 

future path it may take alongside sustainable development concept. This chapter sets 

out basic theory, history, dimensions and phases of globalization. As it introduces 

globalization perspective into the analysis of international investment law, this 

chapter illustrates links and correlation between globalization process and unfolding 
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of international investment law as it is known today. Chapter 1 then proceeds to 

analyse sustainable development concept and its theory. It examines sustainable 

development ideas in general, the origins of the concept, its development and 

perspective for the future. It also investigates correlation between sustainable 

development concept and international investment and the role that foreign direct 

investment has been ascribed in the progressive agenda of sustainable development 

on the global political scene.  Subsequent chapters will built on these theoretical 

premises. 

Chapter 2 examines whether international investment lawmakers, the states 

themselves, have been including sustainable development principles into investment 

treaties. This chapter investigates whether the expanding presence of sustainable 

development on the agenda of major global political initiatives has been reflected in 

the treaties by including sustainable development language. This part will assess 

whether sustainable development principles that found their way into the treaties 

have any significant place alongside other objectives expressed in the treaties, like 

promotion and protection of investments or dispute resolution. To this aim, this 

chapter reviews the entire body of investment treaties and analyses all representative 

examples of the relevant sustainable development language. It also observes 

frequency, consistency and coherency with which sustainable development 

provisions are being introduced into investment treaties. This chapter adopts 

analytical approach by referring directly to the texts of the treaties and studying those 

treaty provisions which are the closest reflection of sustainable development 

principles. This chapter focuses not only on highlighting sustainable development 

provisions in the treaties that contain them but also draws attention to the volume of 

treaties silent on sustainable development principles. 

Chapter 3 observes sustainable development within international investment law 

through the lens of investment arbitration in order to ascertain to what extent 

sustainable development is present in investment arbitration world. The purpose of 
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this chapter´s investigation is to intercept and analyse those representative arbitral 

decisions where international investment meets sustainable development issues. 

Unlike investment treaties, arbitrary context of investment disputes provides 

contentious viewpoint on sustainable development within international investment 

law. This chapter will look into the outcomes of arbitral proceedings where 

sustainable development issues appear. International investment regime represents 

primarily private interests of investors and has been designed with protection of 

investors in mind. Sustainable development on the other hand represents public 

interests first of all, without focus on any specific interest group. It merges social and 

environmental interests, current issues and concerns for the future generations. Given 

that investment arbitration is a private forum available to individual investors to 

protect their commercial interests, it is a controversial venue for such public interests 

sustainable development issues to be debated and resolved. This part will also 

consider to what extend sustainable development provisions of investment treaties 

analysed in Chapter 2 are instrumental in bringing sustainable development issues 

into arbitration and whether sustainable development provisions of investment 

treaties are decisive for the outcomes of arbitration proceedings. Chapter 3 will also 

study whether sustainable development considerations presented in arbitration cases 

stand on their own or whether sustainable development arguments are being used as 

a tool to protect other interests of the arbitration respondents as well as claimants.  

On the basis of the findings of the previous chapters in respect of the process of 

globalization, origins and evolution of sustainable development principles and its 

presence to date within international investment treaties and the body of investment 

arbitration, Chapter 4 studies the current status of international investment law and 

its capability of absorbing sustainable development principles from ideological and 

systemic viewpoint. This chapter focuses on trying to answer the question whether 

international investment law is the best equipped and most capable venue for effective 

accomplishment of sustainable development goals. Is international investment law 
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prepared and competent to absorb sustainable development values and change the 

trajectory of its evolution accordingly? This chapter assesses actual state of 

international investment law in the current globalization era. It investigates whether 

international investment regime is in fact undergoing major transitional changes of 

which sustainable development could be a part. It evaluates whether international 

investment law is in decline or on the opposite, it is thriving. This chapter then 

proceeds to examine the main goals and motivations of the participants of 

international investment regime that are in charge and in a position of authority 

within the system, the investors, and whether their objectives and interests align with 

sustainable development agenda. This chapter also studies the underlying neoliberal 

ideology that has been influential in shaping the modern international investment law 

and asks whether such ideology and sustainable development are compatible. Finally, 

Chapter 4 of this thesis evaluates whether from systemic and operational structure 

point of view international investment law could at all be receptive of sustainable 

development principles.  

Chapter 5 studies the role of social involvement in shaping international investment 

law. This chapter revisits several arbitration cases to determine whether social 

movements and citizens participation could be influential in bringing sustainable 

development issues within the forum of international investment law. It observes 

whether social groups and local communities, which are invisible from international 

investment law point of view, including treaty lawmaking and investment arbitration 

process, are becoming persuasive factor in the development path of international 

investment law towards sustainable development friendly solutions. This chapter 

explores the role of justice, its correlation with sustainable development principles and 

questions whether justice, or lack of it, is in fact the ultimate root of all grievances 

against international investment law. It examines whether sustainable development 

is a catalyst for change and an antidote against exigencies of international investment 

law. Finally Chapter 5 investigates the role of state in the turbulent relationship 
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between sustainable development and international investment law. The chapter 

examines the state of sovereignty in the current globalization era and the impact of 

international investment law on it. It analyses how does the state respond to 

challenges from the encroachment of international investment regime onto its 

regulatory prerogative. This chapter considers the role and opportunities for a 

sovereign state in furthering sustainable development principles within international 

investment law. It also asks whether sustainable development serves as a safety net 

for a sovereign state in pushing back against international investment regime. Finally, 

this section considers whether current era of globalization presents new prospects for 

sovereign state and whether social movements and sustainable development 

principles could assist a sovereign state in reigning in international investment law 

and strengthening its own sovereignty.  

The approach to international investment law adopted for the purposes of this thesis 

takes into account wide array of issues and contexts. This analysis is broader than just 

scrutiny of normative dimension of the discipline. It is an interdisciplinary exercise, 

drawing upon interactional theory of international law and taking into account origins 

of international law, social perspective and evolution of political thought. Instead of 

just set of treaty provisions and a number of investment arbitration cases, 

international investment law is understood here as a product of a creative and 

continuous process of limitless interactions and social exchange. Globalization theory 

highlights the importance of social interactions and symbolic exchanges for the 

current era of globalization. Better understanding of international investment law 

must be two fold. First, international investment law is just an element of a wider 

social, political and economic context and is subject to greater underlying forces that 

determine its place and direction in the wholeness of circumstances. This thesis 

addresses this aspect by following the historical origins of the discipline and 

providing globalization perspective on it. Second, international investment law, as an 

independent and isolated legal field is construed of certain ideological material and 
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has in-build mechanisms and functionalities as well as operating system that 

determines its interactions with outside influences. This thesis examines the interests 

of main beneficiaries of the regime, the investors, the ideological drives and 

operational functions of international investment law in order to understand whether 

international investment law has capacity to comprehend sustainable development 

language and integrate sustainable development principles. It is also being questioned 

whether delegating sustainable development agenda to international investment law 

is the most appropriate and effective solution for sustainable development itself.  

This thesis advances a critical approach to the subject of international investment law 

and sustainable development. According to Cox, critical theory “stands apart from the 

prevailing order of the world and asks how that order came about”45. Such approach 

“leads towards the construction of a larger picture of the whole of which the initially 

contemplated part is just one component” and “is directed to the social and political 

complex as a whole rather than to the separate parts”46. Critical approach in this thesis 

helps to envisage the future of sustainable development within international 

investment law by broadening the scope of enquiry beyond the conventional study of 

international investment law so as to include basic mechanisms at work in the 

development and functioning of international investment law in the global societal 

structure. This methodology “does not take institutions and social and power relations 

                                                      

45 Cox, R. (1981). Theory Social Forces, States and World Orders: Beyond International 

Relations. Millennium - Journal of International Studies, Vol. 10, pp. 126-155, p. 129. DOI: 

10.1177/03058298810100020501   

46 Cox, R. (1981). Theory Social Forces, States and World Orders: Beyond International 

Relations. Millennium - Journal of International Studies, Vol. 10, pp. 126-155, p. 129. DOI: 

10.1177/03058298810100020501   
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for granted but calls them into question by concerning itself with their origins and 

how and whether they might be in the process of changing”47.  

The intended contribution of this work is to propose a new approach to viewing 

sustainable development within international investment law. This approach is not 

unconcerned with an importance of sustainability for the prosperous future of the 

human race, but it transcends the debate that emphasises how critical sustainable 

development is for international investment law and international investment for 

achieving sustainable development. The perspective advanced in this thesis proposes 

fresh assessment of the current status of sustainable development within international 

investment law and attempts to identify the problem areas, blind roads ahead as well 

as opportunities for reconciliation. This thesis also brings issues of justice into the 

discourse of international investment law, which is often overlooked or ignored by 

the mainstream literature on the subject. The wider proposition here is to illustrate 

that international investment law, like any other area of human activity, is ultimately 

subject to scrutiny by society accordingly to the principles of justice and more 

attention should be given to this issue. International investment law is traditionally 

perceived as a precise and narrow focused specialised area of law operating above 

social context and national laws of sovereign states and usually completely detached 

from the issues of social justice. This thesis brings those matters to the forefront of the 

analysis and draws attention to the wider context in which international investment 

law operates. As Cox says “beware of underrating state power, but in addition give 

proper attention to social forces and processes and see how they relate to the 

                                                      

47 Cox, R. (1981). Theory Social Forces, States and World Orders: Beyond International 

Relations. Millennium - Journal of International Studies, Vol. 10, pp. 126-155, p. 129. DOI: 

10.1177/03058298810100020501   
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development of states and world orders.”48  The analysis presented in this thesis aims 

to contribute to the debate about the place of sustainable development within 

international investment law by informing about structural, ideological and social 

mechanisms underpinning international investment law. This thesis exposes main 

discrepancies between sustainable development principles and international 

investment law design. The study of these incompatibilities can contribute to strategic 

approach to the future of sustainable development within international investment 

law. Whilst abstaining from moral assessment of sustainable development agenda, the 

study presented in this thesis can help improve effectiveness of its reconciliation with 

international investment law. By adopting a critical approach, this thesis does not 

intend to deliver ready-made solutions, but it rather clarifies how international 

investment law operates, what motivates its main actors and beneficiaries, how does 

it impact marginalised social groups and how does it affect sovereign state. It also 

explains where does sustainable development derives from, how it is being construed 

and applied and who is utilising it within international investment law and with what 

agenda in mind. Placing these processes on globalization trajectory allows envisioning 

which direction could international investment law evolve towards and, if sustainable 

development is meant to be a contributing element within it, which approach is most 

likely to be effective in achieving it.  

Whilst undertaking a review of the discipline of international investment law, treaties 

and arbitration cases alike, the aim of this thesis is not to indulge in minute details of 

this analysis, but draw an essence from the research in order to provide broad view of 

the discipline and illuminate the pivotal issues concerning its interaction with 

sustainable development, sometimes lost when adopting a narrow view of 

international investment law. International investment regime is being described as 

                                                      

48 Cox, R. (1981). Theory Social Forces, States and World Orders: Beyond International 

Relations. Millennium - Journal of International Studies, Vol. 10, pp. 126-155, p. 128. DOI: 

10.1177/03058298810100020501   
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“complex and confusing”49 and having “delightful systemic complexity”50 in itself. 

There is an enormous scope for research of the discipline. However, this thesis aims 

to draw attention to other complexity related to legal investment regime, the 

complexity of a wider context in which international investment law operates and 

which determines the shape of the regime now as well as its future.  

 

  

                                                      

49 Zhan, J. (2013). Investment Policies for Sustainable Development: Addressing policy 

challenges in a new investment landscape. In Echandi, R. & Sauvé, P. Prospects in International 

Investment Law and Policy: World Trade Forum, p. 21.  

50 Paparinskis, M. (2014). Analogies and other regimes of international law. In Douglas, Z., 

Pauwelyn, J., & Viñuales, J. (Eds.).The Foundations of International Investment Law Bringing 

Theory into Practice, p. 105. 
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Chapter 1 

Globalization, Sustainable Development and links with International Investment 

Law 

This thesis is about international investment law. However, the particular issue on 

which this work focuses is sustainable development within international investment 

law analysed in the context of globalization. It is therefore imperative to introduce 

theoretical background of both, globalization and sustainable development, in order 

to proceed to the analysis of the legal field of international investment. This chapter 

provides such theoretical foundation for the remainder of the thesis. It is structured 

into two main sections. Firstly, the phenomenon of globalization itself will be 

examined, its history, dimensions as well as phases of its evolution. The first part will 

explain links and correlation between globalization process and unfolding of 

international investment law as it is known today. After placing international 

investment law against broader background of globalization, the second part of this 

chapter is dedicated to the concept of sustainable development, its genesis, 

development and correlation with investment. 

It has already been highlighted in the introductory part of this thesis, but it should be 

reiterated here that, although this thesis is focused mainly on legal issues, the 

international investment law should not be considered one dimensional and 

monocausal area of law. The analysis of it needs to be an interdisciplinary exercise 

and this thesis is drawing upon interactional theory of international law and taking 

into account origins of international law, social perspective, wide array of 

organizational structures and evolution of political thought. The law is itself a product 

of society, its needs and preferences, and has objective of sustaining social exchange.51 

According to the interactional theory of international law, legal rules are being 

                                                      

51Schill, S. (2009). The Multilateralization of the International Investment Law, p. 1. 
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construed and re-construed in the creative and continuous process of interaction 

between actors. The law arises as a result of these interactions and law itself is a co-

determinative of behaviour of the actors.52 The interactional theory of international 

law applies accurately to international investment law itself. “The appropriate unit for 

analysis to understand FIL [foreign investment law] is not the overall system of FIL 

.... but its constituent components, its myriad sources and actors and how they interact 

or have interacted over time.”53 This line of understanding of international investment 

law will be referred to throughout the thesis. Interactional theory of law applied 

specifically to international investment law is particularly relevant in global society 

and global interactions, to the humanity driven by globalization forces.  

THEORY OF GLOBALIZATION 

 

The subject of this thesis, the analysis of the influence of sustainable development 

concepts on the international investment law, is presented and built around the 

context of globalization. This part will explain how economical, political and social 

processes of modern humanity are playing out against the background of all 

encompassing globalization path. Everyone and everything is part of it. Globalization 

provides the context, background and reference point for the analysis of the 

correlation between the international investment law and sustainable development. It 

is therefore crucial for the remainder of the thesis to analyse the phenomenon of 

globalization. This part will focus on providing wider theoretical context of 

globalization, which will help in understanding of the evolution trajectory of 

                                                      

52The interactional theory of international law was originally developed by Jutta Brunné and 

Stephen Toope. See Brunné, J. and Toope, S. (2000).International Law and Constructivism: 

Elements of Interactional Theory of International Law. 30 Columbia Journal of Transnational 

Law, pp. 19-74.  

53 Pauwelyn, J. (2000) At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29, pp. 372-418, p.372. 
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international investment law and possible future path it may take alongside 

sustainable development concept. This section will outline briefly the most pressing 

challenges facing international investment law in the current era of globalization, 

including redistribution of power on geopolitical map, volatility of economic 

conditions, threats to sovereignty and search for global justice. The purpose of this 

part is not to provide a comprehensive study of globalization phenomenon, but to 

introduce globalization perspective into the analysis of international investment law 

There is a voluminous literature available on the phenomenon of globalization54, 

which, in itself, illustrates just how topical and relevant subject of globalization has 

become. However, not only there is no consensus on what is globalization, but the 

phenomenon itself encompasses variety of dimensions. Even though there is no 

consensus on the exact meaning of the term globalization, and “there are competing 

definitions, each of which interprets social reality in distinct way”55, yet the term 

“globalization” is used heavily and seems to define our times, one way or another. It 

is being evoked on a political arena, in economical discussions and by social 

movements’ actors. “The literature stemming from the debate on globalization has 

grown in the last decade beyond any individual’s capability of extracting a workable 

definition of the concept. In a sense, the meaning of the concept is self-evident, in 

another, it is vague and obscure as its reaches are wide and constantly shifting. 

Perhaps, more than any other concept, globalization is the debate about it”.56 Much 

                                                      

54 See for example: Bauman, Z. (2000). Globalization, Went, R. (2000). Globalization: Neoliberal 

Challenge, Radical Response, Beck, U. (2000). What is Globalization?, Falk, R. (1999). Predatory 

Globalization: A Critique, Waters, M. (2001). Globalization, Hirst, P. and Thompson, G. (1999). 

Globalization in Question. 

55 Robinson, W. (2004). A Theory of Global Capitalism, p. 1. 

56 Poppi, C. (1997). Wider Horizons with Larger Details: Subjectivity, Ethnicity, and 

Globalization. In Scott, A., The Limits of Globalization: Cases and Arguments, p. 300. 
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like the term sustainable development, which will be analysed in the second part of 

this chapter, the definition of globalization is as highly elusive as often called forth.  

Some basic definitions of the term are worth referring to. Globalization should not be 

understood as a singular characteristic or even a linear process, but rather as a multi-

dimensional phenomenon involving diverse domains of human activity and 

interaction.  Globalization has been defined as a “multiplicity of linkages and 

interconnections that transcend the nation states”57, “set of economic and political 

structures and processes deriving from the changing character of the goods and assets 

that comprise the base of the international political economy”58. Key theorist 

Robertson, proposes that globalization is “a concept that refers both to the 

compression of the world and the intensification of consciousness of the world as a 

whole”59. Waters puts forward a definition that seems to capture the essence of 

globalization as a “social process in which the constraints of geography on economic, 

political, social and cultural arrangements recede, in which people become 

increasingly aware that they are receding and in which people act accordingly”.60 

These are just a few propositions of how globalization could be defined, but by no 

means an exhaustive list.  

As for the beginnings and the origins of globalization, then that depends on which 

approach to the globalization is being subject to the analysis. Globalization might be 

understood as an active process since the humanity began, with its insatiable appetite 

                                                      

57 McGrew, A. (1990). A Global Society. In Hall, S., Held, D., and Mc Grew, A. (Eds.), Modernity 

and Its Futures. 

58 Lawrence, R. (1996). Regionalism, Multilateralism and Deeper Integration, p.8. 

59 Robertson, R. (1992). Globalization: Social Theory and Global Culture, p.5. 

60 Waters, M. (2001). Globalization, p.5. 
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for expansion, conquest and curiosity.61 This process has been accelerated recently 

with the technological developments. Many associate globalization with 

modernization and capitalism. Or, perhaps globalization is a very recent concept, 

postmodern and post-industrial. Some authors propose that globalization is not a 

theory or a concept in itself, but a period of time where certain characteristics and 

attributes are prevailing.62 According to this historical approach, end of the Cold War 

would mark the onset of globalization, when the end of the division between Western 

and Eastern bloc led to profound changes on geopolitical map. 

Alternatively, globalization can be understood functionally, as an economic 

phenomenon. The term refers to liberalization of markets, deregulation, demise of 

state function, massive export of capital at the speed like never seen before. In 

economic sense, globalization would be an intensification and increase of complexity 

of a number of economic processes, interdependent and linked. “Globalization is a 

growth, or more precisely the accelerated growth, of economic activity across national 

and regional political boundaries.”63 

Globalization is also commonly associated with hegemony of American values64. It 

represents a victory of modernization theory, convergence of American version of 

                                                      

61 “Globalization is a process that has been on for the past 5000 years,...” by Tehranian, M. 

(May 1998). Globalization Texts, Concepts and Terms. University of Hawaii, compiled by Riggs, 

F. According to Martin Khor: “Globalization is what we in the Third World have for several 

centuries called colonization.” as cited in Sholte, J. (1999). The Globalization of World Politics. 

In Baylis, J., & Smith, S. (Eds.). The Globalization of World Politics, An Introduction to International 

Relations, p. 15.  

62 McMichael, P. (1996). Globalization: Myths and Realities. Rural Sociology, 61(1), pp. 25-55, p. 

29.  

63Oman, C. (1996). The Policy Challenges of Globalization and Regionalization. OECD 

Development Centre, Policy Brief No. 11, p. 5. 

64 Reich, S. (1998). What is Globalization? Four Possible Answers (Working Paper No. 261). Helen 

Kellogg Institute for International Studies: University of Notre Dame. 
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capitalism and democracy, with freedom and choice as its moral ground. With 

support of transnational economical structures such as the World Bank, and the IMF, 

the values consistent with the American variant of liberalism and capitalism have 

become globalized. “Among countries outside the United States, especially 

developing countries, the term sometimes refers to the domination of world economic 

affairs and commerce by the United States.”65 To take this argument even further, 

Berman proposes that “globalization is the new form of empire or hegemony, and 

particular with regard to trade liberalization and open markets, there seems to be little 

possibility for a rival ideology to survive”.66 This understanding of globalization will 

be revisited later in the thesis as it could be said to mirror many of the critical views 

about international investment law itself.  

Finally, another formulation of globalization theory focuses around technological 

revolution and the paradigmatic shift in social relations resulting from it. The 

technological advances mainly in telecommunication and computer industry 

transformed the economy into one global market. Langhorne suggests that 

“globalization is the latest stage in a long accumulation of technological advance 

which has given human beings the ability to conduct their affairs across the world 

without reference to nationality, government authority, time of day or physical 

environment.”67 

For theorist Wallestrein for example, globalization is one dimensional and linear. It is 

exclusively defined through economy and the role of capitalism. His judgment on 

globalization is not a positive one. Globalization powered by capitalism creates 

                                                      

65Deardorff, A. (2001). Glossary of International Economics. University of Michigan. Retrieved 

from http://www-personal.umich.edu/~alandear/glossary/g.html 

66Berman, P. (2005). From International Law to Law and Globalization (Working Paper 23). 

University of Connecticut School of Law Articles, p. 553. 

67Langhorne, R. (2001). The Coming of Globalization: Its Evolution and Contemporary Consequences, 

p. 2. 
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enormous riches and unimaginable poverty and therefore it produces resistance, 

fundamentalism and protectionists movements on a large scale. According to 

Wallestrein, the world system is on the verge of collapse as a result of globalization 

trends. This view will also be revisited later in this thesis since international 

investment law is an area dominated by modern economy and driven by capitalism.  

Among other approaches to globalization, Beck distinguishes for example between 

globalism (supremacy of world market, ideology of neoliberalism), globality 

(interconnectedness, annihilation of space divisions) and globalization (“the processes 

through which sovereign national states are criss-crossed and undermined by 

transnational actors with varying prospects of power, orientations, identities and 

networks.”68). 

As highlighted above, globalization concept can be understood and explained from 

variety of perspectives and seen from many diverse vantage points. Some even argue 

that globalization is one of those terms that is “beyond redemption for analytic use”69. 

Lindsey accurately notes this paradox of multiple meanings of globalization: “first, to 

describe the economic phenomenon of increasing integration of markets across 

political boundaries (whether due to political or technological causes); second, to 

describe the strictly political phenomenon of falling government-imposed barriers to 

international flows of goods, services, and capital; and, finally, to describe the much 

broader political phenomenon of the global spread of market-oriented policies in both 

the domestic and international spheres. Since I contend that globalization in the first 

sense is due primarily to globalization in the second sense, and that globalization in 

                                                      

68 Beck, U. (2000). What is globalization? p. 11. 

69 Keohane, R., & Nye, J. (2000).Globalization: What´s New? What´s Not? (And So What? 

Foreign Policy, 118, pp. 104-119, p. 114. 
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the second sense is primarily due to globalization in the third sense, I do not think it 

unduly confusing to use the same word to mean three different things.”70  

Globalization is unquestionably a trans-disciplinary concept connecting social, 

economic and political processes. These three areas of human life – economy, politics 

and culture, represent three different types of social interaction and social exchange. 

The evolution of globalization should be traced through changes in these three types 

of social interactions (economy, politics and culture) at any given historical time. The 

ever changing character of social exchanges in these three areas of human life is an 

indication of just how advanced is the process of globalization, what stage is it at and 

what to expect for the future. Starting point to that analysis is the theoretical paradigm 

of globalization that “material exchanges localize [economic relations], political 

exchanges internationalize [political relations], and symbolic exchanges globalize 

[cultural relations].”71 In other words, if the prevailing form of social exchange is 

symbolic in economy, politics and culture, the globalization can be considered a 

complete phenomenon. Material exchanges are the ones associated with trade, 

production, raw materials and commodities. They are mainly localised and rooted in 

local markets, centred around local factories and shops. Power exchanges involve 

international relations; extend the notion of local to a wider context of national. 

Political exchanges facilitate expansion of local social consciousness into national 

social awareness. Political relations are also synonymous with sovereignty and 

territorial boundaries of individual states, which engage in political relations with 

each other. When national boundaries are surpassed by universal values that are 

independent of national territories and borders that is when cultural relations expand 

globally and overshadow political or economic areas of life. It is being argued in this 

thesis that the answers to the question about the future of international investment 

                                                      

70 Lindsey, B. (2002). Against the Dead Hand: The Uncertain Struggle for Global Capitalism, p. 275. 

71 Waters, M. (2001). Globalization, p. 21. 
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law and sustainable development concept lies in the analysis of the globalization path 

and in understanding of the processes of the latest stage of globalization, where 

symbolic exchanges become prevailing form of human interaction and social 

exchange. International investment law is not immune to this powerful globalization 

process and even though it is strongly rooted in economic and political relations, 

globalization unravels new opportunities and brings in new sweeping dimension, of 

social interactions and cultural exchanges as paramount elements shaping the world 

in all its aspects.  

 

“Pre-Globalized” Stage of Globalization 

 

Previous part analysed globalization through three areas of life in a society (economy, 

politics and culture) and three-fold theoretical paradigm, where globalization goes 

from localization (through material exchanges), internationalization (through political 

relations and power exchanges) to globalization (through symbolic exchanges and 

cultural relations). On this basis, globalization could be said to find its source in 

Western Europe around the sixteenth century with the emergence of capitalism, 

intensification of economic activity and increased effectiveness of material exchanges 

as prevailing social interactions. The processes of economy have triggered the 

acceleration of globalization process. Between the sixteenth and the nineteenth 

century European states have seen liberalisation and weakening or altogether demise 

of monarchy.72 Treaty of Westphalia in 1648 signified the end of imperial order and 

                                                      

72 Examples include: abolishment of British monarchy (later restored) in 1649 by Oliver 

Cromwell, collapse of French monarchy French Revolution in 1972, loss of the throne by 

Napoleon III in 1870, abolishment of Spanish monarchy between 1873 to 1874 by the First 

Spanish Republic; between 1859 and 1861 four monarchies in Southern Europe ceased to exist: 

Parma, Modena, Tuscany and the Two Sicilies, when they all became part of the new Kingdom 

of Italy. 
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the beginning of international legal order. “It fundamentally broke with the norm of 

hierarchical relations between peoples. Prior to 1648, in this view, the world's main 

civilizations all grounded such relations on imperial legitimacy. Mutual recognition 

by some European sovereigns at Westphalia ushered in the notion of sovereign 

equality, which it would be the task of future generations to implement fully and 

extend universally.”73 Westphalia treaty is considered as a beginning of modern order 

and onset of globalization as truly European phenomenon. The eighteenth century 

brought about the concept of territorial sovereignty, national citizenship and 

international system of states, all of which are tremendously important for the 

emergence of international investment law. This early modern period coincided with 

Copernican discoveries, geographical exploration and colonisation, which opened 

human mind to the idea of a “globe”. Capitalism has been very instrumental in the 

process of globalization. Its drive to accumulation and consumption paired with 

increased production and liberation from constraints, also geographical, has been a 

catalyst in the globalization process. The medieval society with inflexible, traditional 

ways and highly hierarchic structure has been replaced with a modern society. As 

capitalism spread through the national borders, it carried with it modernization and 

industrialization, both of which play a very important role in transformation of 

societies, states and cultures. The mapping of the world following geographical 

discoveries and invention and mastering of mechanical clock allowed organisation of 

human life by reference to larger time zones and geographical space rather than 

previous very seasonal, localised way of life. Social awareness of international 

interrelations was an important step on the path to globalization. 

If the globalization at this stage could be defined as a triumph of capitalism, by the 

end of the nineteenth century, capitalism itself was already crisis. Markets were not 

                                                      

73Weeramantry, C. (1999). The Grotius Lecture Series. American University International Law 

Review, 14, pp. 1515-1569, p. 1523. 
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expanding fast enough and labour workforce refused exploitation and started forming 

unions. This is a stage when power exchanges overtook material exchanges as 

prevailing form of social interactions. The state took over the steering wheel of 

economy and the globalization entered a new phase called internationalization. The 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries were characterised by increased role of nation 

state, international alliances in the wake of world wars, rice of hegemonic and 

superpowers and export of capitalism to many parts of the globe. The 

internationalized economy has been dominated by political ideologies and hegemony. 

The economy at this stage of globalization was highly industrialised and its main 

corporate vehicle became multinational corporation. State assumed control of 

economic management, fiscal policy and became the main provider of economic 

infrastructure necessary for functioning of large corporations and sophisticated 

enterprises. State also took on the role of organisers of capital flows, monetary policies, 

trade tariffs etc. States were the only organisational units with sufficient power and 

capacity to internationalize global territories by way of trade, warfare, diplomacy and 

colonisation. They derived their power from the principle of sovereignty and had 

sufficient capacity and infrastructure to control their territories and population. The 

First World War ended last multinational empires of Europe: the Austro Hungarian, 

Ottoman and Prussian. They were replaced by modern nation states. The Second 

World War gave rise to two hegemonic powers of the US and Russia. Post war years 

were dominated by number of international conflicts and wars for independence by 

colonised nations. The two power blocks competed in sport, science and military 

achievements. When the Berlin War fell in 1989, only one true hegemon remained, 

that of the US. By the end of the twentieth century the entire planet has been divided 

into a system of national states, with their borders clearly marked as sovereign 

territories and their own (theoretically independent) governments. The fertile ground 

for the emergence of international investment law has been materializing and 

globalization processes were facilitating it. 
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The cultural life of societies in the internationalization phase of globalization has seen 

the emergence of universal ideas in the form of universal religions and political 

ideologies, which sought to unify people in pursuit of common international goals. In 

the internationalization period of globalization, the world continued to be divided 

culturally into civilisations, ideological blocks, like Western (Christian religions), 

Islamic, Hindu, Chinese (Confucian, Taoist, Buddhist), Latin American, African (non 

Islamic). These civilisations are distinct, geographically separated and subject to 

similar pattern of relationships as national states. They are aware of each other’s 

sovereignty, they communicate, compete with one another, enter into alliances and 

conflicts, but they coexist on international level, just like national states.  This era of 

globalization has seen major political ideologies of nationalism, liberalism, socialism, 

communism and fascism. The development of electronic media of communication and 

improvements in transportation facilitated spread of ideologies and contributed to 

conceptual dissolution of territorial borders that previously contained these religions 

or ideologies within designated locality. This era of globalization has seen 

transformation of the experience of culture spread through improved means of 

communication. 

Up until the end of the internationalization phase of globalization, the path of progress 

was all about creating, organizing and experiencing a state as modern structuring unit 

of humanity. All three dimensions of human life - economy, political exchanges and 

cultural relations - existed, clashed and communicated within the framework of nation 

states. The sovereign nation states defined the rules of the game. Nation states were 

both the authoritarian unit containing and controlling trends and ideas, but were also 

a stable skeleton and provider of infrastructure in which the ideas could exist and 

thrive.  

 

Latest Phase of Globalization 
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Accordingly to globalization theories outlined in the first part of this chapter, 

humanity is now entering the new, final stage of globalization process. This section 

aims to explain what characterises this new phase of globalization, which should be 

the culmination of global interconnectedness. What occurrences are common in 

economy, politics and culture? 

In economic sphere, space and time are disappearing thanks to very advanced 

technical developments, “…integration of national economies leading to the notion of 

a borderless global or planetary economy… an interwoven net of factories, fields and 

forests, banks, governments, labouring and farming populations, cities and transport 

spread over the surface of earth.”74 Transactions are instantaneous and the world 

markets are interdependent regardless of the time zone. In fact, the world markets 

seem to have merged into one big global market, which is referred to as such when 

considering price of commodities or currencies for example. The world economy is 

dominated by large multinational corporations which often have more power and 

capital at their disposal than many nation states and which are not assigned to any 

particular territory. Large multinational enterprises do not have any single specific 

nationality or single location. They centres of activities are fluid, flexible and highly 

portable. Complicated economic relationships are developed virtually and across the 

globe. “The main engines of globalization are the transnational corporations (TNCs), 

transnational media organizations (TMCs), intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), 

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and alternative government organizations 

(AGOs). From a humanist perspective, globalization entails both positive and 

negative consequences: it is both narrowing and widening the income gaps among 

and within nations, intensifying and diminishing political domination, and 

                                                      

74Avinash, J. (2000). Background to Globalisation, p. 3. 
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homogenizing and pluralizing cultural identities.”75 Small local markets in remote 

parts of the world are no longer isolated but highly dependent on economic trends 

globally. Thanks to the portability, speed of transaction and flexibility, global markets 

are therefore not only interdependent, but also highly adjustable and intuitive to the 

ever changing consumer needs of instant consumption. “The world is becoming a 

global shopping mall in which ideas and products are available everywhere at the 

same time.”76 The economy became subordinate to individual choices, tastes, lifestyle 

and value commitments. The world`s prevailing trend is transforming from political 

economy, which dominated the scene in the internationalization phase of 

globalization, into cultural economy, beyond control of any individual or even group 

of states. The power of nation states to control their borders, people and economy is 

fading. The main feature of modern state was sovereignty. This principle of non-

intervention in other states` affairs and territories have increasingly been breached on 

the grounds of universal values like human rights for example. Although, as will be 

explained in more detail further, the new rising powers of China, Russia, India and 

Brazil strongly articulate their preferred vision of sovereignty, which is much more 

absolute than Western concept. Borderless political organizations and non-

governmental organizations are now a common feature of international arena. 

Transnational connections between people on the common grounds of universal 

values and shared commitments are becoming more important than national ties. The 

link between individual person and global humanity as a whole is more profound 

with the progress of globalization. Individual rights are now legitimized through 

international system of organizations with global reach. An individual is no longer a 

subordinate to local or national rules and values. Globalization processes in social 

                                                      

75Tehranian, M. (May 1998). Globalization Texts, Concepts and Terms. University of Hawaii, 

compiled by Riggs, F. 

76Moss Kanter, R. (1995). World Class: Thriving Locally in the Global Economy. Cited in Scholte, J. 

(1998). The Globalization of World Politics. In Baylis, J., & Smith, S. (Eds.). (1999). The 

Globalization of World Politics, An Introduction to International Relations, p.15. 
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culture raised above economic and political forces. Such global culture is chaotic and 

characterised by continuous flow of information and ideas and electronic stimulation. 

The cultural currents are highly connected and de-territorialised. 

Globalization fever has profound effect on the balance of power between, within and 

beyond any national state. The series of economic crisis of this millennium was 

another indication that market economy, welfare state and democracy is no longer 

resilient in the face of larger chaotic world events beyond anyone’s control. 

Globalization means that national values enclosed within isolated and separate unit 

called national state has been ruptured and new connections, relations, dimensions 

and conflicts come into existence and new forces are unleashed. The nation states used 

to be like dams on social rivers, effectively controlling outgoing and ingoing streams 

of people, economic activities and ideas. In the new era of globalization, those nation 

state divisions are no longer as effective. The world is happening over and above any 

effective political control. There are new forces at play and they have to reckoned with. 

For globalization theorist like Rosenau, the world has moved from the era 

international politics dominance into the new phase of post international politics, 

where the national state have to share the arena with transnational social players and 

movements. The increasing numbers of very diverse transnational players participate, 

cooperate and compete in shaping of the dynamics of the new world. This does not 

displace nation states altogether, but creates a system of parallel power distribution 

between existing political network of established national states with their 

international rules and diplomacy and an increasingly powerful net of versatile 

players, powerful corporations, NGOs, environmental and human rights 

organisations. Transnational system of organizations replace, or maybe complement, 

national states in providing structure for wide transnational communities unified not 

around national values anymore but religious choices, lifestyle preferences or political 

orientations. “NGOs act as a solvent against the stricture of sovereignty”, because 

“unlike the state, the NGOs enjoys a relationship with the individual that is 
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voluntary” and “whatever influence they have is achieved through the attractiveness 

of their ideas and values”.77 

Gilpin proposes theory of hegemonic power structure and believes that globalization 

is contingent on the authority of hegemonic power providing permissible and 

organised environment for the development of global integration. Held, on the other 

hand, is strongly of a view that sovereignty of national states is a victim of 

globalization. The autonomy, sovereignty, accountability and effectiveness of national 

states is becoming undermined by globalization forces. “The traditional nation-state, 

the fruit of centuries of political, social and economic evolution, is under threat”.78 

“Once sacrosanct, the concept of a state`s sovereignty – the immutability of its 

international boundaries – is now under serious threat.”79 Whether this is really the 

case or whether sovereignty is still strongly entrenched in the prevailing political 

model in some cultures, will be discussed later in this chapter and further throughout 

this thesis.  

Collapse of nation society and emergence of wider world society creates new risks, 

threats and challenges but also new opportunities and possibilities for emerging 

power players. These changes, transformation of nations into world societies, 

emergence of a parallel network of transnational players, are subtle. On the surface, 

the societies are still organised and largely function under the old familiar framework 

of modernity. However, behind the scenes, new power game is acted out. Laws, 

borders, political systems, constitutions, pension entitlements etc. still look the same, 
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but maybe someone else, rather than exclusively governments is the decision maker. 

The new power players on transnational scene are not bound by narrow framework 

of rules of politics and diplomacy. The international organizations and multinational 

corporations enter into cross alliances, many times with national states themselves, to 

conduct global policy issues. The unauthorised participants play without regard to 

national sovereignty or basic political principles of foreign policy or diplomacy. They 

act in the name of higher (and not always legitimate) principles, some of them being 

protection of environment or human rights. However, on the other side, 

fundamentalist groups, fanatics and other collective gatherings also have the ability 

to dictate the order over and above national states heads in the current phase of 

globalization. 

The question is who has sufficient political power capable of influencing or directing 

global events in this jungle of cross section national, transnational, international 

players on global arena. Even if it is accepted that the authority of the national state is 

withering, it does not necessarily mean that the world is now under the orders of 

international organizations alone or even transnational corporate power, however 

much their influence increased. This issue is directly linked with theory of the risk 

society. Individuals are subjected to symbols projected by electronic media and 

television. The more powerful the images, the more significant or shocking, or 

touching, or repulsive, the bigger is the potential of influencing the mass conscience, 

which translate into votes, consumption choices and political action. Sustainable 

development postulates are perfect tools to create moral uproar, global panic of 

environmental destruction, provide value system on which a person lost in a jungle 

of symbols can rely on. It is a perfect environment for political opportunist to gain 

power and further their goals, be it political, economic or religious. The theory of 

world risk society is an important component of globalizing forces. Some could argue 

that this is a by-product or even one of the causes of globalization. However, the threat 

or risk is truly a transnational concept. There are no borders that could protect against 
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ecological disasters, nuclear or biological weapons or the ozone hole. Global 

consciousness and shared experience of common destiny produces global society and 

transcends national divisions. Global risk has globalizing effect and is reflexive. 

Global risks require global solution. No national state alone can effectively respond to 

contain global threat. It requires action on supra-national level, earth summits and 

actions by international organizations unifying people globally. This might be one of 

the reasons why sustainable development concept is becoming ever so prevalent, as it 

appeals to fears and global panics of risk society. World risk society means that the 

areas of life, like issues of sustainable development, which were previously outside of 

the political ranks, are suddenly thrust into a public light as the society becomes aware 

of the global threats. They become open to public debate and become politicized; the 

democracy becomes extended onto the issues normally reserved for non-political 

action. It is therefore only natural that the power aspiring forces (like political parties, 

NGOs or multinational corporations) grab on the hot topic of sustainable 

development to gain political or economic advantage.  “Risk society means that the 

past loses its power to determine the present. Instead, the future – something non-

existent, construed or fictitious – takes its place as the cause of present experience and 

action.... Risks in which people believe are the whips driving the present to make some 

move... definitions of risk, successfully asserted, are the magic political wand.”80 

In the era of erosion of state, loss of domination of state as the creator and leader of 

political and economic world, the dialog, competition and cooperation takes place no 

longer exclusively between nation states but it’s the nation states competing with the 

transnational players for influence and authority. There is currently a power gap 

between national political values and the actual capacity to influence, guide and lead 

the society. This gap is now subject to competition between national states and 
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transnational players. Sustainable development concepts could serve as a very 

effective leverage in that fight for power. 

The diminishing of state authority should also be seen as a natural consequence of 

globalization process. For the new order of unhindered global flow to sustain itself 

and reproduce, “global finance, trade and information industry depend on the 

political fragmentation of the world scene. They have all, one may say, developed a 

vested interests in “weak states” – that is as such states that are weak but nevertheless 

remain states.”81 

To summarise, this section has provided an overview of the phenomenon of 

globalization, drawing upon various globalization theories and definitions. Two main 

conclusions are apparent, firstly that globalization is a vague concept, “the problem 

resides in the blanket application of the term – globalization translated as 

interconnectivity leaves almost nothing outside its remit”82. And secondly, precisely 

because globalization leaves nothing outside of its remit, it is highly relevant process 

that shapes the world today, including such globally applicable discipline as 

international investment law. 

 

CORRELATION BETWEEN GLOBALIZATION AND INTERNATIONAL 

INVESTMENT LAW 

 

Previous section has outlined and analysed the concept of globalization. This part will 

investigate correlation between globalization process and international investment 

law. It will follow the origins of international investment law and how it intertwined 

with globalization process along its development path. Better comprehension of 
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globalization forces will add a wider perspective and help in more profound 

understanding of past, present and potential future direction of the development 

pattern of international investment law and a place of sustainable development 

concept within in. Content of investment law regime cannot be separated from social, 

political and economic background of the globalization race. 

Origins of International Investment Law and Early Links with Globalization 

 

Starting point for such investigation are historical origins of international investment 

law, which are “deeply embedded within the global expansion of the European 

trading and investment activities that occurred during the seventeenth to early 

twentieth century”.83 This time frame of the onset of international investment law 

coincides precisely with the dynamic first phase of globalization, the rise of capitalism 

and the emergence of modern societies described in the preceding part of this chapter. 

It will be argued throughout this thesis that the development of the laws on foreign 

investment is closely linked with the evolution path of globalization, which in turns 

means that shift into the new phase of globalization should understandingly result in 

adjustments in investment regime.  

The early development of international rules governing investment was closely tied 

with the commercial aspirations of European nations. International investment 

relations were still mainly inter-European occurrence. At first, European states 

transferred capital and investment among themselves and on a reciprocal basis, since 

they had similar bargaining power. As explained earlier, the early period of 

globalization was characterised by dominance of economic relations. To start with, 

economic expansion was accompanied by FCN treaties as the instruments of bilateral 

reciprocal commercial privileges.  It was a base of legal framework for protection of 
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property, capital and ensuring freedoms necessary for commercial activities to 

flourish.  

However, capitalism had to expand, enter new markets, and create new opportunities 

in order to thrive. The expansion of capitalism and export of capital outside of Europe 

was necessarily accompanied by the set of rules designed to protect interests of the 

investors. With the onset of the colonial era, legal rules of protection of property and 

capital originated in Europe have been implanted, or imposed, onto indigenous 

nations. The international legal doctrines of protection of foreign investment have 

seen rapid development and rise in significance precisely at the time of rapid 

expansion of capitalist interests on international scale. During this period of 

international expansion, political forces stepped in and took over shaping of the rules 

to open up far reaching markets of reluctant at times foreign nations. A change in 

economic philosophy, critique of pure mercantilism in favour of international 

economic relations advocated by theorists of classical economic thought like Adam 

Smith, David Ricardo and John Stuart Mill brought about the increase in international 

economic activity. The unequal treaties with foreign nations (like with China in the 

nineteenth century during China's "century of humiliation”) were affirmation of 

political and economic dominance of Western powers. The unequal treaties imposed 

usually following military conflict, were to ensure unhindered expansion of capitalist 

economic philosophy. Set of international rules on foreign investment was a necessary 

tool in realisation and safeguarding of imperial aspirations. As the colonial expansion 

continued and unfolded globally so to speak, legal rules on protection of investment 

became universally applicable, enforceable and indispensable assessor in global quest 

for domination. This phase of European expansion facilitated the development of 

principles of sovereignty, statehood and territoriality – basic concepts of modern 

societies. International laws on foreign investment were there to legitimise 

internationalization of capital and were a sanctioning tool permitting globalization to 

thrive, decriminalising acts of oppressions over foreign nations but also providing 
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legal framework for organizing new avenues of capital export and investment. The 

argument could go as far as to say that the international investment law was 

instrumental at the early stages of globalization. It was a forcible tool in opening 

national borders for foreign capital. It was a self perpetuating cycle, of globalization 

forces allowing foreign investment to expand and of foreign investment laws 

facilitating further globalization process of interconnectivity, openness of borders and 

commercial freedom, albeit favouring capitalist economic model. 

Spread of commerce, investment and the European economic model onto foreign 

territories was accompanied by the evolution of customary legal approach to the 

treatment of foreign nationals and their property on host state territory. Diplomatic 

protection, which can be traced back to at least the Middle Ages, was based on the 

principle that an injury to a state's national is an injury to the state itself for which the 

home state could claim reparation. Such diplomatic protection could take variety of 

forms, peaceful or military, diplomatic or coercive. Evoking of diplomatic protection 

was entirely at the discretion of the espousing state and only after injured national 

first sought redress in the host’s state domestic legal system. It created various 

tensions between states on the basis of conflicting claims to territorial sovereignty of 

a host state and national sovereignty of a home state. The rules on diplomatic 

protection offer inter-state system based on power allocation and were not sufficient 

to prevent abuses of territorial sovereignty against foreigners, discriminations or 

expropriations on the part of host states. On the other hand, diplomatic protection 

rules allowed home states to use their power to expand geographically, through 

conquest or colonialism, impose their laws, use military force including invasions, 

gunboat attacks and blockades to protect their assets abroad. With time, a number of 

commissions and tribunals were created to settle such claims.84 
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Approximately at the same time another important feature of globalization started to 

emerge - trading companies, early equivalent to multinational corporations. In 

particular, English East India Company, the VOC (Dutch company called Verenigde 

Oostindishe Compagnie), the French East India Company and the Dutch East India 

Company. They were special entities, to which their home states granted rights and 

privileges almost equivalent to sovereigns. They were entitled to pursue economic 

and political expansion on behalf of their home states. They could enter into treaties, 

conquer territories and set up administrations. They were de facto corporate entities 

with legitimate standing on international arena. They initiated as commercial entities 

only, but with time and in the light of fierce international competition, they were 

empowered by their home states to pursue political goals of their imperialist patrons. 

As such, the trading companies were active participants in creation of laws governing 

foreign investment. Their interests were aligned with those of respective host states 

and the rules of international investments continued to be developed to protect capital 

exporting states and their entities. Politics and economy merged their forces to ensure 

continuation of global expansion of capitalist markets. Globalization drive armed with 

the rules of the international investment law swept out of the way hindering 

sovereignties and resistance of reluctant colonised nations. European states 

established high levels of control over their new territories through the trading 

companies. This included exercise of extended jurisdiction of home states courts in 

conquered territories to ensure that dealings within new territories were conducted in 

accordance with Western legal and economical concepts. Trading companies, which 

we were de facto investors of the time, were close allies of the powerful nation states 

of Europe and, as such, their interests were furthered, prioritised and protected by 

way of the laws governing foreign investment. Nation states were the power players 

of this stage of globalization and, consequently, tools like international investment 

laws were developed and utilised to assist them in expanding and maintaining that 

power. Benton argues that the “emergence of international law from European legal 

regimes was ultimately bound up with power relations.” Legal framework that is 
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international investment law was tightly connected with power and it emerged trough 

“repetitive assertions of power and responses to power”.85  

It has been established in this section that globalization and international investment 

law are closely connected and the evolution of globalization correlated directly with 

emergence and development of legal rules of protection of foreign investment. From 

sustainable development point of view however, the period of colonial expansion was 

characterised by very instrumental approach to natural resources and environment of 

conquered territories. The prevailing interest was that of European host states, their 

supply lines, costs of productions and commercial profit. European expansionism was 

unaccountable for any ecological damage it left in its trail and concepts of sustainable 

development were not advanced. Any existing conservation programmes at the time 

had the objective of preserving and maintaining continuous supply lines of resources 

to the European economies. Conservationism was simply resources management 

programme, form of political control of protecting commercial interests of Western 

colonial masters. International investment law had at its core protection of the 

dominating social force at the time, political interests of European nation states. There 

was little or no regard for the rights, sovereignty, development, aspirations or 

resources of host states. 

Together with the economic expansion and increased international business activity, 

protection of individuals, property and economic interests of foreigners in host states 

was subject of great importance. Around the beginning of the twentieth century, “the 

major powers and capital exporting states including the US and the UK, took the 

position that foreign nationals and the property were entitled, under customary 

international law, to a minimum standard of treatment. This minimum standard of 

treatment accepted by “civilized states” including the European states and the US.”86 
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International investment law of that time represented real paradox. In itself, a product 

of European thought and culture, it was being theorized and presented as an abstract 

concept, neutral and therefore applicable to all territories. Foundation of the universal 

application of international law could be found in natural law approach, where nature 

and reason is common to all people. Natural law approach was evolving towards 

positivism and rationalism with the rising awareness of national identity of European 

nations and rise of power of states. 

Naturally, not all states were in agreement with the principle of minimum standard 

of treatment. In particular, Latin American states endorsed national treatment, 

equality of treatment standard, a doctrine which was created in the wake of military 

interventions in Mexico by France in 1838 and 1861 to support claims of French 

citizens against the Mexican government. This position, most commonly called Calvo 

doctrine, named after Carlos Calvo who was an Argentinean foreign minister, jurist 

and diplomat, asserts that aliens had only the rights and privileges enjoyed by 

nationals and can therefore seek enforcement of such rights only before national 

courts.87 Carlos Calvo published his theory as part of his six-volume treatise, Le droit 

international theorique et pratique, which appeared in five editions between 1868 and 

1896. Calvo claimed two main principal rules: that there is equality among sates and 

no intervention is allowed; and that foreigners were not entitled to better treatment 

than nationals. These two claims alone were a complete contradiction of the rules of 

diplomatic protection and minimum standard of treatment. As Carlos Calvo declared 

in 1896, "The responsibility of Governments toward foreigners cannot be greater than 

that which these Governments have towards their own citizens”.88 At the core of Calvo 

Doctrine was the principle of sovereignty of governments and freedom from any 
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foreign intervention. Calvo Doctrine quickly spread in Latin America and was used 

to prevent the use of diplomatic protection by foreigners. With time, Calvo Doctrine 

helped to create “Calvo Clause” that many Latin American countries attempted to 

implement into treaties, constitutions and domestic legislation. Calvo Clause included 

obligation to submit disputes to the local courts of the host country, prohibition from 

using diplomatic protection and provided that the law of the host country as the 

governing law of the disputes. At the conceptual level, Calvo discredited European 

universalism in application of the international law as the product of the distinct 

European tradition regardless of its transcending claims. His theory represented 

growing awareness of the national identity and cultural vision of the international 

law. This was an important development in the creative process of international 

investment law. Although Calvo doctrine has not dominated international legal rules 

governing international investment law, it has been resonating throughout 

international investment world and has been referred to at times, which will be 

described in more detail later in this thesis. 

As the global dynamics evolved in the twentieth century, various attempts were made 

to correct the balance of bargaining power under international investment law only 

for the capital exporting states to reassert their power and dominance. Examples of 

that would be mass nationalizations of land and properties in Mexico, Soviet Union 

and East European countries at the beginning of twentieth century. Any attempts in 

justifying such seizures were met with strong resistance from capital exporting states. 

The Russian revolution of 1917 and spread of communism in Europe posed another 

challenge to full protection of investment. The new victorious Russian government 

passed the famous decree in 1917, which effectively abolished private property, 

including that belonging to foreign nationals. This ideological rejection of private 

property in land and in production led to mass takings of foreign property, which was 

justified on the basis of economic philosophy. Confiscations of private property 

formed an important part of the revolution and nationalizations on large scale took 
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place to further Marxist doctrine of socialization of all means of production. It 

illustrates the clash of two powerful conflicting economic philosophies. The Russian 

government refused to either make restitution or pay compensation for seizures. As a 

result, various diplomatic protests were lodged. Soviet refusal to make any 

compensation continued well after the war. Soviet Union finally offered to recognize 

foreign claims as part of a general settlement including satisfaction of Soviet claims 

arising from the military intervention of the west. Overall settlement was never 

achieved. However, in 1933, in agreement known as the Litvinov assignment, 

government of the Soviet Union assigned to the US claims due from American 

nationals. It formed the basis of a fund out of which some of the American claims for 

confiscation could be paid. The triumph of revolution in Russia posed a significant 

challenge to Western principles of protection of property, which was only eliminated 

with the end of the Cold War.  

Interestingly, despite Russian revolution and Latin American resistance, the principle 

of minimum standard of treatment was slowly prevailing and Calvo doctrine never 

reached a status of a principle of customary international law.89 

The ongoing rivalry of two competing views of minimum standard of treatment 

represented clash of the capital exporting states, which were favouring far reaching 

proposals on protection of foreign property, and capital importing states, which were 

trying to preserve control within their sovereign territories. The seizures of oil and 

agrarian lands owned by Americans in Mexico resulted in famous correspondence 

between the US Secretary of State, Cordel Hull and the Mexican Minister of Foreign 

Affairs in 1938 and creation and reassertion of Hull´s rule of adequate and prompt 

compensation. Hull claimed that “The Government of the United States merely 

adverts to a self-evident fact when it notes that the applicable precedents and 

recognized authorities on international law support its declaration that, under every 
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rule of law and equity, no government is entitled to expropriate private property, for 

whatever purpose, without provision for prompt, adequate, and effective payment 

therefore”.90 Whilst expropriation was held to be legal in certain circumstances, it 

required payment of compensation, therefore reasserting the principle of protection 

of property. Mexico resisted such position, which was further supported by 

endorsement of Calvo Doctrine. Mexico opposed the US position on the grounds that 

there was no such international law rule of obligatory payment of immediate or 

deferred compensation. “Consensus surrounding the Hull Rule was possible during 

the first half of this century because many of the countries that later opposed the rule 

were then colonies rather than sovereign states. Before decolonization, the official 

views of these states were controlled by their colonial masters, who supported regime 

of full compensation. Furthermore, colonies were not recognized as independent 

states, suggesting that even if they had an independent, publicly stated view of how 

international law should protect investors, that view would not have affected 

customary international law.”91 The Hull formula became a powerful norm on 

international investment law, eventually overshadowing Calvo Doctrine. The 

ongoing debate between the US and Mexico highlighted the fact that the important 

principle of modern sovereign state was the right to expropriate.  

Continuing attempts by the non-western states at regaining full control over their 

territories challenged the dominating political and economic power of capital 

exporting countries. International investment law was used to develop (or assert) 

useful doctrine (Hull formula) to successfully maintain the status quo. 
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Globalization, understood for a moment in a simplified way as a drive to expand and 

spread across the borders, was mainly accelerated by those states which had such 

ability, and sufficient economic, military and political capacity, which were the 

modern European states. The legal framework they advocated was designed to 

further free movement of trade and investment across the borders.92 The view that was 

most beneficial for those exporting (and expanding) states was that of treatment of 

aliens in accordance with the external standards, which were higher than the 

standards provided by national laws of host states. It afforded better protection of 

their economic interests. As most foreign investment was made in colonial context up 

until the twentieth century, absolute protection of investment was guaranteed by the 

imperial powers, their military strength, imperial courts and through lobby of the 

trading companies. In the territories which were not colonised, gunboat diplomacy 

was used to ensure foreign investment was not interfered with. Ultimately, the clash 

of the two competing views on the treatment of foreigners, was a clash between 

exporting states wanting to pursue the economic expansion on foreign territories 

according to the rules brought with them and importing states trying to preserve 

control and power within their own territories. In both worlds, colonised and 

uncolonised, ultimately power relations were prevailing. And as the military, political 

and economic power was in the hands of mainly European states (and later the US as 

well), globalization was unravelling on their terms and pursuant to their economic 

philosophy. International investment law fitted perfectly with strong globalization 

current of expansion.  

Post World War II Developments  

 

This chapter has followed the origins of international investment law, its development 

and its compatible connection with globalization forces. By the end of the World War 
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II, the rules governing foreign investment were derived from multiple sources. 

Geopolitical landscape was undergoing dramatic changes at that time and foreign 

investment rules were contested and fluid. Customary rules on diplomatic protection 

and minimum standard of treatment were questionable given Mexican and Russian 

expropriations. Other sources of rules were FCN treaties (described in more detail 

below). Drago-Porter Convention of 1907 set out prohibition on use of force for 

recovery of debts, which supplemented customary rules on diplomatic protection.  

It wasn’t long before next period of political risk for capital exporting countries came, 

that of new independence of colonial territories. Postcolonial states aspired to full 

sovereignty and control over their social, economic and political policies. Their 

priority was to regain control over natural resources and rebuild economies free from 

the oppression of colonial masters. The response from capital exporting states was 

again, that of a resistance and reassertion of power. Rules on international investment 

were used to assist Western states in maintaining status quo and rejecting calls for 

change. New doctrine of “internationalized contracts”93 was developed and “acquired 

rights”94 and “state succession”95 rules were also used to maintain full protection of 

investment and to safeguard interests of the home states. The newly acquired 

sovereign status of former colonies posed a serious challenge to Western powers. 

Naturally, the newly independent states attempted to revise existing doctrines and 

ideas to further their interests. What followed was a number of cases set out around 

disputes over concessions contracts, which were fundamental to control of natural 

resources. From 1960 to mid-1974, some 62 different developing countries engaged in 

875 nationalizations or takeovers of foreign enterprises. The majority of cases (591) 
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took place in ten states.96 In Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino case, Justice Harlan of 

the US Supreme Court concluded: “There are few if any issues in international law 

today on which opinion seems to be so divided as to the limitations on a State`s power 

to expropriate the property of alien. [...] The disagreement as to the relevant 

international law standards reflects an even more basic divergence between the 

national interests of capital importing and exporting nations and between the social 

ideologies of those countries that favour state control of a considerable portion of the 

means of production and those that adhere to a free enterprise system.”97 Classic legal 

principles of sovereignty and domestic jurisdiction became challenging obstacles for 

Western powers in the exercise of reassertion of power of the newly independent 

states. Concession agreements were elevated to international status to be governed by 

the principles of international law. As such, they were taken out of the realm of local 

law of a host state, and out of host state`s control. It allowed effortless transposition 

of Western concepts of law that provided for comprehensive protection of foreign 

property. Curiously, to disempower newly sovereign states and practically nullify 

their sovereignty, the principles of international law were asserted. Where colonial 

authority was once used to maintain inequalities in power, international law doctrines 

stepped in. International law was indispensible in ensuring continuation of 

globalization forces led by Western powers. The use of international law perpetuated 

and legitimized the then existing status quo. “The point, simply put, is that by having 

exercised substantial economic, military, political power over the former colonies, 

Europe and the United States have established patterns of dominance that persist 
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today”98 and international investment law is said to be one of the tools helping to 

maintain this advantage. 

In this politically dominated period in the evolution of globalization processes, the 

states engaged in one to one negotiation to create high level international system of 

protection of investment by way of treaties. First form of bilateral international treaties 

that contained rules on investment were FCN treaties, concluded between the US and 

European partners and subsequently also with Latin American and Asian states.99 

They were designed originally to advance the US interests on international 

commercial arena on the basis of mutual cooperation. The atmosphere of cooperation 

when concluding the treaties gave way to discrimination and preferential treatment 

post the Second World War struggle for hegemony. Although traditionally they 

originated as trade and commerce treaties, after implementation of GATT, the FCN 

treaties were mainly regulating investment relations. The political dimension of 

globalizing forces dominated post war era. FCN treaties were also inspired by 

“geopolitical calculations as part of the Cold War: capital in exchange for political 

support”.100 
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Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States and Nationals 

of Other States (ICSID), signed in 1965101, was another example of a response to 

increasing resistance of the host states to overwhelming protection of foreign 

investment on their territories.102 ICSID was effectively a tool created to maintain 

existing status quo of the rules of international investment. By removing dispute 

resolution from the political forum, any resistance attempts by the host states or 

attempts to seize control over their territories were now decided on jurisdictional 

forum applying existing rules of international investment law, the very ones host 

states were seeking to change. ICSID was advocated by its founders as a system, which 

is voluntary in character, flexible and effective. And indeed, from the point of view of 

the developed states, it has been all these things. Its apparent neutrality, being only a 

forum for deciding investment disputes and not an instrument prescribing actual law, 

was an attractive feature. However, the operation of ICSID was entwined into the 

system of treaties and existing international investment relationships. ICSID was a 

connecting element of that system, the system whose designers were the influential 

Western states with exceeding economical and political advantage. The more detailed 

analysis of ICSID system of arbitration, dynamics of its development and criticisms 

will be set out later in this thesis. For now, it is important to note the pattern of creating 

conditions and instruments by the prevailing powers in order to not only control and 

sustain but also to further spread economic interests and globalization of preferred 

framework. And as this era of globalization corresponded with the prevalence of 

power relations in human interactions, states were utilizing their political power 

                                                      

101 Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States, 

18th of March 1965. The convention, along with the text of the World Bank Executive Directors' 

Report thereon, is reproduced in 524 International Legal Materials 4. 

102Pauwelyn, J. (2000) At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. 29 ICSID Review – Foreign Investment 

Law Journal, pp. 372-418, p. 410. 
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assisted by instruments of international investment law to advocate for their 

preferences.  

An interesting and important moment in the history of globalization and international 

Investment Law was the New International Economic Order (NIEO) movement. The 

developing states continued their effort to try to shape and change the balance in their 

economic relations with the developed world. They started initiatives within the body 

of the United Nations, which they controlled through their numbers and unity, to 

formulate new rules of international economic cooperation and conduct for 

multinational corporations. It is worth noting that globalizing efforts from powerful 

Western states were met with multi-states initiative on the most global forum that 

existed, the United Nations. The ideological dialogue between developed and 

developing world was being played in front of a global audience. The initiative of 

developing states brought about series of General Assembly resolutions, including the 

Declaration on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources in 1962 and the 

Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order and the 

Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States in 1974.103 The resolutions were strong 

statements reaffirming state sovereignty and setting out new principles of economic 

cooperation. They were adopted by overwhelming majority of votes, mainly 

represented by the developing states. The resolutions stated that the states had “the 

right of nationalization or transfer of ownership to its nationals, this right being an 

                                                      

103United Nations General Assembly Resolution (14 December 1962). Declaration on Permanent 

Sovereignty over Natural Resources. GA Res 1803 (XVII). Retrieved from: https://documents-

dds-ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/NR0/193/11/PDF/NR019311.pdf?OpenElement 

United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (1 May 1974). Declaration on the Establishment of 

a New International Economic Order. A/RES/S-6/3201. Retrieved from: http://www.un-

documents.net/s6r3201.htm United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (12 December 

1974). Charter of Economic Duties and Rights of States, A/Res/29/3281. Retrieved from: 

http://www.un-documents.net/a29r3281.htm. 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/NR0/193/11/PDF/NR019311.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/NR0/193/11/PDF/NR019311.pdf?OpenElement
http://www.un-documents.net/s6r3201.htm
http://www.un-documents.net/s6r3201.htm
http://www.un-documents.net/a29r3281.htm
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expression of the full permanent sovereignty of the State”.104 Among the provisions of 

the declarations were also the measures concerning foreign investment: “Each State 

has a right to regulate and exercise authority over foreign investment within its 

national jurisdiction in accordance with its laws and regulations and in conformity 

with its national objectives and priorities. No State shall be compelled to grant 

preferential treatment to foreign investment”.105 It was a strong expression of the 

position of the developing states, who understood that “the protection of foreign 

investment as an instrument of hegemony, or even prolonged imperialism, by means 

of which developed countries could foster their power over developing countries.”106 

The Charter went as far as to invoke Calvo doctrine by stating that compensation is to 

be assessed under national law as opposed to international standards and disputes 

were to be settled under domestic law of the host state.107 Altogether, NIEO proposals 

were an attempt to bring about an economic sovereignty of postcolonial states and to 

cement their political sovereignty. Despite the overwhelming support for NIEO 

declarations and initiatives, in practice this effort did not bring any significant results. 

Firstly because the resolutions are not binding and do not have the force of law, but 

also due to prevailing economic conditions at the time. The developing states needed 

the influx of foreign capital in order to continue their development. They ended up 

competing for capital and entering into international investment agreements on terms 

significantly different from the spirit of NIEO.  On their part, the developed states 

                                                      

104Section 4(e), United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (1 May 1974). Declaration on the 

Establishment of a New International Economic Order. A/RES/S-6/3201. Retrieved from: 

http://www.un-documents.net/s6r3201.htm 

105Section 2.2(a), United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (12 December 1974). Charter of 

Economic Duties and Rights of States, A/Res/29/3281. Retrieved from: http://www.un-

documents.net/a29r3281.htm  

106Schill, S. (2009). The Multilateralization of the International Investment Law, p.62. 

107Section 2, United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (12 December 1974). Charter of 

Economic Duties and Rights of States, A/Res/29/3281. Retrieved from: http://www.un-

documents.net/a29r3281.htm 
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were expressly rejecting NIEO initiatives. For example, UK, US, Germany, 

Luxembourg, Denmark and Belgium all voted against the Charter. Many other 

developed states abstained from voting. In subsequent arbitration case Texaco v. Libya, 

the sole arbitrator Dupuy noted that NIEO resolutions were not supported by the 

developed countries representing largest economies that carried on the largest part of 

international trade.108  The developing countries did not have sufficient economic 

strength to carry their proposals through and to effectively counteract predominant 

political and economic environment which was favouring developed states.  

It is helpful to analyse this through the lens of globalization. The developed countries 

had an advantage in the globalization process for historical reasons. Or perhaps, some 

may argue that economic reasons were at the heart of this imbalance. Most likely it is 

a combination of both or many other factors causing this particular distribution of 

power between developed and developing world. The argument put forward here is 

that the reason does not really matter as such. The process of globalization is neutral 

in itself, it does not take sides nor favours anyone in particular. The developed 

countries were in fortunate position to be the front runner of this process, spreading 

the capital by way of investment, opening borders by ensuring free flow of capital, 

controlling their interests by political and military power at first and then building 

legal framework to protect their investments and economic interests. From the point 

of view of the developing countries, forces of globalization meant subordination to 

Western powers, surrender of their sovereignty or parts of it and disregard to their 

particular needs and ideas for the development. Naturally then, they attempted to 

resist and rewrite the rules for their benefit, effort akin to trying to relocate the 

riverbed of the globalization flow. Proposals laid out in NIEO declarations would 

mean reversing process of globalization and, despite preponderance of the developing 

                                                      

108Texaco Overseas Petroleum Company v. The Government of the Libyan Arab Republic, YCA 1979, 

53 ILR 389, at 491, Par. 86. 
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states, overall they did not have sufficient power on their side to do so. The idea was 

to create a level ground for development going forward, to give an opportunity for 

the developing states to catch up with the economic progress of developed world. 

“That strategy, stemming from a deep-seated and wrong belief in the ineluctable 

superiority of the developed countries’ negotiating hand, was akin to the behaviour 

of a general who, observing the superior disposition of his enemy’s forces, demands 

that the opposing commander should move off the high ground before the battle 

begins, to give him a fairer’ chance of winning. It was this absurd strategy that render 

the ‘unity of the 77’ so ineffectual.”109 Their proposed alternative model for 

transnational economic integration “was not a single coherent entity; rather, it was 

more like a political brand holding together a set of loosely compatible agendas, which 

together formed something less than a coherent strategy.”110 The other interesting 

aspect of NIEO movement was its strong assertion of absolute sovereignty of state and 

equality between the states which sort of contradicted the spirit of supranationality of 

NIEO project. The realization of NIEO proposals would necessarily require the 

developed world to give up its privileged position in the global hierarchy and give 

field to the less fortunate players.  This attempt to rein in the power of the powerful 

countries was ill fated and its fate was finally sealed in early 1980s by the triumph of 

free trade and series of economic crisis in Latin America and Africa.  

On international investment law front, NIEO declarations illustrated that a large 

majority of states rejected use of the Hull rule and principles of prompt, adequate and 

effective compensation. NIEO declarations were a representation of a demise of the 

Hull rule and lack of widely accepted alternative. In short, international investment 

law became obscure and uncertain. The developing states won the vote on the NIEO 

                                                      

109 White, J. (1978). The New International Economic Order: What Is It? International Affairs, 

53(4), pp. 626-634, p. 630. 

110Gilman, N. (2015). The New International Economic Order: A Reintroduction. Humanity 

(6)1, pp. 1-16. 
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declarations, but in practice, they did not propose clear alterative rules. Each country 

would be left to decide what the justifications for expropriation were and what the 

appropriate compensation was.  The development of international investment 

agreements was a primary response to this uncertainty and inadequacies of the 

customary international law governing state responsibility for the injury to aliens and 

their property. In the absence of political consensus on the international arena, the 

states took it upon themselves to carve individual relations with other states in the 

form of treaties. BITs became the successor of the earlier FCN treaties. They were 

exclusively dedicated to regulating protection of investment. The first BITs were short 

and focused only on principal protections such as national treatment, most favoured 

nation treatment, general minimum standard of treatment, compensation for 

expropriation and rights to transfer capital and returns.111 The important innovation 

of BITs over FCN treaties was the inclusion of umbrella clauses, which constitutes “an 

important bridge between the public international law protection of foreign 

investment, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, protection of foreign investment 

under state contracts and host state law”.112 Umbrella clauses will be discussed in more 

detail in chapter 4 of this thesis. The early BITs represented an asymmetrical 

bargaining power of the contracting states. They were drafted by the developed states 

and designed with the view to protect the economic interests of the nationals of the 

developed states rather than to promote equal investment relations. “The demise of 

the Hull Rule and the rise of BITs represent a struggle between developed and 

developing countries over the international protections to be provided for foreign 

investment. In the first round of this fight, developing countries successfully 

dismantled the Hull Rule. In the second round, developed countries responded with 

                                                      

111Newcombe, A., & Paradell, L. (2009). Law and Practice of Investment Treaties, p.43. 

112Pauwelyn, J. (2000) At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex 

Adaptive System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign 

Investment Law Journal, 29, pp. 372-418, p. 407. 
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treaties that offered each individual LDC an opportunity to improve its position in the 

competition for investment.”113 As the international lending programmes and aid 

were drying up and increasing indebtedness of developing world was becoming an 

issue, foreign direct investment was the only remaining alternative to access funds for 

development. The rapid growth in the number of BITs coincided with the funding 

programme by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund promoting 

foreign investment and conditioning access to funds on existence of favourable 

environment for foreign investment and bilateral treaties being in place.  

The shape of this continuing dialogue between capital exporting states and host states 

has been reflection of the era in which it was conducted. It was, after all, 

internationalization stage of globalization, where power exchanges were dominating 

form shaping social interactions. The existing conflicts concerned issues of 

sovereignty, control of territories and resources. The dominating powers were those 

of developed Western countries. Any challenge to that dominance or attempt to 

counteract the overwhelming advantage of ruthlessly expanding neoliberal 

philosophy was scrutinised on a political arena, through international conventions, 

United Nations organization, interstate cooperation and other political forms of 

influence. “The economical and political power of capital exporting states translates 

into structures that favour the economic system they prefer, that is, essentially the 

liberal, market based model that relies on property rights and government according 

to the rule of law.”114 Each phase of human history witnesses fluctuation of interests 

and ever changing bargain between ideologies, powers, empires etc. And there are 

always winners on the preferential side of that bargain and others that have to 

compromise their interests. It is not a matter of justice, or right and wrong, but simply 

                                                      

113Guzman, A. (1997). Why LDCs Sign Treaties That Hurt Them: Explaining the Popularity 

of Bilateral Investment Treaties. Virginia Journal of International Law, 38, 639,p. 687. 
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the snapshot result of the power allocation formula applicable to a particular historical 

context, which, however, may result in injustice or prejudice for some. The issues of 

global justice in the context of international investment law will be discussed in 

chapter 5 of this thesis. The common view is that from the onset of international 

investment law, the Western societies were the ones profiting from this system of rules 

and the developing states have been disadvantaged. It is being argued in this thesis 

that this particular allocation of power is simply the product of a distinctive set of 

historical circumstances at the time. As any other field of law, international investment 

law projects the values of those who created it, values of Western order, Western 

culture. Whilst representing a particular set of values, international investment law 

held the claim of universal application of the proposed values to all, regardless of their 

legal cultures or traditions. This has been one of the greatest advantages of 

international investment law: abstract, conceptual and universal character, just like 

globalization itself. Western powers could stretch the application of international 

investment law under the cover of universal values, they could “combine universal 

façade with discriminatory and imperialistic practices”.115 

Post Cold War, BITs and “roaring 90s” 

 

The previous section followed the main developments in international investment law 

from its origins and the relevant links with the process of globalization. This section 

will look into the biggest success story of international investment law and, of course, 

globalization, period beginning with the end of the Cold War and dismantling of the 

communist bloc, which represented the victory of the neoliberal philosophy. The 

expansion of the neoliberal economic vision needed a legal framework in which to 

operate. In the absence of generally accepted set of principles and lack of multiparty 

international agreement setting out the rules for foreign investment, the states 

                                                      

115Jouannet, E. (2007). Universalism and Imperialism: The True-False Paradox of international 

Law. The European Journal of International Law, 18(3), pp. 379−407, p. 382. 
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resorted to BITs to regulate this particular area of investment relationships. The 

economic leadership of the US and financial institutions like WTO and IMF supported 

proliferation of BITs. Whereas in the 1980s BITs were still quite a new legal form on 

international investment law scene, the 1990s have seen a massive explosion in the 

number of new BITs signed. The number of treaties quintupled during the decade, 

rising from 385 at the end of the 1980s to 1,857 at the end of the 1990s. The number of 

countries involved in bilateral investment treaties reached 173. At the same time, the 

developing countries and Central and Eastern European countries have experienced 

a sharp increase of treaties concluded between themselves, from 63 at the end of the 

1980s to 833 at the end of the 1990s.116 The 1990s were the golden era for the neoliberal 

hegemony of the US.117 The internationalization phase of globalization reached its 

peak. The prevailing economic principles of the era were expressed through the 

concept of Washington Consensus, first presented in 1989 by John Williamson, an 

economist from the Institute for International Economics, an international economic 

think tank based in Washington. The Washington Consensus was the term used to 

summarize commonly shared themes among policy advice by Washington-based 

institutions at the time, such as the IMF, World Bank, and the US Treasury 

Department. They were originally formulated as necessary for the recovery of 

countries in Latin America from the economic and financial crises of the 1980s. With 

time, they came to symbolise the prevailing characteristic of neoliberal system. The 

consensus, as originally stated by Williamson, included ten broad sets of relatively 

specific policy recommendations.118 They included liberalization of foreign direct 

                                                      

116 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2000). Bilateral Investment 

Treaties 1980-1999. UNCTAD/ITE/IIA/2, p. iii. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/docs/poiteiiad2.en.pdf (Accessed on 4 October 2016). 

117 Stiglitz, J. (2006). The Roaring Nineties. 
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investment and protection of property. Those principles came to dictate the 

developments in international investment law. What followed was a sudden peak of 

the treaty making activity. BITs “were seen as instruments that accomplished 

liberalisation in the sphere of foreign investment”.119 The developing countries entered 

into BITs at the unprecedented speed and numbers. The Washington Consensus 

brought about an increased commitment of states to liberalization of markets, trade 

and investment. The developing countries started competing for capital and signing 

of BITs was seen as readiness to receive the necessary funds in the form of foreign 

investment to progress economic development of the country. There was also an 

element of pressure or indirect coercion in signing of BITs by many developing 

counties since the existence of such treaty was often a prerequisite for funding or 

investment insurance. BITs were seen as a way out of a confusing state of international 

law governing investment. It was an opportunity to set out terms governing specific 

bilateral investment relationships between the states. Legal status of BITs in 

international law is also being disputed. The opinions as to whether they form part of 

customary international law are divided.120 Such claim should not be dismissed and 

warrants due consideration since there is vast divergence of the treaties as between 

the parties and the fact that there is a lack of general global consensus on the definite 

set of principles on protection of foreign investment. The attempts to formulate 

                                                      

services like primary education, primary health care and infrastructure investment; 3. Tax 

reform, broadening the tax base and adopting moderate marginal tax rates; 4.  Interest rates 

that are market determined and positive (but moderate) in real terms; 5. Competitive 

exchange rates; 6. Trade liberalization: liberalization of imports, with particular emphasis on 

elimination of quantitative restrictions (licensing, etc.); any trade protection to be provided by 

low and relatively uniform tariffs; 7. Liberalization of inward foreign direct investment; 8. 

Privatization of state enterprises; 9. Deregulation: abolition of regulations that impede market 

entry or restrict competition, except for those justified on safety, environmental and consumer 

protection grounds, and prudential oversight of financial institutions; 10. Legal security for 

property rights. 

119Sornarajah, M. (2010). The International Law on Foreign Investment, p.185. 

120 Dumberry, P. (2010). Are BITs Representing the 'New' Customary International Law in 

International Investment Law? Penn State International Law Review, 28(4), pp. 675-701. 
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multilateral agreement governing the field of foreign investment were unsuccessful. 

The world of BITs is a complex conglomerate of differing and often overlapping sets 

of bilateral relationships, each representing specific “bargain that has been struck 

between the parties, depending on their relative strengths and mutual dependence”.121 

Even in their scope of application, BITs usually do not cover all types of investments 

between the states, but they are specific as to the type of the investment they seek to 

protect. Certainly, at the height of neoliberalism they provided the only effective way 

of governing foreign investment relationships and effective avenue of seeking relief 

by investors through arbitration (although only in late 1980s the inclusion of investor 

state arbitration started to be a common feature of BITs, in so called “second 

generation” BITs which will be considered in more detail in chapter 2 of this thesis).  

In famous AAPL v. Sri Lanka case 122, ICSID tribunal accepted for the first time a 

complaint by a private foreign investor based on the UK-Sri Lanka BIT without there 

being a contract. It was a private investor standing invoking treaty breach. This was 

an unprecedented approach back then based not on a standard contract but on an ex 

ante standing offer to accept arbitration by Sri Lanka contained in BIT. Two other 

elements of the case were quite revolutionary. The case established a fork in the road 

choice for the claimant between domestic courts and international arbitration for 

treaty claims. And secondly, since AAPL v. Sri Lanka, the law applicable in arbitration 

cases was not to be the host state`s law, but international law. It can be disputed 

whether the case was rightly decided at the time. Nevertheless, it shaped the direction 

of future path of investment arbitration.  

                                                      

121 Sornarajah, M. (2010). The International Law on Foreign Investment, p.186. 

122 Asian Agricultural Products Ltd. (AAPL) v Republic of Sri Lanka. ICSID Case No. ARB/87/3. 

Final Award, 27 June 1990. 
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There are several questions concerning the original purpose, status and effect of BITs. 

The evidence that BITs actually increase flow of foreign investment is limited.123 BITs 

provided continuation of protection of foreign investment no longer protected by the 

colonial imperial rules. The system allowed to mitigate attempts of developing states 

at nationalizations and reclaiming of control by the host states. It also allowed shifting 

of the area of protection of foreign investment from hotly disputed political and 

ideological arguments to a more individualized settlement system of private 

arbitration based on system of rules contained in BITs. As a result of mass entering of 

the developing states into BITs, their sovereignty continued to be limited, regardless 

of their newly acquired independence. “Sovereignty is ceded as the foreign 

investment subject to the treaty received external protection from international 

dispute settlement mechanisms and is insulated from the reach of the local laws to a 

considerable extend”.124 In practice, the cracks on the system became visible only in 

the new millennium and with the shift into the new dimension of globalization, which 

will be described later. Competition between developing states for investment capital 

in the 1990s, together with the wholesale acceptance of the neoliberal regime, 

provided favourable conditions for proliferation of BITs and mass increase of foreign 

direct investment to the developing states.125 Although BITs became more specific and 

technical and way longer than their original prototypes, they follow similar pattern 

when it comes to structure and content. The final shape of each individual BIT is the 

result of an attempt to reconcile two mutually incompatible positions, to concede as 

                                                      

123 Yackee, J., (2008). Bilateral Investment Treaties, Foreign Direct Investment, and the Rule of 

(International) Law: Do BITs Promote Foreign Direct Investment? Law and Society Review 42: 

805, pp. 827-828. Salacuse, J., & Sullivan, N. (2005). Do BITs Really Work? An Evaluation of 

Bilateral Investment Treaties and Their Great Bargain. Harvard International Law Journal, 46, 

67, p. 78. 

124Sornarajah, M. (2010). The International Law on Foreign Investment, p. 178. 

125 Inflows of foreign direct investments reached the highest level in 2000, at USD 1.4 trillion 

according to The World Investment Report 2006.  
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little as possible of sovereign prerogative by the host state on one hand, and to achieve 

level of protection of foreign investment by the home state as close to absolute as 

possible on the other hand. BITs typically define scope of application by providing 

definitions of investors, investments and territories to which they apply. Definitions 

of investments are usually broad and include vague references to “every kind of 

assets” or non-exhaustive list of examples. They cover both direct and indirect form 

of investment. In extreme example, the investment may include transactions which 

are only part of a larger operation classified as an investment. The treaties also specify 

requirements with regard to the identity of the investor that can benefit from treaty 

protection.  Although the treaties vary substantially, usually the definition of the 

investor covers natural person and legal entities. In terms of legal entities, given the 

extremely complex corporate structure of some companies, this issue can be 

problematic and usually involves questions of control, jurisdiction of incorporation, 

ownership, voting rights and internal structure of the companies. The vagueness of 

the provisions and permissiveness of the tribunals led to concerns of “treaty 

shopping” whereby an investor chooses eligible unit from within the structure of the 

company or create a shell company specifically to take advantage of the most 

beneficial treaty available.126 This issue will be considered in more detail in chapter 4 

of this thesis. The other standard feature of the BITs are dispute settlement provisions. 

First BIT treaties, so called “first generation”, did not provide for investor-state 

arbitration. The majority of BITs nowadays include direct right for the investor to 

                                                      

126For example case Autopista Concesionada de Venezuela CA v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, 

ICSID Case No. AR/00/5, Decision on Jurisdiction dated 27 September 2001, where the 

Mexican investors transferred their shares to a company in the United States, which had a BIT 

in force with Venezuela, allowing the Mexican investors to bring a treaty claim against 

Venezuela under the US-Venezuela BIT. Another example is the case of Mobil Corporation, 

Venezuela Holdings B.V.; Mobil Cerro Negro Holdings, Ltd.; Mobil Venezolana de Petróleos Holdings, 

Inc.; Mobil Cerro Negro, Ltd.; and Mobil Venezolana de Petróleos, Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of 

Venezuela, Decision on Jurisdiction, 10 June 2010, ICSID Case No. ARB/07/27. For more 

detailed analysis see Kirtley, W. (2009). The Transfer of Treaty Claims and Treaty-Shopping 

in Investor- State Disputes. The Journal of World Investment and Trade, 10(1), p.458. 
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arbitration. Typically such access to arbitration is conditional on negotiation or 

consultation period or formal notification by the investor. Some BITs also provide 

investor with a choice of dispute settlement mechanism, between local courts or 

alternative dispute element provisions. Among the institutional forms of arbitration, 

BITs usually provide for ICSID arbitration (which requires host and home states to be 

parties to ICSID Convention), arbitration under the rules of the International Chamber 

of Commerce Rules of Arbitration, the Arbitration Rules of the Arbitration Institute of 

the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce or pursuant to UN Commission On 

International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Arbitration Rules. The inclusion of dispute 

settlement provisions into the BITs127 together with the fast growing membership of 

ICSID and proliferation of BITs confirmed the use of international law as the law 

shaping the global world of investment. Naturally, the system is open to criticism and 

has been disputed. Interestingly, many of the critical arguments are very similar to the 

ones raised in the critical analysis of the globalization process. 

To further encourage investment flow into the developing states and remove barriers 

to international spread of capital, the World Bank created in 1985 the Multilateral 

Investment Guarantee Agency to provide foreign investment insurance, technical 

assistance and policy advice.128 The insurance mechanism is closely linked with the 

network of the BITs. Providing risk insurance is very often conditional on the existence 

of a BIT with the host state. The investment is considered more adequately protected 

if it benefits from a treaty. The ability to subrogate the claims of the investors under 

the treaty is also an important consideration in providing insurance. Apart from 

                                                      

127 First BIT with obligatory jurisdiction of ICSID was entered in 1968 between Netherlands 

and Indonesia. Agreement on economic cooperation (with protocol and exchanges of letters dated on 

17 June 1968), signed at Djakarta on 7 July 1968 and entered into force on 17 July 1971 (Art. 

11). 

128 Convention Establishing the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency, signed on 11 

October 1985 and entered into force 12 April 1988. Retrieved from  

http://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800c7c17  
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offering insurance for foreign investors, MIGA also carries out activities like research 

and information about foreign investments. MIGA covers non-commercial risks like 

transfer risks, expropriation measures, unenforceable breaches of investor contracts, 

damages from wars and civil disturbances.129 MIGA also has the ability to conclude 

agreements with the developing states and promote and facilitate international 

investment treaties between its members.130MIGA is an instrument designed by the 

World Bank to facilitate spread of foreign investment and, as such, it is part of the 

complex system aimed at promoting and protecting foreign investment. It does not 

impose any obligations on its members and is viewed as not restricting sovereignty of 

the developing states. There are currently 181 members of MIGA, out of which, 156 

members are developing states. 

The instrument further reinforcing treaty practice in the “roaring nineties” were the 

non-binding 1992 World Bank Guidelines on the Treatment of Foreign Direct 

Investment (Guidelines) prepared by the Development Committee of the World Bank 

and the IMF.131 The Guidelines were part of the effort on the part of the World Bank 

and the IMF as the advocates of the neoliberal economy to promote the importance of 

legal framework for protection of foreign investment. They were formulated to 

“complement bilateral and multilateral treaties and other international instruments … 

and as possible source on which national legislation governing the treatment of 

private foreign investment may draw”.132 The Guidelines provide set of best practices 

with regard to protection of foreign investment and treatment of investors. They are 

                                                      

129 Article 11of MIGA Convention. 

130 Article 23 of MIGA Convention. 

131 The Guidelines are reprinted in (1992) 31 ILM 1379. Also generally on the guidelines see 

Shihata, I. (1993). Legal Treatment of Foreign Investment: The World Bank Guidelines. Wendrich, 

C. (2005). The World Bank Guidelines as a Foundation for a Global Investment Treaty: A 

Problem Oriented Approach. Transnational Dispute Management, 2(5). 

132 The Guidelines at I(1). 
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indicative of the prevailing economic sentiments of that era in that they only cover the 

behaviour of the host states and indicate the best practices of the host states with the 

single objective to attract foreign investment. They are strikingly one sided and do not 

purport to provide any guidelines for the conduct of the investors or home states. In 

essence, the Guidelines are promotion of the foreign direct investment without 

reservations or considerations for any other interests. The approach taken by the 

World Bank in the Guidelines is considered very unilateralist and exclusive.  

The dynamic developments in the world of international investment in the 1990s 

included conclusion of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 

1992.133 Although NAFTA is a comprehensive agreement focused on trade, it contains 

famous Chapter 11, which covers investment. NAFTA generated enormous attention 

and resulted in large volume of commentaries, controversy and jurisprudence and 

contributed to the dynamic development of international investment law. Chapter 11 

of NAFTA embodies the principles of investment protection favoured by the US. The 

provisions of the US model bilateral treaty are, in principle, the same. It emphasises 

high standards of treatment of foreign investment and its protection and very little 

scope for sovereign space and sovereign control over foreign investment. In summary, 

Chapter 11 contains all the elements to ensure the highest level of investment 

protection, national treatment (both pre and post entry), most-favoured-nation 

treatment, right of repatriation of profits and the transfer of funds associated with the 

investment. The definition of expropriation includes direct and indirect takings and 

anything ‘tantamount to an expropriation’. It has been claimed that the provisions of 

NAFTA have limited the regulatory powers of the host state to such an extent that 

even the making of non-binding policies that have an impact on foreign investment 

                                                      

133North American Free Trade Agreement Between the Government of Canada, the Government of 

Mexico and the Government of the United States, signed on 17 December 1992 and entered into 

force on 1 January 1994. 
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through the depreciation of its value could amount to a “taking”.134 Given the 

historical context of negotiations of NAFTA as primarily trading agreement, the 

amount of controversy and the number of cases originated from Chapter 11 was not 

necessarily foreseen by the signatories.135 Interestingly, at first Chapter 11 of NAFTA 

did not seem to be noticed by investors. The first NAFTA investor-state arbitration 

was not initiated until January 1997 with a notice of arbitration in Metaclad Corporation 

v. Mexico136, three years after NAFTA came into force. All early cases were initiated by 

the US investors against two other parties, Canada and Mexico.137 The first claim 

against the US under Chapter 11 was brought in 1998 a Canadian investor.138 The 

proceedings and outcomes of many arbitration cases under Chapter 11 caused public 

outcry and controversy. Chapter 2 of this thesis focuses on relevant NAFTA cases in 

detail. The main criticism of NAFTA concerns potential limits of state sovereignty, 

regulatory chill effect and perceived preferential treatment given to foreign 

investors.139 NAFTA generated extensive body of modern international investment 

                                                      

134Mann, H., & von Moltke, K. (1999). NAFTA’s Chapter 11 and the Environment. 

135US Senator Kerry suggested in 2002 that legislators who passed NAFTA did not anticipate 

the arbitrations which would result. “When we passed NAFTA, there wasn’t one word of 

debate on the subject of the chapter 11 resolution - not one word. Nobody knew what was 

going to happen. Nobody knew what the impacts might be.” Statement of Senator Kerry. (21 

May 2002). Congressional Record - Senate S4592, Vol. 148, No. 66. Retrieved from:  

https://www.congress.gov/crec/2002/05/21/CREC-2002-05-21-pt1-PgS4592.pdf  

136Metalclad Corporation v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1 (NAFTA), Award 30 August 

2000. 

137Azinian v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB (AF)/97/2 (NAFTA), Notice of Arbitration 10 March 

1997. Ethyl Corp. v. Canada, Notice of Arbitration 14 April 1997. Waste Management Inc. v. 

Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/00/3 (NAFTA), Notice of Arbitration, 29 September 1998. 

S.D. Myers Inc. v. Canada, Notice of Arbitration 30 October 1998. 

138The Loewen Group, Inc. and Raymond L. Loewen v. United States, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/98/3 

(NAFTA), Notice of Arbitration 30 October 1998. 

139 Kinnear, M. & Hansen, R. (2005). Influence of NAFTA Chapter 11 in the BIT Landscape. 

University of California Davis Journal of International Law and Policy, 12, p. 101. 

https://www.congress.gov/crec/2002/05/21/CREC-2002-05-21-pt1-PgS4592.pdf
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case law, which is the most comprehensive contribution to unified application of 

international investment rules. Perhaps the most significant development brought by 

NAFTA was introduction of transparency into the arbitration system. The provisions 

of NAFTA expressly allow either disputing party to make an award public when 

Canada or the United States is a party to the dispute.140 In practice, all three parties 

comply with the transparency standard to a much greater extend. The documents, 

pleadings, awards, background material, notes and interpretations are available 

through online resources.  

In the era of extraordinary development of neoliberal economic philosophy, spread of 

capital, increased flow of investment, proliferation of investment treaties and fast 

growing body of investment jurisprudence, it would seem a natural progression to 

consolidate international investment rules into one unified treaty with global 

application. Such hopes for multilateral agreement on investment were cooled 

following Uruguayan Round of trade negotiations on WTO forum (1986 – 1994). The 

states have been unable to reach common agreement on issues of foreign investment. 

Subsequent efforts of the developed states to create multilateral agreement focused 

within the OECD forum to avoid resistance from the developing states to some of the 

substantive provisions of the proposed treaty. The idea was to compile comprehensive 

framework of high standard protection and promotion of foreign investment into a 

single treaty. If the agreement could be reached among OECD member states, it could 

then be opened to accession by other, non-member states. Chapter 11 of NAFTA and 

various BITs served as a starting point for negotiations. Proposed provisions of 

multilateral agreement on investment (MAI) were closely similar to the existing 

treaties, already largely accepted between OECD member states. Despite this, 

negotiations failed and were abandoned without conclusion of MAI. There was 

insufficient agreement between the developed states on the norms of investment 

                                                      

140 Annex 1137.4 of NAFTA. 
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protection and insufficient political support for carrying through MAI project. There 

was a shift of perspective for the developed states, many of whom realised that the 

rules that they tried to impose on protection of investment would be too onerous if 

applied to themselves. France and Canada were seeking exceptions for cultural 

industries due to concerns of impact of liberalization of culture on their own cultural 

industry. The US was in disagreement over the extraterritorial application of the 

Helms-Burton Act, which sought to expand the US embargo against Cuba and impose 

boycotts on the companies trading with Cuba. Overall, the states disagreed on a 

number of issues, including labour and environment.141 In addition, MAI negotiations 

were met with the considerable adverse attention and opposition from NGOs.142 The 

unprecedented mobilization of NGOs consisted of “more than 600 organizations in 

nearly 70 countries expressing vehement opposition to the treaty, often in apocalyptic 

terms. The collaborative extensive World Wide Web site - featuring fact sheets, 

congressional testimony, position papers, and issue briefs-was part of a tidal wave of 

electronically amplified public opposition to the MAI. It was cited on more than 50 

other Web sites and in 200 news group postings comprising what Guy de Jonquieres 

of the Financial Times has described as "network guerrillas"- a horde of vigilantes who 

ambushed the negotiations”.143 The conflicts along the tension line between protection 

of property and competing public interests crystallised on MAI negotiation forum. 

“Opposition to the MAI was galvanised on a global scale through the same forces of 

instant communication that makes globalisation possible. Disparate groups were able 

                                                      

141Picciotto, S. (1998). Linkages in International Investment Regulation: The Antinomies of the 

Draft Multilateral Agreement on Investment. University of Pennsylvania Journal of International 

Economic Law, 19(3), pp. 731- 768. 

142Schittecatte, C. (2000). The politics of the MAI – On the Social Opposition of the MAI and its 

Role in the Demise of the Negotiations. Journal of World Investment, 1, pp. 329-356. 

143Kobrin, S. (1998). The MAI and the Clash of Globalizations. Foreign Policy, No. 112, pp. 97-

109. 
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to coordinate opposition to the MAI on a global scale.”144 Crucially, back in 1998 

Canner wrote that “the MAI has become a litmus test in a battle to decide the shape 

and direction of the global economy as we enter the next century”.145 With hindsight, 

those words are indicative of the turning point and the changes in the global economy 

that followed as the new dimension of globalization swept in. “The story of the MAI 

is a cautionary tale about the impact of an electronically networked global civil 

society.”146 This statement captures very accurately the essence of the latest phase of 

globalization, where symbolic exchanges and cultural relations become prevailing 

form of social interactions. It illustrates globalizing power of expanding cultural 

relations that have the capacity to overshadow political or economic areas of life. The 

chairman of the OECD negotiating group for MAI admitted in his report that “the 

MAI is now the centre of heightened public scrutiny as part of a broader debate about 

the implications of globalisation.”147 

Following collapse of MAI negotiations, multilateral liberalization efforts surfaced in 

WTO despite earlier objections of the developing countries to keep investment off the 

WTO agenda. The declaration at the Singapore meeting established only a working 

group to examine relationship between trade and investment without any 

                                                      

144Sornarajah, M. (2010). The International Law on Foreign Investment, p. 258. 

145Canner, S. (1998). The Multilateral Agreement on Investment. Cornell International Law 

Journal, 31(3), Article 9. Retrieved from: http://scholarship.law.cornell.edu/cilj/vol31/iss3/9  

146Kobrin, S. (1998). The MAI and the Clash of Globalizations. Foreign Policy, No. 112, pp. 97-

109. 

147 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Negotiating Group on the 

Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI). (28 April 1998). Multilateral Agreement on 

Investment – Report by the Chairman of the Negotiating Group, DAFFE/MAI(98)9/FINAL 

Retrieved from: 

http://www.oecd.org/document/4/0,3746,en_2649_33783766_1933060_1_1_1_1,00.html 
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commitment to investment issues in the future.148 However, “the abandonments of the 

MAI negotiations in 1998 led to renewed interest amongst some sates to provide the 

WTO a role in international investment rules.”149 At the Fourth Ministerial Meeting a 

Doha in 2001 WTO members recognized “the case for a multilateral framework to 

secure transparent, stable and predictable conditions for long-term cross-border 

investment”.150 Among several investment issues of focus were transparency, scope 

and definition, non-discrimination, development provisions, settlement of disputes. 

The Doha Declaration emphasised that consideration of an investment instrument had 

to take the development dimension into account. Despite states' expressed 

commitment to considering investment issues, the series of confrontations between 

developed and developing states led to taking the investment agenda off the following 

WTO meeting in Cancun in 2003. Overall, WTO has limited success in the field of 

investment. It is an organization established to deal with trade relations more than 

investment. The reasons for failure to achieve multilateral consensus on investment 

under auspices of WTO has been widely debated. The common link between trade 

and investment agenda at the level of WTO is a principle to ensure playing level field 

between foreign and domestic players.  

To summarise the golden period of international investment law, mainly the roaring 

nineties and the first few years of the new millennium, it was a true explosion of 

treaties, arbitration cases and extraordinary economic activity that favoured 

expansion of capital and investment. It was an extraordinary proliferation of treaties 

                                                      

148 World Trade Organization. (13 December 1996). Singapore Ministerial Declaration. 

WT/MIN(96)/DEC, 18 December 1996, Par. 20. Retrieved from: 

https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/minist_e/min96_e/wtodec_e.htm  

149Newcombe, A., & Paradell, L. (2009). Law and Practice of Investment Treaties, p. 55. 

150 World Trade Organization. (14 November 2001). Doha Ministerial Declaration. 

WT/MIN(01)/DEC/1, 20 November 2001, Par. 20. Retrieved from: 
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from 385 at the end of the 1980s to 1,857 at the end of the 1990s151. Between 1987 – 

when the first investor state dispute based on a BIT was recorded in the arbitral 

proceedings of ICSID - and April 1998, only 14 BIT-related cases had been brought 

before ICSID, and only two awards and two other settlements had been issued. 

However, since the late 1990s, the number of cases has grown enormously. The 

cumulative number of treaty-based cases had risen to at least 259 by the end of 2006, 

with 161 brought before ICSID and 92 before other arbitration forums.152 The 

tendencies in the arbitration were to expand the scope of treaty application and 

protection of investment. The concept of corporate nationality was expanded that 

allowed forum shopping.153 Expropriation was broadened to include any acts that lead 

to depreciation in value of investment.154 Umbrella clauses were used to make sure all 

investment contracts were protected. Use of stabilisation clauses gave rise to 

legitimate expectations and claims under fair and equitable treatment standards. The 

fervour of neoliberal philosophy allowed unprecedented expansion of the rules on 

investment protection. However, this optimism was to change as the Russian and 

                                                      

151 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2000). Bilateral Investment 

Treaties 1980-1999. UNCTAD/ITE/IIA/2. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/docs/poiteiiad2.en.pdf (Accessed on 4 October 2016).  

152 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2007). Investor State Dispute 

Settlement and Impact on Investment Rulemaking. UNCTAD/ITE/IIA/2007/3, p. 7. Retrieved from:  

http://unctad.org/en/docs/iteiia20073_en.pdf  

153 For example, the practice of “round-tripping” where the investor is foreign incorporated, 

but majority controlled by natural or legal persons of host state like in Tokios Tokeles v Ukraine, 

ICSID Case No. ARB/02/18. In Wena Hotels Ltd v Egypt, ICSID Case No. ARB/98/4 the foreign 

incorporated investor was controlled by a natural person holding dual nationality, one of 

which the host state nationality. Arbitral tribunals have rejected respondents´ pleas to “pierce 

the corporate veil” and look for the “real” (upstream) investor in the absence of a 

corresponding, treaty-based requirement, thus adopting a strictly formal and consent-

oriented approach towards the notion of investor. 

154 For example in Methanex v. United States and in Ethyl Corporation v. Canada it was claimed 

that any depreciation of the assets of the foreign investor amounted to a taking. In Ethyl case, 

a ministerial statement was alleged to result in depreciation of the shares of the claimant, and 

hence to amount to expropriation. 
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Asian crisis at the end of the twentieth century, together with the growing negative 

sentiment towards inflexible foreign investment protection regime signalled a shift. 

The treaty rush of the 1990s gradually slowed down. States’ increased exposure to 

arbitration cases, the global financial crisis, a paradigm shift towards “sustainable 

development” and important changes at regional levels mark the beginnings of a 

concerted move towards international investment law reform.155 Whether 

international investment law has been weakened by these changes or whether it 

continues to thrive, will be discussed in detail thorough this thesis. 

Latest phase of Globalization and International Investment Law 

 

Previous sections of this chapter described phenomenon of globalization and its 

evolution. This chapter so far illustrated correlation between early phases of 

globalization and historical developments in the field of international investment law. 

This section will focus on current stage of globalization and international investment 

law. What are the main trends and contentions? What links international investment 

law and current state of globalization process? How is the transformation into the final 

stage of globalization reflected in international investment law? How is international 

investment law responding to the shift in global redistribution of power and 

transformation of societies, politics and economy?  

                                                      

155 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p.124. 
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International investment law is highly controversial and contested more now than 

ever before.156 Opinions vary between hailing it as an “unmitigated success”157 to 

alleged “crisis of legitimacy”158. The link between flow of foreign investment and 

development is being questioned.159 Several analysis of the correlation between 

international investment treaties and levels of foreign direct investment have reached 

different conclusions.160 Chapter 4 of this thesis will focus in detail on the assessment 

of whether international investment law is in fact in decline or on the rise. This section 

                                                      

156Waibel, M., Kaushal, A., Lis Chung, K., & Blachin, K. (Eds.). (2010). Backlash Against 

Investment Arbitration. Yackee, W. (2010). Do Bilateral investment Treaties Promote Foreign 
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Correlation Versus Causation. In Sauvant, K., & Sachs, L. The Effects of Treaties on Foreign Direct 

Investment, p. 395. Eberhardt, P. & Olivet, C. (2012). Profiting from Injustice: How Law Firms, 

Arbitrators and Financiers are Fuelling an Investment Arbitration Boom. Corporate Europe 

Observatory and the Transnational Institute.  
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(Eds.). Yearbook on International Investment Law & Policy 2008-2009, p.506 (“I consider the 
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158 Brower, Ch. (7 October 2002). A Crisis of Legitimacy. National Law Journal. Sornarajah, M. 

(2008). A Coming Crisis: Expansionary Trends in Investment Treaty Arbitration. In Sauvant, 
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p.397. Yackee, J., (2008). Bilateral Investment Treaties, Foreign Direct Investment, and the Rule 
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42: 805, pp. 827-828.  

160 Egger, P. & Merlo, V. (2007). The Impact of Bilateral Investment Treaties on FDI Dynamics. 

The World Economy 30(10), pp. 1536-1549. Neumayer, E. & Spess, L. (2005). Do bilateral 
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only outlines relevant recent developments in international investment law in order 

to place it within the background of the current phase of globalization.  

The latest phase in the development of international investment law begun within first 

few years of this century. It “began around 2004 when the balanced treaties, moving 

away from the treaties based on inflexible norms of investment protection, came to be 

made…it was the year when the United States changed its mode treaty to 

accommodate other interests and to create defences to liability for violations of treaty 

standards161. The US redrafted its treaty to reflect concerns about the trends of 

investment treaty arbitration.162 2004 was also a year of the Canadian Model Treaty. 

Famous Methanex v. US case (which will be analysed in depth in the following chapter) 

in that year was a successful attempt to raise the argument of the regulatory right of 

state to control foreign investment in order to safeguard public health. The 

significance of Methanex case is not only its substantial arguments regarding 

sovereign power to regulate in the public interest notwithstanding treaty provision 

prohibiting expropriation without compensation, but also the fact that these 

arguments were put forward by the US. The developed state, main architect of the 

neoliberal order, was reasserting its sovereignty in the face of expansive treaty claims.  

Global economic crisis of 2008 brought the realisation that lack of market regulation 

was at the heart of failures that led to the crisis. “The developed states began to see 

                                                      

161Sornarajah, M. (2015). Resistance and Change in the International Law on Foreign Investment, 
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the need for creation of the regulatory space”.163 The capital exporting developed 

states became the capital importers from rising economies of BRICS countries164, and 

especially China, India and Brazil. “With the relatively recent and dramatic growth in 

economic power of the BRICs and other EMEs, the line between capital-importing and 

capital exporting countries continues to blur.”165 As a result, the international system 

has been undergoing profound power redistribution. Global power is getting diffused 

and “the expansion of BRICS economies to date is already sufficient to have structural 

consequences”.166 

The series of new, balanced treaties, which recognized regulatory space of the 

sovereign states started to replace old inflexible investment treaties.167 US Model 

Treaty and Canadian Model Treaty of 2004 were the examples of such treaties. 

Norway attempted to create balanced approach treaty in 2007, which would recognise 

wide variety of interests, including sustainable development, dispute settlement 

subject to exhausting local remedies, ability of the state to take measures to protect 

health and welfare as well as prudential measures over security concerns. However, 

the project was met with criticism of investors and never crystallized in a form of 

signed treaty. Norway has not continued with negotiating new treaties. Achieving 

satisfactory balance between interests of the investors and needs of sovereign host 

state proved to be a difficult task. In 2012, the US and Canada released new model 
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treaties, largely similar to the ones completed in 2004. The new treaties reflected some 

concerns which arose as a result of financial crisis of 2008 and rising protectionist as 

well as nationalist sentiments. Overall, the new generation of balanced treaties 

provide defences for measures taken in public interest, like protection of environment 

or labour standards.  

The early years of this century also witnessed series of Latin American arbitration 

cases which also had a major impact on the development of international investment 

law. Argentina faced numerous claims on the basis of measures it took when faced 

with the economic crisis.168 The dramatic rise of Argentinean arbitration cases was due 

to the adoption of the Argentina`s Emergency Law no. 25561, adopted in January 2002. 

The law froze local tariffs and abolished one-to-one US$/Peso convertibility. Such 

measures had a huge impact on investors. 

Another case that received exceptional public attention was Aguas del Tunari v. 

Bolivia169 involving water dispute. The main controversial issue was a problem of 

treaty shopping and denial of amicus curiae brief, both issues will be analysed in more 

detail in chapter 4 of this thesis. The case influenced Bolivian decision to later 

withdraw from ICSID Convention. Recent withdrawals of the Latin American 

countries from the investment treaties regime and ICSID Convention signalled shift 

in the direction of international investment law. Bolivia was the first country to 
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denounce ICSID Convention in May 2007.170 Ecuador followed Bolivia and also 

withdrew from ICSID Convention in 2010.171 Venezuela was the next country to 

withdraw in 2012.172 It remains to be seen whether “the interlude of Latin American 

states with liberalization and privatization is over. Latin America is back to the Calvo 

Doctrine”.173 

Australia also announced that it will no longer include investor state dispute 

settlement provisions in future investment treaties.174 Other countries are reviewing 

existing treaties or their policy on entering future treaties.175 For example, 
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controversial case of White Industries v. India176 contributed to the decision by India to 

do not conclude any more investment treaties. The main issue in the case was a delay 

by local courts of the enforcement of the arbitration award, which was held to be a 

breach of fair and equitable treatment.  

The EU has been granted exclusive competence in the field of foreign investment.177 

The exact scope of this new competence is not yet fully determined and the impact of 

that decision remains to be seen, but the process has already been subject to 

controversy. Transfer of the foreign investment competence from the Member States 

to the EU has “potential implications for almost half of the IIA [international 

investment agreement] universe”.178 Although existing investment treaties between 

Member States and non-EU Member States will stay in force, Member States are under 

an obligation to bring their investment treaty obligations into conformity with EU law 

through renegotiation or termination of incompatible treaties.179 

There are many concerns about the current state of international investment law. 

“From the heated public debate taking place in many countries, and from various 

parliamentary hearing processes, including at the regional level, a shared view is 

emerging on the need for reform of the IIA regime to ensure that it works for all 

                                                      

176White Industries Australia Limited v. The Republic of India, UNCITRAL, Award 30 November 

2011. 

177 Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Part. V, 

Title II, Art. 207(1).  Retrieved from: 

http://www.eudemocrats.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Documents/D-

Reader_friendly_latest%20version.pdf  

178 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 125. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf  

179 Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Part. VII, 

Art. 351. Retrieved from: 
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stakeholders. The question is not about whether to reform or not, but about the what, 

how and extent of such reform.”180 Among the issues subject to biggest criticism is the 

scope of the domestic policy space and the right of sovereign states to regulation, 

investment dispute settlement and the overreaching mandate of the arbitrators in 

adjudicating matters involving policy decisions made by the democratically elected 

legislators of the host countries. There is an increasing volume of investment 

arbitration, which can often be inconsistent or contradictory, even the cases brought 

under the same treaties. There is a lack of visibility, stability in the system, 

predictability and perceived bias in favour of foreign investors. The lack of 

accountability or democratic mandate of the arbitrators is subject to lots of 

controversies. Investors are unable to assess their risk due to lack of consistency of 

arbitration decisions. Pauwelyn also lists commercial style arbitration for regulatory 

type treaty disputes, access to justice problem, no requirement to exhaust domestic 

remedies and financial compensation rather than compliance as standard remedy as 

the four main pathologies of the foreign investment law.181 Since AAPL v. Sri Lanka 

and the acceptance of private standing for treaty breach rather than only contract 

based disputes, the regulatory conduct by host states started to be scrutinised and 

questioned in arbitration whilst the character of arbitration proceedings remained the 

same as in the private contract based cases. In summary, the overall picture is far from 

clarity and certainty and it warrants closer examination, which will be undertaken in 

chapter 4 of this thesis.  

On international investment policy making level, there were 31 new treaties in 2015, 

which brought the total number of treaties to 3304 by the end of 2015. Even though 
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the annual number of new treaties decreases, some of the new treaties being entered 

into or in the process of negotiation carry significant economic and political weight. 

The changing character of the treaties as well as regionalism being a recent trend in 

treaty making increases the complexity of international investment legal world. By the 

end of May 2016, close to 150 economies were engaged in negotiating at least 57 new 

international investment agreements.182 There are several regional treaties on the 

scene, either signed already or in the process of negotiation: TTIP, TPP183, the Regional 

Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement184 and the COMESA-EAC-SADC 

Tripartite Agreement185. China, the biggest economy after the US, has made a treaty 

with Canada and is negotiating one with the US. 

Countries and regions are considering new approaches to investment policymaking. 

Reacting to the growing unease with the current functioning of the global investment 

regime, together with today’s sustainable development imperative and the evolution 

of the investment landscape, several countries and regions are engaged in reviewing 

and revising their treaty models. Brazil, India, Norway and the EU published novel 

approaches. South Africa and Indonesia continued their treaty terminations, while 

formulating new investment agreements strategies. Overall however, “countries’ 

                                                      

182 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality: Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p.x. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf  

183The Trans-Pacific Partnership is a trade agreement among twelve Pacific countries signed 
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investment policy measures continue to be predominantly directed towards 

investment liberalization, promotion and facilitation. Measures geared towards 

investment in sectors important for sustainable development are still relatively 

few.”186 In 2015, investors initiated 70 known ISDS cases pursuant to international 

investment treaties, which is the highest number of cases ever filed in a single year, 

bringing the total number of known treaty-based claims to 696187. Developing 

countries continue to bear the brunt of these claims, but the share of developed 

countries is on the rise.188 These facts will be analysed in more detail in chapter 4 of 

this thesis. They are outlined here to highlight the fact that there is a plurality of trends 

and continuing expansion of the area, despite withdrawal of few Latin Countries from 

the ICSID Convention and suspension of treaty programme by some other countries. 

The polarised global political and economic scene and diversification of global 

leadership following rise of BRICS and other regional influential actors are reorienting 

the world of the international investment law. Treaty negotiations are reorienting 

from north-south to south-south.189 Halverson Cross is of the view that “although the 

international investment regime used to be characterized as manifesting an 

                                                      

186 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. World Investment Report 2015: 
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“unbalanced” relationship between North and South, this characterization no longer 

reflects reality”190. 

The economic uncertainty and volatility, global spread of panic and fear during the 

time of economical crisis activated social movements, human rights groups, 

environment concerns, religious claims, ethnic and minority diversity, all of which 

represent global values and social aspects of human life. Increase of social interactions 

focused around universal cultural values together with unprecedented technological 

advances that facilitate communication and surpass national borders, marks shift of 

globalization into its new dimension.  

Understandingly, this thesis cannot pursue in great detail all dimensions of 

globalization and debates that accompany them since the main focus will be on legal 

aspects of international investment law. However, a basic comprehension of the 

evolution path of globalization will serve as a foundation for the analysis of the 

sustainable development concepts within international investment law. The theory of 

globalization offers an explanation as to what are the driving forces in each of the three 

main dimensions of human life but also what are the causes of changes and where is 

the evolution path leading to. Concept of globalization offers a comprehensive view 

point which unifies multitude threads of human life. Globalization context will 

facilitate to place the scientific observations of this thesis on the globalization curve of 

human development and help to find the underlying reasons behind the findings.  

The discourse on globalization and its links with international investment law 

presents many challenges and it seems almost impossible to avoid reflection that there 

might be an inherent paradox embedded in the very nature of the international law, 

which becomes more visible during accelerated globalization process.  Jouannet 

describes international law as “intrinsically paradoxical”, because “it is an instrument 
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for universalization and a reflection of ambivalent particularities; means for 

domination and a space for cooperation and emancipation”.191 This paradox is 

complex, as much as international investment law itself, and even more so, in the new 

era of globalization, where “society that no longer belongs only in the realm of the 

exceptional or exists only between states, but which is now an extremely dense 

network of legal rules and an ever increasing number of actors within more and more 

open framework”.192 This thesis will argue that new era of globalization presents new 

opportunities, also for international investment law to gain new dimensions. 

International investment law has the potential to be a tool for hegemonic and powerful 

actors to legitimise imbalances of power, but it could also provide a forum for 

articulation of resistance, conflicts and shared cultural values. If anything, 

globalization process enriched international investment law with new capacity, 

concepts and opportunities on a global scale. 

Another important implication of the latest phase of globalization on international 

investment law is the rise of “complex, multi-level, global governance, tied together 

by networks”.193 Growing number of networks indicates a shift from government to 

global governance, not without controversy and accusations of lack of accountability 

and transparency. Such networks, including NGOs, may be target of powerful 

stakeholders and interest groups (including states). International harmonization 

efforts are often product of rent-seeking by various industry groups.194 Paradoxically, 
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the networks often created to counteract the power of government or to pursue social 

issues agenda become themselves the centres of power, inequality and discriminative 

exclusion. The question is whether to embrace such “disaggregation of the state and 

the empowerment of diverse actors in international “civil society” without asking who 

will win and who will lose by such an arrangement”.195 Most certainly, the role of 

“transnational norm entrepreneurs” in influencing of international investment law 

cannot be overstated in the current era of globalization. As will be described in the 

following chapters of this thesis, this includes the sustainable development advocates, 

promoters and supporters and their often ambivalent agenda, role and credentials on 

international investment law scene. Groups of transnational norm entrepreneurs have 

been described by Nadelmann as the groups which “mobilize popular opinion and 

political support both within their host country and abroad; they stimulate and assist 

in creation of like-minded organizations in other countries; and they play a significant 

role in elevating their objective beyond its identification with the national interests of 

their government.”196 Global society consists of complex web of global policy 

networks, NGOs, business and trade unions, group interests which often operate in 

conjunction with governments and regulators. Their combined beneficial as well as 

destructive (in case of terrorists and fanatics networks) presence are an important 

force impacting the evolution path of international investment law and due 

consideration should be given to them in the analysis of the discipline. Since the 

cultural relations are becoming prevailing in social interactions in the current phase 

of globalization, community affiliations with transnational groups and networks 

amplified by the power of media and internet may potentially extern substantial 

power over actions of individuals all the way up to the governments. Acknowledging 
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the link between international investment law and globalization helps to address the 

interplay of broad range of interests represented by wider group of entities and 

bodies. Pluralist view on international investment law must focus not only on what 

are the formal authorities expressing the norms, but rather which bodies have actual 

coercive power to sufficiently affect mass legal consciousness and how do they do it 

(is sustainable development such a bait) and why. And, most importantly, what 

results from such interplay in the normative dimension of international investment 

law and what is the possible future direction of international investment law.  

The picture is more complex since international investment law has been entrenched 

in the concept of state and its principle of sovereignty based on territoriality. With the 

current era of globalization, social, political and economic assessments can no longer 

be based exclusively on territory and need to look above the political borders. “The 

real world of national identities is one of blotches, blends and blurs.”197 Powerful 

communities are being formed in the current era of globalization not on the basis of 

geographical boundaries, but on the basis of cultural perceptions and preferences, 

symbolic associations and common visions. Therefore, nation state understood in a 

traditional way based on geopolitical history can no longer be the only reference point 

of nation state focused international investment law. The interdisciplinary insight into 

international investment law, through the dimension of global consciousness, 

institutional pluralism and cultural identity exposes processes shaping international 

investment law that are not attributable to sovereign states and are not linked with 

coercive power of the governments. “The permeability of borders and the fluidity of 

community affiliations challenge ideas of inviolate nation-state sovereignty”.198 Also, 

the increasingly important role of private investors, social movements, amicus curiae 
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briefs, private investment contract, the increasingly blurred distinction between 

private and public international law could potentially undermine further the role of a 

sovereign state in international investment law world. The role of state will be 

analysed in more detail in chapter 5 of this thesis. This section only highlights the main 

points for later discussion.  

It is an intriguing question whether national sovereignty is being undermined by the 

globalization. This question will be asked again in the context of international 

investment and sustainable development in chapter 5 of this thesis. Some claim that 

“less visibly, but arguably far more important, the modern nation sate itself – the 

artefact of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries – has begun to crumble.”199 

Interestingly, the institution of a state has been criticised by various scholars before. 

International law triumphalist like Henkin even claims that sovereignty is not “per se 

a normative conception in international law”.200 Henkin perceives sovereignty as a 

concept facilitating governments to conceal atrocities, obstruct international 

cooperation and preclude accountability.  

Perhaps then, for these very reasons, sovereignty is not a dead concept as it proves to 

be quite util. The instrumentalist approach to state sovereignty suggests that the 

nation rulers determine policies and rules and international law norms, including 

principles of sovereignty, serve them as a tool in furthering their goals.201 It should not 

be forgotten that globalization encompasses pluralism and rising of pluralism allows 
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articulation of alternative preferences for sovereignty by the participants with 

increasingly visible presence on international scene, including BRICS countries.  

Russia, for example holds sovereignty at the centre of their foreign policy. Russian 

conception of sovereignty is strongly asserted and rather absolute. It is rooted in its 

history and political tradition where citizens derive their freedoms and rights from 

the institution of state unlike in western Lockean traditions where the governing 

bodies derive their power from citizens. Interestingly, China also represents absolute 

version of sovereignty (zhuquan) which trumps other values, such conception stands 

in opposition to western approach to more permeable sovereignty concept. The “five 

principles of peaceful coexistence” articulated by China - territorial integrity and 

sovereignty, mutual nonaggression, mutual non-interference, equality and mutual 

benefit and peaceful coexistence – challenges Western concept of permeable 

sovereignty and interventionists practices. Russian and Chinese more absolutist 

version of sovereignty “may well push understanding of sovereignty back toward 

their more absolutist roots on the 18th and 19th centuries.”202 The series of global crisis 

and spread of terrorism may have contributed as well to reinvigoration of state 

sovereignty. 

Globalization perspective on a sovereign state as the main law maker on international 

investment area arena helps to understand how the sovereign power changes and 

adapts to accommodate increasingly visible non-state players. What tools is the 

sovereign power using in that adaptation process to preserve its prerogative and 

privileged position at international investment norm making table? The following 

chapter of this thesis will explore the proposition whether the sustainable 

development principles are such tool as well.  
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Certainly, sovereign state has to engage in plurality of networks, regimes, NGOs 

communities in order to accomplished same goals it once could just with the territorial 

concept of sovereign power. “The state is embedded in a wider institutional 

environment, and governmental and non-governmental actors alike are part of the 

feedback loop that both constructs and responds to non-national norms”.203 This 

proposition resonates quite strongly with international investment law regime. 

International investment law is also embedded in a wider context, it does not consist 

only of the list of norms spelled out in the relevant treaties. Governmental and non-

governmental players also provide constant feedback, which in turn shapes next 

interactions and influences normative process. 

If it is to be accepted that the current era of globalization is characterized by prevailing 

cultural relations in social interactions, then plurality and extend of such interactions 

as well as their increased importance should have an impact on traditional 

conceptions of international investment law norms and dynamics. Globalization 

perspective of international investment law allows understanding of the wider 

context in which international investment norms are created, perceived and 

articulated outside of the strict matrix of sovereign states marked within strict 

territorial boundaries. Berman suggests that “sovereignty may be a concept ill-suited 

to an understanding of globalization because sovereignty tends to focus our attention 

on who possesses coercive enforcement power”.204 A concept more adequate for 

analysis of international investment law in the current phase of globalization might 

be jurisdiction, which focuses on the power to articulate norms more than on the 

ability to enforce them. One of the characteristics of globalization in this century is the 

enormous power of media, communication, variety of forms of rhetorical persuasion 
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and symbolic exchanges, all amplified by the internet. The ability to reach wider 

public opinion and to capture its attention could be more effective way to influence 

normative process than coercive power of the sovereign state alone. The most effective 

combination would be joining coercive power of a sovereign state with jurisdictional 

assertion of powerful community affiliation. The remainder of this thesis will focus on 

the role of sustainable development concepts as perhaps a very persuasive set of 

values that could supplement coercive power of sovereign states with an important 

leverage in pursuit their goals on international investment law scene. It will also be 

examined whether investors themselves reach for such leverage in the form of 

sustainable development concepts for the benefit of their economic interests promoted 

by international investment law.  

In a globalizing world of complex normative sources and constantly shifting notions 

of what is local, national or foreign, international investment law has been pushed into 

new areas of conceptual research. Although globalization provides an opportunity 

and new avenues for those less powerful to articulate their vision, international 

investment law, as a transnational law making has “an inevitable political dimension” 

where the participants “use their effective power... to secure the legal confirmation of 

arrangements which they believe will discriminate in their favour”, “as in all law 

making, the plurilateral or multilateral character of the process often reduces or 

constrains the power of the strongest actors and forces compromise”.205 Accordingly 

to Pauwelyn, international investment law is such a compromise, “reciprocal bargain: 

host states agree to basic limits to their territorial jurisdiction over foreign investors 

(e.g. fair and equitable treatment, no expropriation without compensation, 

international arbitration to settle claims); in exchange, traditionally more powerful 

home states agreed to limit their nationality jurisdiction over the same investors 

(ending e.g. capitulations and forcible collection of private debts abroad, agreeing to 
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national treatment and limiting the role of unilateral home state legislation and courts 

as well as diplomatic protection)”.206 This bargain is constantly subject to cross check 

and shifts under the influence of various social, economic and cultural components. It 

will be argued in this thesis that sustainable development concept is one of those 

components, the emergence of which can potentially serve all, the ones that seek 

change and the ones that want to hold on to what is. 

Rise of pluralism of ideas and interests in this era of globalization impacts not only 

relations between states and new non-state global actors, but affects also inter-states 

relations. “Globalization is a new power game”.207 Changing power redistribution in 

the new phase of globalization brought an end to the hegemonic dominance of the US 

and Europe. The new influential states seek to articulate their own preferences and 

seek particular results in international investment regime. Burke-White observes that 

“international law is transitioning into a multi-hub system that both fosters pluralism 

and exerts downward pressure on the processes of international law toward a number 

of separate, but flexible, subsystems”.208 The result is a system that is not bipolar (like 

in the era of Cold War) or unipolar (like in the era of the US-Europe dominance) but a 

multi-hub system, where increasing number of states play issue specific leadership 

role in a flexible fluid system. The power is diffusing, disaggregating and becomes 

asymmetrically distributed. The implications for the law at the international level are 

profound. Chapter 4 of this thesis will focus on the impact of regionalism in shaping 

the current status of international investment law. The new distribution of global 
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power into multi-hub system promotes legal pluralism and creates downward 

pressure on legal processes towards separate, flexible subsystems. “World is 

dominated not by one or even several states but rather by dozens of actors possessing 

and exercising various kind of power”.209 This multi hub system is subject to soft 

power competition between the hubs based on issue specific variable geometry. It 

creates incentive for states that wish to gather followers on specific issue, to represent 

attractive preferences. Following chapters of this thesis will examine whether 

sustainable development principles are the new attractive set of preferences used to 

appeal to and attract followers by powerful hubs on issue specific basis within 

international investment law.  

Discussion about international investment law and globalization would not be 

complete without touching on the subject of justice, or, in the context of globalization, 

global justice and the role of law. Again, the issue of justice will be examined in more 

detail in chapter 5 of this thesis, but this section will highlight the main points relevant 

for the discussion about globalization. International investment law is traditionally 

being understood as a regime regulating sovereign conduct by states. Therefore, if the 

justice is understood as a virtue within political communities and not between them210, 

then conceptually such “society of states” model of international investment law 

keeps the matters of justice out of it. However, as mentioned above, new era of 

globalization brings new, social dimension to the concept of international investment 

law. Non-states actors are gaining prominence as well. New communities with global 

reach are coming into existence and sovereign nation state is not always an adequate 

forum to address concerns of those transnational communities. One of the needs of 

any community is justice. Rawls lists five circumstances of justice: a moderate scarcity 
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of resources, a shared geographical territory, a capacity to help or harm each other, 

and, subjectively, that people are both non-altruistic, and hold conflicting claims.211 To 

the extent that globalization is creating global communities with shared interests 

above geopolitical borders, such communities have a need for an adequate system of 

social response to injustices, the need for their global justice. Domestic, local or 

national communities are incapable of addressing claims of global communities and 

secure their wellbeing. This perspective can contribute to understanding of the 

increasing visibility of social movement groups and NGOs on international 

investment law scene. International investment law developed into a global system. 

Under current globalizing conditions and with the rise of global civil society, it seems 

unattainable that international investment law can remain as a system operating to 

regulate only investment relationships at the state level. Global communities of shared 

interests, especially those affected most by foreign investment, will be seeking global 

responses to supplement and mitigate the unbalances created by system of foreign 

investment. They will (and they already are, which will be explained later) express 

their communal necessity for global justice through meta-state institutions, whose 

emergence is best indication of new phase of globalization as well through the states 

themselves. Sustainable development concept could potentially have crucial role to 

play in this process. 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

 

Preceding section introduced a wider theoretical context of globalization into the 

analysis of international investment law. It has been illustrated that globalization 

processes shape the evolution path of international investment law and provide 

contributive lens for viewing the progress of this specific area of international law. It 

has also been said although the subject of this work is the legal field of international 
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investment, the study of the international investment law needs to be an 

interdisciplinary investigation, drawing upon interactional theory of international law 

and taking into account wide array of issues. This part is dedicated to the concept of 

sustainable development. It will examine sustainable development precept in general, 

the origins of the concept, its development and propositions for the future as well its 

correlation with international investment in general.  

Sustainable development concept and globalization have many traits in common. 

Sustainable development too, similarly to globalization, has been widely used and is 

often evoked, in variety of contexts, political, legal, social and environmental212. It has 

been overly present in recent times on global arena of debates about issues most 

pressing to humanity. World leaders announced “new chapter” in global growth at 

the General Assembly of United Nations when concluding Sustainable Development 

summit in 2015.213 The phrase “sustainable development” has been overworked and 

it appears to suit all, regardless of the agenda. It has been appropriated by 

governments and NGOs alike. It is being advocated to promote both continuous 

growth and reverse of unsustainable pattern of limitless growth. It potentially has so 

                                                      

212 Sustainable development has become a fashionable feature of many political speeches: 

“Poverty eradication, changing consumption and production patterns, and protecting and 

managing the natural resource base for economic and social development are overarching 

objectives of, and essential requirements for sustainable development - from "The 

Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development" (World Summit on Sustainable 

Development), September 2002; “Sustainable development: Improving the quality of life 

within the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystems - UN Environment 

Programme/WWF/World Conservation Union Report "Caring for the Earth", 1991; “We know 

the problems.... and we know the solution; sustainable development. The issue is the political 

will” - Tony Blair, speech in Maputo, Mozambique, September 2002”; “Our biggest challenge 

in this new century is to take an idea that seems abstract - sustainable development - and turn 

it into a reality for all the world's people” - Kofi Annan, UN Secretary General 

213 United Nations Meeting Coverage, General Assembly, Plenary Session, 10th, 11th & 12th 

Meetings(am, pm & night). (27 September 2015). World Leaders Call for ‘New Chapter’ in Global 

Growth as General Assembly Concludes Sustainable Development Goals Summit. GA/11691. 

Retrieved from: http://www.un.org/press/en/2015/ga11691.doc.htm (accessed 3 November 
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many meanings that it risks being meaningless. The phrase is so ambiguous that it is 

not far from defying logic. It is an oxymoron in itself. “Development” stands for 

increase, expansion, extension and always seeking more. In a world of finite resources, 

such infinite augmentation is not sustainable. The two words together “development” 

and “sustainable” are contradictory. It is therefore imperative to begin the study of 

the subject of sustainable development by analysing its historical origins and 

evolution of the concept. Only with a better comprehension of the concept as a whole, 

its origins, evolution and wider context, it will then be possible to analyse its place 

within international investment law.  

Sustainable Development from its origins to 2030 Agenda 

 

A good starting point for the analysis of sustainable development concept is to 

understand how development, or progress, has been understood throughout human 

history. Studying human understanding and vision of the idea of progress will help 

to ascertain whether it needs to be sustainable in the first place. “It was the Hebrew 

and Christian theology, giving expression to the linear conception of time as a directed 

succession of events that transformed the way of thinking about history and 

progress.”214 The linear and continuous path of progress was supposed to lead to 

continuous improvements of human condition, first understood in spiritual sense and 

later on also in material dimension. During the period of Western modernity, linear 

dimension of progress was linked with science as a way to achieve human potential. 

Only during industrial revolution from the eighteenth century progress was also 

linked with economic growth and material advancement. In pursuit of maximization 

of economic production, people saw it right to dominate and exploit the nature. 

Nineteenth century brought an optimism and belief in scientific and technological 

advancement that would lead to continuous progress of human kind and 
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improvement of human life. “The idea of progress which had its final breakthrough 

during the Enlightenment can rightly be regarded as a secularized heir to the Christian 

ideal of salvation story”.215 However, industrial capitalism, growing gap between poor 

and rich and unprecedented scale of exploitation of raw materials, led to increasing 

concerns about sustainability of this particular idea of progress.  

This leads to the second aspect of the term “sustainable development” – the concept 

of sustainability. Human relationship with nature went through a profound change 

when people started to make permanent settlements, domesticate animals and farm 

the land. The nature started to be exploited, shaped, utilized and subordinated by 

man, albeit firstly on a small scale of first settlements. Ownership of land, notions of 

material wealth as a source of power, transformed human thought and allowed 

unprecedented success of human race. “As early as the ancient Egyptian, 

Mesopotamian, Greek and Roman civilizations environmental problems such as 

deforestation and the salinization and loss of fertility of soil occurred, which we would 

today refer to as sustainability problems. Plato in the 5th century BC, Strabo and 

Columella in the 1st century BC and Pliny the Elder in the 1st century AD discussed 

different types of environmental degradation resulting from human activities such as 

farming, logging and mining.”216 Industrial revolution brought concerns of 

degradation of nature into sharp focus, mainly in wood industry, as the wood was the 

primary source of energy and the main raw material at the time. Overpopulation was 

another raising concern noted in the eighteenth century by Thomas Malthus in the 

most influential book on population of its era, “Essay on the principle of population 

                                                      

215Von Wright, G. H. (1997). Progress: Fact and fiction. In Burgen, A., McLaughhlin, P. & 

Mittelstrab, J. (Eds). The idea of progress, pp. 1-18, p.5. 
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as it affects the future improvement of society”.217 Malthus suggested that, as the 

population grows, it leads to a rising supply of labour and consequently results in 

lower wages. Malthus also claimed that continually growing population would 

eventually end in poverty. He is considered the first economist that foresaw limits to 

growth due to absolute scarcity of resources. “The Malthusian theory of 

“environmental limits” may be considered a precursor to the concept of sustainable 

development”.218 As the energy production shifted from wood to coal in the 

nineteenth century, new concerns have arisen, regarding preserving of coal reserves. 

Among the works, which contributed to the later development of the concept later 

named sustainable development, were “Principles of political economy” of 1848 by 

John Mill, which advocated “stationary state” of world's population, “Man and 

nature” of 1864 by George Marsh advocating conservation efforts and “Our wonderful 

century” of 1898 by Alfred Russell Wallace, which included chapter on the plunder of 

the earth and which themes were later covered in the Brundtland Report of 1987.  

Twentieth century with its industrial and commercial expansion, destructive global 

wars and extraordinary technological advances brought the ideas of growth, 

development and sustainability into attention again. The propositions of a “stationary 

state” were rejected in favour of progressive economy219 and faith in advances in 

technology providing solutions to the problems of limited resources. Against the 

backdrop of the widening gap between rich and poor countries and colonisation, a 

theory about development focused around two approaches, modernization and 

                                                      

217 Malthus, T., First essay on population. (An essay on the principle of population as it affects the 

future improvement of society, with remarks on the speculations of Mr Godwin, M. Condorcet, and 
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218Mebratu, D. (1998).  Sustainability and Sustainable development: historical and conceptual 
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dependency theory. Modernization theory was based on liberal values and 

encouraged free market economy model, which would lead to continuing economic 

growth and eventually even out wealth distribution. “Modernization was the early 

sociocultural equivalent of neoliberalism”.220 According to this theory, “development 

meant assuming the mental models of the West (rationalization), the institutions of 

the West (the market), the goals of the West (high mass consumption), and the culture 

of the West (worship of the commodity)”.221 Theory of modernization illustrates the 

links between how the idea of the development has become to be perceived and the 

philosophy of neoliberalism and wider globalization. This connection will be explored 

further in chapter 4 of this thesis, when interpreting the analytical finding of this 

chapter. International investment law is part of this particular constellation that 

includes modernization theory of development and progress, free market and 

Western values. Dependency theory of development on the other hand proposed the 

solution opposite to modernization theory. It stipulates that the only way developing 

countries can sussesfully progress is to follow separate and unconstrained 

development path. As the “Third World countries will become more and more 

dependent on Western countries, leading to further underdevelopment and 

bankruptcy”222, “developing countries should sever their linkages with Western 

capitalist countries in order to follow an autonomous, independent path of 

development based on socialism.”223 These two theories, modernization and 

dependency, evolved and adapted, but their basic principles remained influential in 
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the evolution of sustainable development and are still present nowadays, which will  

be discussed later. 

From around late 1960s new realisation came to light, that of an impossibility of a 

continuous linear progressive development. The collateral damage of such 

development was being evident, in technologies being used in destructive ways, 

colonial exploitation, pollution, unchecked population growth, resource depletion 

and ravaging of nature. Two aspects of the theory of continuous growth were being 

questioned. Firstly, environmental damage due to extraordinary industrial and 

commercial expansion led to few major works on the subject224 and creation of first 

green movements (Friends of Earth and Greenpeace being the main ones). Secondly, 

worldwide crisis of the seventies brought about the realisation of the limits to growth 

and questioned the possibility of continuous unlimited economic growth. As a result 

of the growing awareness of these issues, a group current and former heads of state, 

UN bureaucrats, high-level politicians and government officials, diplomats, scientists, 

economists and business leaders founded the Club of Rome in 1968. In 1972 the Club 

of Rome released a report The Limits to Growth, which has sold 30 million copies in 

more than 30 translations, making it the best-selling environmental book in world 

history.225 The publication received considerable public attention and is regarded as 

“the key moment in the transformation of disparate anxiety about environmental 

problems into more focused discussion of an alternative to present-day society”.226 The 

book warned of a sudden and uncontrollable decline in human population and 

capacity and inevitable catastrophe, if the exploitation of earth resources continues to 

                                                      

224 See Carson, R. (1962). The silent spring. Ehrlich, P. (1968). Population bomb. Goldsmith, E. 
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grow at the same pace. Raising voices questioning whether the continuing growth is 

desirable or possible were met with the advocates of growth, who believed in human 

potential to develop solutions and counter the damage. “The remedy to these evils is 

then seen in furthering scientific research and technological development, in the 

evolutions of various “anti-technologies” to counteract the damage caused by 

industrialization and wasteful consumerism”.227 

From these two counter positions, one promoting unlimited continuous growth and 

the other warning of an imminent disaster resulting from exceeding limits of 

exploitation of earth resources, came a compromise proposition of a growth that is 

sustainable. “At the start of the 1970s the term “sustainable development” was coined, 

probably by Barbara Ward (Lady Jackson), founder of the International Institute for 

Environment and Development.”228 It was becoming clear that the pattern of growth 

cannot simply follow Western formula of high consumption, as this would be simply 

unsustainable for the planet. The growth had to change trajectory to include 

realization of finite non-renewable resources of the earth. The focus would need to 

shift from the quantity of growth as a measurement of progress to the quality of it. In 

his book Small Is Beautiful Schumacher introduced a concept of appropriate technology 

that takes into account population levels and the skills, natural resources available and 

most important social needs. “Some experts believe that the concept of appropriate 

technology is the immediate precursor to the concept of sustainable development”.229 
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Brundtland Report and its legacy 

  

Late 1970s brought more focus on the environment, eco-friendly development and 

conservation with sustainable development being the focus of environmental 

initiatives. However, sustainable development term rose to political prominence and 

gained new dimension following  publication in 1987 of the UN-sponsored World 

Commission on Environment and Development report Our Common Future, also 

known as Brundtland report (named after its chair, Gro Harlem Brundtland, then 

prime minister of Norway and later head of the WHO). It contained key statement 

that “humanity has the ability to make development sustainable to ensure that it meets 

the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their own needs.”230 This is still the benchmark definition for the term sustainable 

development. It was recognised that “the concept of sustainable development does 

imply limits - not absolute limits but limitations imposed by the present state of 

technology and social organization on environmental resources and by the ability of 

the biosphere to absorb the effects of human activities.”231 The report highlighted three 

fundamental components of sustainable development, known as the triple bottom 

line, the environment, the economy, and society. The United Nations Conference on 

the Human Environment, known as the Stockholm Conference introduced 

environmental concerns to the political discussion on development. On the other 

hand, it also introduced political dimension to previously environmental concept. The 

definition proposed by the Brundtland Report is sufficiently vague and broad that it 
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allows for variety of interpretations as well as misuse of the term. “There is some truth 

in the criticism that it has come to mean whatever suits the particular advocacy of the 

individual concerned.”232 Brundtland Report was a significant moment in the 

evolution of sustainable development idea. Sustainable development entered onto a 

political arena, as “it fits nicely into political sound-bites compared with its 

predecessor´s “eco-development”233, “it sounds like something we should all approve 

of, like “motherhood and apple pie””.234 The Brundtland Report's “discussion of 

"sustainability" is both optimistic and vague. The Commission probably felt that the 

discussion had to be optimistic, but given the facts, it was necessary to be vague and 

contradictory in order not to appear to be pessimistic.”235 The formula proposed in the 

report was a vague slogan “behind which first world politicians with green electorates 

to appease, and third world politicians with economic deprivation, could unite.”236 

Brundtland Report was a catalyst for an unprecedented ascendance of sustainable 

development onto the global arena.  

The political dimension of sustainable development concept reached global 

dimension at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 

(Earth Summit) in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, on the twentieth anniversary of the 

Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment. The significance of the summit 

was in the fact that it was the largest environmental conference ever held. More than 

100 heads of state and representatives from 178 nations, NGOs agencies and other 
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interested parties (approximately 30,000 in total) attended the conference. The 

objective was to build upon the Brundtland Report legacy, respond to the global 

environmental challenges and to reach global agreement on measures reconciling 

economic development with sustainability. The major outcomes of the conference 

were several documents: The Convention on Biological Diversity, the Framework 

Convention on Climate Change, Principles of Forest Management, the Rio Declaration 

on Environment and Development237 (Rio Declaration) and the Agenda 21238, which 

together cover all aspects of sustainable development. The Rio Declaration was in fact 

a short document, containing twenty seven principles of humanity and sustainable 

development. It contained several important statements. “Human beings are at the 

centre of concerns for sustainable development. They are entitled to a healthy and 

productive life in harmony with nature”.239 “The right to development must be 

fulfilled so as to equitably meet developmental and environmental needs of present 

and future generations.”240 “In order to achieve sustainable development, 

environmental protection shall constitute an integral part of the development process 

and cannot be considered in isolation from it.”241 The Agenda 21 complemented the 

Rio Declaration with 800 page blueprint for sustainable development. It emphasised 

economic and social development and environmental protection as basic foundations 

of sustainable development. The main goal of the Agenda 21 was to ensure that 
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development proceeds in a sustainable way through the system of incentives and 

penalties to motivate economic behaviour. Other goals were elimination of poverty 

and sustainable use of global and regional resources such as atmosphere, oceans, seas 

and freshwater and marine life. In the end however, despite the environmental focus, 

the biggest controversies at the summit revolved around funding issues, 

consumptions rates and population growth. The developed countries were calling for 

sustainability and environmental protection. The developing countries on the other 

hand demanded resources to meet the environmental tasks and advocated for their 

own right to development in order to level out with the developed world. The tensions 

between North and South and financial conflicts underlined every major negotiation. 

Maurice Strong, the Secretary General of the UN Conference said in its closing 

statement: “It is not a final and complete action programme, and was not intended to 

be, but one which must continue to evolve. And, I have to say, we still don't have all 

the means, by any measure, to carry it through. On finance, we have agreement, but 

not yet sufficient commitment. We have made a start on finance but we must 

recognize that we are a long way from meeting the needs for full implementation of 

Agenda 21.”242  Sustainable development was now firmly on the political agenda and 

as a principle visible globally. However, apart from that, there was a dichotomy, 

differences in interests between developing and developed world and lack of financial 

or legally binding commitment. “Strong, secretary-general of the event, was torn. Was 

he bound by a promise to admit to failure if that was the outcome? Or was completion 

of the negotiations – the largest assembly of world leaders in history – in itself a 
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success to be acclaimed?”243 The road to alignment between economic progress and 

sustainable development proved to be a difficult one.  

A parallel agenda has been ongoing within the United Nation forum, which found its 

expression in the adoption of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) established 

following the adoption of the United Nations Millennium Declaration244 during 

Millennium Summit of the United Nations in 2000. Among the main goals of the 

MDGs, like eradication of extreme poverty and hunger, achievement of universal 

primary education, promotion of gender equality, improvement of maternal health 

and reduction in child mortality as well as combating HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other 

diseases were also environmental sustainability and global partnership for 

development. The main theme of the MDGs was reduction of various dimensions of 

poverty in the developing countries, with the focus being directed on human 

wellbeing, rather than long term sustainability in global terms. Therefore, even though 

they aim to address global challenges to development, MSGs do not emphasise 

sustainable development as its underlying concern.  

Ten years after the Earth Summit of 1992, the Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable 

Development245 (Johannesburg Declaration) was adopted at the World Summit on 

Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, also known as Rio +10 Earth Summit. The 

understanding of sustainable development concepts was broadened and its place as 

an important element of international agenda was reaffirmed. The Johannesburg 
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Declaration reconfirmed commitment of nations to sustainable development246 and 

recognised “the interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars of sustainable 

development - economic development, social development and environmental 

protection - at the local, national, regional and global levels”247.  Interestingly, it also 

acknowledged link between globalization and sustainable development: 

“Globalization has added a new dimension to these challenges. The rapid integration 

of markets, mobility of capital and significant increases in investment flows around 

the world has opened new challenges and opportunities for the pursuit of sustainable 

development. But the benefits and costs of globalization are unevenly distributed, 

with developing countries facing special difficulties in meeting this challenge.”248 The 

Johannesburg Declaration was followed by an Annex containing the Johannesburg 

Plan of Implementation, a 65-page document stating targets and commitments in 

various targeted areas. Overall however, the Johannesburg summit did not achieve 

much apart from general goal setting declarations and political statements and no 

practical steps or commitments to carry out those declarations or fulfil promises. 

“While much of the Plan’s language may be grammatically unsatisfactory, there is 

nothing in it that is accidental. When the carefully drafted pronouncement of a major 

international meeting is left fuzzy, the reason usually is unresolved differences over 
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policy.”249 The Unites Nations process generated great criticism for its gap between 

pledges and promises and actual performance. Sustainable development remained a 

political postulate, set of uncommitted declarations, albeit appealing a wide audience.  

The follow up initiative took place in Rio in 2012, also known as Rio + 20 Earth Summit, 

organized by the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs. The aim 

of the conference was to ensure that the Agenda 21 and commitments from previous 

earth summits were being reaffirmed. It also linked MDGs with the sustainable 

development efforts. Paragraph 246 of the outcome general assembly resolution called 

the Future We Want250 states: “We recognize that the development of goals could also 

be useful for pursuing focused and coherent action on sustainable development. We 

further recognize the importance and utility of a set of sustainable development goals, 

based on Agenda 21 and the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation [...]. The 

development of these goals should not divert focus or effort from the achievement of 

the Millennium Development Goals.” Although the conference was held to be the 

biggest even ever organized by the United Nations, several key global leaders 

representing G20 countries did not attend. Sustainable development was subject to 

several global initiatives, but remained largely vague and undetermined.  

 

2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and beyond 

 

Finally, one of the latest and largest developments in area of sustainable development 

on a global scale was a resolution adopted on 25 September 2015 by all 193 countries 
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of the United Nations General Assembly called “Transforming our world: the 2030 

Agenda for Sustainable Development”251. The resolution outlines 17 sustainable 

development goals (SDGs) and its associated 169 targets. It is considered a successor 

to the MDGs, which expired at the end of 2015, but also builds on the principles of the 

resolution the Future We Want. As such, sustainable development goals have been 

merged with the development targets into one common, global initiative.252 The 

opinions about the SGDs range from unfettered support253 to hard critique254. The new 

goals are more ambitious than their predecessors. They seek to eliminate rather than 

reduce poverty, and include challenging targets on health, education and gender 

equality. They are also universally applicable to all countries and all people, unlike 

the MDGs, which were focused on improving the situation in poor countries. They 

also include new issues that were not in the MDGs such as climate change, sustainable 
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agenda...” 

253 From the remarks of the United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon at Ministerial 

Meeting of the Least Developed Countries on 1 October 2015, New York. “The 2030 Agenda 

for Sustainable Development features a universal, transformative and integrated set of goals 

and targets. They address the root causes of poverty and the need for development that works 

for all. Agenda 2030 seeks to promote sustainable and inclusive economic growth, social 

protection and a healthy environment.” Full statement retrieved from: 

http://www.un.org/sg/statements/index.asp?nid=9084 (Accessed on 3 November 2016) 

254 “... the efforts of the SDG drafting committees are so sprawling and misconceived that the 

entire enterprise is being set up to fail... The SDGs are still a mess...The SDGs are unfeasibly 

expensive... Planning to spend many times the amount that countries fail to give today is pure 

fantasy... The SDGs are narrow. They will lead to cookie-cutter development policies, which 

will almost certainly work less well....”, The Economist, 28 March 2015; “The real problem is 

that the SDGs are profoundly contradictory, to the point of being self-defeating.” Hickel, J. 

The Problem with Saving the World. The UN’s new Sustainable Development Goals aim to save the 

world without transforming it. Retrieved from: https://www.jacobinmag.com/2015/08/global-

poverty-climate-change-sdgs/ (Accessed on 5 November 2016) 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
http://www.un.org/sg/statements/index.asp?nid=9084
http://www.un.org/sg/statements/index.asp?nid=9084
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2015/08/global-poverty-climate-change-sdgs/
https://www.jacobinmag.com/2015/08/global-poverty-climate-change-sdgs/
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consumption, innovation and the importance of peace and justice for all. What is also 

significant about the new goals is the success of the process of getting 193 member 

nations to agree on them in the first place. “Sustainable development” term appears 

about 110 times in the resolution. Goal 17 is entirely dedicated to strengthening, 

implementation and revitalization of the global partnership for sustainable 

development. Without the doubt, sustainable development has become a flagship for 

largest global political initiatives. And this is where the ambiguity and contradiction 

of the term, its meaning and understanding becomes evident. Even the resolution 

itself recognises that “there are different approaches, visions, models and tools 

available to each country, in accordance with its national circumstances and priorities, 

to achieve sustainable development”255. It is truly impossible to extract a single 

definition of sustainable development from a 35-page document of the resolution. It 

appears as everything from the “consumption and production”256, “economic 

growth”257, “human habitats”, “energy”258, “agriculture”259, “industrialisation”260, 

“transport systems”261, “management of natural resources”, “tourism”262, 

                                                      

255United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our 

world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Par. 59. A/RES/70/1. Retrieved from: 

https://documents-dds-

ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement 

256Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Goal 12. 

257Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Goal 8. 

258Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Par. 7. 

259Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Goal 2. 

260Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Goal 9. 

261Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Par. 27. 

262Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Par. 33. 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
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“lifestyles”263, “public procurement practices”264, “forest management”, “livelihood 

opportunities”265 and “debt levels”266 should be sustainable. Even fish stock should 

produce maximum yield that is “sustainable”267. Just about everything needs to be 

sustainable. Generally, it is “needed to shift the world on to a sustainable and resilient 

path”268. However, this path seems to rely on the existing model of pursuit of economic 

growth and the actions proposed are in support of “sustainability” of such growth. 

“This is the mortal flaw at the heart of the SDGs. How can they be calling for both less 

and more at the same time?”269 Goal 8.1 calls to “sustain per capita economic growth 

in accordance with national circumstances and, in particular, at least 7 per cent gross 

domestic product growth per annum in the least developed countries”. The SDGs 

reinforce current pattern of human development albeit acknowledging that “planet 

Earth and its ecosystems are our common home” and that “all human beings can enjoy 

prosperous and fulfilling lives and that economic, social and technological progress 

occurs in harmony with nature”270. The conclusion could be potentially confusing.  As 

mentioned in the opening remarks of this chapter, the “development” stands for 

                                                      

263Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Goal 4.7. 

264Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Goal 12.7. 

265Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Goal 15.b and 15.c. 

266Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Par. 69. 

267Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Goal 14.4. 

268Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Preamble. 

269Hickel, J. The Problem with Saving the World. The UN’s new Sustainable Development 

Goals aim to save the world without transforming it. Retrieved from: 

https://www.jacobinmag.com/2015/08/global-poverty-climate-change-sdgs/ (Accessed on 5 

November 2016)  

270United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our 

world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1, Preamble. Retrieved from: 

https://documents-dds-

ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement 

https://www.jacobinmag.com/2015/08/global-poverty-climate-change-sdgs/
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
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increase and always seeking more, but such infinite expansion is not sustainable given 

the limited resources of the planet. “Development” and “sustainable” contradict each 

other. SDGs call for protection of water ecosystems, biodiversity, fish stocks, forests, 

climate on one hand and set ambitious growth targets on the other hand. Therefore, 

what appears to have to be sustained is production, consumption and economic 

growth. “Proliferation of SDG targets is not an indication of reservoirs of opportunity 

but rather a form of desperation as to how the economic in its current formulation can 

be maintained”.271 

Year 2015, which was a golden year for sustainable development, was rounded up 

with the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris, as part of the annual 

session of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the 

annual meeting of the parties to the Kyoto Protocol. The most important outcome of 

the conference is a global agreement on the reduction of climate change272 negotiated 

and agreed by the 196 parties attending the conference. The parties agreed to make 

efforts to limit the temperature increase of the planet to 1.5C273 and achieve zero net 

                                                      

271Moore, H. (2015). Global prosperity and sustainable development goals. Journal of 

International Development, 27, pp. 801-815. 

272 United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change. (12 December 2015). Adoption 

of Paris Agreement. FCCC/CP/2015/L.9. Retrieved from: 

https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf   

273 United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change. (12 December 2015). Adoption 

of Paris Agreement. FCCC/CP/2015/L.9, Art.2: “This Agreement, in enhancing the 

implementation of the Convention, including its objective, aims to strengthen the global 

response to the threat of climate change, in the context of sustainable development and efforts 

to eradicate poverty, including by: (a) Holding the increase in the global average temperature 

to well below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature 

increase to 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels, recognizing that this would significantly reduce 

the risks and impacts of climate change; (b) Increasing the ability to adapt to the adverse 

impacts of climate change and foster climate resilience and low greenhouse gas emissions 

development, in a manner that does not threaten food production; (c) Making finance flows 

consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse gas emissions and climate resilient 

development.” Retrieved from: https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf  

https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf
https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/l09r01.pdf
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anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions in the second half of the 21st century274. 

Sustainable development principles are strongly emphasised in the Paris agreement. 

The signatories recognise “social, economic and environmental value of voluntary 

mitigation actions and their co-benefits for adaptation, health and sustainable 

development”275. The role of sustainable development in reducing the risk of loss or 

damage associated with the adverse effects of climate change has also been 

recognised.276 However, the agreement also stresses the critical importance of 

innovation as an effective, long-term global response to climate change and promotion 

of two parallel goals, economic growth and sustainable development277. The 

agreement is to be implemented to reflect equity and the principle of common but 

differentiated responsibilities, recognising different national capabilities and 

circumstances278. 

Leaders of G20 also emphasised growth as their main focus in their announcement 

following their summit in Turkey.279 They resolved to “remain resolute to continue 

our collective action to lift actual and potential growth of our economies, support job 

creation, strengthen resilience, promote development and enhance inclusiveness of 

                                                      

274 United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change. (12 December 2015). Adoption 

of Paris Agreement, Art. 4. 

275 United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change. (12 December 2015). Adoption 

of Paris Agreement, Art I(109). 

276 United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change. (12 December 2015). Adoption 

of Paris Agreement, Art 8. 

277 United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change. (12 December 2015). Adoption 

of Paris Agreement, Art. 10.5. 

278 United Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change. (12 December 2015). Adoption 

of Paris Agreement, Art 2.2. 

279 “We remain committed to achieving our ambition to lift collective G20 GDP by an 

additional 2 percent by 2018 as announced in Brisbane last year.” G20 Leaders’ Communiqué, 

Antalya Summit. (15-16 November 2015), Par. 5. Retrieved from 

file:///C:/Users/Miguel/Downloads/G20-Antalya-Leaders-Summit-Communique-.pdf  

file:///C:/Users/Miguel/Downloads/G20-Antalya-Leaders-Summit-Communique-.pdf
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our policies.”280 On sustainable development itself, G20 leaders acknowledged that the 

year 2015 was crucial and reaffirmed their commitment to ensuring “inclusive and 

sustainable growth”281.  

This section has followed sustainable development ideas from the origins to present 

day. Sustainable development concept has made a spectacular career, from being just 

environmental set of postulates to a leading theme of largest global political initiatives. 

From the Malthusian theory of the environmental limits and calls for change from 

quantity to quality as a measure of progress in “Small is Beautiful” by Schumacher, 

sustainable development has grown into prominence, has outgrown itself and 

ultimately has been watered down by being attached to just about anything.  It is 

impossible to avoid conclusion that the main context of sustainable development 

remains focusing on sustaining economic growth. Economic growth remains the main 

global objective and growing awareness of the ecological threats to the planet serves 

as a background in which such continuing economic growth needs to the sustained. 

“We are on an unsustainable trajectory, and we do not seem to know how to get off. 

Since the 17th century, our economic models and social and political institutions have 

promoted a version of human flourishing and prosperity synonymous or concurrent 

with the growth of material wealth.”282 

Sustainable Development and Investment 

 

This chapter has illustrated so far that that sustainable development is a vague 

concept, but immensely popular in recent times and freely used in equally ambiguous 

                                                      

280G20 Leaders’ Communiqué, Antalya Summit. (15-16 November 2015), Par. 27. Retrieved from 

file:///C:/Users/Miguel/Downloads/G20-Antalya-Leaders-Summit-Communique-.pdf  

281G20 Leaders’ Communiqué, Antalya Summit. (15-16 November 2015), Par. 15. Retrieved from 

file:///C:/Users/Miguel/Downloads/G20-Antalya-Leaders-Summit-Communique-.pdf 

282Moore, H. (2015). Global prosperity and sustainable development goals. Journal of 

International Development, 27, pp. 801-815. 

file:///C:/Users/Miguel/Downloads/G20-Antalya-Leaders-Summit-Communique-.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Miguel/Downloads/G20-Antalya-Leaders-Summit-Communique-.pdf
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political declarations, which adds additional level of difficulty to the legal analysis of 

its status and application within international investment law. The purpose of this 

part is to investigate the connection between sustainable development and 

investment. This analysis will pave the way for the subsequent chapters, which will 

evaluate the role of sustainable development in shaping international investment law, 

the compatibility of sustainable development concept with international investment 

regime and possible underlying driving forces behind introduction of sustainable 

development into the legal world of foreign investment.  

This section investigates correlation between sustainable development concept and 

international investment, the role that foreign direct investment has been ascribed to 

in the progressive agenda of sustainable development on the global political scene. 

Has investment been perceived as instrumental in the process of achieving sustainable 

development?  

Investment and sustainable development have been linked as early as the Brundtland 

Report, one of the first significant international efforts in pursuit of sustainable 

development agenda: “Efforts are being made to stimulate private investment. These 

efforts should be geared to supporting sustainable development. The industrial and 

financial corporations making such investments, and the export credit, investment 

insurance, and other programmes that facilitate them, should incorporate sustainable 

development criteria into their policies.”283 Subsequent initiative, the Agenda 21 

emphasises the role of investment in sustainable development agenda. In fact, 

investment is seen as “critical to the ability of developing countries to achieve needed 

economic growth to improve the welfare of their populations and to meet their basic 

                                                      

283World Commission on Environment and Development. Report of the World Commission on 

Environment and Development: Our Common Future, Par 79. Retrieved from: http://www.un-

documents.net/our-common-future.pdf,   

http://www.un-documents.net/our-common-future.pdf
http://www.un-documents.net/our-common-future.pdf
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needs in a sustainable manner (…)“284 The link between investment, economic growth, 

welfare and sustainable development is therefore easily assumed: “Sustainable 

development requires increased investment”.285 Further, international community 

encourages strengthening of policies “to attract direct investment, avoid 

unsustainable levels of debt and foster the return of flight capital.”286 The pursuit of 

growth, profit and welfare is somehow aligned with sustainable development 

concept. Liberalization is encouraged by calls to remove “biases against exports and 

in favour of inefficient import substitution and establish policies that allow them to 

benefit fully from the flows of foreign investment”287 and aiming for “regulatory 

measures, economic incentives and streamlining of administrative procedures to 

assure maximum efficiency in dealing with applications for approval in order to 

facilitate investment decisions”.288 Investment and increase return on investment is 

being promoted in just about every area that Agenda 21 deals with, like forestry289, 

                                                      

284United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio 

Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 2.23.  

285United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio 

Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 2.23. 

286United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio 

Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 2.27. 

287United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio 

Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 2.37h. 

288United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio 

Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 30.19. 

289“The improved management of forests can increase the production of goods and services 

and, in particular, the yield of wood and non-wood forest products, thus helping to generate 

additional employment and income, additional value through processing and trade of forest 

products, increased contribution to foreign exchange earnings, and increased return on 

investment.” (United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 

21, Rio Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 11.12); “to provide 

favourable investment climate”, (United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 

(vol. I), Par 11.22). 
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drylands290, biotechnology291, water supply292 and recycling and waste management293. 

Overall, the Agenda 21 postulates “mobilization of higher levels of foreign direct 

investment and technology transfers (…) through national policies that promote 

investment and through joint ventures and other modalities”294. Clearly sustainable 

development is being projected as dependent on investment and liberalization of 

investment as indispensable. Ten years after the Agenda 21, in the Monterrey 

Consensus295, which focused on the goal to “eradicate poverty, achieve sustained 

economic growth and promote sustainable development”296, foreign direct investment 

                                                      

290 “encouraging private investment in the development of drylands”. United Nations 

Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio Declaration, Forest 

Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 12.37. 

291“helping to create a favourable climate for investments, industrial capacity building and 

distribution/marketing”. United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. 

(1992). Agenda 21, Rio Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 16.38. 

292 “it is estimated that annual investments must reach double the current levels”. United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio Declaration, 

Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 18.49. 

293 “providing legal and economic conditions conducive to investments in waste reuse and 

recycling”. United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, 

Rio Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 21.24. 

294United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio 

Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Par. 33.15. 

295 Monterrey Consensus was adopted on 22 March 2002 as a result of the 2002 the United 

Nations International Conference on Financing for Development in Monterrey, Mexico. 

United Nations & United Nations International Conference on Financing for Development. 

(2003). Financing for development: Monterrey Consensus of the International Conference on 

Financing for Development : the final text of agreements and commitments adopted at the International 

Conference on Financing for Development, Monterrey, Mexico, 18-22 March 2002. Retrieved from: 

http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/monterrey/MonterreyConsensus.pdf  

296 United Nations & United Nations International Conference on Financing for Development. 

(2003). Financing for development: Monterrey Consensus of the International Conference on 

Financing for Development : the final text of agreements and commitments adopted at the International 

Conference on Financing for Development, Monterrey, Mexico, 18-22 March 2002, Par. 1. Retrieved 

from: http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/monterrey/MonterreyConsensus.pdf  

http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/monterrey/MonterreyConsensus.pdf
http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/monterrey/MonterreyConsensus.pdf
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was considered as contributing “toward financing sustained economic growth over 

the long term”297. Johannesburg Plan of Implementation also links investment and 

sustainable development and lists “enabling environment for investment” as the basis 

for sustainable development298. Foreign direct investment is being encouraged “to 

support the sustainable development activities”299. Creation of necessary conditions 

to facilitate “significant increase in the flow of foreign direct investment, especially to 

developing countries, is deemed “critical to sustainable development”300. The 

Johannesburg Plan for Implementation directly links “common pursuit of growth, 

poverty eradication and sustainable development” and considers “sustaining 

adequate levels of productive investment” as “critical challenge”301 in meeting these 

goals. Finally, SDGs have also been encouraging adoption and implementation of 

investment promotion regimes, particularly in least developed countries as way to 

strengthen the means of implementation and revitalization the global partnership for 

                                                      

297United Nations & United Nations International Conference on Financing for Development. 

(2003). Financing for development: Monterrey Consensus of the International Conference on 

Financing for Development : the final text of agreements and commitments adopted at the International 

Conference on Financing for Development, Monterrey, Mexico, 18-22 March 2002, Par. 20. Retrieved 

from: http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/monterrey/MonterreyConsensus.pdf 

298 United Nations. The World Summit on Sustainable Development. (4 September 2002). 

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development. 

A/CONF.199/20, Par. 4. Retrieved from: 

http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/documents/131302_wssd_report_reissued.pdf 

299United Nations. The World Summit on Sustainable Development. (4 September 2002). 

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development. 

A/CONF.199/20, Par. 84. 

300United Nations. The World Summit on Sustainable Development. (4 September 2002). 

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development. 

A/CONF.199/20, Par. 84. 

301United Nations. The World Summit on Sustainable Development. (4 September 2002). 

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development. 

A/CONF.199/20, Par. 83. 

http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/monterrey/MonterreyConsensus.pdf
http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/documents/131302_wssd_report_reissued.pdf
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sustainable development.302 Increased investment has been encouraged as means to 

“end hunger, achieve food security and improve nutrition and promote sustainable 

agriculture”303. Promotion of investment in energy infrastructure and clean energy 

technology has been linked to ensuring access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all.304 Foreign direct investment has also been advocated to states 

where the need is greatest, in particular least developed countries, African countries, 

small island developing states and landlocked developing countries in order to reduce 

inequality both within and among countries.305  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

This chapter has illustrated that there is an undeniable strong link between the 

development of international investment law and the progress path of globalization. 

It can be concluded that globalization processes have a profound impact on 

international investment law. The evolution of international investment law seen 

through the lenses of globalization gains new dimension and better understanding of 

transitions and processes within the legal regime of foreign investment. That is not to 

say, that when globalization accelerates, international investment law does the same. 

This correlation is more complex. Globalization shapes international investment law 

                                                      

302 United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our 

world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1, Goal 17.5. Retrieved from: 

https://documents-dds-

ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement   

303 United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our world: 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1, Goal 2. 

304 United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our world: 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1, Goal 7. 

305 United Nations General Assembly Resolution. (25 September 2015). Transforming our world: 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. A/RES/70/1, Goal 10. 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/291/89/PDF/N1529189.pdf?OpenElement
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in many ways, each new development in the process of globalization leaves a mark 

on international investment law. This thesis examines whether sustainable 

development concept is one of those new developments, or perhaps a by-product of 

the process of globalization and what is its impact on international investment law, if 

any.  

Detailed research into the concept of sustainable development itself reveals that 

sustainable development contains equally enigmatic set of ideas. From the original 

environmental concept, it has now become popular political slogan, appropriated by 

world leaders and international bodies. As demonstrated, at the level of political 

declarations and international goals setting, sustainable development has become an 

overreaching trend and investment has been firmly linked with the concept of 

sustainable development. Investment is being perceived as indispensable element in 

achieving sustainable development goals. From this analysis it is becoming evident 

how sustainable development has shifted from environmentally driven agenda to a 

supportive role in championing continuous economic growth.  

Globalization provides useful lens for viewing international investment law in the 

wider context that includes sustainable development ideas. The argument of this 

thesis is that it would be a very limited approach to analyse international investment 

law in isolation, without due consideration of complexities that globalization that the 

era of globalization presents. Adding globalization dimension to the research allows 

expanding the conception of international investment law on to the processes behind 

its creation, application and transformation. Globalization perspective contributes to 

recognition of interconnectedness of international investment law with wider aspects 

of human activity, it contributes to more holistic understanding of the world of 

international investment. Globalization perspective is perhaps more applicable to 

international investment law than to many other areas of law since international 

investment law is not organized as a centralized coherent system, there is no single 

global multilateral treaty or single global international organization governing the 
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regime. In the same way as globalization is a complex, intricate web of interdependent 

processes that lead to global interconnectedness, international investment law is a 

dispersed regime, heavily decentralized, composed of a multitude of treaties, 

customary international law and diversity of arbitral institutions, foreign investment 

insurance schemes, local laws, investment contracts, without single prevailing 

authority. International investment law emerged through a process of progressive 

adaptive evolution rather than a single constituting act or revolution, it moulded and 

adapted itself along with the progress of globalization in which it thrived. 

International investment law is diffused between treaties custom made for particular 

signatories and arbitral jurisprudence of ad hoc investment tribunals which often 

contradict each other.306 There is no appellate system or even a single court. 

International investment law has been heavily influenced by historical context and 

major global events. Colonization, decolonization, world wars, cold war, financial 

crisis, all left their mark on the discipline of international investment. It is a series of 

fluid interactions, amalgamation of variety of interests from all cultures, geographical 

locations and historical settings, myriad of local social and institutional reactions to 

the rules of foreign investment and interactions within the system. It simply cannot 

be understood as a list of treaties and arbitral awards alone. International investment 

law “cannot be explained by a singular motive, agent or plan, be it BITs as credible 

commitment to attract investments, BITs as photo opportunities tumbled into 

uninformed countries” or “as dark conspiracy pupeteered by rent seeking arbitrators 

and law firms. There is no single creator, plan or deliberate design.”307 International 

                                                      

306Reinisch, A. (2008). The Threat of Fragmentation of International Dispute Settlement 

Mechanisms: The Threat of Fragmentation v. The Promise of a More Effective System, Some 

Reflections from the Perspective of Investment Arbitration. In Buffard, I., Crawford, J., Pellet, 

A. & Wittich, S. International Law Between Universalism and Fragmentation: Festschrift In Honour 

of Gerhard Hafner. pp. 107-126. 

307Pauwelyn, J. (2000). At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29, pp. 372-418, p. 374. 
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investment law is a constitutive part of global culture that shapes not only inter-states 

relations, but determines basic social relations through the magnitude of potential 

influence of foreign investment on local communities, development patterns of states 

and impact on environment. “The law is an instrument of social powers”308 and 

analysing current status of international investment law, will shed a light on what 

social powers are prevailing and why. Rules on treatment of foreign investment set 

out in the international treaties signed on behalf of states have the potential of 

influencing modes of thought. They contribute to shaping of legal consciousness of 

those affected by it, including those at the bottom of social pyramid structure. This 

global reach to which international investment law aspired is amplified by instant 

communication and virtual markets, which are products of globalization. Never 

before has the local producer, supplier, farmer or simply local community in any part 

of the world been affected to such an extent by the investment treaty or arbitral award. 

Global spread of investment, liberalization of rules on investment, proliferation of 

treaties has the capacity to influence, direct and shape human perception of what is 

fair, just and appropriate. Even more so, never before an individual was able to 

participate as much in the process of construing, adjudicating and interpreting 

international investment law as nowadays through the influence of NGOs, social 

movements and public opinion spread by internet. It is therefore imperative that a 

comprehensive study of international investment law and sustainable development 

concepts considers a wider perspective of globalization phenomenon. 

This multidimensional perspective of international investment law could give an 

impression that the system is a paradox, a confusing correlation of interdependent 

relationships and a battleground of competing forces. Perhaps it might be helpful, but 

most of all hopeful, to bring up Pauwelyn`s comparison of international investment 

                                                      

308Jouannet, E. (2007). Universalism and Imperialism: The True-False Paradox of international 

Law. The European Journal of International Law, 18(3), pp. 379−407, p. 386. 
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regime to the complex adaptive system. Pauwelyn recognizes that international 

investment law has all characteristics of such complex adaptive system: decentralized 

composition, organic emergence and being highly contested but dynamically stable.309 

He also suggests that perceived weaknesses of international investment regime may 

actually be a major advantage of it, guaranteeing stability and success of the system 

as a whole. “The evolution and adaptation occurs between highly contested and sub-

optimal, out-of-equilibrium points which may look like irrational but can be explained 

by path dependence, chaos theory and modern thought on punctuated evolution.”310 

Perhaps then there is some hope in knowing that there is logic behind the diffusion, 

pluralism, chaos, paradox and complexity of international investment law.  

The concluding remark of this chapter will be the words of Jouannet: “The paradox of 

international law is not necessarily an aporia or an impasse; rather, it reflects the 

enigma of the human condition, and the finite nature of all its institutions, law 

included”.311 The following chapters will examine this paradox of international 

investment law and the place of sustainable development within it through the lens 

of globalization process.  

  

                                                      

309Pauwelyn, J. (2000). At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29, pp. 372-418. 

310Pauwelyn, J. (2000.) At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29, pp. 372-418. 

311Jouannet, E. (2007). Universalism and Imperialism: The True-False Paradox of international 

Law. The European Journal of International Law, 18(3), pp. 379−407, p. 407. 
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Chapter 2 

Sustainable Development  

and  

Investment Treaties 

 

Previous chapter introduced a wider theoretical context of globalization and 

sustainable development into the analysis of international investment law. It has been 

illustrated that globalization processes shape the development path of international 

investment law and provide useful perspective for viewing the progress of this 

specific area of international law. Previous chapter also examined sustainable 

development, the origins of the concept, its development and correlation of 

sustainable development with investment in general.  

The purpose of this chapter is to determine the status of sustainable development 

within international investment treaties. This chapter will review the entire body of 

international investment treaties to examine whether international investment 

lawmakers, the states themselves, have been including sustainable development 

concepts into the investment treaties. It will be investigated whether the expanding 

presence of sustainable development on the agenda of major global political initiatives 

has been met with increased use of sustainable development concept in investment 

treaties. If the states are so eager participants in global initiatives championing 

sustainable development, it would seem logical that this enthusiasm should be 

reflected in state to state treaty making initiatives. It will be studied in this chapter 

whether sustainable development language have indeed been reflected in the treaties 

and if so, how. The purpose of this section is also to assess whether sustainable 

development principles have any significant place among other principal objectives 

expressed in the treaties like promotion and protection of investments or dispute 

resolution. The analysis of the treaties is essential since the treaties set the benchmark 
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for investors’ rights and the legal basis for potential investors´ claims. In order to 

achieve this aim, this chapter reviews the entire body of investment treaties and 

analyses all representative examples of the relevant sustainable development 

language for each category. The purpose is to illustrate how many of such examples 

are available. It is also important to analyse how are the specific provisions drafted 

and what normative character do they have? Finally, it will also be observed how 

consistent are the states in including sustainable development principles into 

investment treaties. This analysis will be instrumental for subsequent chapters of the 

thesis, which will evaluate the findings, interpret the patterns and indicate potential 

development paths for the future. 

This chapter distinguishes two ways in which sustainable development can be 

expressed within the treaties. Firstly, directly referring to sustainable development is 

unmistakable and straightforward evidence of sustainable development in the treaty. 

Secondly, sustainable development concept can be expressed indirectly, in variety of 

ways, formats and ideas, through broad range of clause use, language and 

mechanism. This chapter will identify these mechanisms and examine their use 

thorough the body of investment treaties. The analysis will include BITs and 

international treaties other than BITs that include investment promotion and 

protection provisions. 

DIRECT SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REFERENCES 
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Out of total of nearly 3000 BITs existing by the end of 2015312, only about one per cent313 

of them expressly mention sustainable development term. Majority of these references 

can be found in preambles to the treaties.  

First BIT that expressly refers to sustainable development in its preamble was entered 

into between Costa Rica and the Netherlands314 in 1999, which recognised “that the 

treaty will stimulate the flow of capital and technology and sustainable 

development”315. The investment is seen in this example as a fostering element for two 

parallel aims - flow of capital and technology and sustainable development. In 

contrast, one of the latest BIT that includes sustainable development reference, 

between Burkina Faso and Canada316 signed in 2015, states that “investment is a form 

of sustainable development” and it is “critical (…) for the pursuit of sustainable 

development”317. BIT singed in 2016 between Canada and Hong Kong recognises in 

                                                      

312 2946 BITs were in place by the end of 2015 according to the World Investment Report 2016 

and further 7 BITs were signed in the first four months of 2016. UNCTAD international 

investment treaties database lists 2962 BITs, out of which only 2322 are in force as of 11 

October 2016. See: http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA (Accessed on 11 October 2016) 

313On the basis of the review of all English version BITs available on UNCTAD database. Out 

of the BITs expressly referring to sustainable development, several are not in force yet. 

314Agreement on encouragement and reciprocal protection of investments between the Republic of Costa 

Rica and the Kingdom of the Netherlands signed on 21 May 1999 and entered into force 1 July 

2001. 

315 “Recognizing that agreement upon the treatment to be accorded to such investments will 

stimulate the flow of capital and technology and sustainable economic development of the 

Contracting Parties and that fair and equitable treatment of investment is desirable.” 

Agreement on encouragement and reciprocal protection of investments between the Republic of Costa 

Rica and the Kingdom of the Netherlands signed on 21 May 1999 and entered into force 1 July 

2001. 

316 Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Burkina Faso for the 

Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 20 April 2015 (not in force yet). 

317 “Understanding that investment is a form of sustainable development that meets present 

needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs and 

that it is critical for the future development of national and global economies as well as for the 

http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA
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its preamble “the need to promote investments based on the principles of sustainable 

development”318. If these provisions are to be interpreted literally, then between the 

first BIT with sustainable development references in 1999 and one of the latest BITs of 

2015, sustainable development concept seems to have been assimilated by investment 

and became a part of it. Investment appears to be portrayed as indispensable for 

sustainable development. Questions as to what this approach represents and whether 

this view is shared by all, and also whether sustainable development could be pursued 

independently of investment will be analysed in later chapters of this thesis. 

References to sustainable development in other BITs vary from “the promotion and 

the protection of investments” as “conducive to the promotion of sustainable 

development”319 to “recognizing the need to promote investment based on the 

                                                      

pursuit of national and global objectives for sustainable development.” Agreement between the 

Government of Canada and the Government of Burkina Faso for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 20 April 2015 (not in force yet). 

318 Agreement Between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Hong  Kong Special 

Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 10 February 2016 end entered into force on 6 September 2016. 

319 “Recognizing that the promotion and the protection of investments of investors of one Party 

in the territory of the other Party will be conducive to the stimulation of mutually beneficial 

business activity, to the development of economic cooperation between them and to the 

promotion of sustainable development”, preamble based on model Canadian BIT of 2004 and 

included in, among others, Canada - Côte d’Ivoire Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection 

Agreement signed on 30 November 2014 (entered into force on 14 December 2015), Canada-

Senegal Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement signed on 27 November 2014 

(and entered into force 5 August 2016), Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Serbia for 

the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 1 September 2014 and entered in force 27 

April 2015, Agreement between Canada and Federal Republic of Nigeria for the Promotion and 

Protection of Investments signed on 6 May 2014 (not in force yet), Agreement between Canada and 

the Republic of Cameroon for the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 3 March 2014 

(not in force yet), Agreement between Canada and the State of Kuwait for the Promotion and 

Protection of Investments signed on 26 September 2011 and entered into force on 19 February 

2014, Agreement between Canada and Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan for the Promotion and Protection 

of Investments signed on 28 June 2009 and entered into force on 14 December 2009 and 

Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Peru for the Promotion and Protection of Investments 

signed on 14 November 2006 and entered into force on 20 June 2007. 
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principles of sustainable development”320. Three Austrian BITs go a little bit further 

by stating in the preamble that “investment agreements and multilateral agreements 

on the protection of environment, human rights or labour rights are meant to foster 

global sustainable development”321, implying that the purpose of investments 

agreement is to advance sustainable development as a global objective. BIT between 

Japan and Papua New Guinea elaborates even more on sustainable development 

“recognising that economic development, social development and environmental 

protection are interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars of sustainable 

development” and that promotion of investment “can play an important role in 

enhancing sustainable development”322. BIT between China and Uzbekistan323 stresses 

the aim of cooperation to promote “healthy, stable and sustainable development of 

economy and to improve welfare of the peoples” associating therefore sustainable 

development with the economy and wealth. In another Austrian BIT, with 

Tajikistan324, investment is being recognised as an “engine of economic growth” that 

                                                      

320Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the People's Republic of China 

for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments signed on 9 September 2012 and 

entered into force on 1 October 2014. 

321Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments between the Republic of Austria and the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria signed on 8 April 2013 (not in force yet). Agreement for the Promotion 

and Reciprocal Protection of Investment between the Government of the Republic of Austria and the 

Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan signed on 12 January 2010 and entered into force on 

21 December 2012. Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investment between the Republic 

of Austria and the Republic of Tajikistan signed on 15 December 2010 and entered into force on 

21 December 2012. 

322 Agreement between the Government of Japan and the Government of the Independent State of Papua 

New Guinea for the Promotion and Protection of Investment signed on 26 April 2011 and entered 

into force on 17 January 2014. 

323 Agreement between the Government of the People's Republic of China and the Government of the 

Republic of Uzbekistan on the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 19 April 2011 and 

entered into force on 1 September 2011. 

324Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investment between the Republic of Austria and the 

Republic of Tajikistan signed on 15 December 2010 and entered into force on 21 December 2012. 
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“can play a key role in ensuring that economic growth is sustainable”, which again 

links sustainability with economic growth. Economic prosperity and sustainable 

development are also treated as parallel goals in the BIT between Egypt and 

Switzerland325, which recognises that the promotion and protection of foreign 

investments has the “aim to foster the economic prosperity and sustainable 

development”. Azerbaijan started including sustainable development wording in its 

BITs since 2007, stating that the objectives of the treaty should be achieved “in a 

manner consistent with the protection of health, safety and the environment and the 

promotion of sustainable development”. This language is included in few Azerbaijani 

BITs326. The preamble of BIT between Canada and Tanzania327 recognises that 

promotion and protection of investments favours economic prosperity and 

sustainable development by “stimulating investment initiatives”, which implies that 

investment serves two parallel purposes – economic prosperity and sustainable 

development.  

Whilst it is more common to find explicit reference to sustainable development in the 

preamble to BITs, it is very rare to find such reference in their operative part, with 

                                                      

325 The Agreement between the Swiss Confederation and the Arab Republic of Egypt signed on 17 

June 2010 and entered into force on 15 May 2012. 

326The Agreement between the Czech Republic and the Republic of Azerbaijan on the Promotion and 

Reciprocal Protection of Investments signed on 17 May 2011 and entered into force on 9 February 

2012. Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Government of the 

Republic of Estonia for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments signed on 7 April 

2010 (not in force yet). Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Azerbaijan and the 

Government of the Syrian Arab Republic for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments 

signed on 8 July 2009 and entered into force on 4 January 2010. Agreement between the 

Government of the Republic of Croatia and the Government of the Republic of Azerbaijan signed on 2 

November 2007 and entered into force on 30 May 2008.  

327 Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the united Republic of 

Tanzania for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments signed on 17 May 2013 and 

entered into force on 9 December 2013. 
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only a few available examples. In BIT between Mauritius and Egypt328 “contribution 

to sustainable development”329 is categorised as an investment eligible for protection 

under the treaty. Also, one of the categories of investors falling within the protection 

of the treaty are legal entities that have made an investment “provided that it 

contributed to sustainable development”330. In another example, BIT between Oman 

and Belgium331, whilst not referring to sustainable development in the preamble, the 

parties dedicated entire section to emphasise that each of them “shall strengthen its 

own capacity to protect the environment while promoting sustainable 

development”332. The parties also emphasise that no existing environmental 

legislation will be changed to encourage, maintain and expand the investments 

stipulated by the treaty, therefore giving priority to the matters of environmental 

protection over promotion of investments. This type of not lowering standards 

language will be discussed in more detail further below. 

In conclusion, although it is becoming more common to include sustainable 

development wording at least in the preamble to the treaty, overall there are very few 

BITs which expressly refer to sustainable development. Out of all BITs that do mention 

                                                      

328 Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Mauritius and the Government of the Arab 

Republic of Egypt on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 25 June 2014 

(entered into force 17 October 2010).  

329Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Mauritius and the Government of the Arab 

Republic of Egypt on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 25 June 2014 

(entered into force 17 October 2010), Art. 1. 

330Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Mauritius and the Government of the Arab 

Republic of Egypt on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 25 June 2014 

(entered into force 17 October 2010), Art. 3.b.4. 

331 Agreement between Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Sultanate of Oman on the 

Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments signed on 16 December 2008 (not in force yet). 

332 Agreement between Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Sultanate of Oman on the 

Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments signed on 16 December 2008 (not in force yet), 

Art. 4.2. 
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sustainable development, only just over half are in force as they tend to be more recent 

treaties. Even Canada, which includes sustainable development principle in its model 

treaty333, refers directly to sustainable development only in under a third of all of its 

BITs334, most of which are recently signed and not yet in force.  

Few other examples are worth mentioning. Austria has started to include sustainable 

development references in its BITs only since 2010, which means that out of its 63 BITs 

in place only 3 include specific sustainable development references. Out of 48 BITs 

that Azerbaijan currently has in place, only 4 include sustainable development 

references and are in force.  

On this basis, express references to sustainable development seem to be a very rare 

occurrence in the world of BITs so far, with most examples among the more recent 

treaties rather than historically older ones. There could be many reasons for that. Most 

BITs have been entered into before sustainable development concept reached global 

prominence. There are fewer new BITs being negotiated and entered into at present 

and many are being terminated or renegotiated. Secondly, sustainable development 

concept can also be expressed in many other ways than just by expressly referring to 

it, which will be analysed in details further below. Sustainable development could 

potentially find its way into international investment treaties in an indirect way. 

Thirdly, international investment regime is more diversified than BITs alone and is 

undergoing a number of transformative changes. BITs are therefore not representative 

of the whole picture of the current status of the international investment law. 

                                                      

333 Preamble of Canadian model BIT says: “Recognizing that the promotion and the protection 

of investments of investors of one Party in the territory of the other Party will be conducive to 

the stimulation of mutually beneficial business activity, to the development of economic 

cooperation between them and to the promotion of sustainable development”. 

334 Canada currently has 39 BITs in place. 
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Undoubtedly however, BITs are an important core element of investment regime and 

the source of most investment arbitration claims335.   

There are few other types of international economic agreements, which are not BITs, 

but which also govern, to some extent, investment relations between the states. There 

are currently 364 of such international economic treaties in place, out of which only 

293 are in force336. They include free trade agreements, economic partnership 

agreements, regional economic partnership agreements and framework agreements 

on economic cooperation among others. Some of them contain investment provisions 

equivalent to BITs, including investor-state dispute settlement provisions. Others 

contain only limited investment provisions and often no investment dispute 

mechanism for investors. There are also many other international economic treaties, 

which provide only general investment cooperation provisions or mandate for future 

negotiation of investment provisions and, as such, their impact on international 

investment law is, at least for now, very limited.  

Within this diverse landscape of international investment treaties other than BITs, 

Brazil has developed its own approach alternative to BITs337, which is a cooperation 

and facilitation investment agreement (CFIA). It has signed six such agreements in 

2015, none of which are in force yet338. They recognise in the preamble “the essential 

                                                      

335Out of 739 known treaty-based investment arbitration cases, 580 are based on BITs. Data 

according to UNCTAD database. See: http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/ISDS  

336 According to UNCTAD database. See: http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA  

337Brazil has entered into 14 BITs in total, between 1985 and 1999. None of them have ever 

entered into force.  

338Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação de Investimentos entre a República Federativa do Brasil e a 

República do Chile signed 24 November 2015 (not in force yet), Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação 

de Investimentos entre a República Federativa do Brasil e a República do Colombia signed on 9 

October 2015 (not in force yet), Investment Cooperation and Facilitation Agreement between the 

Federative Republic of Brazil and the Republic of Malawi signed on 25 June 2015 (not in force yet), 

Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação de Investimentos entre a República Federativa do Brasil e os Estados 

http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/ISDS
http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA
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role of investment in promoting sustainable development”339. They also contain 

separate article dedicated to corporate social responsibility, which emphasizes the 

obligation of investors and their investments to “strive to achieve the highest level of 

contribution to sustainable development”340.  Corporate social responsibility will be 

analysed in more detail further below as a separate category of provisions 

contributing to sustainable development. The CFIAs stipulate stimulation of 

“economic, social and environmental progress aiming at achieving sustainable 

development”341 as a standard principle of responsible business conduct. However, 

this standard is qualified as “voluntary”, subject to the law of a host country. The 

investors (and their investments) are only obliged to “develop best efforts” to follow 

this standard. Overall, these agreements emphasize primarily promotion and 

protection of investments. They encourage mutual investments through institutional 

governance solutions like joint committees. They also create a compulsory mechanism 

of mitigation and prevention of disputes and provide only for state to state arbitration 

and do not include investor-state arbitration avenue. Therefore, even though CFIAs 

deal with sustainable development and corporate social responsibility in more express 

and complex way than many of the BITs, they exclude possibility of a direct challenge 

by investors. It remains to be seen whether CFIAs will be called upon and tested by 

                                                      

Unidos Mexicanos signed on 29 May 2015 (not in force yet), Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação de 

Investimentos entre a República Federativa do Brasil e o Governo de República de Angola signed on 1 

April 2015 (not in force yet), Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação de Investimentos entre a República  

Federativa do Brasil e o Governo de Moçambique signed on 30 March 2015 (not in force yet). 

339Investment Cooperation and Facilitation Agreement between the Federative Republic of Brazil and 

the Republic of Malawi signed on 25 June 2015 (not in force yet), Preamble. 

340“Investors and their investment shall strive to achieve the highest possible level of 

contribution to the sustainable development of the Host Party and the local community, 

through the adoption of a high degree of socially responsible practices, based on the voluntary 

principles and standards set out in this Article.” Investment Cooperation and Facilitation 

Agreement between the Federative Republic of Brazil and the Republic of Malawi signed on 25 June 

2015 (not in force yet), Art. 9.1. 

341Investment Cooperation and Facilitation Agreement between the Federative Republic of Brazil and 

the Republic of Malawi signed on 25 June 2015 (not in force yet), Art. 9.2.a. 
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arbitration tribunals in the context of disputes involving sustainable development 

issues. Practical influence of sustainable development provisions of these agreements 

on international investment law is a matter of uncertain future. 

Other international economic treaties very rarely include express sustainable 

development provisions in their investment chapters. A rare example of sustainable 

development being addressed expressly in the context of investment is the Framework 

Agreement to the Pacific Alliance342. Article 10.30 of additional provisions to the 

investment chapter is dedicated to the policy of social responsibility and mentions 

contribution of multinational companies to sustainable development.343 Otherwise, 

sustainable development references are more commonly found in preambles to 

international investment agreements and other operative provisions outside of 

investment chapters.  

Another example of a more comprehensive approach to sustainable development and 

investment can be found in two Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) between EFTA and 

Montenegro344 and between EFTA and Bosnia345. Not only the parties reaffirm in 

preamble “their commitment to pursue the objective of sustainable development”, 

they also “acknowledge the importance of good corporate governance and corporate 

                                                      

342Protocolo Adicional al Acuerdo Marco de La Alianza Del Pacífico between Colombia, Peru, 

Mexico and Chile signed on 10 February 2014 (not in force yet). 

343“Tomando en cuenta las Líneas Directrices de la OCDE para Empresas Multinacionales de 

la Organización para la Cooperación y el Desarrollo Económico, las Partes se comprometen a 

identificar y compartir las mejores prácticas implementadas por las Partes para poner en 

marcha los compromisos de las Directrices y de esa manera potenciar la contribución de las 

empresas multinacionales al desarrollo sostenible.”Protocolo Adicional al Acuerdo Marco de La 

Alianza Del Pacífico between Colombia, Peru, Mexico and Chile signed on 10 February 2014 

(not in force yet), Art 10.2. 

344Free Trade Agreement between EFTA States and Montenegro signed on 14 November 2011 and 

entered into force on 1 November 2012. 

345Free Trade Agreement between EFTA States and Bosnia and Hercegovina signed on 24 June 2013 

(not yet in force). 
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social responsibility for sustainable development”346. These provisions aim to promote 

trade and investment favouring sustainable development. Similar approach can be 

found in the FTA between EFTA and Hong Kong, in the article on promotion of trade 

and investment beneficial to environment347. Also, the FTA between EFTA and Peru 

lists as one of its objectives “to substantially increase investment opportunities in the 

free trade area to contribute to the sustainable development of the Parties”348. This 

wording links trade, investment and sustainable development. The role of investment 

as contributing factor to sustainable development is only expressly considered in 

trade chapters of these treaties.  

As a comparison, similar provisions favouring sustainable development, but focused 

only on trade without including investment, are found in EU Association Agreement 

                                                      

346Free Trade Agreement between EFTA States and Montenegro signed on 14 November 2011 and 

entered into force on 1 November 2012, Art. 37: “1. The Parties shall strive to facilitate and 

promote foreign investment, trade in and dissemination of goods and services beneficial to 

the environment, including environmental technologies, sustainable renewable energy, 

energy-efficient and eco-labelled goods and services, including through addressing related 

non-tariff barriers. 2. The Parties shall strive to facilitate and promote foreign investment, 

trade in and dissemination of goods and services that contribute to sustainable development, 

including goods and services that are the subject of schemes such as fair and ethical trade”. 

Same wording in Article 39 of Free Trade Agreement between EFTA States and Bosnia and 

Hercegovina signed on 24 June 2013 (not yet in force). 

347Free Trade Agreement between EFTA States and Hong Kong, China signed on 21 June 2011 and 

entered into force on 1 October 2012, Article 8.6: “The Parties will strive to facilitate and 

promote investment, trade in and dissemination of goods and services beneficial to the 

environment, including environmental technologies, sustainable renewable energy, energy 

efficient and eco labelled goods and services, as well as to address non-tariff trade barriers for 

such goods and services.2. The Parties will strive to facilitate and promote investment, trade 

in and dissemination of goods and services that contribute to sustainable development. 3. The 

Parties will facilitate as appropriate co-operation between enterprises in relation to goods, 

services and technologies that contribute to sustainable development and are beneficial to the 

environment.” 

348Free Trade Agreement between the Republic of Peru and EFTA States signed on 14 July 2010 and 

entered into force on 1 July 2011, Art. 1.2.c. 
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with Ukraine349. Same type of EU Association Agreements, signed on the same day, 

but with Moldova and Georgia do refer to investment in the provisions promoting 

sustainable development350. It illustrates that even as recently as in 2015, there can be 

a confusing inconsistency in the approach to sustainable development and 

investment. It appears that sustainable development’s place within the investment 

regime does not seem to be firmly established yet.   

There are several other examples of use of sustainable development term in 

international economic treaties. In the Investment Protocol between Australia and 

New Zealand351, the parties recognize that “expanding the close economic relationship 

(…) to include a protocol on investment can assist in promoting sustainable 

development, including social development, economic development and 

environmental protection”352. One of the objectives of the FTA between Canada and 

Panama353 is to “promote sustainable development”. The agreement contains BIT 

related provisions on investment and provides settlements dispute mechanism for 

investors.  

                                                      

349 Association Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and 

Ukraine, of the other part entered into on 27 June 2014 (entered into force 1 January 2016), Art. 

293. 

350 Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community 

and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Moldova, of the other part entered into 

on 27 June 2014 (not in force yet), Art 367. Association Agreement between the European Union 

and the European Atomic Energy Community and their Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, 

of the other part signed on 27 June 2014 (not in force yet), Art. 231. 

351Protocol on Investment to the New Zealand – Australia Closer Economic Relations Agreement 

signed on 16 February 2011 and entered into force on 1 March 2013. 

352Protocol on Investment to the New Zealand – Australia Closer Economic Relations Agreement 

signed on 16 February 2011 and entered into force on 1 March 2013, Preamble. 

353Free Trade Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Panama signed on 15 May 2010 and 

entered into force on 1 April 2013. 
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Remaining international economic treaties contain scattered references to sustainable 

development, but they usually are not linked directly to investment provisions of the 

agreements. Unlike provisions on trade, which are more commonly linked with 

sustainable development agenda, investment chapters in the international economic 

agreements tend to be silent or vague at best on sustainable development goals. A rare 

example of linking trade and investment in the context of sustainable development in 

such treaties can be found in the FTA between Japan and Peru354, which recognises in 

its preamble that economic strength of bilateral trade and investment activities of the 

parties can contribute to sustainable economic development. Noticeably, this wording 

reduces meaning of sustainable development to its economic dimension.  

The FTA between EU and Korea355 also has more complex approach to sustainable 

development. It contains several sustainable development provisions and references. 

However, it has very limited investment protection provisions (covers only national 

treatment). In addition, one of its objectives is expressed as a promotion of “foreign 

direct investment without lowering or reducing environmental, labour or 

occupational health and safety standards in the application and enforcement of 

environmental and labour laws of the Parties”356, which is “not lowering standards 

principle” indirectly linked with sustainable development considerations. At the same 

time however, the preamble also sets out that the parties desire “to raise living 

standards, promote economic growth and stability, create new employment 

opportunities and improve general welfare by liberalizing and expanding mutual 

                                                      

354Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Peru on Economic Partnership signed on 31 May 

2011 and entered into force on 1 March 2012. 

355Free Trade Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and the 

Republic of Korea, of the other part signed on 6 October 2010 and entered into force on 1 July 

2011. 

356Free Trade Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and the 

Republic of Korea, of the other part signed on 6 October 2010 and entered into force on 1 July 

2011, Art. 1.1.2.h. 
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trade and investment”. The investment is linked here with the pursuit economic 

growth, welfare and raising living standards. Interestingly, in the Framework 

Agreement between EU and Korea357 signed in the same year, the parties mention 

“sustainability” only in the context of increase of investment to their mutual 

advantage. The parties agree to “engage in dialogue and strengthen cooperation in all 

trade-and investment-related areas of mutual interest, in order to facilitate sustainable 

trade and investment flows, to prevent and remove obstacles to trade and 

investment”358. It illustrates just how patchy and inconsistent is the approach to 

sustainable development even when agreements are signed by the same parties and 

approximately at the same time. 

In summary, investment chapters of international economic treaties other than BITs 

tend to be silent on sustainable development issues. Usually, general 

acknowledgment of sustainable development is contained in preambles to such 

treaties and mostly without any specific link or connection to investment. For 

example, parties to the FTA between China and Iceland are “mindful that economic 

development, social development and environmental protection are interdependent 

and mutually reinforcing components of sustainable development and that close 

economic partnership can play an important role in promoting sustainable 

                                                      

357The Framework Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and 

the Republic of Korea, of the other part signed on 10 May 2010 (entered into force 1 July 2011). 

358The Framework Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and 

the Republic of Korea, of the other part signed on 10 May 2010 (entered into force 1 July 2011), 

Art. 9.1: “The Parties undertake to cooperate in securing the conditions for and promoting the 

sustainable increase and development of trade and investment between them to their mutual 

advantage. The Parties shall engage in dialogue and strengthen cooperation in all trade-and 

investment-related areas of mutual interest, in order to facilitate sustainable trade and 

investment flows, to prevent and remove obstacles to trade and investment, and to advance 

the multilateral trade system.”  
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development”359. Almost identical wording can be found in the Comprehensive 

Economic Partnership Agreement between Japan and India360, the FTA between Chile 

and Malaysia361 and several other international economic treaties. Given this very 

general approach to sustainable development in the context of investment in such 

treaties and mostly lack of or limited arbitration provisions for investment disputes, 

international economic treaties do not seem to play a significant role in integrating 

sustainable development into international investment law.  

Legal effect of Preambles 

 

It is evident from the research presented above that the vast majority of existing direct 

references to sustainable development in the treaties are included in their preambles. 

The question is therefore how significant are preambles for the operation of the 

treaties. Even though treaty preambles do not, in themselves, create rights and 

obligations of the parties, including sustainable development references in preambles 

could potentially influence interpretation of the treaties themselves. Article 31(2) of 

Vienna Convention362 provides that for the purpose of interpretation, the context of 

the treaty includes its preamble363.  

                                                      

359Free Trade Agreement between the Government of People's Republic of China and the Government 

of Iceland signed on 15 April 2013 and entered into force on 1 July 2013.  

360Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement between Japan and the Republic of India signed 

on 16 February 2011 and entered into force on 1 August 2011. 

361Malaysia – Chile Free Trade Agreement signed on 13 November 2010 and entered into force on 

18 April 2012. 

362 The United Nations. (23 May 1969). Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Retrieved 

from: https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201155/volume-1155-I-18232-

English.pdf  

363The United Nations. (23 May 1969). Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Art. 31(2): “The 

context for the purpose of the interpretation of a treaty shall comprise, in addition to the text, 

including its preamble and annexes…” 

https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201155/volume-1155-I-18232-English.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201155/volume-1155-I-18232-English.pdf
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The tribunals often refer to preambles to interpret the treaties. In Siemens v. Argentina, 

the tribunal reached for the text of the preamble as a guide for interpretation of a treaty 

and a clear expression of the parties' intentions.364 Similarly, in Compañiá de Aguas v. 

Argentina the tribunal discerned the wishes of the parties from preamble of the 

treaty365.  In SGS v. Philippines, the tribunal decided to resolve uncertainties in the 

interpretation of the treaty on the basis of the text of its preamble366. Also in Occidental 

Exploration v. Ecuador the tribunal referred to preamble to discern the intentions of the 

parties367. In MTD v. Chile the tribunal resorted to the provisions of preamble to 

                                                      

364 “The Tribunal shall be guided by the purpose of the Treaty as expressed in its title and 

preamble.” Siemens A.G. v. Argentina, ICISD Case No. ARB/02/8, Decision on Jurisdiction 3 

August 2004, Par. 80. 

365 “As to the object and purpose of the BIT, the Tribunal notes the parties’ wish, as stated in 

the preamble, for the Treaty to create favorable conditions for French investments in 

Argentina, and vice versa, and their conviction that the protection and promotion of such 

investments is expected to encourage technology and capital transfers between both countries 

and to promote their economic development. In interpreting the BIT, we are thus mindful of 

these objectives.” Compañiá de Aguas del Aconquija, S.A. & Compagnie Générale des Eaux v. 

Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/97/3, Award 20 August 2007, Par. 7.4.4. 

366 “The object and purpose of the BIT supports an effective interpretation of Article X(2). The 

BIT is a treaty for the promotion and reciprocal protection of investments. According to the 

preamble it is intended “to create and maintain favourable conditions for investments by 

investors of one Contracting Party in the territory of the other”. It is legitimate to resolve 

uncertainties in its interpretation so as to favour the protection of covered investments.” SGS 

Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Philippines, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/6, Decision of the 

Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction 9 January 2004, Par. 116. 

367 “Although fair and equitable treatment is not defined in the Treaty, the Preamble clearly 

records the agreement of the parties that such treatment "is desirable in order to maintain a 

stable framework for investment and maximum effective utilization of economic resources". 

The stability of the legal and business framework is thus an essential element of fair and 

equitable treatment.” Occidental Exploration and Production Company v. Ecuador, LCIA Case No. 

UN3467, Final Award 1 July 2004, Par. 183. 
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interpret the terms of the treaty368. The tribunal in Enron v. Argentina also ascribed a 

significant weight to preamble of the treaty369.  

However, this approach is not universally applied by arbitration tribunals. Some 

tribunals have taken the opposite view on preambles and their role in the 

interpretation of the treaties. For example, in Bayindir v. Pakistan, the tribunal 

acknowledged that the preamble alone does not constitute self-standing basis for 

obligations created under the treaty370, which means that it would be hard to argue 

that including references to sustainable development in the preamble of the treaty 

without substantiating it with additional operative provisions of the treaty influences 

application and interpretation of the treaty to any great extent, if at all. The reference 

to sustainable development in the preamble only offers limited possibility of influence 

as “the object and purpose of a treaty are realized by its provisions; an interpretation 

                                                      

368 “In their ordinary meaning, the terms “fair” and “equitable” used in Article 3(1)62 of the 

BIT mean “just”, “even-handed”, “unbiased”, “legitimate”. These terms are also used in 

Article 2(2) of the BIT entitled “Promotion and Protection of Investments”. As regards the 

object and purpose of the BIT, the Tribunal refers to its Preamble where the parties state their 

desire “to create favourable conditions for investments by investors of one Contracting Party 

in the territory of the other Contracting Party”, and the recognition of “the need to protect 

investments by investors of both Contracting Parties and to stimulate the flow of investments 

and individual business initiative with a view to the economic prosperity of both Contracting 

Parties”. Hence, in terms of the BIT, fair and equitable treatment should be understood to be 

treatment in an even-handed and just manner, conducive to fostering the promotion of foreign 

investment. Its terms are framed as a pro-active statement –“to promote”, “to create”, “to 

stimulate”- rather than prescriptions for a passive behavior of the State or avoidance to 

prejudicial conduct to the investors.” MTD Equity Sdn. Bhd. And MTD S.A. v. Chile, ICSID Case 

No. ARB/01/7, Award 25 May 2004, Par. 113. 

369 “The Tribunal gives weight to the text of the Treaty’s Preamble, which links the standard 

to the goal of legal stability: ‘fair and equitable treatment of investment is desirable in order 

to maintain a stable framework for the investment and maximum effective use of economic 

resources.” Enron Corporation and Panderosa Assets, L.P. v. Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/3, 

Award 22 May 2007, Par. 259. 

370 “it is doubtful that, in the absence of a specific provision in the BIT itself, the sole text of the 

preamble constitutes a sufficient basis for a self-standing fair and equitable treatment 

obligation under the BIT”. Bayindir Insaat Turizm Ticaret Ve Sanayi A.S., V. Pakistan, ICSID Case 

No. ARB/03/29, Decision on Jurisdiction 14 November 2005, Par. 230. 
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that would result in the implementation of a treaty's purpose in a fashion not 

contemplated by the parties would be contrary to their intentions and, thus, should 

be rejected.”371 This view has been confirmed in Plama v. Bulgaria, where the tribunal 

refrained from attaching immoderate importance to preamble of the treaty372. In more 

recent case, Philip Morris Brands v. Uruguay373 preamble was considered too general 

and not allowing for definitive conclusions.  

Taking into account questionable significance of preamble provisions and their 

limited application by arbitral tribunal, “true effects of such provisions are partly 

disputed and mostly unknown”374. Against the backdrop of the sheer number of 

international investment treaties, sustainable development express references are a 

recent occurrence and are rather rare. So far from the analysis presented above, there 

is little evidence that sustainable development occupies any significant place in the 

treaties, although express references to sustainable development are increasingly 

making their way into the treaties, mainly preambles.  

                                                      

371Newcombe, A. & Paradell, L. (2009). Law and Practice of Investment Treaties, Standard of 

Treatment, p. 115. 

372 The tribunal referred to Sinclair, I.M. (1984). The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, p. 

130 by stating: “Here, the Tribunal is mindful of Sir Ian Sinclair’s warning of the "risk that the 

placing of undue emphasis on the ‘object and purpose’ of a treaty will encourage teleological 

methods of interpretation [which], in some of its more extreme forms, will even deny the 

relevance of the intentions of the parties”. Plama Consortium Limited v. Bulgaria, ICSID Case 

No. ARB/03/24, Decision on Jurisdiction 8 February 2005, Par. 7.4. 

373 “The reference to the object and purpose of the treaty does not make a significant 

contribution to the meaning and scope of the term “investment”. […] The Preamble therefore 

does not materially advance analysis. Likewise, the reference in the Preamble of the BIT to the 

“important… role of foreign investment in the economic development process” appears too 

general to permit the drawing of definitive conclusions regarding the need for the investment 

to contribute to the host State’s economic development.” Philip Morris Brands SARL v. Oriental 

Republic of Uruguay, ICSID Case No. ARB/10/7, Decision on Jurisdiction 2 July 2013, Par. 201. 

374Cordonier-Segger, M., &  Kent, A. (2011). Promoting Sustainable Investment Through 

International Law. In Cordonier Segger, M., Gehring, M., & Newcombe, A. (Eds.). Sustainable 

Development in World Investment Law, p. 791. 
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ELEMENTS OF INDIRECT SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

REFERENCES 

 

After concluding that sustainable development is not frequently referred to in 

investment treaties and there is little evidence of its presence in operative provisions 

of the treaties, the next step in the investigation would be to examine whether 

sustainable development could be represented in an indirect way. Such indirect 

inclusion would not be effected through expressly referring to sustainable 

development in the treaty, but by addressing some of the principles of sustainable 

development in treaty clauses. This analysis however, needs to be preceded by an 

understanding of what are the specific sustainable development elements and 

principles that could be found in treaty drafting. As the term sustainable development 

itself is a vague and open concept, extracting specific issues out of it needs a careful 

approach. Lack of one single definition of sustainable development, which is accepted 

and seamlessly applied by all participants, carries a risk of such term being 

appropriated to represent variety of goals in a biased way. This section will analyse 

possible categorisations of sustainable development principles, which could then be 

traced through provisions of investment treaties.  

The New Delhi Declaration375 may offer some help in identifying particular elements 

of sustainable development concept. Although the declaration offers a very broad 

definition of sustainable development in its preamble376, it also identifies seven 

                                                      

375International Law Association. Resolution. (2 April 2002). New Delhi Declaration on Principles 

of International Law Relating to Sustainable Development, 3/2002, UN Doc. A/57/329 (2002). 

Retrieved from: http://cisdl.org/tribunals/pdf/NewDelhiDeclaration.pdf  

376“[…] the objective of sustainable development involves a comprehensive and integrated 

approach to economic, social and political processes, which aims at the sustainable use of 

http://cisdl.org/tribunals/pdf/NewDelhiDeclaration.pdf
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principles of international law, which would be instrumental in pursuing the objective 

of sustainable development. These principles include: (1) the duty of states to ensure 

sustainable use of natural resources; (2) equity and eradication of poverty; (3) common 

but differentiated responsibilities; (4) precautionary approach to human health, 

natural resources and ecosystems; (5) participation and access to information and 

justice; (6) good governance; and (7) integration and interrelationship, in particular, in 

relation to human rights and social, economic and environmental objective. This list 

presents a very wide formulation of sustainable development, beyond classic 

proposition of three pillars of sustainable development: social development, economic 

development and environmental protection. Sustainable development in the 

formulation proposed in the New Delhi Declaration could be categorised as “balanced 

development”, the development that takes into account several interests concerning 

not only environment, but also fairer wealth distribution, access to justice and wider 

social participation. The risk is that by spreading its focus on so many topics, each 

being wide and encompassing several other issues of its own, the original priority of 

sustainable development – emphasis on environment, could be diluted beyond any 

constructive functionality.  

The first principle, sustainable use of natural resources, is a matter of responsibility of 

a host state in establishing criteria for investments eligible for protection, and 

excluding from the protection regime investments that do not contribute to 

sustainable use of resources. Sustainable development could potentially influence 

international investment law through this principle by providing impact assessment 

conditions or leaving sufficient policy space for the host state to regulate in the matter 

                                                      

natural resources of the Earth and the protection of the environment on which nature and 

human life as well as social and economic development depend and which seeks to realize 

the right of all human beings to an adequate living standard on the basis of their active, free 

and meaningful participation in development and in the fair distribution of benefits resulting 

therefrom, with due regard to the needs and interests of future generations”. International 

Law Association. Resolution. (2 April 2002). New Delhi Declaration on Principles of International 

Law Relating to Sustainable Development, 3/2002, UN Doc. A/57/329 (2002), Preamble. 
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of safe and rational use of resources. The states could also seek to meet the objective 

of this principle by drafting definitions clauses in the treaties to include or exclude 

certain categories of investments or investors from the protection regime. Given that 

a large number of investment arbitration cases arise out of claims by large foreign 

investors whose expectations of profits from extractions of natural resources in host 

states were not met, particularly, but not exclusively, in the developing states, a very 

tempting and provocative question arises, whether participating in investment 

protection regime and exposing themselves to liabilities under investment treaties, the 

states are putting themselves in best possible position to ensure sustainable use of 

their natural resources.  

The second principle that focuses on equity and eradication of poverty relates to issues 

of economic growth and wealth distribution, which are two separate topics. Whereas 

the correlation between increased flow of investment and economic growth is less 

controversial, the extent to which investment treaties contribute to increased 

investment flows is disputable at best.377 In terms of wealth distribution, the states 

have a prerogative to redistribute wealth created by foreign investment through 

taxation, social regulations and similar measures. However, as international 

investment law is primarily focused on investment protection, any measures 

amounting to expropriation or breach of fair and equitable standard or national 

treatment could be, and many are, tested before arbitration tribunals. Therefore, to the 

extend there could be specific links established between investment treaties, increased 

                                                      

377Hallward-Driemeier, M. (2003). Do Bilateral Investment Treaties Attract Foreign Investment? 

Only a Bit and They Could Bite. World Bank Policy Research Working Paper No.3121, World 

Bank, Geneva.  Yackee, W. (2010). Do Bilateral investment Treaties Promote Foreign Direct 

Investment? Some Hints from Alternative Evidence. Virginia Journal of International Law, 51(2), 

p.397. Yackee, J. (2008). Bilateral Investment Treaties, Foreign Direct Investment, and the Rule 

of (International) Law: Do BITs Promote Foreign Direct Investment? Law and Society Review 

42, p. 805. Egger, P. & Merlo, V. (2007). The Impact of Bilateral Investment Treaties on FDI 

Dynamics. The World Economy 30(10), pp. 1536-1549. Neumayer, E. & Spess, L. (2005). Do 

bilateral investment treaties increase foreign direct investment to developing countries? World 

Development 33(10), pp. 1567- 1585. 
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investment flow, economic growth and eradication of poverty, sustainable 

development could be considered to influence international investment law through 

the principle of eradication of poverty. The specific language in the treaties that would 

represent this principle could be preamble commitment of the parties to pursue 

economic development through increased investment. The limited application of 

preamble in investment interpretation has been discussed above. 

The principle of common but differentiated responsibilities could be difficult to find 

expressed in the treaties. Although traditionally investment treaties have been known 

to be entered into by states of unequal bargaining power, the provisions of the treaties 

are reciprocal and do not differentiate between the obligations of each of the parties. 

In particular, given the changing geopolitical situation, the states categorized as 

developing before are now becoming powerful capital exporters and their bargaining 

power under the treaties is shifting as they become equal economic partners of 

developed states.  This principle is an unlikely gateway for sustainable development 

measures into the international investment law through the treaties. 

The fourth principle of precautionary approach to human health, natural resources 

and ecosystems could be addressed in investment treaties, for example, through 

impact assessment obligation provisions. Appropriate policy space could also serve 

to introduce measures relating to protection of human health and natural resources, 

subject to principles of expropriation, national treatment and fair and equitable 

standard. This would be an indirect way of limiting the scope of the treaties in favour 

of policy measures aiming at protection of health or environment. Such general 

exceptions can be found in a number of treaties, as will be explained further below. 

Precautionary approach of a state to environment, health and safety is currently 
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subject to scrutiny in at least two pending arbitration cases, by two states of different 

level of economic development, Pac Rim v. El Salvador378 and Windstream v. Canada379380. 

Principle of public participation and access to information and justice is another 

difficult one to find in the treaties. It is more commonly addressed in the context of 

arbitration proceedings rather than treaties themselves. Only very few treaties include 

provisions where parties are obliged to notify of impeding law changes that could 

affect investments. There is only a little scope for including specific language in the 

treaties that would address this principle.  

Principle of good governance refers to a number of issues, transparent decision 

making, financial accountability, combating of corruption, rule of law, human rights, 

public procurement, corporate social responsibility and socially responsible 

investments. Individual aspects of this principle, for example corporate social 

responsibility, or socially responsible investments, or some aspects of human rights, 

can potentially be found in very few of the treaties. Whether international investment 

law can be a basis of good governance for states is disputable as it does not replace 

domestic measures ensuring good governance in host states. However, lack of good 

governance practices, transparency and fair public procurement policies were behind 

a number of arbitration cases where the tribunal found against the states for breach of 

fair and equitable treatment, minimum standard of treatment or denial of justice.  

                                                      

378 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12. 

379 Windstream Energy LLC v. The Government of Canada. 

380 Since the conlcusion of the final version of this thesis, both cases Pac Rim v. El Salvador and 

Windstream v. Canada have been concluded. Pac Rim v. El Salvador has been decided in favour 

of state of El Salvador and Windstream v. Canada has been decided in favour of the investor. 

Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, Award 14 October 

2016. Windstream Energy LLC v. The Government of Canada, PCA Case No. 2013-22, Award 27 

September 2016. 
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Principle of integration and interrelationship has a range of meanings and involves 

interdependence of social, economic, financial, environmental and human rights 

aspects of principles and rules of international law relating to sustainable 

development at all levels of governance and also in normative process. As 

international investment treaties are traditionally mainly focused on investment 

protection and promotion, it could be challenging to find the reflection of this 

principle in the treaties in relation to all its aspects – human rights, social, economic 

and environmental principles.  

Tracing sustainable development provisions in international investment treaties 

trough New Delhi principles alone could be conceptually and methodologically 

problematic. The declaration has been created with general international law as its 

background reference. International investment law is only a narrow discipline within 

international law and not all New Delhi principles are easily applicable to it. The 

principles are widely worded with overlapping issues. There could be practical 

difficulties in identifying specific wording expressing each particular principle in the 

treaties. The New Delhi Declaration could therefore serve as a general guide in the 

analysis of international investment treaties through the lens of sustainable 

development objectives.  

Cordonier Segger and Newcombe propose381 to divide treaty provisions integrating 

sustainable development “into three general categories related to their normative 

function”. First category would be the provisions which ensure that the treaties “do 

not unintentionally constrain domestic or international measures taken by States to 

secure sustainable development”. Next, there would be provisions which include 

“social or environmental cooperation to complement more traditional liberalisation 

                                                      

381Cordonier Segger, M., C. & Newcombe, A. (2011). An Integrated Agenda for Sustainable 

Development in International Investment Law. In Cordonier Segger, M., Gehring, M. & 

Newcombe, A. (Eds.). Sustainable Development in World Investment Law, p.125. 
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and investor protection provisions”. And thirdly, there are provisions that “promote 

more socially responsible sustainable investments”. Analysis of treaty provisions 

through their functionality could also provide useful reference map helping to 

navigate the web of diversity of treaty texts. 

Finally, slightly different categorisation has been proposed by the authors of the 

OECD Working Paper on International Investment.382 Gordon, Pohl and Bouchard 

propose dividing treaty provisions into preamble language (which has already been 

discussed earlier in this chapter), and other categories including: language on 

preserving policy space for regulating in public interest, not lowering standards 

principle, language establishing that environmental measures taken in order to 

protect public welfare objectives do not constitute indirect expropriation. There is also 

separate category to cover commitment to cooperate on sustainable development 

matters and language establishing relation between sustainable development and 

investor-state dispute resolution. The latter might be represented by the provisions 

allowing expert opinions in arbitration proceedings, disallowing claims based on 

obligations undertaken in accordance with environmental provisions or allowing 

annulment of the award if the member of the tribunal is found corrupt. The authors 

also recognize separate categories of the language on maintaining or implementing 

internationally recognized standards, including fighting corruption and observing 

labour standards, and separate category of the provisions dealing with responsible 

business conduct. This particular categorisation of investment treaties’ provisions is 

perhaps most practical approach for the review across the whole spectrum of 

investment treaties, BITs and other international economic treaties alike. For most 

part, this part of the thesis will largely follow this methodology for the analysis of the 

provisions of the treaties. This analytical methodology will be supported, where 

                                                      

382 Gordon, K., Pohl, J. & Bouchard, M. (2014). Investment Treaty Law, Sustainable Development 

and Responsible Business Conduct: A Fact Finding Survey. OECD Working Papers on 

International Investment, 2014/01, OECD publishing. 
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appropriate, by the categorisation proposed by New Delhi Declaration and the 

division of treaty provisions depending on their functionality.  

 “NOT LOWERING STANDARDS” PROVISIONS 

 

Provisions relating to not lowering standards are dedicated to ensure that parties do 

not lower environmental and sometimes also health, safety and labour standards and 

regulations to attract or maintain investments. They are aimed at preventing “race to 

the bottom” phenomenon, where states are tempted to lower the standards in 

opportunistic way to attract or maintain investments. These provisions could be 

considered as helpful in preventing some degree of negative impact of investments 

on environment. However, the motivation for including such provisions into the 

treaties is usually dictated by economic considerations. These are strategic provisions 

ensuring that treaty signatories do not create competitive advantage by derogating 

from existing environmental standards to attract or maintain investments. 

Nevertheless, they could potentially influence international investment law in indirect 

way by introducing sustainable development concerns into investment regime. 

There are only a few countries which include this language into their treaties with any 

degree of consistency, like for example Canada, Austria, Belgium/Luxembourg, Chile, 

Japan, Mexico and Peru. Other countries either include these provisions very 

sporadically or not at all.  

Austria started to include not lowering standards provisions only after 2010. BIT with 

Kazakhstan383 includes two relevant clauses. Preamble states that “investment 

agreements and multilateral agreements on the protection of environment, human 

rights or labour rights are meant to foster global sustainable development and that 

                                                      

383Agreement for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investment between the Government of 

the Republic of Austria and the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan signed on 12 January 2010 

and entered into force on 21 December 2012. 
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any possible inconsistencies should be resolved without relaxation of standards of 

protection”. In addition, article 4 states that the parties “do not encourage an 

investment by weakening the requirements of its national legislation in the field of 

environment”. Austrian BIT with Tajikistan384 contains slightly different wording in 

article 4 but similar meaning: “The Contracting Parties recognize that it is 

inappropriate to encourage an investment by weakening domestic environmental 

laws”. Same wording is included in the latest Austrian BITs with Nigeria385 and 

Kyrgyzstan386.  

Belgium/Luxembourg started including the principle of now lowering standards of 

environmental protection to encourage investments in 2004. BIT with Libya387 of 2004, 

does not expressly mention sustainable development as a general objective, but article 

5 states that: “Contracting Parties recognize that it is inappropriate to encourage 

investment by relaxing domestic environmental laws. Accordingly, each Contracting 

Party shall strive to ensure that it does not waive or otherwise derogate from, or offer 

to waive or otherwise derogate from, such laws as an encouragement for the 

establishment, maintenance or expansion in its territory of an investment”. Same 

                                                      

384Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investment between the Republic of Austria and the 

Republic of Tajikistan signed on 15 December 2010 and entered into force on 21 December 2012. 

385Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments between the Republic of Austria and the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria signed on 8 April 2013 (not in force yet), Art. 4. 

386 BIT between Austria and Kyrgystan: СОГЛАШЕНИЕ о поощрении и защите инвестиций 

между Правительством Кыргызской  еспублики и Правительством Республики Австрия 

signed on 22 April 2016 (not in force yet). 

387Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Great Socialist 

People´s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 15 February 2004 and entered into force on 8 December 2007. 
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language is included in BITs with Serbia388, Guatemala389, Nicaragua390, Sudan391, 

Mauritius392, Qatar393, Colombia394, Tajikistan395, Panama396 and Montenegro397. Slightly 

different wording, but with the same meaning has been included in BIT with United 

                                                      

388 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and The Serbia and 

Montenegro, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 

6 May 2004 and entered into force on 12 May 2007, Art. 5. 

389 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Government of the Republic of 

Guatemala on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 14 April 2005 (not 

in force yet), Art.13. 

390 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

Nicaragua, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 

27 May 2005 (not in force yet), Art. 5. 

391 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

the Sudan, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 7 

November 2005 (not in force yet), Art. 5. 

392 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Republic of Mauritius on the 

Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 30 November 2005 and entered into 

force on 16 January 2010, Art. 5. 

393 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Government of the State of 

Qatar signed on 6 November 2007 (entered into force 30 April 2014), Art. 5. 

394 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

Colombia, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 4 

February 2009 (not in force yet), Art. VII. 

395 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

Tajikistan, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 12 

February 2009 (not in force yet), Art. 5. 

396 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Republic of Panama on the 

Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 26 March 2009 (not in force yet), 

Art. 5. 

397 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and Montenegro, on 

the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 16 February 

2009 (not in force yet), Art. 5. 
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Arab Emirates398. Article 5 says that: “No Contracting Party shall change or relax its 

domestic environmental legislation to encourage investment, or investment 

maintenance or the expansion of the investment…” Finally, in BIT with Oman399, the 

language of article 4 refers not only to existing environmental legislation, but also to 

future laws: “No Contracting Party shall change its current or future domestic 

environmental legislation based on the international laws and conventions in which 

these contracting parties are involved, to encourage, maintain or expand an 

investment that will be made in its territory”. Even though, not lowering standard 

principle has been used in several BITs entered into by Belgium/Luxembourg 

Economic Union, overall less than 20 per cent of its BITs include this language, leaving 

it out of the vast majority of the treaties.  

Canada started recognizing not lowering standard principle around 2006, following 

adoption of its model BIT treaty in 2004. In its BIT with Peru400, it included a widely 

drafted clause401, stating that it is inappropriate to encourage investment by relaxing 

domestic health, safety or environmental measures. It concerns not only establishment 

of investment, but also acquisition, expansion and retention of it. It also provides for 

consultation between the parties to avoid any such measures taking place. All 

Canadian BITs from 2006 onwards include the language of not lowering 

environmental standards for the purposes of attracting or maintaining investment. On 

                                                      

398Agreement between the United Arab Emirates, on the one hand, and the Belgo-Luxembourg 

Economic Union, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed 

on 3 March 2004 and entered into on 10 November 2007. 

399 Agreement between Belgium – Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand and the Sultanate of 

Oman, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 16 

December 2008 (not in force yet). 

400Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Peru for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 14 November 2006 and entered into force on 20 June 2007. 

401Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Peru for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 14 November 2006 and entered into force on 20 June 2007, Art. 11. 
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the other hand, Canada has included not lowering standards language in its 

international investment treaties as early as in 1996, first in its FTA with Chile402. It has 

then continued to include it in almost all subsequent FTAs, with Peru403, Colombia404, 

Panama405, Honduras406 and Korea407. 

Japan is another example of a country that has been consistently including not 

lowering standards language in BITs and other international investment agreements. 

Its first BIT with such language has been entered into in 2002 with Korea408. Since then, 

all BITs entered into by Japan include the language of not lowering health, safety and 

environmental standards. Among other international investment agreements of 

Japan, EPA with Malaysia409 includes a shorter version of the relevant clause: “Each 

Country shall not encourage investments by investors of the other Country by 

                                                      

402Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Chile signed on 

15 December 1996 and entered into force on 5 July 1997, Art. G-14. 

403Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Peru entered 

into on 29 May 2008 and entered into force on 1 August 2009, Art. 809. 

404Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Colombia entered 

into on 21 November 2008 and entered into force on 15 August 2011, Art. 815 

405 Free Trade Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Panama signed on 15 May 2010 and 

entered into force on 1 April 2013, Art 9.16. 

406Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Honduras 

entered into on 5 November 2013 and entered into force on 1 October 2014, Art. 10.15. 

407Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Republic Korea 

entered into on 22 September 2014 (entered into force 1 January 2015), Art. 8.10. 

408Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Korea and the Government of Japan for the 

Liberalisation, Promotion on Protection of Investment entered into on 22 March 2002 and entered 

into force on 1 January 2003, Art. 21. 

409Agreement between the Government of Japan and the Government of Malaysia for the Economic 

Partnership signed on 13 December 2005 and entered into force on 13 July 2006. 
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relaxing its environmental measures”410. Japan has included not lowering standards 

principle in almost all of its investment treaties, with only a very few exceptions of, 

for example, EPA with Australia411, EPA with Vietnam412 and FTA with Peru413. 

Interestingly, Mexico included not lowering standards language in one of its first ever 

BITs, with Switzerland in 1995414. However, it can be found only sporadically in any 

of its 32 remaining BITs, for example with Trinidad and Tobago in 2006415. On the other 

hand, the relevant language has been included in almost all of the other investment 

treaties of Mexico. Therefore, there does not seem to be any consistent policy of 

including not lowering standards provisions in investment BITs by Mexico. 

There are only a very few other examples of not lowering standards principle included 

in BITs. For example, United States only included it in two of its latest BITs, with 

                                                      

410Agreement between the Government of Japan and the Government of Malaysia for the Economic 

Partnership signed on 13 December 2005 and entered into force on 13 July 2006, Art. 90. 

411 Agreement between Australia and Japan for an Economic Partnership signed on 8 July 2014 and 

entered into force on 15 January 2015. 

412 Agreement between Japan and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for Economic Partnership signed 

on 25 December 2008 and entered into force on 1 October 2009. 

413 Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Peru on Economic Partnership signed on 31 May 

2011 and entered into force on 1 March 2012. 

414 Protocol to the Agreement between the Swiss Confederation and the United Mexican States on the 

Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments signed on 10 July 1995 and entered into force 

on 14 May 1996, Art. 3. 

415 Acuerdo Entre el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos y el Gobierno de la República de 

Trinidad y Tobado para la Promoción y Protección Reciproca de las Inversiones signed on 31 October 

2006 and entered into force on 16 September 2007, Art. 31. 
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Uruguay416 and Rwanda417. Spain only included such wording in one of its 82 BITs, 

with Libya418 in 2007. 

Out of several other investment treaties entered into by Chile419, only a few contain 

not lowering standards language. It can be found in FTAs with Canada420, US421, Japan 

(in EPA)422, Korea423, and Mexico424, as well as in the recent CFIA with Brazil425. 

                                                      

416 Treaty between the United States of America and the Oriental Republic of Uruguay concerning the 

Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 4 November 2005 and entered 

into force on 1 November 2006, Article 12. 

417 Treaty between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Republic 

of Rwanda concerning the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 19 

February 2008 and entered into force on 1 January 2012, Art. 12. 

418 Acuerdo entre el Reino de España y la Gran Jamahiriya Árabe Libia Popular Socialista para La 

Promoción y Protección Reciproca de Inversiones signed on 17 December 2007 and entered into 

force on 1 August 2008, Art. 8.5. 

419 Chile currently has 28 IIAs other than BITs in place. 

420 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Chile signed on 

15 December 1996 and entered into force on 5 July 1997, Art. G-14. 

421 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004, Art. 18.2. 

422 Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Chile for a Strategic Economic Partnership signed 

on 27 March 2007 and entered into force on 3 September 2007, Art. 87. 

423 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Korea and the Government of the 

Republic of Chile signed on 15 February 2003 and entered into force on 1 April 2004, Art. 10.18. 

424 Free Trade Agreement between Chile and Mexico signed on 17 April 1998 and entered into force 

on 1 August 1999, Art. 9-15. 

425 Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação de Investimentos entre a República Federativa do Brasil e a 

República do Chile signed 24 November 2015 (not in force yet),  Art. 17. 
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However, it is noticeably absent from other Chilean FTAs, for example with Peru426, 

Australia427, Turkey428 and Panama429. 

Among other examples, Mexico and Peru have also been including this language into 

their international economic treaties.  

In summary, the language preventing contracting parties from relaxing 

environmental laws for the purposes of attracting investment has been appearing in 

BITs since 1990s and is also included in NAFTA430. Even though, the exact wording of 

these clauses can differ between the treaties, they tend to be quite similar, varying 

from recognising that it is inappropriate to relax environmental laws, to striving to 

ensure it doesn’t take place, or a firm commitment by the parties not to lower the 

standards. However, according to OECD study431  from 2014, this language has been 

included in only 3.9% of the surveyed treaties, which means that this language is fact 

included in a very small proportion of investment treaties. Given that there are fewer 

new treaties being entered into, it is unlikely that these provisions will reach any 

                                                      

426 Acuerdo de Libre Comercio entre el Gobierno de la República del Perú y el Gobierno de la República 

de Chile signed on 22 August 2006 and entered into force on 1 March 2009. 

427 Australia – Chile Free Trade Agreement signed on 30 July 2007 and entered into force on 6 

March 2009. 

428 Free Trade Agreement between the Republic of Turkey and the Republic of Chile signed on 14 July 

2007 and entered into force on 1 March 2009. 

429 Tratado de Libre Commercio Panama – Chile signed on 27 June 2006 and entered into force on 

7 March 2008. 

430 Art. 1114.2 of NAFTA: ―”The Parties recognize that it is inappropriate to encourage 

investment by relaxing domestic health, safety or environmental measures. Accordingly, a 

Party should not waive or otherwise derogate from, or offer to waive or otherwise derogate 

from, such measures as an encouragement for the establishment, acquisition, expansion or 

retention in its territory of an investment of an investor…” 

431 Gordon, K., Pohl, J. & Bouchard, M. (2014). Investment Treaty Law, Sustainable Development 

and Responsible Business Conduct: A Fact Finding Survey. OECD Working Papers on 

International Investment, 2014/01, OECD publishing. 
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significant prominence and will have any major impact in influencing IIL through 

sustainable development principles.  The relevance of such treaty provisions could 

also be questioned since the basic assumptions behind “race to the bottom” 

phenomenon are being “contradicted by a large body of empirical research”432. Both, 

the inevitability of such “race to the bottom” occurrence as well as recommended 

policy prescription, are not certain. 

PRESERVING POLICY SPACE 

 

It is being claimed that “one of the most important challenges facing the international 

investment law regime today is how to strike a balance between principles regarding 

the protection and promotion of foreign investment on the one hand and principles 

regarding the protection of society and the environment on the other”433. States try to 

balance their promotion and protection obligations under the treaties with their 

regulatory powers and concerns by exempting from the treaties areas of key policy 

objectives. Historically, such exceptions included only security or taxation measures. 

Recently, environmental, health and social concerns are becoming more commonly 

seen as areas where states aim to preserve certain policy space allowing them to 

regulate.434 There are several ways in which states can attempt to preserve its policy 

space, through specifying general exceptions in annexes to the treaty or a general 

exclusion clause modelled on article XX of the GATT. The parties can exclude either 

                                                      

432 Wheeler, D. (1999). Racing to the Bottom? Foreign Investment and Air Pollution in Developing 

Countries. World Bank Policy Research, Working Paper No. 2524, p.14. 

433 Spears, S. (2010). The Quest for Policy Space in a New Generation of International 

Investment Agreements. Journal of International Economic Law, 13(4), pp. 1037-1075, p. 1037. 

434 Romson, Å. (2012). Environmental Policy Space and International Investment Law. 
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specific sectors from the application of the treaty, or specific measures, or even any 

potential future measures.435   

Belgium/Luxembourg consistently include provisions aiming at excluding from 

investment protection regime measures required to maintain public order. However, 

this exception is limited only to “measures required maintaining public order” and 

does not extend to environmental or similar concerns, which does not establish any 

direct connection with sustainable development principles. 

Canada has included the general exceptions clause preserving policy space, modelled 

on GATT and GATS, including environmental measures necessary to protect human, 

animal or plant life or health and relating to the conservation of living or non-living 

exhaustible natural resources. The measures cannot be applied in an arbitrary or 

unjustifiable manner, and cannot constitute a disguised restriction on international 

trade or investment. First Canadian BIT including such provision was entered into 

with Ukraine in 1994436. All subsequent Canadian BITs include this language. The 

general exception clause has been expanded to include security measures and 

prudential measures relating to financial integrity of the markets and protection of 

financial markets participants. In its early BITs, from 1994 to late 90s, Canada also 

included a general exception clause reserving policy space to adopt, maintain or 

enforce any measure that the party considers appropriate to ensure that an investment 

activity in its territory is undertaken in a manner sensitive to environmental 

                                                      

435 Mann, H. (2007). Investment Agreements and the Regulatory State: Can Exceptions Clauses 

Create a Safe Haven for Governments? Issues in International Investment Law, Background 

Papers for the Developing Country Investment Negotiators’ Forum, International Institute for 

Sustainable Development & Centre on Asia and Globalisation, p.10.  Retrieved from: 

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2007/inv_agreements_reg_state.pdf (Accessed 11 February 2016) 

436 Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Ukraine for the Promotion 

and Protection of Investments signed on 24 October 1994 and entered into force on 24 June 2007, 

Art. XVII. 

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2007/inv_agreements_reg_state.pdf
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concerns.437 Some BITs qualified this language by provision that such measures are 

non-discriminatory and are proportionate to the objectives. Noticeably, this particular 

part of a general exception clause disappeared from Canadian BITs from 2006 

onwards.  

China is an interesting example in this respect. It has nearly 130 BITs in place. 

However, preserving policy space provisions do not feature very often in Chinese 

BITs. In fact, they are very rare. Interestingly, its early BIT with Singapore in 1985438 

included a clause allowing the parties to impose “prohibitions or restrictions of any 

kind or take any other action directed to security interests or the protection of public 

health or the prevention of disease and pests in animals or plants”. It is not as wide as 

to allow any environmental measures. The measures need to be essential for the 

protection of public health and, when relating to animals and plants, only for 

prevention of a disease. Similar provision in included in BITs with Sri Lanka439, New 

Zealand440 and Mauritius441. This provision, although indirectly dealing with human 

and environmental wellbeing, is not focused on sustainable development agenda, but 

                                                      

437 Included in BITs with Ukraine, Trinidad and Tobago, Philippines, South Africa, Ecuador, 

Barbados, Venezuela, Panama, Egypt, Thailand, Croatia, Lebanon, Uruguay, Costa Rica and 

Latvia. 

438 Agreement Between the Government of the People's Republic of China and the Government of the 

Republic of Singapore on the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 27 November 1985 

and entered into force on 7 February 1986, Art. 11. 

439 Agreement between Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka and the Government of the People's 

Republic of China on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 13 March 

1996 and entered into force on 25 March 1997, Art. 11. 

440 New Zealand and Chile Agreement on the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 27 

November 1988 and entered into force on 25 March 1989, Art. 11. 

441 Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Mauritius and the Government of the 

People's Republic of China on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments singed on 4 

May 1996 and entered into force on 8 June 1997, Art. 11. 
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more related to security measures. The only other BIT of China with general exception 

clause is with Canada442.  

Colombia has 16 BITs in place, but only very few address preserving policy space for 

environmental measures. Such provisions are included in BITs with India443, 

Singapore444, Peru445 and Belgium/Luxembourg446 only. Colombia doesn’t seem to 

have a consistent policy to include this clause in all of its BITs and appears to only 

include it when counterparty requires it. 

Another country that includes preserving policy space clause in its BITs is India. 

However, out of 82 signed BITs, none of them includes exception clause specifically 

dealing with sustainable development issues. The language deals mostly with disease 

prevention measures and security concerns. Sometimes it includes prevention of 

health in general. India´s BITs do include carve outs from expropriation for 

environmental reasons, but this type of measures will be dealt with later in this 

chapter, as a separate category. India started including preserving policy clause as 

                                                      

442 Agreement Between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Hong  Kong Special 

Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 10 February 2016 end entered into force on 6 September 2016, Art. 33.2. 

443 Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments between the Government of Colombia 

and the Government of India signed on 10 November 2009 and entered into force on 3 Mach 

2013, Art. 13.5. 

444 of Acuerdo entre el Gobierno de la Republica de Singapur y el Gobierno de la Republica de Colombia 

sobre Promocion y Proteccion de Inversiones signed on 12 July 2013 (not in force yet), Art. 27. 

445 Acuerdo entre el Gobierno de la República del Perú y el Gobierno de la República de Colombia sobre 

Promoción y Protección Recíproca de Inversiones signed on 11 December 2007 and entered into 

force on 30 December 2010, Art. 8. 

446 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

Colombia, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 4 

February 2009 (not in force yet), XVII. 
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early as 1995, first in its BITs with Germany447 and Italy448. In Italian BIT, the language 

is limited to situation of war or other military conflict, national emergency or in cases 

of epidemic prevention. In BIT with Germany, the clause is also limited, to 

prohibitions or restrictions to the extent necessary for the protection of its essential 

security interests, or for the prevention of diseases and pests in animals or plants. In 

the later BIT with Czech Republic449, this exception is slightly more limited to cases of 

extreme emergency and only allows to take action in accordance with laws of the party 

applied in good faith, on a non-discriminatory basis, and only to the extent and 

duration necessary for the protection of its essential security interests, or for the 

prevention of diseases and pests in animals or plants. Same wording is included in 

BIT with France450. In BIT with Korea451, it has been limited only to disease prevention 

measures. In BIT with Mauritius452, is has been extended to cover public health and 

security interests as well. Remaining Indian BITs including this clause have similar 

                                                      

447 Agreement between the Federal Republic of Germany and the Republic of India for the Promotion 

and Protection of Investments signed on 10 July 1995 and entered into force on 13 July 1998, Art. 

12. 

448 Tra il Governo della Repubblica Italiana ed il Governo della Repubblica Indiana sulla Reciproca 

Promozione e Protezione degli Investimenti signed on 23 November 1995 and entered into force 

on 26 March 1998, Art. 12. 

449 Agreement between the Czech Republic and the Republic of India for the Promotion and the 

Protection of Investments signed on 11 October 1996 and entered into force on 6 February 1998, 

Art. 12. 

450 Accord entre le Gouvernement de la Republique Francaise et le Gouvernement de la Republique 

d'Inde sur l'Encouragement et la Protection Reciproques des Investissements signed on 12 

September 1997 and entered into force on 17 May 2000, Art. 12. 

451 Agreement between the Government of the Republic of India and the Government of the Republic of 

Korea for the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 26 March 1996 and entered into 

force on 7 May 1996, Art. 10. 

452 Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Mauritius and the Government of the 

Republic on India for the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 4 September 1998 and 

entered into force on 20 June 2000, Art. 11. 
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language, which could hardly be categorized as sustainable development related 

provisions.  

Japan also has been including general exception clause in its BITs. The first BIT with 

such clause was entered into in 2002 with Korea453. I allow the parties to take measures 

to protect human, animal or plant life or health. The relevant provisions are expanded 

to also provide that in cases, where a party takes any such measure that does not 

conform to the obligations of the other provisions of the treaty, that measure cannot 

be used as a means of avoiding the obligations under the treaty. The treaty also 

provides for more procedural requirements like notification of the other party of 

certain elements of proposed measure. Later BITs of Japan mostly include the same 

clause, with the exceptions of BITs with Iraq454, Papua New Guinea455 or Saudi 

Arabia456. Most noticeably however, the clause has been missing from latest BITs of 

Japan, for example with Kazakhstan457, Ukraine458 and Oman459. The general 

exceptions provisions in these BITs have been reduced to security measures only. 

Overall, even though Japan has been consistent with including the preserving policy 

                                                      

453 Agreement between the Government of Japan and the Government of Malaysia for the Economic 

Partnership signed on 13 December 2005 and entered into force on 13 July 2006, Art. 16. 

454 Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Iraq for the Promotion and Protection of Investment 

signed on 7 June 2012 and entered into force on 1 February 2014.  

455 Agreement between the Government of Japan and the Government of the Independent State of Papua 

New Guinea for the Promotion and Protection of Investment signed on 26 April 2011 and entered 

into force on 17 January 2014. 

456 Agreement between Japan and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 30 April 2013 (not in force yet). 

457 Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Kazakhstani for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 23 October 2014 (not in force yet). 

458 Agreement between Japan and the Ukraine for the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed 

on 5 February 2015 (not in force yet). 

459 Agreement between Japan and the Sultanate of Oman for the Promotion and the Reciprocal 

Protection of Investments signed on 19 June 2015 (not in force yet). 
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space language in its BITs, only about a third of its BITs do include provisions 

preserving policy space for protection of human, animal or plant life and health. 

Jordan, which has 54 BITs in place, included preserving policy space language only in 

very few treaties, for example with Canada460 and Singapore461. 

General exceptions provisions most closely relating to sustainable development 

agenda are the ones, which leave policy space to states for measures appropriate to 

ensure that investments are undertaken in a manner sensitive to environmental 

concerns. However, such provisions, which were mentioned earlier, are only found in 

very few BITs, mainly several early Canadian BITs462, two US BITs with Rwanda463 and 

Uruguay464, BIT between Eritrea and Uganda465 and between Taiwan and Saint 

Vincent & The Grenadiers466.  

                                                      

460 Agreement between Canada and Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 28 June 2009 and entered into force on 14 December 2009, Art. 10. 

461 Bilateral Investment Treaty between the Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the 

Government of the Republic of Singapore signed on 18 May 2004 and entered into force on 22 

August 2005, Art. 18. 

462 Included in BITs with Ukraine, Trinidad and Tobago, Philippines, South Africa, Ecuador, 

Barbados, Venezuela, Panama, Egypt, Thailand, Croatia, Lebanon, Uruguay, Costa Rica and 

Latvia. 

463 Treaty between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Republic 

of Rwanda concerning the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 19 

February 2008 and entered into force on 1 January 2012, Art. 12.  

464 Treaty between the United States of America and the Oriental Republic of Uruguay concerning the 

Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 4 November 2005 and entered 

into force on 1 November 2006, Art. 12. 

465 Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement between the State of Eritrea and the Republic of 

Uganda signed on 30 June 2001 (not in force yet), Art. 14. 

466 Agreement between the Government of the Republic of China (Taiwan) and the Government of Saint 

Vincent and the Grenadines for the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 17 

December 2009 and entered into force on 1 February 2010, Art. XVI.3. 
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Overall, there are not many BITs that include provisions preserving policy space with 

sustainable development focus. The practice of including such provisions is 

inconsistent, rare and not widespread. It is more common to find provisions excluding 

non-discriminatory environmental regulation from expropriation and nationalization, 

which will be described later.  

Apart from BITs, other international economic treaties with investment provisions 

tend to be slightly more generous when it comes to preserving policy space 

provisions. 

Australia included it in very few of its FTAs, like with Singapore467 and the US468 for 

example. Canada also included it in only a few of its international economic treaties, 

like for example FTA with Chile469. Chile also entered into few international economic 

treaties that include preserving policy language, with Korea470, Peru471, Colombia472, 

the US473 and Mexico474. Mexico also has a few other examples of such language in its 

                                                      

467 Singapore – Australia Free Trade Agreement signed on 17 February 2003 and entered into force 

on 20 July 2003, Art. 12. 

468 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Australia and the Government of the United 

States signed on 18 May 2004 and entered into force on 1 January 2005, Art. 15.2. 

469 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Chile signed on 

15 December 1996 and entered into force on 5 July 1997, Art. GO-6.6. 

470 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Korea and the Government of the 

Republic of Chile signed on 15 February 2003 and entered into force on 1 April 2004, Art. 10.7.6. 

471 Acuerdo de Libre Comercio entre el Gobierno de la República del Perú y el Gobierno de la República 

de Chile signed on 22 August 2006 and entered into force on 1 March 2009, Art. 11.6.3.b. 

472 Acuerdo de Libre Commercio Chile – Colombia signed on 26 November 2006 and entered into 

force on 8 May 2009, Art. 9.6.3.c. 

473 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004, Art. 9.16. 

474 Free Trade Agreement between Chile and Mexico signed on 17 April 1998 and entered into force 

on 1 August 1999, Art. 9.07.6. 
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international economic treaties, for example with Peru475 and Nicaragua476. Peru 

included general exception provision in some of its FTAs, for example with Chile477, 

Singapore478, Korea479, Mexico480, Costa Rica481, Panama482, Guatemala483 and in the 

Protocol Pacific Alliance with Colombia, Mexico and Chile484.  Interestingly, the FTA 

between China and Peru incorporates Article XX of GATT and Article XIV of GATS, 

but do not apply these provisions to investment chapter. US has included general 

                                                      

475 Free Trade Agreement between Peru and Mexico signed on 6 April 2011 and entered into force 

on 1 February 2012, Art. 11.7.6. 

476 Tratado de Libre Comercio entre el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos y el Gobierno de la 

República de Nicaragua signed on 18 December 1997 and entered into force on 1 July 1998, Art. 

15.18. 

477 Acuerdo de Libre Comercio entre el Gobierno de la República del Perú y el Gobierno de la 

República de Chile signed on 22 August 2006 and entered into force on 1 March 2009, Art. 

11.6.3.c. 

478 Free Trade Agreement between Peru and Singapore signed on 29 May 2008 and entered into 

force on 1 August 2009, Art. 10.7.3.c. 

479 Free Trade Agreement between Peru and Korea signed on 14 November 2010 and entered into 

force on 1 August 2011, Art. 9.7.4.c. 

480 Free Trade Agreement between Peru and Mexico signed on 6 April 2011 and entered into force 

on 1 February 2012, Art. 11.7.6. 

481 Tratado de Libre Comercio Costa Rica – Peru signed on 21 May 2011 and entered into force on 

1 June 2013, Art. 12.6.9. 

482 Free Trade Agreement between Peru and Panama signed on 25 May 2011 and entered into force 

on 1 May 2012, Art. 12.6.9. 

483 Tratado de Libre Comercio entre la República del Perú y la República de Guatemala signed on 6 

December 2011 (not in force yet,) Art. 12.6.9. 

484 Protocolo Adicional al Acuerdo Marco de La Alianza Del Pacífico between Colombia, Peru, 

Mexico and Chile signed on 10 February 2014 (not in force yet), Art. 8.20.2. 
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preserving policy space clause in only few of its 65 IIAs, for example FTA with 

Australia485, Chile486, Korea487, Oman488, Singapore489, Morocco490 and Peru491.  

Most commonly observed approach to general exception clause is to incorporate 

Article XX of GATT492 and Article XIV of GATS493 into the treaty itself. One of the more 

complex forms of exclusion clause is seen in the use of a general exclusion clause 

                                                      

485 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Australia and the Government of the United 

States signed on 18 May 2004 and entered into force on 1 January 2005, Art. 11.9.3. 

486 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004, Art. 9.16. 

487 Free Trade Agreement between the US and Korea signed on 30 June 2007 and entered into force 

on 15 March 2012, Art. 11.8.3. 

488 Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the 

Sultanate of Oman on the Establishment of a Free Trade Area signed on 19 January 2006 and 

entered into force on 1 January 2009, Art. 9.14. 

489 United States – Singapore Free Trade Agreement signed on 6 May 2003 and entered into force 

on 1 January 2004, Art 13.4. 

490 United States – Morocco Free Trade Agreement signed on 15 April 2004 and entered into force 

on 1 January 2006, Art. 91.5. 

491 United States – Peru Trade Promotion Agreement signed on 12 April 2006 and entered into 

force on 1 February 2009, Art. 9.14. 

492 Relevant part of Article XX of GATT says: “Subject to the requirement that such measures 

are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable 

discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised 

restriction on international trade, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the 

adoption or enforcement by any contracting party of measures: (a) necessary to protect public 

morals; (b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health; […] (g) relating to the 

conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made effective in 

conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption;[…]” 

493 Relevant part of Article XIV of GATS says: “Subject to the requirement that such measures 

are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable 

discrimination between countries where like conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on 

trade in services, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the adoption or 

enforcement by any Member of measures: (a) necessary to protect public morals or to maintain 

public order; (b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health; […]”.  
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modelled on Article XX of the GATT. However, copying of such a clause from trade 

law to investment raises a lot of questions and is not always straightforward.   

 For example, FTA between China and New Zealand494 incorporates these articles 

mutatis mutandis. As neither GATT nor GATS include express environmental 

measures, the treaty adds that the measures referred to in Article XX(b) of GATT and 

Article XIV(b) of GATS, as incorporated, can include environmental measures 

necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health, and Article XX(g) of GATT, 

as incorporated, includes measures relating to the conservation of living and non-

living exhaustible natural resources. These provisions are subject to the requirement 

that they are not applied in a manner, which would constitute means of arbitrary or 

unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade in goods, services or 

investment. 

FTA between Chile and Malaysia495 also incorporates Article XX of GATT, but the 

treaty itself has a very limited application to investment and it only includes 

provisions for future negotiation of investment chapter496. Therefore, its relevance for 

international investment law is very minimal. Equally, FTA between Turkey and 

Chile497 also incorporates Article XX of GATT, but the treaty itself has a very limited 

application to investment. 

Overall, although there are several examples of provisions preserving policy space in 

the context of sustainable development, the practice of including them in investment 

                                                      

494 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of New Zealand and the Government of the People´s 

Republic of China signed on 7 April 2008 and entered into force on 1 October 2008, Art. 200.2. 

495 Free Trade Agreement between Chile and Malaysia signed on 13 November 2010 and entered 

into force on 18 April 2012, Art. 13. 

496 Free Trade Agreement between Chile and Malaysia signed on 13 November 2010 and entered 

into force on 18 April 2012, Art 14.5. 

497 Free Trade Agreement between the Republic of Turkey and the Republic of Chile signed on 14 July 

2007 and entered into force on 1 March 2009, Art. 56. 
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treaties is inconsistent and sparse. In the sea of over 3000 treaties, there are relatively 

few examples of treaty drafting allowing for sufficient, unqualified policy space to 

deal with sustainable development concerns. Most investment treaties do not 

acknowledge the right of states to regulate in pursuit of policy objectives concerning 

sustainable development. The majority of treaties were entered into in the era of 

thriving neo liberal policy, where the role of state was limited mainly to protection of 

property. The latest example of the treaty that expressly provides policy space to states 

to further sustainable development goals is South African Model BIT adopted in 2012. 

It recognises the right of the state to take regulatory or other measures to ensure that 

development in its territory is consistent with the goals and principles of sustainable 

development, and with other legitimate social and economic policy objectives498. 

South Africa has not entered into any BIT on the basis of its new model treaty yet. 

INDIRECT EXPROPRIATION PROVISIONS 

 

Another category of provisions, with similar effect as preserving policy space 

language, are the provisions which provide that environmental measures taken in 

order to protect public welfare do not constitute indirect expropriation. Whilst most 

investment treaties recognise direct expropriation and include provisions dealing 

with classification of such expropriation, compensation measures and exceptions, 

only very small proportion of treaties also recognise indirect expropriation499. Treaty 

provisions clarifying that general public measures on environmental and health 

protection, do not constitute indirect expropriation are not overwhelmingly common 

and the practice of including them is not consistent among states. This category of 

provisions is particularly relevant since disputes arising out of indirect expropriation 

                                                      

498 South African Model BIT 2012, Art. 20.1. 

499 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. (2004). Indirect Expropriation" 

and the "Right to Regulate" in International Investment Law. OECD Working Papers on 

International Investment, 2004/04. 
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provisions in the context of sustainable development are not uncommon (Tecmed v. 

Mexico500, LG&E v. Argentina501, Metalclad v. Mexico502, Chemtura v. Canada503). The scope 

and the definition of indirect expropriation are problematic.504 In case of indirect 

expropriation, the title to the property remains with the investor, but the benefit, or 

use of an investment, has been restricted or affected to such a degree that is akin to 

direct expropriation.   

Austria included it in its BITs with Tajikistan505 and Nigeria506 for example. The 

measures have to be adopted and applied in good faith and in non-discriminatory 

way. They have to be applied to protect legitimate public welfare objectives, such as 

health, safety and the environment.  However, despite these very few examples, vast 

majority of 63 BITs that Austria currently has in place, do not include these provisions. 

                                                      

500 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003. 

501 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006. 

502 Metalclad Corporation v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1 (NAFTA), Award 30 August 

2000. 

503 Crompton (Chemtura) Corp. v. Government of Canada, Award 2 August 2010. 

504 Nikiema, S. (2012). Best Practices, Indirect Expropriation. International Institute for 

Sustainable  Development. Retrieved from: 

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2012/best_practice_indirect_expropriation.pdf (Accessed 12 

October 2016) 

505 Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investment between the Republic of Austria and the 

Republic of Tajikistan signed on 15 December 2010 and entered into force on 21 December 2012, 

Art. 7.4 “Except in rare circumstances, such as when a measure or series of measures are so 

severe in the light of their purpose that they cannot be reasonably viewed as having been 

adopted and applied in good faith, non-discriminatory measures of a Contracting Party that 

are designed and applied to protect legitimate public welfare objectives, such as health, safety 

and the environment, do not constitute indirect expropriation”. 

506 Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments between the Republic of Austria and 

the Federal Republic of Nigeria signed on 8 April 2013 (not in force yet), Art.7.4. 

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2012/best_practice_indirect_expropriation.pdf
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Belgium/Luxembourg, out of 94 BITs in place, has only included the relevant language 

in its BIT with Colombia507. China has included the language only in 3 of its 129 BITs, 

with Canada508, Uzbekistan509 and Colombia510. Most of the treaties entered by China 

do not address indirect expropriation at all.  Colombia also entered into very few BITs 

that include indirect expropriation exception for environmental measures, for 

example with the UK511, China512, Belgium/Luxembourg513. In BIT between Colombia 

and India514 the relevant provisions exclude from expropriation or nationalisation not 

only regulatory actions but also actions and awards by judicial bodies that are 

                                                      

507 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

Colombia, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 4 

February 2009 (not in force yet), Art. IX.3. 

508 Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the People's Republic of 

China for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments signed on 9 September 2012 and 

entered into force on 1 October 2014, Art. B.10.3. 

509 Agreement between the Government of the People's Republic of China and the Government of the 

Republic of Uzbekistan on the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 19 April 2011 and 

entered into force on 1 September 2011, Art. 6.3. 

510 Bilateral Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments between the Government of 

the Republic of Colombia and the Government of the People´s Republic of China signed on 22 

November 2008 and entered into force on 2 July 2013, Art. 4.2. 

511 Bilateral Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments between the Government of 

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Republic of Colombia signed on 17 

March 2010 and entered into force 10 October 2014, Art. IV.2. 

512 Bilateral Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments between the Government of 

the Republic of Colombia and the Government of the People´s Republic of China signed on 22 

November 2008 and entered into force on 2 July 2013. 

513 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

Colombia, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 4 

February 2009 (not in force yet). 

514 Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments between the Government of Colombia 

and the Government of India signed on 10 November 2009 and entered into force on 3 Mach 

2013, Art. 6.3. 
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designed, applied or issued in public interest including those designed to address 

health, safety and environmental concerns. 

India has very inconsistent practice of including carve out of environmental measures 

from indirect expropriation. It included such provisions in only a few of over 82 of its 

treaties, for example with Nepal515, Slovakia (only includes legitimate public welfare 

objectives without specifying environmental measures)516, Lithuania517, Latvia518 and 

Colombia519. Jordan has included such clause in only 2 of its 54 BITs, with Canada520 

                                                      

515 Agreement between the Government of India and the Government of Nepal for the Promotion and 

Protection of Investments signed on 21 October 2011 (not yet in force), Art. 5. 

516 Agreement between the Republic of India and the Slovak Republic for the Promotion and Reciprocal 

Protection of Investments signed on 25 August 2006 and entered into force on 27 September 

2007, Annex. 

517 Agreement between the Republic of India and the Republic of Lithuania for the Promotion and 

Protection of Investments signed on 31 March 2011 and entered into force on 1 December 2011, 

Annex. 

518 Agreement between the Republic of India and the Republic of Latvia for the Promotion and Protection 

of Investments signed on 18 February 2010 and entered into force on 27 November 2010, 

Protocol Ad Art. 5. 

519 Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments between the Government of Colombia 

and the Government of India signed on 10 November 2009 and entered into force on 3 Mach 

2013, Art. 6. 

520 Agreement between Canada and Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 28 June 2009 and entered into force on 14 December 2009, Annex B.13(1). 
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and India521. Latvia included it in 2 out of 44 BITs, with Canada522 and India523. United 

States included the language only in the last 2 of its 46 BITs, with Uruguay524 and 

Rwanda525. Canada has also responded to uncertainties surrounding indirect 

expropriation by adding an annex to its model BIT. The annex provides a guidance as 

to what should be considered indirect expropriation, on a case-by-case, fact-based 

inquiry, considering three factors on cumulative and not exhaustive way. Firstly, the 

investor must have suffered an adverse economic impact to the investment concerned. 

Secondly, reasonable investment-backed expectations must be taken into account. 

And thirdly, the character of the government action must be taken into consideration. 

Canada included the relevant provisions in about 17 of its BITs, all since adopting its 

model BIT in 2004. 

Out of little over 360 existing international economic agreements with investment 

provisions other than BITs, there are less than 30 treaties that include the language 

carving out environmental and public welfare measures from indirect expropriation, 

                                                      

521 Agreement between the Government of the Republic of India and Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan for 

the Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 30 November 2006 and entered into force 

on 22 January 2009, Annexure A. 

522 Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Republic of Latvia for the 

Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 5 May 2009 and entered into force on 24 

November 2011, Annex B. 

523 Agreement between the Republic of India and the Republic of Latvia for the Promotion and 

Protection of Investments signed on 18 February 2010 and entered into force on 27 November 

2010. 

524 Treaty between the United States of America and the Oriental Republic of Uruguay concerning the 

Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 4 November 2005 and entered 

into force on 1 November 2006, Annex B. 

525 Treaty between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Republic 

of Rwanda concerning the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 19 

February 2008 and entered into force on 1 January 2012, Annex B. 
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earliest of them being the FTA between Chile and US of 2003526. Among the countries 

that have more than one international economic treaty with these provisions included 

are Canada, India, Korea, Panama and the US. The US, like Canada, revised its model 

BIT by including explanatory annex setting out guidance on indirect expropriation. 

Regional agreement COMESA Common Investment Area Agreement527 adopted a 

stricter view by stating that bona fide regulatory measures to protect or enhance 

legitimate public welfare objectives, such as public health, safety and the environment 

are consistent with the right of states to regulate and with the customary international 

law principles on police powers, and do not constitute an indirect expropriation under 

the treaty. The measures are not subject to any test and the measures taken by a state 

with a legitimate objective, in good faith and without discrimination cannot be 

construed as acts of indirect expropriation. The tribunals could only find indirect 

expropriation if the relevant measure is discriminatory and has been adopted or 

applied in bad faith. The “legitimate objective” could potentially include sustainable 

development goals. ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement follows the same 

approach528. ASEAN also contains an annex listing the factors that tribunals are 

required to consider when determining whether indirect expropriation has taken 

place, including the economic impact of the measure, although adverse impact on 

economic value alone is not sufficient. The tribunals need to consider whether there 

has been prior binding written commitment to the investor, specifying that such 

commitment needs to be by way of contract, licence or other legal document. Finally, 

                                                      

526 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004, Annex 

10.D. 

527 Investment Agreement for the COMESA Common Investment Area signed on 23 May 2007 (not 

in force yet), Art. 20.8. 

528 ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement signed on 26 February 2009 and entered into 

force on 29 March 2012, Annex II. 
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the character and objective of the government action needs to be is disproportionate 

to the public purpose. This drafting of the annex is much wider than the annexes to 

US and Canadian model BITs.  

Overall, the OECD study found that, until 2014, only 2.6% of the treaties surveyed 

included relevant indirect expropriation clause529. Overwhelming number of treaties 

are still silent on this issue, even among states that include it most often. The definition 

of indirect expropriation remains unclear530 and consequently it leaves arbitration 

tribunals free to adopt different approaches and interpretations. The controversies 

                                                      

529 Gordon, K., Pohl, J. & Bouchard, M. (2014). Investment Treaty Law, Sustainable Development 

and Responsible Business Conduct: A Fact Finding Survey. OECD Working Papers on 

International Investment, 2014/01, OECD publishing, p.16. 

530 Fortier famously said about the definition of expropriation: “For in a sense I have offered 

nothing but a variation on the old bromide: "I may not know what to call it, but I know it 

when I see it." Yet the reality is, as I have suggested, that it is difficult to define with precision, 

in the abstract, the term "expropriation" and thus the scope of the protection from 

expropriation afforded international investors. Drawing the line between expropriation and 

regulation has proved difficult both in the bilateral investment treaties context and in the 

handful of NAFTA Chapter 11 cases in which the issue has been considered.” In Fortier, L. 

(2003). Caveat Investor: The Meaning of "expropriation" and the protection afforded investors 

under NAFTA. Paper delivered at the District of Columbia Bar, International Law Section, 

International Dispute Resolution Committee workshop on "The Emerging Law of Foreign 

Investment: Substantive Issues Arising under NAFTA and BITS" held in Washington, D.C. on 

8 January 2003, ICSID, 20(1), p.11. The legal literature on the subject of indirect expropriation 

is abounding as the subject provokes many legal debates. See for example: Reisman, W. & 

Sloane, R. (2004).  Indirect Expropriation and its Valuation in the BIT Generation. Yale Law 

School Repository, Faculty Scholarship Series,  Paper 1002. Dolzer, R. (2002). Indirect 

expropriations: new developments? New York University Environmental Law Journal 11, p. 64. 

Fortier, Y. & Drymer, S. (2004). Indirect expropriation in the law of international investment: 

I know it when I see it or caveat investor. ICSID Review, 19(2). Paulsson, J. & Douglas, Z. 

(2004). Indirect expropriation in investment treaty arbitration. In Horn, N. & Kröll, S. (Eds.). 

Arbitrating Foreign Investment Disputes: Procedural and Substantive Legal Aspect. Hoffmann, A. 

(2008). Indirect expropriation. In Reinisch, A. (Ed.). Standards of Investment Protection. Gazzini, 

T. (2010). Drawing the line between non-compensable regulatory powers and indirect 

expropriation of foreign investment – an economic analysis of law perspective. Manchester 

Journal of International Economic Law, 7(36). 
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surrounding the subject to indirect expropriation are not far from over.531 Although 

this clause could be a gateway for sustainable development, leaving its mark on 

international investment law, given such limited use of it in the treaties and vagueness 

of the provisions, it is insufficient to conclude that this clause is a firm evidence of 

inclusion of sustainable development into the architecture of treaty provisions.    

COOPERATION PROVISIONS 

 

Another category, that could potentially illustrate whether sustainable development 

has a significant place in investment treaties, is the language expressing cooperation 

commitments in sustainable development matters. This category is very diversified as 

the approach of states to cooperation varies and the proposed solutions differ. There 

are number of differentiated examples. The states rarely include cooperation on 

sustainable development matters in their BITs. They are more often found in the other 

international economic treaties. The relevant provisions are either included in the 

treaties themselves532, or the states enter into parallel side agreements dealing 

exclusively with environmental cooperation533 or labour cooperation534. Only some of 

the treaties that include cooperation language offer strong investment protection 

                                                      

531 Dolzer predicts that “the legal issues in the foreign investment context may, for the time 

being, be dominated by the definition of expropriation”. In Dolzer, R. (2002). Indirect 

expropriations: new developments? New York University Environmental Law Journal 11, p. 66. 

532 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004, Art. 19.5: 

“The Parties recognize the importance of strengthening capacity to protect the environment 

and promote sustainable development in concert with strengthening trade and investment 

relations between them.” 

533 For example, NAFTA signatories entered into side agreement addressing environmental 

issues: North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation of 1993. 

534 As above, NAFTA signatories entered into side agreement addressing labor relations: North 

American Agreement on Labor Cooperation of 1993. 
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regime, for example, FTA between Canada and Costa Rica535, FTA between Canada 

and Chile536, or FTA between Chile and the US537. 

Belgium/Luxembourg have included cooperation provisions in only about a quarter 

of its BITs, all of them entered into after 2004. The treaties recognize that cooperation 

between the parties provides enhanced opportunities to improve environmental 

protection standards or labour standards. Some of those BITs provide for expert 

consultations on any matter falling under cooperation provisions, upon request of any 

party, for example in BITs with Botswana538, Tajikistan539, Ethiopia540, Congo541, 

                                                      

535 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Costa Rica signed 

on 23 April 2001 and entered into force on 1 November 2002 and two parallel agreements: 

Agreement on Environmental Cooperation between the Government of Canada and the Government of 

the Republic of Costa Rica and the Agreement on Labour Cooperation between the Government of 

Canada and the Government of the Republic of Costa Rica. 

536 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Chile signed on 

15 December 1996 and entered into force on 5 July 1997. It has two parallel side agreements: 

Canada – Chile Agreement on Environmental Cooperation and Canada – Chile Agreement on Labour 

Cooperation. 

537 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the  

Government of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 

2004. 

538 Agreement between Belgium – Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand and The Republic of 

Botswana, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 7 

June 2006 (not in force yet), Art. 5. 

539 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

Nicaragua, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 

27 May 2005 (not in force yet), Art 5. 

540 Agreement between Belgium – Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand and The Federal 

Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 26 October 2006 (not in force yet), Art 5. 

541 Accord entre l’Union Economique Belgo-Luxembourgeoise, d’une part, et la Republique 

Democratique du Congo, d’autre part, Concernant l’Encouragement et la Protection Reciproques des 

Investissements signed on 17 February 2005 (not in force yet), Art 5. 
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Guatemala542, Libya543, Mauritius544, Nicaragua545, Mozambique546, Bahrain547, Oman548, 

Qatar549, Montenegro550, Peru551, Serbia552, Togo553 and United Arab Emirates554. BIT 

                                                      

542 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Government of the Republic of 

Guatemala on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 14 April 2005 (not 

in force yet), Art. 13. 

543 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Great 

Socialist People´s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and 

Protection of Investments signed on 15 February 2004 and entered into force on 8 December 

2007, Art. 5. 

544 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Republic of Mauritius on the 

Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 30 November 2005 and entered into 

force on 16 January 2010, Art 5. 

545 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

Nicaragua, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 

27 May 2005 (not in force yet), Art. 5. 

546 Agreement between Belgium – Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand and The Government 

of the Republic of Mozambique, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 18 July 2006 and entered into force on 1 September 2009, Art 7. 

547 Agreement between Belgium – Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand and the Kingdom of 

Bahrain, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 11 

July 2006 (not in force yet), Art. 5. 

548 Agreement between Belgium – Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand and the Sultanate of 

Oman, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 16 

December 2008 (not in force yet), Art. 4. 

549 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Government of the State of 

Qatar signed on 6 November 2007 (entered into force 30 April 2014), Art. 5. 

550 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and Montenegro, 

on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 16 

February 2009 (not in force yet), Art. 5. 

551 Agreement between Belgium – Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand and the Republic of 

Peru, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 12 

October 2005 and entered into force on 12 September 2008, Art. 5. 

552 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and The Serbia and 

Montenegro, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 

6 May 2004 and entered into force on 12 May 2007, Art. 5. 
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with Panama555 prescribes that the opportunities to foster the environmental 

protection can be achieved through the promotion of policies and practices of 

prevention, all which may include the definition of common standards of protection. 

Belgium/Luxembourg BITs with Colombia556 and Sudan557 include more narrow 

wording only acknowledging that cooperation provides enhanced opportunities to 

improve environmental protection standards. In all Belgium/Luxembourg BITs, the 

cooperation language tends have a character of soft encouragement to cooperate 

rather than firm commitment to do so. Also, Belgium/Luxembourg BITs are a very 

rare example of BITs that include cooperation provisions with sustainable 

development focus. Such provisions are more commonly found, although still quite 

rare, in the other international economic treaties, like FTAs or cooperation agreements.  

FTA between Canada and Korea558 includes entire chapter on environment, which 

refers to Agenda 21 and the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation on Sustainable 

Development. The parties affirm their commitment to promoting the development of 

                                                      

553 of Accord entre l’Union Economique Belgo-Luxembourgeoise, d’une part, et la Republique 

Togolaise, d’autre part, Concernant l’Encouragement et la Protection Reciproques des Investissements 

signed on 6 June 2009 (not in force yet), Art 5. 

554 Agreement between the United Arab Emirates, on the one hand, and the Belgo-Luxembourg 

Economic Union, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments 

signed on 3 March 2004 and entered into on 10 November 2007. 

555 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union and the Republic of Panama on the 

Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 26 March 2009 (not in force yet). 

556 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

Colombia, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 4 

February 2009 (not in force yet), Art. VII. 

557 Agreement between the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, on the one hand, and the Republic of 

the Sudan, on the other hand on the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 7 

November 2005 (not in force yet), Art. 5. 

558 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Republic 

Korea entered into on 22 September 2014 (entered into force 1 January 2015). 
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international trade in such a way as to contribute to the objective of sustainable 

development. The parties also recognize that economic development and 

environmental protection are interdependent and mutually reinforcing components 

of sustainable development, and underline the benefit of cooperation on trade-related 

environmental issues as part of a global approach to trade and sustainable 

development559. However, these sustainable development provisions are limited to 

trade only. Investment chapter itself does not include any such cooperation language. 

At the same time, the preamble to the treaty recognizes that the promotion and the 

protection of investments will be conducive to the stimulation of mutually beneficial 

business activity and that such goal should be consistent with environmental 

protection and conservation, reflecting the desire to enhance the enforcement of 

environmental laws and regulations, and strengthen cooperation on environmental 

matters. The primary role of the investment is expressed as instrumental to 

improvement of business activity, which should be aligned with environmental 

concerns.  

FTA between Canada and Panama560 includes cooperation provisions to advance 

environmental issues of common interests. It also includes the objective in the 

preamble to enhance and enforce environmental laws and regulations, and strengthen 

cooperation on environmental matters. The investment chapter however, does not 

include cooperation provisions. 

FTA between Chile and the US561 includes provisions on environmental cooperation, 

in which the parties recognize the importance of strengthening capacity to protect the 

                                                      

559 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Republic 

Korea entered into on 22 September 2014 (entered into force 1 January 2015), Art. 17.1 

560 Free Trade Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Panama signed on 15 May 2010 and 

entered into force on 1 April 2013, Art. 17.2. 

561 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004, Art. 19.5. 
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environment and promote sustainable development in concert with strengthening 

trade and investment relations between them. Trade, investment and sustainable 

development are parallel goals of the treaty. The parties then agree to undertake 

cooperative environmental activities. These activities include negotiating a United 

States – Chile Environmental Cooperation Agreement to establish priorities for further 

cooperative environmental activities, like developing pollutant release and transfer 

register in Chile, reducing mining pollution, improving environmental enforcement 

and compliance assurance or sharing private sector expertise. The treaty includes a 

list of specific cooperative projects to enhance opportunities to improve the 

environment and to advance common commitments on sustainable development. 

Sustainable development is also listed as the objective of the efforts to ensure that 

environmental policies are mutually supportive. The parties expressed their objective 

of collaboratively promoting the optimal use of resources in accordance with 

sustainable development562. The parties also agreed to provisions, which permit access 

to dispute settlement mechanisms for non-enforcement of environmental laws, with 

penalties as monetary assessment. 

In Australia – US FTA Agreement563, the parties also recognize the importance of 

strengthening capacity to protect the environment and to promote sustainable 

development in concert with strengthening bilateral trade and investment relations. 

Further, the parties also acknowledge the importance of ongoing joint bilateral, 

regional, and multilateral environmental activities. The parties then commit to 

negotiate a United States – Australia Joint Statement on Environmental Cooperation 

to explore ways to further support these ongoing activities.  

                                                      

562 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the 

Government of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 

2004, Chapter 19, Objectives. 

563 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Australia and the Government of the United 

States signed on 18 May 2004 and entered into force on 1 January 2005, Art. 19.6. 
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Similar approach has been taken in the FTA between Oman and the US564. The parties 

also recognize the importance of strengthening capacity to protect the environment 

and to promote sustainable development in concert with strengthening bilateral trade 

and investment relations. They have committed to undertaking cooperative 

environmental activities pursuant to a United States – Oman Memorandum of 

Understanding on Environmental Cooperation and in other fora. The treaty goes even 

further, by including commitment to seek opportunities for its citizens to participate 

in the development and implementation of environmental activities, like through the 

use of public-private partnerships. The parties also recognized the ongoing 

importance of current and future environmental cooperation that may be undertaken 

outside of the treaty. 

In the FTA between the US and Peru,565 the wording is very similar, with few small 

differences only. The parties express their commitment to expand their cooperative 

relationship on environmental matters. They recognise it will help them achieve their 

shared environmental goals and objectives, including the development and 

improvement of environmental protection, practices, and technologies. The treaty 

refers to environmental cooperation agreement to undertake cooperative 

environmental activities. The activities are to be coordinated and reviewed by the 

environmental cooperation commission. The importance of environmental 

cooperation activities in other fora is also acknowledged as well as public comments 

and recommendations regarding cooperative environmental activities. The treaty also 

provides for an enhancement of the mutual supportiveness of multilateral 

                                                      

564 Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the 

Sultanate of Oman on the Establishment of a Free Trade Area signed on 19 January 2006 and 

entered into force on 1 January 2009, Art. 17.7. 

565 United States – Peru Trade Promotion Agreement signed on 12 April 2006 and entered into 

force on 1 February 2009, Chapter 18. 
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environmental agreements and trade agreements to which they are parties. However, 

investment promotion and protection agreements are not included in this context.  

FTA between China and New Zealand566 includes language to enhance the 

communication and cooperation between the parties on labour and environment 

matters through both the Memorandum of Understanding on Labour Cooperation 

and the Environment Cooperation Agreement567. Also, one of the objectives of the 

chapter dealing with technical barriers is to promote regulatory cooperation to 

manage risks to health, safety and environment. The parties also agree to cooperate in 

the development of joint initiatives for managing risks relating to health, safety, the 

environment568. 

FTA between China and Chile569 includes provisions to enhance communication and 

cooperation on labour, social security and environment through both the 

Memorandum of Understanding on Labour and Social Security Cooperation, and the 

Environmental Cooperation Agreement between the parties. 

FTA between Chile and Malaysia570 recognises “the importance of strengthening 

capacity to promote sustainable development with their three interdependent and 

mutually reinforcing components: economic growth, social development and 

                                                      

566 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of New Zealand and the Government of the People´s 

Republic of China signed on 7 April 2008 and entered into force on 1 October 2008. 

567 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of New Zealand and the Government of the People´s 

Republic of China signed on 7 April 2008 and entered into force on 1 October 2008, Art 177. 

568 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of New Zealand and the Government of the 

People´s Republic of China signed on 7 April 2008 and entered into force on 1 October 2008, 

Art 96. 

569 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the People´s Republic of China and the 

Government of the Republic of Chile signed on 18 November 2005 and entered into force on 1 

October 2006, Art. 108. 

570 Free Trade Agreement between Chile and Malaysia signed on 13 November 2010 and entered 

into force on 18 April 2012. 
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environmental protection”571. The parties also agree to cooperate in the field of 

environment. The aim of cooperation is the prevention and reduction of 

contamination and degradation of natural resources and ecosystems and rational use 

of the latter through developing and endorsing mutually agreed special programs and 

projects dealing, inter alia, with the transfer of knowledge and technology. The treaty 

also promotes cooperation to facilitate trade and investment between the parties and 

to promote the well-being of the people of both countries. The framework for 

cooperative activities is aimed, among other objectives, at promoting sustainable 

development. Among areas of cooperation, there are both, environment and 

promotion of investment.  

Unlike FTAs modelled on NAFTA (mainly those entered into by Canada and other 

FTAs which include strong investment protection regime), Association Agreements 

entered into by the EU, tend to establish very high level of cooperation and dialogue 

regarding investment. In the latest EU Association Agreement, with Georgia572, the 

parties agree for example to cooperate in the area of the impact of trade and 

investment rules on labour and environmental law, including on the development of 

labour and environmental regulations and policy573. Among other measures, the 

parties provide for a joint forum with civil society organisations established in their 

territories, including members of their domestic advisory groups, and the public at 

large, to conduct a dialogue on sustainable development aspects of the treaty. The 

forum should represent balance of relevant interests, including independent 

                                                      

571 Free Trade Agreement between Chile and Malaysia signed on 13 November 2010 and entered 

into force on 18 April 2012, Art. 9.5. 

572 Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community 

and their Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, of the other part signed on 27 June 2014 (not 

in force yet). 

573 Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community 

and their Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, of the other part signed on 27 June 2014 (not 

in force yet), Art. 239. 
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representative organisations of employers, workers, environmental interests and 

business groups, as well as other relevant stakeholders.574 However, the agreement 

includes limited investment promotion and protection provisions and has little impact 

of international investment law. 

EU Stabilisation and Association Agreement with Serbia575, includes provisions to 

strengthen the cooperation of the parties in the environmental field with the vital task 

of halting further degradation and start improving the environmental situation with 

the aim of sustainable development. Most importantly, it also provides for financial 

assistance in all sectors of cooperation, with particular attention to justice, freedom 

and security, approximation of legislation, sustainable development, poverty 

reduction and environmental protection.576 Again, as in the case of other EU 

Association Agreements, this agreement deals with investment in very general terms 

only and does not contain specific investment promotion and protection provisions 

usually found in BITs.  

EU Association Agreement with Chile577 broadly states that one of the objectives of the 

treaty is the promotion of sustainable economic and social development and the 

equitable distribution of the benefits of the treaty. In describes, also in general terms, 

that the aim of cooperation is to encourage conservation and improvement of the 

                                                      

574 Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community 

and their Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, of the other part signed on 27 June 2014 (not 

in force yet), Art. 240. 

575 Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Communities and their Member 

States of the one part, and the Republic of Serbia, of the other part signed on 29 April 2008 and 

entered into force in September 2013, Art. 111. 

576 Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Communities and their Member 

States of the one part, and the Republic of Serbia, of the other part signed on 29 April 2008 and 

entered into force in September 2013, Art. 15. 

577 Agreement establishing an Association between the European Community and the Republic of Chile 

signed on 18 November 2002 and entered into force on 1 February 2003.  
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environment, prevention of contamination and degradation of natural resources and 

ecosystems, and rational use of the latter in the interests of sustainable development.578 

The treaty also recognises the value of international cooperation for the promotion of 

equitable and sustainable development processes and agrees to give impetus to 

triangular cooperation initiatives and programmes with third countries in areas of 

common interest.579 However, in the field of investment, the treaty contains only high 

level commitment to promote and protect investment, with the objective of 

progressive liberalisation of investment conditions. The parties only affirm their 

commitment to review, within three years of the agreement, the investment legal 

framework, the investment environment and the flow of investment between them 

consistent with their commitments in international investment agreements.580 As such, 

the agreement is only indirectly linked with international investment law and its 

sustainable development provisions have little potential of influencing investment 

regime.  

FTA between China and Switzerland581 refers to all important international 

instruments dealing with sustainable development issues: The Stockholm Declaration 

on the Human Environment of 1972, the Rio Declaration on Environment and 

Development of 1992, Agenda 21 on Environment and Development of 1992, the 

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation on Sustainable Development of 2002 and the 

Rio+20 Outcome Document “The Future We Want” of 2012. It also recognises that 

                                                      

578 Agreement establishing an Association between the European Community and the Republic of Chile 

signed on 18 November 2002 and entered into force on 1 February 2003, Art. 28. 

579 Agreement establishing an Association between the European Community and the Republic of Chile 

signed on 18 November 2002 and entered into force on 1 February 2003, Art. 50. 

580 Agreement establishing an Association between the European Community and the Republic of Chile 

signed on 18 November 2002 and entered into force on 1 February 2003, Art. 134. 

581 Free Trade Agreement between the Swiss Confederation and the People´s Republic of China signed 

on 6 July 2013 and entered into force on 1 July 2014. 
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economic development, social development and environmental protection are 

interdependent and mutually supportive components of sustainable development. It 

specifically underlines the benefit of cooperation on environmental issues as part of a 

global approach to sustainable development. With that, the parties reaffirm their 

commitment to promote economic development in such a way as to contribute to the 

objective of sustainable development and to ensure that this objective is integrated 

and reflected in the bilateral economic relationship between them.582 The language is 

not limited to trade relations as in many other FTAs and it could be argued, that 

investment relations fall within the scope of these provisions. However, overall, the 

treaty contains very limited investment promotion and protection provisions and it 

has limited application to the international investment regime. 

In summary, cooperation provisions are included in a small number of BITs. They are 

also included in just a few of the other international economic treaties, but a lot of 

these treaties deal with investment in a very limited way. Apart from a few examples 

of parallel side agreements (like NAFTA side agreements) or side cooperation 

initiatives and understandings specifically provided for in the investment treaties (like 

in China – New Zealand FTA or in Oman – US FTA), cooperation language usually 

amounts only to high level declarations and soft provisions, which could be difficult 

to implement in practice.  

 

EXPERT REPORTS IN DISPUTE RESOLUTIONS  

 

Another avenue, which could invite consideration of sustainable development issues 

that surface during investment disputes would be submission of a written report to 

the arbitration tribunal on any factual element related to sustainable development 

                                                      

582 Free Trade Agreement between the Swiss Confederation and the People´s Republic of China signed 

on 6 July 2013 and entered into force on 1 July 2014, Art.12.1. 
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concerns like environment for example. Some treaties include provisions allowing 

such submissions. These provisions tend to be very similar across the body of 

investment treaties and have only small variations amongst them. They usually allow 

appointment of experts, if authorised by the applicable arbitration rules. The tribunals 

are allowed to appoint the expert at the request of a disputing party or on its own 

initiative. The issues for consideration of experts can be concerning environmental, 

health, safety or other scientific matters. Appointment of experts is always subject to 

terms and conditions agreed by the parties. Canada for example has been consistently 

including these provisions since adoption of its model treaty in 2004 and BIT with 

Peru in 2006583. It has also included expert report provisions in investment chapter of 

its FTAs with Panama584, Korea585, Honduras586, Colombia587, Chile588 and, of course, in 

NAFTA589.  

                                                      

583 Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Peru for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 14 November 2006 and entered into force on 20 June 2007, Art. 42. 

584 Free Trade Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Panama signed on 15 May 2010 and 

entered into force on 1 April 2013, Art. 9.33. 

585 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Republic 

Korea entered into on 22 September 2014 (entered into force 1 January 2015), Art. 8.39. 

586 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Honduras 

entered into on 5 November 2013 and entered into force on 1 October 2014, Art. 10.39. 

587 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Colombia entered 

into on 21 November 2008 and entered into force on 15 August 2011, Art. 833. 

588 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Chile signed on 

15 December 1996 and entered into force on 5 July 1997, Art. G-34. 

589 Art. 1133 of NAFTA. 
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There are only handful other BITs that allow expert report submissions. Colombia 

allowed expert reports submission in its BITs with Japan590 and Peru591. The US only 

has two BITs in place which allow for expert reports submission on environmental 

matters, with Rwanda592 and Uruguay593, which are the most recent US BITs. Out of 

106 BITs in place, the UK included expert report provisions only in its BIT with 

Mexico594. 

Other international economic agreements also do not feature expert reports provisions 

very often. Chile has included expert report provisions in the FTA with Australia595, 

                                                      

590 Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Colombia for the Liberalization, Protection and 

Promotion of Investment signed on 12 September 2011 (not yet in force), Art. 36. 

591 Acuerdo entre el Gobierno de la República del Perú y el Gobierno de la República de Colombia sobre 

Promoción y Protección Recíproca de Inversiones signed on 11 December 2007 and entered into 

force on 30 December 2010, Art. 29. 

592 Treaty between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Republic 

of Rwanda concerning the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 19 

February 2008 and entered into force on 1 January 2012, Art. 32. 

593 Treaty between the United States of America and the Oriental Republic of Uruguay concerning the 

Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 4 November 2005 and entered 

into force on 1 November 2006, Art. 32. 

594 Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

and the Government of the United Mexican States for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of 

Investments signed on 12 May 2006 and entered into force on 25 July 2007, Art. 20. 

595 Australia – Chile Free Trade Agreement signed on 30 July 2007 and entered into force on 6 

March 2009, Art. 10.25. 
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the US596, Korea597, Canada598, Colombia599, Mexico600 and in the EPA with Japan601. FTA 

between Chile and Malaysia602 provides that the tribunal may seek information from 

any relevant source and may consult experts to obtain their opinion or advice on 

certain aspects of the matter, without specifying what those certain matters are. 

Presumably, environmental issues could be included within these provisions. Similar 

language is included in the FTAs between Chile and Turkey603, China604 and Panama605. 

                                                      

596 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004, Art. 

10.23. 

597 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Korea and the Government of the 

Republic of Chile signed on 15 February 2003 and entered into force on 1 April 2004, Art. 10.37. 

598 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Chile signed on 

15 December 1996 and entered into force on 5 July 1997, Art. G-34. 

599 Acuerdo de Libre Commercio Chile – Colombia signed on 26 November 2006 and entered into 

force on 8 May 2009, Art. 9.24. 

600 Free Trade Agreement between Chile and Mexico signed on 17 April 1998 and entered into force 

on 1 August 1999, Art. 9-34. 

601 Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Chile for a Strategic Economic Partnership signed 

on 27 March 2007 and entered into force on 3 September 2007, Art. 100. 

602 Free Trade Agreement between Chile and Malaysia signed on 13 November 2010 and entered 

into force on 18 April 2012, Art. 12.9.5. 

603 Free Trade Agreement between the Republic of Turkey and the Republic of Chile signed on 14 July 

2007 and entered into force on 1 March 2009, Art. 44.6. 

604 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the People´s Republic of China and the 

Government of the Republic of Chile signed on 18 November 2005 and entered into force on 1 

October 2006, Art. 89. 

605 Tratado de Libre Commercio Panama – Chile signed on 27 June 2006 and entered into force on 

7 March 2008, Art. 13.9.4. 
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Peru is another example of a country, which includes expert report provisions in some 

of the Other IIAs, for example in its FTA with Guatemala606, Panama607, Costa Rica608, 

Mexico609, Canada610, the US611 and Japan612 (in the latter, without specifying in whether 

reports can be sought in environmental matters). 

                                                      

606 Tratado de Libre Comercio entre la República del Perú y la República de Guatemala signed on 6 

December 2011 (not in force yet,), Art. 12.25. 

607 Free Trade Agreement between Peru and Panama signed on 25 May 2011 and entered into force 

on 1 May 2012, Art. 12.25. 

608 Tratado de Libre Comercio Costa Rica – Peru signed on 21 May 2011 and entered into force on 

1 June 2013, Art. 12.25. 

609 Free Trade Agreement between Peru and Mexico signed on 6 April 2011 and entered into force 

on 1 February 2012, Art. 11.32. 

610 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Peru entered 

into on 29 May 2008 and entered into force on 1 August 2009, Art. 839. 

611 United States – Peru Trade Promotion Agreement signed on 12 April 2006 and entered into 

force on 1 February 2009, Art. 10.24. 

612 Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Peru on Economic Partnership signed on 31 May 

2011 and entered into force on 1 March 2012, Art. 214. 
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Expert reports provisions can also be found in a few of the FTAs entered into by the 

US, for example with Korea613, Panama614, Peru615, Colombia616, Oman617, Morocco618, 

Chile619 and Singapore620. It is also included in the multilateral FTA between the 

Central American Common Market and the Dominican Republic621. Two FTAs entered 

into by Taiwan, with Nicaragua622 and Panama623, also include similar provisions. 

Expert reports are also allowed in some multilateral treaties related to investment for 

example, in the investment chapter of the Protocol Pacific Alliance between Peru, 

                                                      

613 Free Trade Agreement between the US and Korea signed on 30 June 2007 and entered into force 

on 15 March 2012, Art. 11.24. 

614 Free Trade Agreement between the United Stated of America and Panama signed on 28 June 2007 

and entered into force on 31 October 2012, Art. 10.24. 

615 United States – Peru Trade Promotion Agreement signed on 12 April 2006 and entered into 

force on 1 February 2009. 

616 Free Trade Agreement between the United Stated of America and Colombia signed on 20 

November 2006 and entered into force on 15 May 2012 Art. 10.24. 

617 Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the 

Sultanate of Oman on the Establishment of a Free Trade Area signed on 19 January 2006 and 

entered into force on 1 January 2009, Art. 10.23. 

618 United States – Morocco Free Trade Agreement signed on 15 April 2004 and entered into force 

on 1 January 2006, Art. 10.23. 

619 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004. 

620 United States – Singapore Free Trade Agreement signed on 6 May 2003 and entered into force 

on 1 January 2004, Art. 15.23. 

621 Free Trade Agreement between Central American Common Market, the Dominican Republic and 

the United States of America signed on 5 August 2004 and entered into on 1 January 2009, Art. 

10.24. 

622 Free Trade Agreement between the Republic of China (Taiwan) and the Republic of Nicaragua 

signed on 23 June 2006 and entered into force on 1 January 2008, Art. 10.24. 

623 Free Trade Agreement between the Republic of China (Taiwan) and the Republic of Panama signed 

on 21 August 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004, Art. 10.34. 
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Chile, Colombia and Mexico624 and in the Investment Agreement for the COMESA 

Common Investment Area625. 

In summary, these provisions do not appear frequently in the treaties and are not a 

common feature. There are only a few countries, which include the relevant language 

in more than one of their treaties (Canada, US, Peru, Colombia and Chile for example). 

The provisions are never unconditional. The ability of the tribunal to call for experts’ 

opinions is usually subject to consent by the parties and subject to applicable 

arbitration rules and also such other rules as disputing parties may agree. It is unlikely 

that sustainable development considerations could have a major impact on 

international investment law through treaty provisions on inclusion of expert reports. 

The related topic of amicus curiae submissions will be discussed in detail in chapter 5 

of this thesis. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Corporate social responsibility principles is a wide concept consisting of multiple 

sources, recommendations and guidelines. It is relevant to the world of international 

investment in as much as it is generally applicable to multinational companies, which 

tend to be among the investors seeking protection under investment treaties. Not only 

there is currently no single binding source of corporate social responsibility 

obligations for the investors, the provisions currently included in a very limited 

number of treaties, tend to be only high level declarations of the states to encourage 

companies to implement corporate social responsibility practices. Although corporate 

social responsibility principles are expressed in multiple sources, sustainable 

                                                      

624 Protocolo Adicional al Acuerdo Marco de La Alianza Del Pacífico between Colombia, Peru, 

Mexico and Chile signed on 10 February 2014 (not in force yet), Art. 10.24. 

625 Investment Agreement for the COMESA Common Investment Area signed on 23 May 2007 (not 

in force yet), Art. 10. 
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development has generally been linked with responsible corporate social behaviour. 

One of the most commonly referred to sources setting out corporate social 

responsibility principles and practices are the OECD Guidelines for Multinational 

Enterprises, non-binding recommendations providing principles and standards for 

responsible business conduct for multinational corporations. They are annexed to the 

OECD Declaration on International Investment and Multinational Enterprises. The 

guidelines are one of the most comprehensive tools available to companies to address 

all aspects of corporate behaviour. They include sustainable development standards. 

One of the aims of the guidelines is to enhance the contribution to sustainable 

development made by multinational enterprises. Multinational enterprises are 

considered to have the opportunity to implement best practice policies for sustainable 

development that seek to ensure coherence between economic, environmental and 

social objectives626. Accordingly to the guidelines, the ability of multinational 

enterprises to promote sustainable development is greatly enhanced when trade and 

investment are conducted in a context of open, competitive and appropriately 

regulated markets.627 The guidelines recommend that the enterprises should 

contribute to economic, environmental and social progress with a view to achieving 

sustainable development and there should not be any contradiction between the 

activity of multinational enterprises and sustainable development.  

Canada has been including commitment to corporate social responsibility principles 

in all recent BITs. In one of its latest BIT with Burkina Faso628, the parties commit to 

                                                      

626 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. (2011 OECD Guidelines for 

Multinational Enterprises, p. 14. Retrieved from: 

http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/48004323.pdf  

627 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. (2011 OECD Guidelines for 

Multinational Enterprises, p. 14. Retrieved from: 

http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/48004323.pdf 

628 Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Burkina Faso for the 

Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 20 April 2015 (not in force yet), Art. 16. 

http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/48004323.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/48004323.pdf
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encourage enterprises operating within its territory or subject to its jurisdiction to 

incorporate internationally recognized standards of corporate social responsibility in 

their practices and internal policies. These principles address issues such as labour, 

the environment, human rights, community relations and anti-corruption. 

Interestingly, in BIT between Canada and Senegal629, in addition to standard corporate 

social responsibility language, the parties included provisions to encourage 

enterprises to make investments whose impacts contribute to the resolution of social 

problems and preserve the environment. Canada has also included corporate social 

responsibility language in its FTAs with Colombia630 and Peru631. In the FTA between 

Canada and Peru, corporate social responsibility has been referred to throughout the 

body of the agreement. It is mentioned in preamble, where parties encourage 

enterprises to respect internationally recognised corporate social responsibility 

standards. There is also a specific section dedicated to corporate social responsibility. 

It reflects broad view of the principles of corporate social responsibility by linking 

them to environment, human rights and anti-corruption.632 In addition, the parties 

establish a committee on investment that should work to promote initiatives which 

address corporate social responsibility (however, the committee does not have any 

enforcement powers).  

                                                      

629 Canada-Senegal Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement signed on 27 

November 2014 (and entered into force 5 August 2016), Art. 16.  

630 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Colombia entered 

into on 21 November 2008 and entered into force on 15 August 2011, Art. 816. 

631 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Peru entered 

into on 29 May 2008 and entered into force on 1 August 2009, Art. 810. 

632 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Peru entered 

into on 29 May 2008 and entered into force on 1 August 2009, Art. 810. 
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Another rare example of a BIT dealing with social corporate responsibility is BIT 

between Austria and Tajikistan633, where the parties express in the preamble their 

belief that responsible corporate behaviour, as incorporated in the OECD Guidelines 

for Multinational Enterprises, can contribute to mutual confidence between 

enterprises and host countries. 

Slightly different approach has been taken in BIT between United Arab Emirates and 

the Netherlands.634 The parties also agreed to promote, as far as possible and in 

accordance with their domestic laws, the application of the OECD Guidelines for 

Multinational Enterprises, to the extent that is not contrary to their domestic laws. 

In China- Switzerland FTA635, the parties acknowledge in the preamble the importance 

of good corporate governance and corporate social responsibility for sustainable 

development, and affirm their aim to encourage enterprises to observe internationally 

recognised guidelines and principles in this respect. 

FTA between EFTA and Bosnia and Hercegovina636 also mentions in its preamble 

corporate social responsibility in similar manner, but refers expressly to 

internationally recognised guidelines and principles in this respect, such as the OECD 

Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the OECD Principles of Corporate 

                                                      

633 Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investment between the Republic of Austria and the 

Republic of Tajikistan signed on 15 December 2010 and entered into force on 21 December 2012, 

Preamble.  

634 Agreement on Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investments between the Kingdom of 

the Netherlands and the United Arab Emirates signed on 26 November 2013 (not in force yet), Art. 

2. 

635 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004. 

636 Free Trade Agreement between EFTA States and Bosnia and Hercegovina signed on 24 June 

2013 (not yet in force), Preamble. 
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Governance637 and the UN Global Compact638. Same language is included in the FTA 

between EFTA and Montenegro639. 

In CFIA between Brazil and Malawi640, investors (and their investments) are obliged 

to strive to achieve the highest possible level of contribution to the sustainable 

development of the host state and the local community, through the adoption of a 

high degree of socially responsible practices, based on the voluntary principles and 

standards set out in the treaty. Among those principles are stimulation of the 

economic, social and environmental progress, aiming at achieving sustainable 

development and respect the human rights of those involved in the companies’ 

activities, consistent with the international obligations and commitments of the host 

state. 

                                                      

637 G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance are one of the most influential guidelines 

on corporate governance. They were first published as the OECD Principles in 1999, revised 

in 2004 and revised again and endorsed by the G20 in 2015. 

638 The United Nations Global Compact is a United Nations initiative (world´s largest), 

principle-based framework for businesses to encourage businesses worldwide to adopt 

sustainable and socially responsible policies, with focus on human rights, labour practices, 

anti-corruption and environmental concerns. It has support from several UN agencies. The 

companies that participate must report annually on the progress.  

639 Free Trade Agreement between EFTA States and Bosnia and Hercegovina signed on 24 June 

2013 (not yet in force). 

640 Investment Cooperation and Facilitation Agreement between the Federative Republic of Brazil and 

the Republic of Malawi signed on 25 June 2015 (not in force yet), Art. 9. 
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In some EU Association Agreements, for example with Georgia641, Ukraine642 and 

Moldova643, the parties commit to promote social corporate responsibility principles 

through exchange of information and best practices. They refer also to the relevant 

internationally recognised principles and guidelines, especially to the OECD 

Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. 

An interesting example is the EU – Vietnam Framework Agreement on 

Comprehensive Partnership and Cooperation Agreement644, where promotion of 

corporate social responsibility and accountability and encouragement of responsible 

business practices, including sustainable consumption and production, is a measure 

of industrial policy cooperation with a view of improving competitiveness of small 

and medium size enterprises. This cooperation is to be complemented by a consumer 

perspective on product information and the consumer’s role in the market. However, 

this approach to corporate social responsibility principle does not appear to be taken 

with sustainable development objectives in mind. The agreement itself deals with the 

investment in very general way, without detailed investment promotion and 

protection provisions.  

                                                      

641 Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community 

and their Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, of the other part signed on 27 June 2014 (not 

in force yet), Art. 231. 

642 Association Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and 

Ukraine, of the other part entered into on 27 June 2014 (entered into force 1 January 2016), Art. 

422. 

643 Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community 

and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Moldova, of the other part entered into 

on 27 June 2014 (not in force yet), Art. 35. 

644 Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Partnership and Cooperation between the European 

Union and its Member States, of the one part, and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, of the other part 

signed on 27 June 2012 (not in force yet), Art. 44. 
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In the EU – Korea FTA645 the parties committed themselves to strive to facilitate and 

promote trade and foreign direct investment in environmental goods and services, 

including environmental technologies, sustainable renewable energy, energy efficient 

products and services and eco-labelled goods, including through addressing related 

non-tariff barriers. The parties also strive to facilitate and promote trade in goods that 

contribute to sustainable development, including goods that are the subject of 

schemes such as fair and ethical trade and those involving corporate social 

responsibility and accountability. 

US investment treaties refer to corporate stewardship rather than corporate social 

responsibility. In two FTAs of the US, with Chile646 and Singapore647, the parties 

recognise the substantial benefits brought by international trade and investment, as 

well as the opportunity for enterprises to implement policies for sustainable 

development that seek to ensure coherence between social, economic and 

environmental objectives. The parties acknowledge that they should encourage 

enterprises operating within its territory or jurisdiction to voluntarily incorporate 

sound principles of corporate stewardship in their internal policies. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The purpose of this chapter was to investigate whether sustainable development 

influences international investment treaties. It has been illustrated, through the review 

of specific provisions of investment treaties, including BITs but also all other 

                                                      

645 Free Trade Agreement between the Swiss Confederation and the People´s Republic of China signed 

on 6 July 2013 and entered into force on 1 July 2014, Art. 13.6. 

646 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Republic of Chile signed on 6 June 2003 and entered into force on 1 January 2004, Art. 

19.10. 

647 United States – Singapore Free Trade Agreement signed on 6 May 2003 and entered into force 

on 1 January 2004, Art. 18.9. 
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international economic treaties containing investment provisions, that among 

thousands of treaties in place only a small percentage of them does incorporate 

elements of sustainable development in one form of another. In addition, sustainable 

development related provisions are being included on inconsistent basis throughout 

the complex web of treaties. More often than not sustainable development goals, 

objectives and issues are introduced into the treaties in very vague terms. They tend 

to be soft type provisions of declaratory character rather than of normative 

prescription. Whereas some countries can be singled out for being more homogenous 

in incorporating sustainable development issues into their treaties, most states are not. 

This is perhaps not surprising conclusion. The treaties themselves vary, even the ones 

entered into by the same state, especially if such state does not have a model treaty in 

place. It should not be reasonably expected to find consistent, seamlessly incorporated 

and coherent sustainable development provisions throughout the treaties.  

It is evident from the research presented in this chapter that the new generation of 

treaties differs from classis investment treaties entered into in large numbers in the 

peak on neo-liberal era of the 90s. International investment regime becomes more 

comprehensive and inclusive of variety of issues rather than single focused on the 

protection of investment alone. This subtle shift is becoming reflected in the treaties. 

However, sustainable development provisions remain declaratory only and many of 

the provisions of the new generation of treaties have not been tested by investment 

tribunals yet. The following chapter will examine how investment tribunals respond 

to sustainable development issues arising in the context of investment arbitration. 
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Chapter 3 

Sustainable Development  

and  

Investment Arbitration 

As seen from the previous chapter, the integration of sustainable development within 

the framework of investment treaties has been rather slow, but most of all, inconsistent 

and irregular. The vast majority of treaties in existence have been drafted in the 

economic era of almost unfettered support for strong protection of foreign investment. 

The more recent treaties represent a little more diversified picture, but not the one 

where sustainable development is among the main focal points. So far, the analytical 

study of this thesis illustrates that there is little evidence that sustainable development 

has become a crucial element and vital consideration for investment treaties 

draftsmen. Certainly sustainable development fervour played out on global political 

arena has not been matched with equal keenness to include sustainable development 

principles in investment treaties. Even when the elements of sustainable development 

concept find their way into the treaties, there is more vagueness and uncertainty about 

their scope, practical application and normative function than reassurance in their 

effectiveness.  

This chapter will examine sustainable development within international investment 

law through the lens of investment arbitration.  

There have been 739 known investment arbitration cases648. It is an enormous body of 

jurisprudence and the full analysis of it all would be outside of the scope of this study. 

The purpose of this investigation is to intercept and analyse those representative 

arbitral decisions where international investment meets sustainable development 

issues. The aim of this review is to analyse what role do sustainable development 

                                                      

648 Accordingly to UNCTAD database (Accessed 12 October 2016). 
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concerns play in these cases and how do they influence international investment law. 

Or perhaps the inquiry should be reversed. Maybe sustainable development concept 

is being transformed and influenced by international investment law. The interaction 

between sustainable development issues and international investment regime in the 

contentious contexts of arbitrary proceedings could be illustrative of the current status 

of sustainable development within international investment law. This thesis is seeking 

to understand how these two fields of human pursuit, sustainable development and 

international investment law, coexist. Whether they are on a collision course or in a 

symbiotic relationship and how do they possibly contribute to one another. This 

chapter will look into the outcomes of arbitral proceedings where sustainable 

development issues appear.  

International investment regime represents primarily private interests of investors 

and has been designed with protection of investors in mind. Sustainable development 

on the other hand represents public interests first of all, without focus on any specific 

interest group. It merges social and environmental interests, current issues and 

concerns for the future generations. Given that investment arbitration is a private 

forum available to individual investors to protect their commercial interests, it is 

controversial set up for such public interest’s sustainable development issues to be 

debated and resolved. This chapter will also consider whether sustainable 

development provisions of investment treaties, which were analysed in the previous 

chapter, are at all instrumental in bringing sustainable development issues into a 

forum of arbitration and whether sustainable development provisions of investment 

treaties are decisive for the outcome of arbitration proceedings.  

The methodology of this research is to examine the cases most closely relevant to 

sustainable development. The important element of this analysis will be to review the 

approach of tribunals to sustainable development issues, legal arguments, the 

outcomes and possible implications for sustainable development and international 

investment law. As the review undertaken in this thesis is limited only to sustainable 
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development issues within international investment law, the offered selection of case 

law is only a representative sample of investment arbitration cases involving 

sustainable development issues and by no means the exhaustive list of all cases that 

could be relevant to sustainable development in broader sense. Even though each of 

the cases considers multiple legal issues and offers several topics for discussion, this 

review will select and focus on those issues, questions and controversies that most 

relate to sustainable development. The literature reviewing arbitration case law is 

plentiful and arbitration case law delivers endless opportunities for legal debates. 

However, the review undertaken in this thesis will be limited to the facts and issues 

most relevant for the subject of the thesis. For most part, the cases are presented 

chronologically to facilitate the analysis of the evolution of sustainable development 

issues in the context of investment arbitration. 

Investors first used the tool of investment arbitration to protect their economic 

interests against the state in 1990, in AAPL v Sri Lanka649, where for the first time the 

ICSID tribunal heard a case on the complaint of investor based on a treaty breach. It 

was a revolutionary step, which led international investment law onto a new path, 

where it was now accepted for private investors to sue sovereign governments over 

treaty breach without the need for a contractual relationship between the state and the 

investor. It opened new possibilities and brought entirely new dimension to 

international investment law. A sovereign government of Sri Lanka was exposed to 

arbitration against a private investor with whom it did not have any contractual 

relationship and on the basis of blanket consent to arbitration included in a very 

vaguely drafted international treaty.  

The rest is a history…. 

                                                      

649Asian Agricultural Products Ltd. (AAPL) v Republic of Sri Lanka, ICSID Case No. ARB/87/3, 

Final Award, 27 June 1990. 
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From the point of view of investors, they have been given a tool to protect their 

corporate interests, and a very effective one. Investor – state investment arbitration 

has provided a venue where the interests of investors (mainly economic ones) and the 

interests of states (not only economic ones) clashed. It was only a matter of time before 

the economic interests of investors run against those interests of states, which involved 

sustainable development considerations. The purpose of this study is to examine 

whether sustainable development considerations presented in arbitration cases stand 

on their own or whether sustainable development arguments are being used as a tool 

to protect other interests of the arbitration respondents as well as claimants.  

SANTA ELENA v. COSTA RICA650 

 

This dispute originated following the decree issued by Costa Rica, which extended the 

national park onto a property owned by the claimant. The investor bought the 

property to develop tourist resorts and residential properties. The decree amounted 

to expropriation, and this in itself was not contested by the parties. The sole issue at a 

dispute in this case was the amount of compensation for expropriation. The tribunal 

has not analysed the nature and extent of the international legal obligation of Costa 

Rica to preserve the unique ecological site of Santa Elena. The tribunal took a view 

that:  

“while an expropriation or taking for environmental reasons may be 

classified as a taking for a public purpose, and thus may be legitimate, the 

fact that the Property was taken for this reason does not affect either the 

nature or the measure of the compensation to be paid for the taking. That 

is, the purpose of protecting the environment for which the Property was 

taken does not alter the legal character of the taking for which adequate 

                                                      

650 Compañía del Desarrollo de Santa Elena S.A. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/96/1, 

Final Award 17 February 2000. 
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compensation must be paid. The international source of the obligation to 

protect the environment makes no difference.”651  

Expropriatory environmental measures have been treated as any other expropriatory 

measures and no additional weight was given to the environmental elements in the 

case. The approach of the tribunal isolated sustainable development issues from the 

merits of the case. In a way, international investment law proved to be indifferent to 

sustainable development considerations and rejected any cross-fertilisation with 

international environmental laws.652 

Costa Rica lost the case and had to pay US$ 16 million of damages to the claimant.  

ETHYL v. CANADA653 

 

This is the first case brought under NAFTA against Canada, concerning a fuel additive 

MMT (methyl cyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl, a gasoline additive that 

contains the heavy metal, manganese) produced by Ethyl. The case came to a very 

controversial end. Ethyl claimed breach of provisions of chapter eleven of NAFTA, 

requirement of national treatment (Article 1102), prohibition of expropriation (Article 

1110) and prohibition of performance requirements (Article 1106). The investor 

                                                      

651 Compañía del Desarrollo de Santa Elena S.A. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/96/1, 

Final Award 17 February 2000, Par. 71. 

652 “All told, the case of Santa Elena makes for a fascinating yet instructive story, not least for 

what one might read between the lines. What the Tribunal in fact decided (for example, the 

issues relating to the applicable law and interest) is as much a part of the case as what the 

Tribunal did not have to decide (for instance, the issue of jurisdiction) and what it did not 

decide (for example, the arguments relating to the Landauer Appraisal) because the Tribunal 

resolved certain issues (such as the date of expropriation) a particular way.” Brower, Ch., & 

Wong, J. (2005).   General Valuation Principles: The Case of Santa Elena. In Weiler, T. (Eds.). 

International Investment Law and Arbitration: Leading Cases From the ICSID, Nafta, Bilateral 

Treaties and Customary International Law. Retrieved from: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1518133  

653Ethyl Corporation v. The Government of Canada, UNICTRAL (NAFTA), Award on Jurisdiction 

24 June 1998. 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1518133
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complained that the legislation passed by Canadian parliament restricting the import 

and interprovincial transport of MMT caused Ethyl loss of profit, loss of value of 

investment, loss of worldwide sales and costs of reducing production in Canada. It 

sued Canadian government for substantial amount in compensation (US$ 251 

million). The tribunal accepted its jurisdiction, but under the huge pressure of possible 

liabilities, the case has been settled before it could proceed at the tribunal. Canada 

rescinded ban on MMT, paid compensation to Ethyl and issued statements denying 

health and environmental risks of MMT. 

Although no relevant legal issues have been considered in this case and, due to the 

settlement, the parties did not have an opportunity to raise sustainable development 

arguments in front of the tribunal, this case has potentially significant implications on 

issues of sustainable development within international investment law. The case has 

served as an empowering lesson to corporations, and indeed more investment 

arbitration cases followed suit. It is also a valuable illustration of an interesting reverse 

influence of international investment law over sustainable development. It is an 

example of regulatory chill, where the state retracted from banning harmful substance 

under the pressure of a threat of possible enormous liability. To the detriment of 

environmental considerations, a government legislation approved by legislative 

bodies of Canada has effectively been vetoed by Ethyl. The investor claimed that by 

indentifying Ethyl in the media as the only manufacturer and distributor of MMT, 

Canada has expropriated the goodwill of the company and has interfered with the 

company´s image and reputation.654 The merits of the case have never been heard and 

there was no opportunity to measure state´s interests in passing disputed legislation 

against economic interests of investors. Threat of a battle against an investor in front 

of an investment tribunal proved too much for a rich developed first world country 

                                                      

654 Ethyl Corporation v. The Government of Canada, UNICTRAL (NAFTA), Notice of Intent to 

Submit a Claim to Arbitration Under Section B of Chapter 11 Of The North American Free 

Trade Agreement, 10 September 1996,  Par. 17. 
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against a powerful corporation. Again, sustainable development concerns of 

environmental risks have been set aside in favour of economic interests of investors.  

S.D. MYERS v. CANADA655 

 

S.D. Myers v. Canada brought under NAFTA quickly followed Ethyl case. US company 

S.D. Myers operated transportation, processing, and disposal of PCB (polychlorinated 

biphenyl) waste. Canada issued an order banning the export of PCB waste to the US. 

It affected the investor as it precluded it from carrying on its business. The prohibition 

was in place only for several months between 1995 and 1997. 

S.D. Myers claimed that Canada failed to comply with its obligations under the 

NAFTA provisions of national treatment (Article 1102), minimum standard of 

treatment (Article 1105), performance requirements (Article 1106) and expropriation 

(Article 1110). The tribunal dismissed claims under performance requirement 

provisions and expropriation provisions. However, it found that national treatment 

and minimum standard of treatment provisions of NAFTA have been breached by 

Canada. 

What is significant in this case from sustainable development perspective is that S.D. 

Myers claimed that: 

“Article 1102 [national treatment] was breached by a ban on the export of 

PCBs that was not justified by bona fide health or environmental 

concerns, but which had the aim and effect of protecting and promoting 

                                                      

655S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Second Partial Award 21 October 2002. 
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the market share of producers who were Canadians and who would 

perform the work in Canada”656.  

The tribunal held that, by simply banning the export to establish a uniform regulatory 

regime under which all were treated equally, “Canada´s submission is one 

dimensional and does not take into account the basis on which the different interests 

in the industry were organized to undertake their business”657. Blanket prohibition 

applicable across the industry was held by the tribunal inconsiderate of the 

operational structure of the industry. At the same time, the tribunal did acknowledge 

legal context of the national treatment provisions. It reiterated that: 

“states have the right to establish high levels of environmental protection. 

They are not obliged to compromise their standards merely to satisfy the 

political or economic interests of other states; states should avoid creating 

distortions to trade; environmental protection and economic 

development can and should be mutually supportive.”658  

Another relevant consideration taken into account in the proceedings was the 

relationship between investment chapter of NAFTA and its other provisions, 

including general exception provisions. Canada argued that: 

                                                      

656 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Par. 241. 

657 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Par. 241. 

 

658 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Par. 247. 
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“even if the export ban appears to contravene Chapter 11, it would also 

be an export ban with respect to goods and controlled by Chapter 3 

[National Treatment and Market Access for Goods]”659.  

It argued that the ban was driven by proper environmental concerns. This reasoning 

was rejected by the tribunal. The tribunal acknowledged that “Chapter 11 could not 

be used to impugn government measures that are protected by other specific aspects 

of the NAFTA”660, but decided that: 

“measures taken by Canada would not satisfy the requirements of the 

chupeau of Article XX (General Exceptions). Canada could have satisfied 

any health or environmental concerns it had in a manner that did not 

impair open trade.”661  

The tribunal assessed the merits of the case based on the evidence presented by the 

parties and without appointing its own expert.  

From sustainable development point of view this arbitration brought to light just how 

powerful investment protection regime can be. When adopting environmental 

measures, states would have to take into account variety of interests across the 

industries that could potentially be affected and consider their organisational and 

operational modes. Merely invoking bona fide health or environmental concerns 

would not suffice if any health or environmental concerns could be satisfied in 

alterative manner that does not impair investors´ interest.  

                                                      

659 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Par. 297. 

660 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Par. 298. 

661 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Par. 298. 
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Interestingly, this case raised controversies even among members of the tribunal. In 

the dissenting opinion, Dr Bryan Schwartz, whilst noting that investment agreements 

“are comparable in many ways to […] a country’s constitution. They restrict the ways 

in which governments can act and they are very hard to change”662, he emphasised 

that: 

“the interpretation of Chapter 11 (Investment) of NAFTA requires an 

examination of a wider legal context that includes environmental treaties 

as well as trade treaties.”663 [...] “In 1992, before NAFTA came into being, 

Canada, the United States and Mexico all adopted the Rio Declaration on 

the Environment and Development.”664 “At the same time as NAFTA was 

entered into, the three parties also agreed to “The North American 

Agreement on Environmental Cooperation” (NAAEC). In it, the parties 

“reaffirm” the Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment of 1972 

and the Rio Declaration on the Environment and Development.”665  

In his view, side by side creation of these agreements suggests that the parties view 

their goals as compatible and mutually supportive. He stressed that this wider legal 

                                                      

662 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Separate Opinion by Dr. Bryan Schwartz, concurring except with respect to performance 

requirements, in the partial award of the tribunal, 12 November 2000, Par. 34. 

663 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Separate Opinion by Dr. Bryan Schwartz, concurring except with respect to performance 

requirements, in the partial award of the tribunal, 12 November 2000, Par. 93. 

664 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Separate Opinion by Dr. Bryan Schwartz, concurring except with respect to performance 

requirements, in the partial award of the tribunal, 12 November 2000, Par. 94. 

665 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Separate Opinion by Dr. Bryan Schwartz, concurring except with respect to performance 

requirements, in the partial award of the tribunal, 12 November 2000, Par. 95. 
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background recognizes that open trading systems and environmental protection can 

be mutually supportive. He claims that: 

“The text and context of NAFTA make it clear that the protection of the 

environment must be ranked among the most important concerns of 

government.”666 [...] “Environmental agreements have acknowledged the 

importance of trade and economic development, just as trade treaties 

have affirmed the importance of environmental protection; - In both trade 

treaties and environmental treaties, a general approach is taken to 

reconciling the promotion of trade with the protection of the 

environment. Governments have the unrestricted right to their 

environmental objectives”667  

Investment arbitration allows investors to practically hold states accountable for their 

environmental policies. In pursuit of environmental objectives states are required to 

consider variety of effective and reasonable means and choose the alternative that is 

least cumbersome for investors and that least affects investors´ interests. The priority 

is given to investors´ interests, rather than to the environmental matter of concern. 

This case illustrates clearly that sustainable development issues do not take the centre 

stage in investment disputes and investment international law is being interpreted in 

favour of investors.  

 

                                                      

666 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Separate Opinion by Dr. Bryan Schwartz, concurring except with respect to performance 

requirements, in the partial award of the tribunal, 12 November 2000, Par. 137. 

667 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Government of Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Partial Award 13 November 

2000, Separate Opinion by Dr. Bryan Schwartz, concurring except with respect to performance 

requirements, in the partial award of the tribunal, 12 November 2000, Par. 93. 
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SUN BELT WATER v. CANADA668 

 

After two consecutive cases against Canada, one of which Canada lost (S.D. Myers) 

and another settled (Ethyl), another American investor, Sun Belt Water, presented 

Canadian government with a notice of intent to file a claim under NAFTA. The 

investor claimed that Canadian measures prevented it from exporting fresh water 

from British Columbia. The case never proceeded and the arbitral documents are not 

available. What is significant in this case is the amount of damages claimed by the 

investor – US$10.5 billion. Although the case never proceeded, and possible 

conclusion to this dispute is unknown, this case serve to illustrate that investment 

protection regime carries a threat of claims for extortionate damages against 

governments. 

METALCLAD v. MEXICO669 

 

Metalclad is a complex case brought under NAFTA by an American investor against 

Mexico in 1997670. Metalclad Corporation acquired a Mexican company in order to 

construct and operate a transfer station and landfill of hazardous waste in 

Guadalcazar, San Luis Potosi. The purchase was completed in the belief that all 

approvals for the landfill had been obtained. Although the federal Mexican 

government and the state government of San Luis Potosi have granted permits to 

construct and operate the landfill, the municipality of Guadalcazar denied a municipal 

construction permit. Further, the state governor issued a decree declaring an area 

                                                      

668 Sun Belt Water Inc. v. Government of Canada, Notice of Intent to Submit a Claim to Arbitration 

27 November 1998. 

669 Metalclad Corporation v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1 (NAFTA), Award 30 August 

2000. 

670 Metalclad Corporation v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1 (NAFTA), Notice of 

Arbitration 2 January 1997. 
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encompassing the landfill to be an ecological reserve for the protection of rare cactus, 

which precluded Metalclad from any use of the facility that it had already built. 

Metalclad alleged breached of NAFTA provisions of minimum standard of treatment 

(Article 1105) and expropriation (Article 1100). The tribunal awarded in favour of the 

investor for all claimed breaches. 

The tribunal found that: 

“the denial of the permit by the Municipality by reference to 

environmental impact considerations in the case of what was basically a 

hazardous waste disposal landfill was improper, as was the 

municipality’s denial of the permit for any reason other than those related 

to the physical construction or defects in the site.”671  

This conclusion was reached on the basis of administrative inaccuracies and errors 

committed by Mexican authorities. The investment protection regime arms investors 

with a powerful tool to protect and pursue their interests. Equally, the states that allow 

procedural lack of transparency, unclear practice and administrative errors672 within 

their administrative agencies, could compromise their sustainable development goals 

when faced with investment arbitration claims from investors. Investment protection 

regime requires states to provide investors with transparent and predictable 

framework.  

With reference to the ecological decree, which forbids any conduct that might involve 

the discharge of polluting agents on the reserve soil, subsoil, running water or water 

                                                      

671 Metalclad Corporation v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1 (NAFTA), Award 30 August 

2000, Par. 86. 

672 “The absence of a clear rule as to the requirement or not of a municipal construction permit, 

as well as the absence of any established practice or procedure as to the manner of handling 

applications for a municipal construction permit, amounts to a failure on the part of Mexico 

to ensure the transparency required by NAFTA.” Metalclad Corporation v. Mexico, ICSID Case 

No. ARB(AF)/97/1 (NAFTA), Award 30 August 2000, Par. 88. 
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deposits and prohibits the undertaking of any potentially polluting activities, the 

tribunal stated that it did not need to “decide or consider the motivation or intent of 

the adoption of the Ecological Decree” as it was not essential to expropriation breach 

since the tribunal has already decided on expropriation on the basis of other facts. 

Nevertheless, the tribunal considered “that the implementation of the Ecological 

Decree would, in and of itself, constitute an act tantamount to expropriation”673.   

Metalclad was awarded over US$ 16 million of damages. 

The facts of this case are complex. The case proceeded over several years and involved 

all layers of Mexican government, from federal, through central, until municipal. It 

also involved protests from local communities and related political consideration. 

However, the environmental concerns raised in this case, were not considered on their 

merits and were not taken into consideration. Ultimately, the investor win was based 

on procedural breaches, lack of transparency and errors on the part of Mexican 

authorities. Environmental concerns did not add any weight to respondent´s case nor 

did it weaken investor´s position. Whilst emphasising such objectives of NAFTA as 

transparency and the increase of investment opportunities, predictable commercial 

framework or prompt publications of law and regulations674, the tribunal practically 

ignored other objectives of the treaty relating to sustainable development issues, 

expressed in preamble for example: “to strengthen the development and enforcement 

of environmental laws and regulations”. Metalclad is an another example of the case 

where a state was required to compensate an investor affected by environmental 

                                                      

673 Metalclad Corporation v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1 (NAFTA), Award 30 August 

2000, Par. 110. 

674 Metalclad Corporation v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1 (NAFTA), Award 30 August 

2000, Par. 75-79. See also Asteriti, A. (2012). Metalclad, Methanex and Chemtura: 10 Years of 

Environmental Issues in NAFTA Investment Arbitrations. Transnational Dispute Management, 

9(2). 
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regulations whilst environmental concerns were not subject to tribunal´s 

consideration.  

TECHMED v. MEXICO675 

 

This case involved an investor called Technicas Medioambientales Tecmed S.A., a 

Spanish company which, through its subsidiaries, operated hazardous industrial 

waste landfill in the municipality of Hermosillo in Mexico. The licence for the 

operation of landfill was renewed on annual basis and in 1998 such renewal was 

denied by the relevant environmental protection agency on several grounds, 

including environmental hazard reasons. The company was asked to close the 

operation of the landfill. Notably, Tecmed attributed such decisions on part of 

Mexican authorities to political changes resulting from elections and changes to local 

authorities. Tecmed claimed that new authorities encouraged a social movement of 

citizens against the landfill, which also led to confrontation with the community, even 

leading to blocking access to the landfill. Mexican authorities, on the other hand 

claimed that they exercised their discretionary power to deny the permit, but did not 

do it in discriminative or arbitrary way. Mexico invoked its “police power within the 

highly regulated and extremely sensitive framework of environmental protection and 

public health”676. 

When considering whether expropriation has taken place, the tribunal raised several 

arguments, however, none of the environmental concerns played any part of these 

considerations.  

                                                      

675 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003. 

676 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003, Par. 97. 
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When referring to state´s police powers, tribunal stated that it is a matter of domestic 

law and the tribunal´s function is, it was claimed: 

“to examine whether the Resolution violates the Agreement [BIT] in light 

of its provisions and of international law. The Arbitral Tribunal will not 

review the grounds or motives of in order to determine whether it could 

be or was legally issued”677.  

The tribunal further stated that even if the actions of Mexican authorities were 

legitimate or lawful or in compliance with the law from the standpoint of the Mexican 

domestic laws, they could still violate provisions of the treaty. The tribunal excluded 

regulatory administrative actions from the scope of the treaty: 

“even if they are beneficial to society as a whole —such as environmental 

protection— particularly if the negative economic impact of such actions 

on the financial position of the investor is sufficient to neutralize in full 

the value, or economic or commercial use of its investment without 

receiving any compensation whatsoever”678.  

The tribunal also referred to the decision in Santa Elena v. Costa Rica679, in which it was 

decided that expropriatory environmental measures – no matter how laudable and 

beneficial to society as a whole – are, in this respect, similar to any other expropriatory 

measures that a state may take in order to implement its policies: “where property is 

expropriated, even for environmental purposes, whether domestic or international, 

                                                      

677 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003, Par. 120. 

678 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003, Par. 121. 

679 Compañía del Desarrollo de Santa Elena S.A. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/96/1, 

Final Award 17 February 2000. 
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the state’s obligation to pay compensation remains”680. The tribunal reviewed the 

actions of Mexican authorities only to determine their reasonableness and 

proportionality between the aim of such measures and the deprivations of investors´ 

rights as a result.  

The case illustrates that the obligations of the states under the international investment 

treaties are first of all towards investors. As against the investors, the only relevant 

obligation of the states is to comply with the provisions of the treaties. That is all that 

investors are interested in and this is precisely what the treaties are meant to 

guarantee. Socio-political pressure in this case driven by environmental concerns of 

local community that has largely contributed to the environmental decision, which in 

effect expropriated the property of Tecmed, does not trump the rights of the investors 

under the treaty. The tribunal found lack of evidence that the operation of the landfill 

was a real or potential threat to the environment or to the public health, which, when 

coupled with the absence of massive opposition, did not constitute a “real crisis or 

disaster of great proportions, triggered by acts the investor681. Tecmed claimed that it 

had:  

“fair expectations […] that the Mexican laws applicable to such 

investment, as well as the supervision, control, prevention and punitive 

powers granted to the authorities in charge of managing such system, 

would be used for the purpose of assuring compliance with 

                                                      

680 Compañía del Desarrollo de Santa Elena S.A. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/96/1, 

Final Award 17 February 2000, p. 192. 

681 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003, par. 144. 
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environmental protection, human health and ecological balance goals 

underlying such laws”682.  

Unfortunately for Mexico, the tribunal found its conduct “characterized by its 

ambiguity and uncertainty which are prejudicial to the investor”683. What is significant 

from sustainable development point of view, is the fact that Mexican authorities have 

taken into account environmental protests of the local communities has proved to be 

prejudicial for the outcome of the case. What is more, such social protests against 

environmental hazard of the landfill not only did not help the case for Mexico, but 

were described as “socio-political circumstances” not going beyond “community 

pressure”684. Once again, international investment law and sustainable development 

have not proven to be compatible concepts.  

The states expose themselves to risks when granting protection to investors under the 

treaties. They introduce a regime, which does not form part of domestic law and which 

has its own independent standing in international law. It is up to the host state to 

ensure the appropriate standard of environmental protection under domestic law and 

competent conduct of administration authorities, as the investors have an effective 

recourse route available if such standards or conducts of authorities are not 

satisfactory. Signing of an investment treaty by a state means, in effect, allowing in a 

powerful regime which could be problematic for states with underdeveloped 

regulatory framework and disorganised administrative infrastructure. The tribunal 

decision in Tecmed, similarly as the outcomes in Metalclad and S.D. Myers cases, is 

                                                      

682 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003, Par. 157. 

683 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003, Par. 172. 

684 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003, Par. 128 and 129.  
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considered investor friendly, punishing states for introducing environmentally 

protective measures and compensating investors. 

METHANEX v. UNITED STATES685 

 

The review of sustainable development related investment arbitration would not be 

complete without analysing Methanex case. The case was brought by a Canadian 

company against the US for two Californian measures, an executive order of 1999 and 

regulations adopted in 2000, that banned the use of MTBE in reformulated gasoline in 

California due to pollution of surface water and groundwater. Methanex claimed that 

these measures were adopted with the intent to discriminate against Methanex and 

all foreign methanol producers and to advantage domestic ethanol producers. It 

claimed the violation of three NAFTA articles, national treatment (Article 1102), 

minimum standard of treatment (Article 1105) and expropriation and compensation 

(Art. 1110). 

The tribunal reflected on an issue of domestic regulation enacted for a public purpose 

and stated that: 

“as a matter of general international law, a non-discriminatory regulation 

for a public purpose, which is enacted in accordance with due process 

and, which affects, inter alios, a foreign investor or investment is not 

deemed expropriatory and compensable unless specific commitments 

had been given by the regulating government to the then putative foreign 

investor.”686 

                                                      

685 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction and 

Merits 3 August 2005. 

686 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction and 

Merits 3 August 2005, Part IV, Chapter D, Par. 7. 
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It moved a burden of responsibility for investment decisions on the investor by saying 

that: 

“Methanex entered a political economy in which it was widely known, if 

not notorious, that governmental environmental and health protection 

institutions at the federal and state level, operating under the vigilant eyes 

of the media, interested corporations, nongovernmental organizations 

and a politically active electorate, continuously monitored the use and 

impact of chemical compounds and commonly prohibited or restricted 

the use of some of those compounds for environmental and/or health 

reasons.”687  

The ban on environmentally harmful substance was held to be “made for a public 

purpose, was non-discriminatory and was accomplished with due process”.688 The 

tribunal was satisfied that the relevant Californian authorities “acted with a view to 

protecting the environmental interests of the citizens of California, and not with the 

intent to harm foreign methanol producers.”689 Further, in tribunal`s view: 

“Methanex has failed to establish that the US measures were intended to 

harm foreign methanol producers (including Methanex) or benefit 

domestic ethanol producers (including ADM), it follows on the facts of 

                                                      

687 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction and 

Merits 3 August 2005, Part IV, Chapter D, Par. 9. 

688 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction and 

Merits 3 August 2005, Part IV, Chapter D, Par. 15. 

689 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction and 

Merits 3 August 2005, Part IV, Chapter E, Par. 20. 
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this case that there is no legally significant connection between the US 

measures, Methanex and its investments”.690  

In response to Methanex attempt to introduce WTO jurisprudence into the 

proceedings, the tribunal stressed very clearly that two regimes, trade and investment, 

are distinct and trade law criteria cannot be applied when interpreting investment 

dispute. The tribunal rejected cross fertilisation of the two regimes by saying that 

“there is no specific “envoi” to the GATT” and, in the tribunal’s view, interpreting 

relevant provisions of NAFTA to create a jurisdiction extending beyond Section A of 

Chapter 11 “would indeed be to transform it, as unwarranted under NAFTA as it was 

held to be under the OSPAR Convention691, “into an unqualified and comprehensive 

jurisdictional regime, in which there would be no limit ratione materiae to the 

jurisdiction of a tribunal established under Chapter 11 NAFTA.”692  

The tribunal found in favour of the US and dismissed all claims of the investor. 

Methanex case is an important development for sustainable development agenda 

within international investment law.693 Not only the case was decided in favour of the 

state introducing environmental regulations, it was also the first case in which tribunal 

allowed open hearings. It established a trend towards transparency in arbitration 

proceedings, which opened a possibility of a public scrutiny of arbitration 

                                                      

690 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction and 

Merits 3 August 2005, Part IV, Chapter E, Par. 22. 

691 The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic (OSPAR 

Convention) is the current legislative instrument regulating international cooperation on 

environmental protection in the North-East Atlantic, signed in 1992. 

692 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction and 

Merits 3 August 2005, Part II, Chapter B, Par. 5. 

693 Dougherty, K. (2007). Methanex v. United States: The Realignment of NAFTA Chapter 11 

with Environmental  Regulation.Northwestern Journal of International Law & Business, 27(3), p. 

735 
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proceedings. The tribunal allowed also participation by non-disputing party by 

submission of amicus curiae briefs by several environmental organisations.694 

GLAMIS v. UNITED STATES695 

 

Glamis v. Unites States followed Methanex case and was well received by 

environmental communities.696 Glamis, a Canadian company operating in the mining 

of precious metals, claimed that California´s measures with respect to open-pit mining 

operations, including regulations requiring backfilling and grading for mining 

operations in the vicinity of Native American sacred sites, resulted in the 

expropriation of its investments. Glamis claimed violation of NAFTA provisions on 

expropriation (Article 1110) and on minimum standard of treatment (Article 1105).  

The significance of this case is that the tribunal allowed amicus curiae submissions from 

environmental groups, Quechan Tribe and mining industry. The documents of the 

case were published and the public was invited to proceedings via close circuit TV. 

                                                      

694 Mann, H. (2005). The Final Decision in Methanex v. United States: Some New Wine in Some 

New Bottles. International Institute for Sustainable Development. Retreived from: 

http://www.iisd.org/sites/default/files/publications/commentary_methanex.pdf  Weiler, T. 

(2005). Methanex Corp. v. USA: Turning the page on NAFTA Chapter Eleven? Journal of World 

Investment and Trade, 6, p. 903.  

695 Glamis Gold Ltd. v. United States, UNCITRAL, Award 14 May 2009. 

696 Whitsitt, E., & Vis-Dunbar, D. (2009). Glamis Gold Ltd. v. United States of America: 

Tribunal sets a high bar for establishing breach of “Fair and Equitable Treatment” under 

NAFTA. International Institute for Sustainable Development, Investment Treaty News. Retrieved 

from: http://www.iisd.org/itn/2009/07/14/glamis-gold-ltd-v-united-states-of-america-

tribunal-sets-a-high-bar-for-establishing-breach-of-fair-and-equitable-treatment-under-

nafta/ (Accessed on 13 October 2016). Wallace, J. (2005). Corporate Nationality, Investment 

Protection Agreements, and Challenges to Domestic Natural Resources Law: The Implications 

of Glamis Gold's NAFTA Chapter 11 Claim. Georgetown Environmental Law Review, 17, p 365. 

http://www.iisd.org/sites/default/files/publications/commentary_methanex.pdf
http://www.iisd.org/itn/2009/07/14/glamis-gold-ltd-v-united-states-of-america-tribunal-sets-a-high-bar-for-establishing-breach-of-fair-and-equitable-treatment-under-nafta/
http://www.iisd.org/itn/2009/07/14/glamis-gold-ltd-v-united-states-of-america-tribunal-sets-a-high-bar-for-establishing-breach-of-fair-and-equitable-treatment-under-nafta/
http://www.iisd.org/itn/2009/07/14/glamis-gold-ltd-v-united-states-of-america-tribunal-sets-a-high-bar-for-establishing-breach-of-fair-and-equitable-treatment-under-nafta/
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An important contribution of this case to sustainable development debate is the 

analysis of expropriation. The tribunal followed simplified approach by focusing first 

of all on economic impact of the government action on the investment: 

“In the case of an indirect taking or an act tantamount to expropriation 

such as by a regulatory taking, however, the threshold examination is an 

inquiry as to the degree of the interference with the property right. This 

often dispositive inquiry involves two questions: the severity of the 

economic impact and the duration of that impact.”697  

As the significant value of the investment remained, the claim for expropriation has 

been dismissed without further analysis of any other factors. This approach allows 

governments to ascertain their liability on the basis of economic valuation of the 

impact of regulatory action on investment. It may help to strengthen the confidence 

of the governments to regulate to cater for environmental concerns and mitigate in 

advance the extent of liability. If the remaining value of the investment is insufficient 

to dismiss the claim, the states can proceed to defend themselves on the basis of 

further elements of the test: 

“(1) the extent to which the measures interfered with reasonable and 

investment-backed expectations of a stable regulatory framework, and (2) 

the purpose and character of the governmental actions taken.”698 

                                                      

697 Glamis Gold Ltd. v. United States, UNCITRAL, Award 14 May 2009, Par. 356. 

698 Glamis Gold Ltd. v. United States, UNCITRAL, Award 14 May 2009, Par. 356. 
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Another significant point from sustainable development perspective is the fact that 

the tribunal did not question merits of the decision of Californian authorities699. The 

tribunal was assessing only whether: 

“the agency’s review and conclusions exhibit a gross denial of justice, 

manifest arbitrariness, blatant unfairness, a complete lack of due process, 

evident discrimination, or a manifest lack of reasons so as to rise to the 

level of a breach of the customary international law standard embedded 

in Article 1105.”700  

This approach could serve against the states of course, in cases where the state´s 

decision was based on sustainable development merits but exercised in unreasonable 

way, like in Metalclad and Tecmed. 

The tribunal also did not find breach of a threshold of reasonable, investment backed 

expectations of at least quasi-contractual between the state and the investor, whereby 

the state would purposely and specifically have induced the investment. Primarily 

because Glamis “was operating in a climate that was becoming more and more 

sensitive to the environmental consequences of open-pit mining.”701 

In the end, investor´s claims have been dismissed by the tribunal. It is being claimed 

that “Glamis is the gold standard for investor-state arbitration. Future proceedings 

                                                      

699 “It is not the role of this Tribunal, or any international tribunal, to supplant its own 

judgment of underlying factual material and support for that of a qualified domestic agency.” 

Glamis Gold Ltd. v. United States, UNCITRAL, Award 14 May 2009, Par. 779. 

700 Glamis Gold Ltd. v. United States, UNCITRAL, Award 14 May 2009, Par. 779. 

701 Glamis Gold Ltd. v. United States, UNCITRAL, Award 14 May 2009, Par. 767. 
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should model themselves after its commendably transparent process that 

accommodated interested non-parties, particularly the Quechan Tribe.”702 

 

CHEMTURA v. CANADA703 

 

The claim in this case was brought against Canada by Chemtura, the American 

manufacturer of an agricultural pesticide, lindane. Lindane was banned or restricted 

in numerous countries from the 1970s. Following a detailed scientific review, the 

Canadian authorities banned lindane in the early 2000s on health and environmental 

grounds. Chemtura claimed that Canada’s measures have breached obligations under 

NAFTA, minimum standard of treatment (Articles 1105), fair and equitable treatment 

(Article 1103), and expropriation (Article 1110). 

An important point made in this case was tribunal stating that it:  

“notes at the outset that it is not its task to determine whether certain uses 

of lindane are dangerous, […] the Tribunal is not to second-guess the 

correctness of the science based decision-making of highly specialized 

national regulatory agencies."704 [...] “Irrespective of the state of the 

science, however, the Tribunal cannot ignore the fact that lindane has 

raised increasingly serious concerns both in other countries and at the 

international level since the 1970s.”705  

                                                      

702 Kahn, J. (2009).Striking NAFTA Gold: Glamis Advances Investor-State Arbitration. Fordham 

international Law Journal, 3(1), p. 155. 

703 Crompton (Chemtura) Corp. v. Government of Canada, Award 2 August 2010. 

704 Crompton (Chemtura) Corp. v. Government of Canada, Award 2 August 2010, Par. 134. 

705 Crompton (Chemtura) Corp. v. Government of Canada, Award 2 August 2010, Par. 135. 
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The tribunal referred to lindane being included in the list of chemicals designated for 

elimination under the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants706. The 

tribunal found this relevant in assessing whether Canada´s decisions was a trade 

irritant or a part of the exercise of its international commitment to ban hazardous 

substances. Although this is good news from sustainable point of view and it 

illustrates that the tribunal can take into account international environmental 

commitments, it also creates uncertainty in cases where a particular state would be 

the first one or the only one banning a substance on health or environmental grounds.  

On the issue of expropriation, the tribunal considered that the measures taken by 

Canada: 

“constituted a valid exercise of the Respondent's police powers, within its 

mandate, in a non-discriminatory manner, motivated by the increasing 

awareness of the dangers presented by lindane for human health and the 

environment. A measure adopted under such circumstances is a valid 

exercise of the State's police powers and, as a result, does not constitute 

an expropriation.”707 

All claims of the investors were dismissed and the tribunal found in favour of Canada. 

By taking balanced approach it is being said that the tribunal in Chemtura case 

“seemed to want to ‘calm the waters’ and allay the fears and misconceptions that have 

been dominating the debate on the influence of the NAFTA on the power of states to 

regulate in the public interest and especially in environmentally sensitive areas of 

                                                      

706 Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants is an international environmental 

treaty signed in 2001 and effective from May 2004, that aims to eliminate or restrict the 

production and the use of persistent organic pollutants.  

707 Crompton (Chemtura) Corp. v. Government of Canada, Award 2 August 2010, Par. 266. 
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public intervention”708. This indicates that that growing awareness of sustainable 

development concerns in the context of investment arbitration has been noticed by the 

tribunal.  

LG&E v. ARGENTINA709 

 

LG&E v. Argentina dispute was brought by three US investors, LG&E companies that 

held an investment in three local gas distribution companies in Argentina, which had 

licences to operate until 2027. Argentina made several guarantees to attract the 

investments. Among them were guarantees of calculation of tariffs in US dollars and 

automatic semi-annual adjustments of tariffs based on the US Producer Price Index. 

Due to severe economic crisis in Argentina in the late 1990s – early 2000s, it enacted 

legislation, which in effect abrogated the guarantees and led to reduction in returns 

on LG&E’s investment.  

The case is an important contribution to sustainable development debate as it 

considers the necessity clause of the investment treaty, in this case of BIT between 

Argentina and the US710. The tribunal found Argentina in breach of its obligations 

under the treaty, fair and equitable treatment provisions and umbrella clause.  

Argentina was excused from liability on the basis of the defence of necessity.711 The 

relevant BIT clause evoked by Argentina in its defence says:  

                                                      

708 Asteriti, A. (2012). Metalclad, Methanex and Chemtura: 10 Years of Environmental Issues 

in NAFTA Investment Arbitrations. Transnational Dispute Management, 9(2). 

709 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006. 

710 Treaty between United States of America and the Argentine Republic Concerning the Reciprocal 

Encouragement and Protection of Investment, signed on 14 November 1991 and entered into force 

on 20 October 1994. 

711 Reinisch, A. (2006). Necessity in International Investment Arbitration: An Unnecessary Split of 

Opinions in Recent ICSID Cases? Comments on CMS v. Argentina and LG&E v. Argentina. 

Transnational Dispute Management (3)5. 
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“This Treaty shall not preclude the application by either Party of 

measures necessary for the maintenance of public order, the fulfilment of 

its obligations with respect to the maintenance or restoration of 

international peace or security, or the protection of its own essential 

security interests”712.  

The tribunal applied two-fold test to determine whether the defence of necessity was 

justified. Firstly, it examined whether conditions that existed in Argentina during the 

relevant period were such that it allowed evoking of the protection of necessity. 

Secondly, the tribunal went on to determine whether the measures implemented by 

Argentina were necessary to maintain public order or to protect its essential security 

interests, albeit in violation of the treaty. 

Since the relevant provision of the treaty does not specify “who should determine if 

the measures to maintain public order or protect essential security interests are 

necessary”713, the tribunal concluded that necessity clause was not self-judging 

provision but needed to be “interpreted in conformity with the interpretation given 

and agreed upon by both parties at the time of its signature, unless both parties agreed 

to its modification”714. 

                                                      

712 Treaty between United States of America and the Argentine Republic Concerning the Reciprocal 

Encouragement and Protection of Investment, signed on 14 November 1991 and entered into force 

on 20 October 1994, Art. XI. 

713 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, 

Par. 206. 

714 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, 

Par. 213. 
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LG&E claimed that economic crises does not qualify as an essential security interest 

and that “an economic crisis is precisely when investors need the protections offered 

by a BIT”715. The tribunal decided however, that: 

“all of these devastating conditions –economic, political, social– in the 

aggregate triggered the protections afforded under Article XI of the 

Treaty to maintain order and control the civil unrest”716 and 

acknowledged “the havoc that the economy can wreak on the lives of an 

entire population and the ability of the Government to lead”717.  

It is also significant for sustainable development considerations that “the tribunal 

agreed that international investment treaties do not wholly curtail a host state's power 

to regulate in the public interest”718. The tribunal acknowledged that the state has the 

right to adopt measures having a social or general welfare purpose.719 Presumably, 

sustainable development considerations can be considered as having “a social and 

general welfare purpose”. The tribunal also distinguished between state´s right to 

regulate and expropriation: 

“It is important not to confound the State's right to adopt policies with its 

power to take an expropriatory measure. “This determination is 

important because it is one of the main elements to distinguish, from the 

                                                      

715 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, 

Par. 222. 

716 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, 

Par 237. 

717 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, 

Par. 238. 

718 Schill, S. (2007). International Investment Law and the Host State's Power to Handle 

Economic Crises.Journal of International Arbitration (24)3, pp. 265-286, p. 278. 

719 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, 

Par. 195. 
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perspective of an international tribunal between a regulatory measure, 

which is an ordinary expression of the exercise of the state's police power 

that entails a decrease in assets or rights, and a de facto expropriation that 

deprives those assets and rights of any real substance.”720 

US – Argentina BIT is the old generation treaty, where preserving policy space 

provisions are limited to measures necessary for the maintenance of public order, 

maintenance or restoration of international peace or security, or the protection of 

essential security interests. The clause does not extend to environmental, health or 

social concerns as it is more common in the treaties of new generation. However, the 

tribunal took into consideration devastating economic, political and social conditions 

when determining whether necessity protection has been triggered and the investor 

was required to bear the financial consequences of Argentina emergency measures.  

CMS v. ARGENTINA721 

 

LG&E case can be contrasted with a case considered approximately at the same time, 

CMS v. Argentina. The claim, brought by the US investor CMS, also arose out of 

Argentina's emergency laws and suspension and termination of CMS´s right to 

calculate tariffs in US dollars and to make inflation adjustments. These two cases are 

based on nearly identical facts and they resulted in similar findings as to the 

substantive obligations under the BIT, but reached different outcomes on the plea of 

necessity. In spite of the fact that the tribunal recognised that severe economic crisis 

can give rise to necessity plea and temporarily excuse a state from performance of its 

                                                      

720 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, 

Par. 194 citing Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003, Par. 115. 

721 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, Final 

Award 12 May 2005. 
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obligations under BIT, the state has to be able to prove that it did not contribute to the 

crisis and that any less burdensome measures could not have been taken. 

The tribunal in this case took a different view than in LG&E case. The tribunal focused 

on the objective and purpose of the treaty stating that: “the Treaty in this case is clearly 

designed to protect investments at a time of economic difficulties or other 

circumstances”. Tribunal decided that:  

“severe crisis cannot necessarily be equated with a situation of total 

collapse. And in the absence of such profoundly serious conditions it is 

plainly clear that the treaty will prevail over any plea of necessity”. 722  

The tribunal compared Argentinean crisis to other “contemporary crisis” affecting the 

countries in the region which have not led to derogation of international treaties or 

contractual obligations. It further decided that the crisis was of no consequence and 

that the business should continue as usual. 

Another stark difference between CMS and LG&E case was the fact that in CSM case 

the tribunal firstly considered the position under customary international law and 

only then moved on to the analysis of the position under the investment treaty. 

However, it is not clear from the award what is the exact relationship between 

necessity clause of BITs and customary international law.  

In the end, the tribunal found Argentina in breach of fair and equitable treatment and 

minimum standard of treatment, including denial of justice claims and breach of 

umbrella clauses. It found in favour of the investor and awarded the investor over  

US$ 133 million in damages.  

                                                      

722 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, Final 

Award 12 May 2005, Par. 354. 
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The two cases of CMS and LG&E illustrate the level of uncertainty faced by both the 

investors and the states. The tribunals can reach opposite conclusions on similar issues 

at question. Given that sustainable development matters are in themselves not always 

clearly defined, their assimilation into investment arbitration will certainly not be an 

easy path. It is difficult to stipulate whether environmental matters or emergencies 

would qualify for necessity clause and to what extent. As part of its analysis the 

tribunal in LG&E did refer to the principle 15 of the Rio Declaration723, which talks 

about precautionary approach to protection of the environment and threats of serious 

or irreversible damage. However, it is evident from the existing case law that this issue 

could be easily open to possibility of conflicting outcomes.  

VIVENDI v. ARGENTINA724 

 

This is an ongoing dispute between French investor and Argentina over a concession 

agreement to privatize water and sewage services in Argentinean province of 

Tucumán. The investor claimed violations of the fair and equitable treatment, full 

protection and security standards and expropriation under the BIT between France 

and Argentina725. The Argentinean authorities unilaterally modified tariffs applicable 

to the concession contract and generated hostility towards the investors, which 

culminated with the investor terminating its concession. Argentina asserted, among 

other things, that the authorities acted within their regulatory powers and in 

protection of vital public interest.  

                                                      

723 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, 

Par. 253, footnote 74. 

724 Compañiá de Aguas del Aconquija, S.A. & Compagnie Générale des Eaux v. Argentina, ICSID Case 

No. ARB/97/3, Award 20 August 2007. 

725 BIT between France and Argentina, signed on 3 July 1991 and entered into force on 3 March 

1993. 
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The interesting aspect of this case in sustainable development context is the approach 

of the tribunal to expropriation standards. The tribunal upheld the view taken in Santa 

Elena v. Costa Rica case and claimed that: 

“there is extensive authority for the proposition that the state’s intent, or 

its subjective motives are at most a secondary consideration. While intent 

will weigh in favour of showing a measure to be expropriatory, it is not a 

requirement, because the effect of the measure on the investor, not the 

state’s intent, is the critical factor”726.  

The tribunal further elaborated on this issue and explained that: 

“if the challenged measures are expropriatory, there will be violation of 

Article 5(2) of the Treaty, even if the measures might be for a public 

purpose and non-discriminatory, because no compensation has been 

paid.”727 

Ultimately the tribunal took the view that the measures taken by Argentinean 

authorities “were not legitimate regulatory responses”, but “were sovereign acts 

designed illegitimately to end the concession or to force its renegotiation”728. 

CONTINENTAL CASUALTY v. ARGENTINA729 

 

                                                      

726 Compañiá de Aguas del Aconquija, S.A. & Compagnie Générale des Eaux v. Argentina, ICSID Case 

No. ARB/97/3, Award 20 August 2007, Par. 7.5.20. 

727 Compañiá de Aguas del Aconquija, S.A. & Compagnie Générale des Eaux v. Argentina, ICSID Case 

No. ARB/97/3, Award 20 August 2007, Par. 7.5.21. 

728 Compañiá de Aguas del Aconquija, S.A. & Compagnie Générale des Eaux v. Argentina, ICSID Case 

No. ARB/97/3, Award 20 August 2007, Par. 7.5.22. 

729 Continental Casualty Company V. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/9, Award 5 

September 2008. 
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It is yet another investment arbitration case challenging emergency measures taken 

by Argentina during its financial crisis. The investor, a US insurance company, 

administered worker’s compensation insurance scheme in Argentina. Emergency 

measures enacted by Argentina, like restriction on transfers, devaluation of currency, 

default on debt instruments and lack of conversion of US$ deposits and debt 

instruments into peso currency, caused financial losses to the claimant’s investment 

portfolio. The claimant argued that the measures violated the US - Argentina BIT730, in 

particular, indirect expropriation, fair and equitable treatment, umbrella clause and 

transfer of funds provisions. 

The case offers an important contribution into discussion about necessity defence. As 

in the previous cases involving Argentinean emergency laws, here Argentina also 

relied on two sources of necessity defence, the first based on Art. XI of the US – 

Argentina BIT and the second, on the doctrine of “state of necessity” in customary 

international law. The tribunal recognised that both basis for defence “intend to 

provide flexibility in the application of international obligations, recognizing that 

necessity to protect national interests of a paramount importance may justify setting 

aside or suspending an obligation, or preventing liability from its breach.”731 

The tribunal acknowledged that states should be able to exercise their sovereignty in 

the interest of their population free from internal as well as external threats. The 

tribunal also reminded that: 

“as noted by the International Law Commission, States have invoked 

necessity to protect a wide variety of interests, including safeguarding the 

                                                      

730 Treaty between United States of America and the Argentine Republic Concerning the Reciprocal 

Encouragement and Protection of Investment, signed on 14 November 1991 and entered into force 

on 20 October 1994. 

731 Continental Casualty Company V. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/9, Award 5 

September 2008, Par. 168. 
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environment, preserving the very existence of the State and its people in 

time of public emergency, or ensuring the safety of a civilian 

population”732  

Consequently, even though the case did not raise any environmental issues, it has 

been acknowledged by the tribunal that necessity could be evoked to safeguard 

environment. It is worth noting, that US – Argentina BIT exception clause does not 

include environment matters since it is an old generation investment treaty.  

Interestingly, the tribunal also referred the GATT and WTO case law to analyse the 

concept and requirements of necessity rather than referring to the customary 

international law. This conclusion was reached on the basis that general exceptions 

provisions of Art XI of the US – Argentina BIT reflected the formulation of Art. XX of 

GATT. This is another example of an inconsistent approach of the arbitration tribunals 

to the issue of cross fertilisation of international laws with investment regime, and in 

this case specifically interaction between trade law and investment regime. 

PARKERINGS v. LITHUANIA733 

 

The claim in this case was brought by Norwegian investor and related to a decision of 

the local authorities of the city of Vilnius to terminate the contract with the investors. 

The contract concerned building two multi-story car parks and enforcement of the 

city’s parking laws, including the collection of fees and the use of vehicle clamping. 

Environmental concerns and protection of heritage sites played part in the decision to 

terminate the contract. Hence this case has an interesting sustainable development 

                                                      

732 Continental Casualty Company V. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/9, Award 5 

September 2008, Par. 175. 

733 Parkerings Compagniet A.S. v. Lithuania ICISD Case no. ARB/05/8, Award 11 September 2007. 
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angle. The claimant alleged various violations of the Norway-Lithuania BIT734, indirect 

expropriation, fair and equitable treatment, minimal standard of treatment, denial of 

justice, full protection and security and most favoured nation treatment provisions.  

The tribunal considered interesting issues relevant to sustainable development 

concept. First of all, it discussed stability of legal environment of a state and state´s 

policy space to regulate, change legislation and enact new laws. The tribunal stated 

that: 

“it would have been foolish for a foreign investor in Lithuania to believe, 

at that time, that it would be proceeding on stable legal ground, as 

considerable changes in the Lithuanian political regime and economy 

were undergoing”735.  

It gives hope to the developing countries in similar position. The tribunal also 

specifically discussed the example of Lithuania as a country in transition.  

“In 1998, at the time of the Agreement, the political environment in 

Lithuania was characteristic of a country in transition from its past being 

part of the Soviet Union to candidate for the European Union 

membership. Thus, legislative changes, far from being unpredictable, 

were in fact to be regarded as likely. As any businessman would, the 

Claimant was aware of the risk that changes of laws would probably 

occur after the conclusion of the Agreement. The circumstances 

surrounding the decision to invest in Lithuania were certainly not an 

indication of stability of the legal environment. Therefore, in such a 

                                                      

734 Agreement between the Government of the Kingdom of Norway and the Government of the Republic 

of Lithuania on the Promotion and Mutual Protection of Investments, signed on 16 June 1992 and 

entered into force on 1 December 1992 

735 Parkerings Compagniet A.S. v. Lithuania ICISD Case no. ARB/05/8, Award 11 September 2007, 

par 306. 
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situation, no expectation that the laws would remain unchanged was 

legitimate.”736  

The tribunal reinforced the view that not every hope of a business success amounts to 

an expectation protected by international law. An investor can only count on 

legitimate expectation: 

“if the investor received an explicit promise or guaranty from the host-

State, or if implicitly, the host-State made assurances or representation 

that the investor took into account in making the investment”737.   

Further, the tribunal discussed the right of a host state to regulate. It stated that: 

“each State’s undeniable right and privilege to exercise its sovereign 

legislative power. A State has the right to enact, modify or cancel a law at 

its own discretion. Save for the existence of an agreement, in the form of 

a stabilisation clause or otherwise, there is nothing objectionable about the 

amendment brought to the regulatory framework existing at the time an 

investor made its investment. As a matter of fact, any businessman or 

investor knows that laws will evolve over time.”738  

The burden was on the investor to prepare that the circumstances could change and 

“to structure its investment in order to adapt it to the potential changes of legal 

environment”.739 The investors take business risk by investing in the countries 

                                                      

736 Parkerings Compagniet A.S. v. Lithuania ICISD Case no. ARB/05/8, Award 11 September 2007, 

Par. 335. 
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738 Parkerings Compagniet A.S. v. Lithuania ICISD Case no. ARB/05/8, Award 11 September 2007, 

Par. 332. 

739 Parkerings Compagniet A.S. v. Lithuania ICISD Case no. ARB/05/8, Award 11 September 2007, 

Par. 333. 
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undergoing transitional changes. In the absence of specific assurances by the host 

state, the only other measures that the investors could possibly take to protect 

themselves against such changes to legal framework could be a stabilisation clause in 

the agreement or some other express provision protecting it against unexpected and 

unwelcome changes. 

Finally, the tribunal took into account archaeological preservation and environmental 

protection concerns when deciding whether two competing investors are in “like 

circumstances”. The tribunal concluded that local authorities of the city of Vilnius had 

legitimate grounds to distinguish between two projects put forward by two foreign 

investors and to favour the project of a particular investor on the grounds of historical 

and archaeological preservation and environmental protection. The development of 

the old city of Vilnius was being considered in the light of possible environmental 

damage and destruction of protected sites. This case illustrates how sustainable 

development concerns can in fact be decisive for the outcome of the investment 

arbitration case.  

All claims of the investor were dismissed and the tribunal found in favour of the state 

on all counts.  

BIWATER v. TANZANIA740 

 

This dispute arose out of agreements entered into by the UK investor with Tanzania 

for the operation and management of the Dar es Salaam water system.  As the investor 

commenced execution of the contract, it encountered severe difficulties of financial 

and practical nature and requested renegotiation of the contract less than two years 

into ten year term of the contract. The mediation process failed and Tanzania 

terminated the contract with the investor for its alleged failure to fulfil its obligations. 

                                                      

740 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v. Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008. 
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In the process, Tanzania deported investor's senior management, seized its assets and 

took over its business. 

This case is of great value to the discussion on sustainable development within 

international investment law. Firstly, it furthers the debate about volatile character of 

investment climate in developing countries and countries in transition. The tribunal 

notes that: 

 “the business risks that an investor has to accept may well be greater than 

they would be in another investment climate and expectations of the 

investor”741.  

The responsibility is on the investor to assess political economy surrounding the 

investment and adequately calculate the risk involved. The tribunal reinforced that: 

“investment agreements cannot be relied upon as a bulwark against 

factors that investors should know about through good business practices 

[…] [investors cannot] seek the protections of international investment 

agreements in order to avoid the commercial, contractual or regulatory 

consequences of their acts. In particular, an investor’s failure to conduct 

an adequate risk assessment, or unconscionable behaviour in order to win 

a bid, will affect its rights under the investment contract and any 

applicable investment agreement or BIT”742.  

It is therefore necessary to differentiate between investment climate of developed and 

developing countries, to make allowances for potential instability of investment 

environment of countries in transition. It would not be appropriate to apply the same 

                                                      

741 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v. Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008, 

Par. 376. 

742 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v. Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008, 

Par. 373. 
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standards and expectations to the countries undergoing rapid developmental changes 

as to the developed states with well-established infrastructure and legal framework 

for investments.  

Another fundamental point of the case refers directly to sustainable development 

concerns. The tribunal referred to Methanex case to distinguish Biwater dispute from 

other disputes involving States “which are of no greater general public interest than a 

dispute between private persons”743. The tribunal recognised that the substantive 

issues of the case are of great public interest and are “of concern to the wider 

community in Tanzania”744. For these reasons, the tribunal allowed amicus curiae 

submission from several interest groups, including the Lawyers’ Environmental 

Action Team, the Legal and Human Rights Centre, the Tanzania Gender Networking 

Programme, the Centre for International Environmental Law and the International 

Institute for Sustainable Development, to “address broad policy issues concerning 

sustainable development, environment, human rights and governmental policy”745. 

The tribunal decided to consider the merits of the case in the wider context of 

sustainable development and human rights. Remarkably, the tribunal referred 

directly to the Millennium Development Goals, and specifically to the target of 

reducing by half the number of people without proper access to potable water by 2015. 

Tribunal expressly concluded that access to clean water is basic human right and “key 

                                                      

743 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction and 

Merits 3 August 2005, Par. 49. 

744 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v. Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008, 

Par. 358. 

745 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v. Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008, 

Par. 366. 
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to sustainable development746. The tribunal relied on the amicus curiae submissions 

stating that: 

“human rights and sustainable development issues are factors that 

condition the nature and extent of the investor’s responsibilities, and the 

balance of rights and obligations as between the investor and the host 

State.”747  

Further, the submission concluded: 

“that foreign corporations engaged in projects intimately related to 

human rights and the capacity to achieve sustainable development (such 

as the project here), have the highest level of responsibility to meet their 

duties and obligations as foreign investors, before seeking the protection 

of international law. This is precisely because such investments 

necessarily carry with them very serious risks to the population at 

large.”748 

This case is a very rare example of how sustainable development principles can shape 

and influence implementation of international investment law and outcomes of 

investment disputes. The issues raised and deliberated in this case go to the heart of 

sustainable development concerns.  

Interestingly, the tribunal found Tanzania liable for treaty violations on four out of the 

five claims raised by the investor. However, the tribunal found that no damages 

                                                      

746 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v. Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008, 
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should be awarded to the investor, as its losses were due to its own failures and not 

due to any violations by Tanzania. This case recognised vulnerability of developing 

countries exposed to corporate tactics of investors trying to take advantage of the 

shortcomings of such countries. However, the tribunal distinguished between state´s 

liabilities for violations of a treaty and investor´s own conduct contributing to its 

losses. In other words, Tanzania has not been disadvantaged for its sensitive position 

of country in transition.  

CHEVRON v. ECUADOR749 

 

This is a unique case, an ongoing long term legal battle in different forums, involving 

Chevron/Texaco oil company, state of Ecuador and indigenous communities of 

Amazonia in Ecuador. Arbitral proceedings under international investment regime 

are only a part of the broader picture of this dispute. All parties to the dispute, 

Chevron/Texaco, state of Ecuador and Ecuadorian plaintiffs, have been involved in an 

ongoing dispute revolving around environmental damage caused by Chevron in the 

course of its oil operation in Ecuadorian Amazon. Ecuador has been seeking 

reparations of environmental damage. In addition, Ecuadorian plaintiffs, indigenous 

Amazonian communities, have been seeking damages for harm caused by oil spills 

and other hazardous consequences of oil operation of Chevron. After years of 

unprecedented legal warfare, Ecuadorian court ruled in favour of Ecuadorian citizens 

and awarded US$9.4 billion in damages against Chevron/Texaco, as well as punitive 

damages of US$8.6 billion. 

                                                      

749 Chevron Corporation and Texaco Petroleum Company v. The Republic of Ecuador, PCA Case No. 

34877, Partial Award on the merits 30 March 2010, Final Award 31 August 2011. 
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Concurrently with the proceedings taking place in Ecuadorian court, Chevron filed a 

claim in the Permanent Court of Arbitration under US – Ecuador BIT750. The tribunal 

held that Ecuador has breached Article II(7) of the BIT751 through the undue delay of 

the proceedings of the Ecuadorian courts and is liable for the damages in the amount 

of over US$ 77 million. 

In subsequent arbitral proceedings752, still pending, Chevron is challenging the 

judgment of Ecuadorian court awarding damages to Ecuadorian plaintiffs and is 

seeking that the tribunal declares Chevron not responsible for satisfying the judgment, 

because it had been fully released from all claims in accordance with the earlier 

settlement agreements with Ecuador. It further pleads with the tribunal declares that 

enforcement of the judgment within or outside of Ecuador would be inconsistent with 

Ecuador’s obligations under the settlement agreements, the BIT and international law 

in general. Chevron also claims that the judgment is null as a matter of international 

law and not final, enforceable, or conclusive under Ecuadorian and international law, 

and thus, is not subject to recognition and enforcement within or without Ecuador. 

Astonishingly, Chevron also seeks declaration from the tribunal that any enforcement 

of the judgment would place Ecuador in violation of its international-law obligations 

and that it violates international public policy and natural justice, and, as a matter of 

                                                      

750 Treaty between the United States of America and the Republic of Ecuador concerning the 

Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 27 August 1993 and entered 

into force on 11 May 1997. 

751 Treaty between the United States of America and the Republic of Ecuador concerning the 

Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment signed on 27 August 1993 and entered 

into force on 11 May 1997, Art. II(7). “Each Party shall provide effective means of asserting 

claims and enforcing rights with respect to investment, investment agreements, and 

investment authorizations.” 

752 Chevron Corporation and Texaco Petroleum Company v. The Republic of Ecuador (II) (PCA Case 

No. 2009-23). 
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international comity and public policy and that the judgment should not be 

recognized and enforced. 

What is unique in this case is that the arbitration proceedings directly impact the rights 

of non-parties to the arbitration, Ecuadorian plaintiffs that hold a judgment against 

Chevron from Ecuadorian court. Chevron does not directly seek damages from 

Ecuador for the losses, but is seeking relief aimed at nullifying judgment from 

Ecuadorian court awarded in favour of non-party to the proceedings.  

The case raised lots of controversies, countless backlash campaigns, negative 

commentaries and millions spent in lawyers’ fees on both sides. What started as a 

dispute over who should be responsible for cleaning up the Amazonian jungle and 

who is liable for the harm caused to local communities by oil operations, it has become 

complicated, questionable legal warfare process involving several legal forums and 

multiple proceedings. In addition, the Ecuadorian plaintiffs filed a petition for 

precautionary measures with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 

explaining the various ways in which relief requested by the Chevron under 

arbitration proceedings would violate the human rights of the Ecuadorian 

citizens. The role of arbitration tribunal in this set of circumstances is a testing one and 

very controversial. At the time when international arbitration regime is undergoing 

high level of scrutiny and is being criticised for its shortcomings, proceedings such as 

Chevron case, behind which there are sensitive issues of catastrophic environmental 

damage, human rights, power of oil corporations and damages running into billions, 

it remains to be seen what role will the investment tribunal assume. This is bearing in 

mind that the merits of the dispute brought before the investment tribunal are far 

removed from the original sustainable development issues of the case and rests on 

creative arguments, broad requests for relief and procedural issues.   
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CLAYTON v. CANADA753 

 

The dispute relates to the investors’ proposal to operate a quarry and a marine 

terminal in Canada, Nova Scotia at Whites Point. The project underwent a lengthy 

environmental assessment by Nova Scotia and the Canadian Federal Government. 

Both governments rejected the project on environmental grounds in line with the 

recommendations of a joint review panel. The investor alleged various violations of 

NAFTA provisions, including fair and equitable treatment, minimum standard of 

treatment, denial of justice, full protection and security and most favoured nation 

treatment. Canada claimed that the relevant authorities dealt with the investment 

proposal fairly and professionally.  

The case is very significant from sustainable development point of view. First of all, it 

involves Canada, which is one of the leading jurisdictions in the field of sustainable 

development. In fact, both jurisdictions of Canada and Nova Scotia have legislated 

extensive policies of sustainable development. “The core of this philosophy is to 

encourage and promote economic development while conserving and promoting 

environmental quality”754. Further, the investment in question is highly 

environmentally sensitive quarry project. The main part of the discussion in the case 

revolved around the process of conducting environmental assessment of the project. 

The case in itself, although took place over a number of years, is a very recent and 

relevant development, as the award on liability has been granted in 2015 and the 

award on damages is still pending.  

                                                      

753 William Ralph Clayton, William Richard Clayton, Douglas Clayton, Daniel Clayton and Bilcon of 

Delaware, Inc. v. Canada, UNCITRAL, PCA Case No. 2009-04, Award on Jurisdiction and 

Liability 17 March 2015. 

754 William Ralph Clayton, William Richard Clayton, Douglas Clayton, Daniel Clayton and Bilcon of 

Delaware, Inc. v. Canada, UNCITRAL, PCA Case No. 2009-04, Award on Jurisdiction and 

Liability 17 March 2015, Par. 6. 
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Sustainable development can be found referred to throughout the text of the award 

and has been evoked by both parties to the dispute. Part of the investor´s claim was 

that the final environmental assessment guidelines departed substantially from the 

expected scientific and technical focus and required investor to address “non-scientific 

and non-technical questions”, which included a distorted precautionary principle, the 

influence of NAFTA and the Kyoto Protocol on the Whites Point Quarry, strong 

emphasis on sustainable development and stringent ecosystem analysis. Investor 

claimed that “by relying on outside factors (such as public involvement, ecosystem 

approach, sustainable development, an improperly expansive precautionary 

principle, community core values and effects on future similar projects under the 

NAFTA)”755 joint review panel exceeded its competence and effectively aimed at 

setting environmental policy and advancing its own view of environmental reform. 

In reaching the conclusion that the investment should not be approved, the joint 

review panel took an unprecedented approach by referring to “community core 

values”. The proposed investment divided local public opinion. Joint review panel 

referred in its report to a “variety of vision statements and federal and provincial 

policies and laws”756. One of them was an action plan of local communities addressing 

their vision for the future. The panel referred to the residents` “wish to promote 

environmental stewardship practices which preserve the region's biological diversity 

and ecological heritage”. The panel also emphasised that the residents “embrace the 

                                                      

755 William Ralph Clayton, William Richard Clayton, Douglas Clayton, Daniel Clayton and Bilcon of 

Delaware, Inc. v. Canada, UNCITRAL, PCA Case No. 2009-04, Award on Jurisdiction and 

Liability 17 March 2015, Par. 214. 
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concept of sustainable development and see future social activity carried out in a way 

that preserves and promotes ecological heritage.”757  

However, the tribunal concluded that; “there is no mandate in federal Canada’s 

environmental assessment system or the Nova Scotia regime for a review panel to 

make recommendations on such a basis.”758 The “community core values” were not 

found to be within the scope of environmental assessment criteria and were “matters 

of philosophical belief, not effects that could be assessed and mitigated”759. Further, 

“incompatibility with “community core values” absent some ecological impact is not 

within the scope of what is assessable”760 under the relevant legislation. Interestingly, 

the tribunal also stated that “there was no “community veto” under the law”761 and it 

is not for the municipality or a particular group of citizens to decide whether the 

investment should proceed.  

One of the experts in the case reiterated that “sustainable development remains a 

noble aim and a fundamental objective of environmental assessment” and 
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acknowledged the cases in which the review panels expanded the role of sustainable 

development.  

However, the expert report further stated that: 

“the problem with this development is that it is not consistent with, nor is 

it supported by, existing environmental assessment legislation. […] 

Environmental assessment is a legal process and the express direction 

articulated in environmental assessment legislation must be respected 

and adhered to. If policy-makers wish to see sustainable development 

take on a more prominent role in the process, those legislative changes 

should be pursued.”762  

The tribunal concluded that the investor was put in a disadvantaged position and was 

treated unfairly by being denied the opportunity to have the case considered on its 

merits. The investor was not given a notice of the unique approach taken by the panel 

and had no chance in considering or contesting it. The tribunal criticised the process 

in which the joint review panel was conducting its review, and stated that: 

“it is fundamentally unfair […] to subject a proponent to the very public 

venting of criticism at a public hearing, with all the attendant expense and 

reputational risk, without providing both the public and the ultimate 

government decision makers with a final report that includes the 

thorough and methodical assessment of environmental effects and 

consideration of mitigation measures”763.  
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The controversial issue, which was decisive for the outcome of the case, was the 

distinct, unprecedented and unexpected approach taken by the joint review panel to 

refer “community core values”, even though the tribunal reiterated that under the 

laws of Canada and Nova Scotia social impacts and the value placed by members of a 

community on distinctive components of an ecosystem can be within the scope of a 

valid assessment. 

What is also significant, is that the award included additional remarks, in which the 

tribunal clarified several important sustainable development related points. The 

tribunal clarified, that “a NAFTA tribunal must be sensitive to the need to avoid 

“regulatory chill”, including with respect to protection of the environment”764 and that 

tribunal´s finding in the case was “not based on any view that environmental assessors 

should be wary of robustly and fully carrying out their assigned mandates765. The 

tribunal addressed the purpose of environmental assessment, which is to “seek to 

assess potential impacts on the environment, and to determine whether these effects 

can be mitigated in their own right, rather than being overborne by economic or public 

interest considerations”766. And whilst political preferences are not of environmental 

effect, public input along with scientific and technical findings are informative of 

potential effect of an investment. Tribunal stated, that even though the economics and 

technology are not placed above human concerns, “the value that human beings place 
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on potentially affected components of the ecosystem is indeed integral to the 

analysis”767.  

It is therefore evident from this case, that even in jurisdictions most sensitive to 

sustainable development concerns like Canada, unless sustainable development is 

clearly defined and has a definite normative dimension within legal framework both 

domestic and of international investment, it risks being only a political declaration, 

“noble aim” and a “philosophical belief” outside of the scope of legal assessment. 

GOLD RESERVES v. VENEZUELA768 

 

The dispute between Canadian investor and Venezuela revolved around mining 

rights and concessions for the extraction of gold, copper and molybdenum in 

Venezuela.769 The investor claimed breach of obligations under Canada – Venezuela 

BIT770, indirect expropriation, fair and equitable standard of treatment including 

denial of justice, full protection and security and most favoured nation treatment. 

Claims arose out of the issuance of an administrative ruling by the ministry of the 

environment of Venezuela declaring the nullity of certain construction permits and 

the subsequent termination of mining concessions. This case is an important example 

of how sustainable development arguments arise in political context.  
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The investor has been active in the mining industry in Venezuela for over 20 years 

prior to termination of its concessions and permits. It had established practice and 

historically its mining activities in Venezuela were not subject to major controversies. 

The revocation order by Venezuelan authorities referred to: 

 “fundamental duty of the Venezuelan State to guarantee the protection 

of the environment and populations confronted with situations that 

constitute a threat to, make vulnerable, or risk the people’s physical 

integrity, as well as involve imminent damage to the environment”.  

It also referred to the public administration ability “to review and correct its 

administrative actions, including the revocation of administrative acts””771. As the 

grounds for the revocation, the order referred to the state of emergency declared in 

the area of the Imataca Forest Reserve, “as the mining activities in Bolivar State had 

altered the environment […] thus having affected the nearby populations, indigenous 

communities, and the rest of the collective”. It then refers to the “serious 

environmental deterioration of the rivers, soil, flora, fauna and biodiversity in general, 

caused by the uncontrolled mining activities performed by the large number of miners 

present in the area”.772 What is particularly relevant for the subject of this thesis is that 

Venezuela evoked sustainable development goal to support its decision to terminate 

concessions by claiming that its actions were in fact: 
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“the exercise of the State’s policy to promote only environmentally 

sustainable mining in the Imataca Forest Reserve, out of bona fide concern 

of the impact of Claimant’s mining activities”773.  

The investor on the other hand claimed that such grounds for revocation were in fact, 

“a series of arbitrary, capricious, non-transparent, pretextual and abusive measures 

undertaken in furtherance of the evolving political agenda of the Chávez 

Administration”774. Raising of environmental issues was claimed to be motivated by 

the specific political agenda of the Chávez administration, “to remove North 

American investment in the gold sector and replace it with more politically desirable 

alternatives”775. The actions by Venezuela were not claimed to be taken out of concerns 

for environmental and social issues, but were allegedly due to change in the policy 

regarding mineral exploitation in Venezuela. Various political statements of 

government officials and president Chávez himself were quoted to support the view 

“that the government would favour national interest over foreign companies in the 

mining sector”776 and that government´s intention was to seize control over the 

resources exploitation to “save and appropriate”777 what was deemed due to the 

Venezuelan nation.  

                                                      

773 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014, Par. 655. 

774 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014, Par. 542. 

775 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014, Par. 592. 

776 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014, Par. 599. 

777 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014, Par. 581, footnote 498. 
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The tribunal did acknowledge state´s responsibility to preserve environment and 

protect local communities against adverse effects of mining industry. However, this 

did not exempt the state from complying with its obligations towards international 

investors. The tribunal held that the political statements made by various government 

officials including President Chávez “no longer expressed environmental concerns, 

but rather the political objective to recover gold mines to the State”778. Whilst not 

underestimating environmental protection concerns, the tribunal stated that the “the 

better course of action for addressing any growing concerns would have been to 

examine with Claimant how best to proceed to alleviate the same”779. The tribunal held 

that the revocation decision was driven by the change of policy regarding mining 

development and was in serious violation of the standard of a fair, transparent and 

consistent behaviour due by the state. The tribunal found that the conduct of 

Venezuela towards investor was consistent over the years and only changed as a result 

of policy shift, which was driven by political reasons and, hence, was in breach of fair 

and equitable treatment. 

The tribunal also found it difficult to “distinguish between sovereign and regulatory 

acts”780 due to political motivations that existed. In the end, it was found that the 

decisions in question were an exercise of regulatory powers and not acts of an 

expropriatory nature, but the manner in which such regulatory powers were exercised 

has led to a finding of a serious breach of fair and equitable standard provisions of the 

treaty. 

                                                      

778 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014, Par. 322. 

779 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014, Par. 598. 

780 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014, Par. 667. 
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The case is an example of how sustainable development is being appropriated to 

support political agenda. It is not the purpose of this thesis to deliberate whether the 

change of political agenda championed by President Chávez was in fact to further 

sustainable development goals of Venezuela. Once a state accepts international 

investment regime and allows foreign investors into its territories, any subsequent 

changes in policy have to take into account state´s commitments towards foreign 

investors. Calling upon sustainable development goals to justify political decisions 

does not override the obligations of the states under investment treaties to which the 

states have signed up. At the same time, and as the other cases presented in this thesis 

illustrate (Pac Rim v. El Salvador, Windstream v. Canada), any changes to state´s 

policies to cater for sustainable goals, might be hindered by the obligations of the state 

undertaken under international investment law. It is possible that even genuine 

sustainable development concerns driving changes in state´s policy could be 

considered politically motivated and therefore in breach of fair and equitable 

treatment provisions of international treaties. This has proven costly to Venezuela in 

this particular case, as the tribunal awarded Gold Reserves compensation of US$ 

713,032,000, plus interest. 

UNGLAUBE v. COSTA RICA781 

 

Claims in the two parallel Unglaube cases, revolved around claimants´ investments in 

the ecotourism industry of Costa Rica. The dispute arose out of the alleged 

expropriation by the Costa Rican government of investors´ land acquired for the 

development of tourist project, on the grounds of environmental protection and 

creation of national marine park with a view of protecting highly endangered 

leatherback turtle and its critical nesting sites. The nesting sites were located partly on 

investors´ property. The case raised an issue of human activity that destroys “the 

                                                      

781 Marion Unglaube and Reinhard Unglaube v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/1 

and ICSID Case No. AB/09/20, Award 16 May 2012. 
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beaches` suitability for nesting and activity that directly harms the turtles or their 

eggs”782.  

Throughout the proceedings Costa Rica emphasised its important role in protecting 

the endangered turtle specie and maintained that all of its actions involved the bona 

fide exercise by the sovereign government of Costa Rica of its powers and 

responsibilities to protect the natural environment. Costa Rica further claimed that “a 

property owner always holds land subject to the State`s applicable land use and 

environmental regulations, as the same may evolve as part of the proper functioning 

of the State”783. 

Whilst both parties and the tribunal itself emphasised the importance of preserving 

endangered turtles and protection of their habitat, the tribunal found “that the crucial 

elements of this dispute involve more mundane issues of fact and law as they relate 

to the legality of the actions in dispute between the Parties”784. 

By referring to set of facts of the case as “a story of a disorganized, chaotic and 

internally incoherent series of actions taken by various authorities apparently acting 

independently of each other and in an unpredictable manner”785, the investor urged 

the tribunal to look beyond the individual alleged violations of the treaty in order to 

appraise the cumulative effect of state´s actions on the investor as depriving it of its 

investment and frustrating its legitimate expectations. The investor claimed several 

                                                      

782 Marion Unglaube and Reinhard Unglaube v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/1 

and ICSID Case No. AB/09/20, Award 16 May 2012, Par. 103. 

783 Marion Unglaube and Reinhard Unglaube v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/1 

and ICSID Case No. AB/09/20, Award 16 May 2012, Par. 124. 

784 Marion Unglaube and Reinhard Unglaube v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/1 

and ICSID Case No. AB/09/20, Award 16 May 2012, Par. 167. 

785 Marion Unglaube and Reinhard Unglaube v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/1 

and ICSID Case No. AB/09/20, Award 16 May 2012, Par. 236. 
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breaches of Germany – Costa Rica BIT786 provisions, including, indirect expropriation, 

fair and equitable treatment, minimum standard of treatment, full protection and 

security, denial of justice, umbrella clause and arbitrary and discriminative treatment. 

The tribunal held Costa Rica responsible only under indirect expropriation provisions 

and awarded compensation to the investor. However, it had dismissed all other claims 

of the investors. It has also stated that, as intelligent and experiences investors, the 

claimants were required to become familiar with Costa Rican law and procedure. The 

tribunal acknowledged that “the workings of the courts and administrative agencies 

of Costa Rica surely involve noticeable differences from those with which Claimants 

may be more familiar”787, referring to the differences between German and Costa 

Rican functioning of public administration authorities. However, the tribunal agreed 

that: 

“because governments are accorded a considerable degree of deference 

regarding the regulation/administration of matters within their borders, 

such differences are not significant, insofar as this Tribunal is concerned, 

unless they involve or condone arbitrariness, discriminatory behaviour, 

lack of due process or other characteristics that shock the conscience, are 

clearly “improper or discreditable” or which otherwise blatantly defy 

logic or elemental fairness”788.  

The tribunal gave allowances for differences between administrative system of 

developed and developing states. With regard to expropriation, the tribunal referred 

                                                      

786 Tratado entre Alemania y Costa Rica sobre Fomento y Recíproca Protección de Inversiones, signed 

13 September 1994 and entered into force on 10 March 1998. 

787 Marion Unglaube and Reinhard Unglaube v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/1 

and ICSID Case No. AB/09/20, Award 16 May 2012, Par. 258. 

788 Marion Unglaube and Reinhard Unglaube v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/1 

and ICSID Case No. AB/09/20, Award 16 May 2012, Par. 258. 
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to Santa Elena v. Costa Rica case and found Costa Rica liable for indirect expropriation 

and responsible to provide an adequate, transparent and clear expropriation process.  

When assessing the merits of the case, the tribunal importantly observed that even if 

measures are taken for an important public purpose, which in this case was the 

protection of turtles, undisputed in itself, “governments are required to use due 

diligence in the protection of foreigners and will not be excused from liability if their 

action has been arbitrary or discriminatory”789.  

The sustainable issues of this case were undisputed by the parties. Both parties agreed 

on the need to control development of land with a view to preserve the natural habitat 

of endangered turtle specie. However, such considerations have been shown to do not 

excuse the states from their liabilities under investment treaties and to do not alter the 

level of protection granted to investors.  

BOGDANOV v. MOLDOVA790 

 

The claimant in this case was a Russian investor, an owner of paint manufacturing 

company. The claims in this dispute arose out of tax and environmental policy 

modifications and amendments to legislation in Moldova, which economically 

adversely affected the investor's operation of sale of paints, varnishes and similar 

products in Moldova. The legislation changes introduced in Moldova included 

charges on in the import of raw materials used for the manufacturing of paints and 

varnishes as well as on the import of paint and varnishes as a finished product. 

Additional charges were introduced on emissions and similar environmentally 

harmful effects resulting from the production process. Successive amendments to the 

                                                      

789 Marion Unglaube and Reinhard Unglaube v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/1 

and ICSID Case No. AB/09/20, Award 16 May 2012, Par. 247. 

790 Yuri Bogdanov and Yulia Bogdanova v. Republic of Moldova (IV), SCC Case No. V091/2012, 

Award 16 April 2013. 
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customs legislation, as well as certain provisions in the environmental legislation, also 

led to significant changes in the customs treatment of goods, which were considered 

harmful to the environment. 

The investor challenged environmental dimension of these measures. It claimed that 

charges on import of finished goods were in fact concealed custom duties and VAT as 

they fulfilled no environmental purpose and could not be called environmental 

measures. The investor argued that whilst the charges on imported raw materials are 

environmentally reasonable, the charges on finished goods produced in Moldova are 

not, especially since environmental charges were already levied when the goods were 

processed. The basis of investor´s claim was the fact that “the charges on finished 

goods have no correlation to the environmental impact of one type of paint as 

compared with another; they further do not correlate to the impact based on the 

ingredients of the paint”791. The investor claimed that the measures should be 

considered VAT and should fall within stabilisation clause protecting investor.  

The tribunal disagreed with the investor, although it emphasised that environmental 

charges are indeed something different from custom duties and VAT, as their specific 

purpose is of protecting environment and are introduced without primary purpose of 

regulating trade or generating public treasury income. However, in this case, charge 

on environmentally harmful goods happened to also serve as a regulator of trade. The 

fact that the charges on finished goods did not differentiate between environmental 

impact of different products had no bearing when deciding whether such charges had 

environmental purpose. The tribunal held that: 

“changes in the environmental legislation, including the manner in which 

the charges were collected, did not fall within the scope of the stabilisation 

                                                      

791 Yuri Bogdanov and Yulia Bogdanova v. Republic of Moldova (IV), SCC Case No. V091/2012, 

Award 16 April 2013, Par. 126. 
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clause and consequently were comprised by the Republic's right to 

exercise its sovereign legislative power”792.  

It has been confirmed that the state had legitimate aim and objective when introducing 

control measures concerning environmentally harmful substances. 

ALLARD v. BARBADOS793 

 

Allard v. Barbados is a recent case, initiated in 2010. It is a rare example of a case where 

an investor, who in this case is a retired attorney, businessman and philanthropist, 

raising sustainable development arguments against a host state. The investor claimed 

that the government of Barbados violated its obligations by refusing to enforce its own 

environmental laws. Mr Allan had invested in purchase of land, consisting of natural 

wetlands, green spaces and the last significant mangrove forest and migratory bird 

habitat in Barbados with a view to develop world class eco-tourism sanctuary. In the 

notice of arbitration794, the investor emphasises its several contribution efforts to 

support sustainable development of Barbados, including performing environmental 

studies, restoring the natural environment, training and employing administrative 

staff, technical staff and educators and providing tourism and educational services to 

both Barbadian residents and foreign tourists. The dispute arose out of alleged actions 

and omissions of Barbados that have caused or permitted environmental damage to 

the sanctuary, destroying the value of the investment. Among the alleged violations, 

the investor lists repeated discharged of raw sewage into the sanctuary, failure to 

maintain drainage structure, failure to counteract poachers and changes to 

                                                      

792 Yuri Bogdanov and Yulia Bogdanova v. Republic of Moldova (IV), SCC Case No. V091/2012, 

Award 16 April 2013, Par 245. 

793 Peter A. Allard v. The Government of Barbados, PCA Case No. 2012-06. 

794 Notice of Dispute, 8 September 2009. Retrieved from: 

http://graemehall.com/legal/papers/BIT-Complaint.pdf  

http://graemehall.com/legal/papers/BIT-Complaint.pdf
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development plan revoking environmental buffers to investor´s property. 

Consequently, the investor contended that Barbados indirectly expropriated its 

investment, failed to provide his investment full protection and security and breached 

fair and equitable treatment in accordance with the Canada-Barbados BIT795. The case 

provides interesting opportunity for sustainable development debate. It is certainly a 

unique case where an investor holds a state accountable for environmental failures.  

The tribunal established that the decision of the investor to cease operating the 

sanctuary as an ecotourism attraction did not arise out of any relevant degradation of 

the environment and that the investor failed to establish any loss or damage to its 

investment attributable to any actions or inactions of Barbados.796 The tribunal 

concluded that the investor could not establish there was a legitimate expectation 

“that Barbados would take any specific steps with regard to the environmental 

protection of the Sanctuary”.797 Given that such legitimate expectation did not arise 

from any of the statements by Barbados, the tribunal did not proceed to address 

“Barbados’ international obligations arising from its environmental treaties” to 

confirm or reinforce the legitimacy of the investor’s expectations”798, which means that 

international environmental obligations of a state serve only to support specific 

legitimate expectation of an investor, and do not stand on their own to create state´s 

obligations on which investor can rely in investment arbitration. The fact that 

                                                      

795Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of Barbados for the Reciprocal 

Promotion and Protection of Investments signed on 29 May 1996 and entered into force on 17 

January 1997 

796 Peter A. Allard v. The Government of Barbados, PCA Case No. 2012-06, Award 27 June 2016, 

Par. 167. 

797 Peter A. Allard v. The Government of Barbados, PCA Case No. 2012-06, Award 27 June 2016, 

Par. 199. 

798 Peter A. Allard v. The Government of Barbados, PCA Case No. 2012-06, Award 27 June 2016, 

Par. 208. 
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Barbados is a party to international environmental conventions did not change the 

standards under the BIT.  

The tribunal went on to describe the investor “to have been of visionary disposition”799 

in respect of its eco project, however such “good intentions do not directly translate 

to establishing a backstop to shift responsibility under the terms of the BIT to the 

State”800. It is unclear from the award, whether the tribunal would be prepared to 

include an obligation of a state to protect foreign investments against environmental 

damage in the full protection and security standard.801 The claims of the investor have 

been dismissed and the tribunal concluded the case in favour of Barbados.  

LONE PINE v. CANADA802 

 

Lone Pine Resources, a US investor is currently suing the government of Canada 

under NAFTA, for “the arbitrary, capricious, and illegal revocation of the Enterprise’s 

valuable right to mine for oil and gas under the St. Lawrence River […] without due 

process, without compensation, and with no recognizable public purpose”803. Canada 

introduced changes to its legislation, which prohibited oil and gas extraction beneath 

the St. Lawrence River and revoked all permits pertaining to oil and gas in that area 

                                                      

799 Peter A. Allard v. The Government of Barbados, PCA Case No. 2012-06, Award 27 June 2016, 

Par. 222. 

800 Peter A. Allard v. The Government of Barbados, PCA Case No. 2012-06, Award 27 June 2016, 

Par. 222. 

801 “Even accepting the Claimant’s articulation of the FPS standard as including an obligation 

of the host State to protect foreign investments against environmental damage, and assuming 

(quod non) that environmental damage was proven in the present case, the Tribunal finds that 

no violation of the FPS standard arising under Article II(2)(b) of the BIT is established.” Peter 

A. Allard v. The Government of Barbados, PCA Case No. 2012-06, Award 27 June 2016, Par. 252. 

802 Lone Pine Resources Inc. v. Canada, ICSID Case No. UNCT/15/2 

803 Lone Pine Resources Inc. v. Canada, ICSID Case No. UNCT/15/2, Notice of Arbitration 6 

September 2013, Par. 11. 
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without compensation. Lone Pine alleges that there is no valid public purpose for the 

expropriation, because no public purpose has ever been advanced, either in the 

legislation process, the legislation acts themselves, or in any public statement of 

Quebec authorities. The legislative changes have been introduced before the 

conclusion of the strategic environmental assessment process undertaken by the 

strategic environmental committee called by the government of Quebec to evaluate 

the environmental impacts of shale gas exploration and development. Lone Pine is 

alleging several breaches of NAFTA provisions, including indirect expropriation, fair 

and equitable treatment, minimum standard of treatment, denial of justice and full 

protection and security. The case is still pending, but it is an example of the clash of 

economic interests of investors against state measures taken as a result of strong public 

objections to oil and gas extraction project. Canada claims that the changes in law that 

were introduced as a result of normal and legitimate exercise of legislative state 

power. This exercise required the consideration of competing public interests in a 

delicate social context and Canada claims that the investment tribunal cannot 

substitute itself for the government of Quebec and determine whether it made the 

right decision.804 Canada also claims that police powers of states to adopt measures to 

protect the public welfare, including the environment, are recognized as part of 

customary international law and consistent with Article 1110 of NAFTA. Environment 

is singled out as a public welfare concern, within state powers to regulate. The case 

goes to the heart of sustainable development debate. The Government of Quebec even 

tasked special agency with establishing a commission of inquiry and holding public 

hearings regarding the sustainable development of Quebec's shale gas industry. The 

legislative and regulatory regime in Quebec also requires taking into account the 

principles of sustainable developments for all government decisions, including those 

involved in the development of mineral resources. The reports prepared by special 

                                                      

804 Lone Pine Resources Inc. v. Canada, ICSID Case No. UNCT/15/2, Respondent’s Counter-

Memorial (French version), 24 July 2015, Par. 334. 
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agency commissioned by Canadian authorities suggest that the development of the 

shale gas industry in Quebec is too early due to limited knowledge of new 

technologies and their impact on the environment and the regulatory framework 

unsuitable for this new industry. Canada also claims that shale gas industry faces a 

significant deficit of social acceptability and does not favour harmonious coexistence 

between the industry and local communities. By passing disputed legislation, 

Canadian authorities made a decision to prioritize the protection and preservation of 

the St. Lawrence River site to the detriment of activities oil and gas. Canada claims 

that the investor cannot challenge under NAFTA such balance of interests established 

by the highest democratic body of Quebec between, on the one hand, protection of 

waterways such as the St. Lawrence and sustainable development, and, secondly, the 

development of a new energy system.805 Sustainable development issues of Canada 

are being on the forefront of this dispute and future outcomes of the case are of 

potentially great value and importance to the discussion about sustainable 

development and international investment law. This is one of the very few cases 

where sustainable development considerations are placed so high in the defence 

strategy of a state against investor.  

SPENCE v. COSTA RICA806 

 

This pending dispute concerns two contrary propositions for the sustainable 

development of a Pacific beachfront strip of land in Costa Rica. The investors allege 

that they “made significant investments in highly prized land located on the Pacific 

coast of Costa Rica, with the intention to develop it in an ecologically sustainable 

                                                      

805 Lone Pine Resources Inc. v. Canada, ICSID Case No. UNCT/15/2, Respondent’s Counter-

Memorial (French version), 24 July 2015, Par. 336. 

806 Spence International Investments et al. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. UNCT/13/2. 
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manner, through the building of luxury beachfront homes.”807 The luxury homes 

would be sold to environmentally conscious clientele and would be developed in an 

environmentally sensitive manner consistent with the proposal to establish natural 

park in the area. The investors claim that the expropriation of their properties was in 

breach of several provisions of CAFTA808, including national treatment, most favoured 

nation treatment, minimum standard of treatment and expropriation and 

compensation. In its defence Costa Rica, evokes its “quintessential function as a 

sovereign state – the right to protect the natural environment for the benefit for all 

state´s citizens”809. Costa Rica claims it has the right to safeguard environment and to 

balance public and private interests. It assumes “global responsibility” to protect one 

of the most endangered species on earth – leatherback turtle, which has a nesting 

ground on the strip of land in dispute.  

Significantly, Costa Rica in its defence examines the relationship of environmental 

provisions of CAFTA with the investment chapter of the treaty. Costa Rica claims that 

Chapter 17 of CAFTA gives particular priority to protection of the environment, 

policies adopted by governments to protect the environment, and it also gives states 

a measure of discretion in implementing environmental laws810. Costa Rica further 

claims that this priority which CAFTA gives to environment applies also to 

investment Chapter 10 of CAFTA. Costa Rica also maintains that: 

                                                      

807 Spence International Investments et al. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. UNCT/13/2, 

Notice of Arbitration 10 June 2013, Par. 8. 

808 Free Trade Agreement between Central American Common Market, the Dominican Republic and 

the United States of America signed on 5 August 2004 and entered into on 1 January 2009. 

809 Spence International Investments et al. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. UNCT/13/2, 

Respondent Response to Notice of Arbitration, 26 July 2013, Par. 5. 

810 Spence International Investments et al. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. UNCT/13/2, 

Respondent´s Post Hearing Submission, 26 May 2015, Par. 60. 
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“In light of the negotiating history of CAFTA, there is no question that the 

language of Chapter 17 should be interpreted to allow States ample 

discretion not only to institute strong environmental regulations, but also 

to enforce them in the manner they determine to be most appropriate to 

their development.”811 

What is also a relevant argument from sustainable development standpoint is that 

Costa Rica refers to “not lowering standards” provisions of CAFTA812, claiming it 

cannot weaken its environmental laws in order to encourage investor to expand or 

retain their investments. Costa Rica claims it created a system that balances two 

interests: 

“it has adopted measures that it believes it needs in order to protect the 

leatherback sea turtles, while respecting property rights of landowners 

inside the Park by providing such owners the means to recover the fair 

value of their investment.”813 

It remains to be seen how the case proceeds and what arguments will be decisive. 

Whether sustainable development will play any significant part of the tribunal´s 

deliberations, or whether the case will focus on procedural details and technicality of 

the breaches of the treaty provisions.  

                                                      

811 Spence International Investments et al. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. UNCT/13/2, 

Respondent´s Post Hearing Submission, 26 May 2015, Par. 62. 

812 CAFTA, Art. 17.2.2, which says: “The Parties recognize that it is inappropriate to encourage 

trade or investment by weakening or reducing the protections afforded in domestic 

environmental laws. Accordingly, each Party shall strive to ensure that it does not waive or 

otherwise derogate from, or offer to waive or otherwise derogate from, such laws in a manner 

that weakens or reduces the protections afforded in those laws as an encouragement for trade 

with another Party, or as an encouragement for the establishment, acquisition, expansion, or 

retention of an investment in its territory.”  

813 Spence International Investments et al. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. UNCT/13/2, 

Respondent´s Post Hearing Submission, 26 May 2015, Par. 65 
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AVEN v. COSTA RICA814 

 

This case involves dispute over the development of sustainable beach community in 

Costa Rica by the investor. After obtaining required environmental approvals and 

other permits, the investor commenced the development of its property. 

Subsequently, ministry of environment shut down the project on the basis that there 

were protected wetlands and forestry on the property. The case involves various 

accusations of corruption, criminal charges against investors and political 

motivations. The investors claim breach of several provisions of CAFTA, including 

fair and equitable treatment, full protection and security, minimum standards of 

treatment and expropriation.  

Costa Rica is evoking a number of sustainable development principles in its defence, 

including sustainability in the use of natural resources, precautionary principle, 

preventative principle, restorability principle, strict liability of a polluter and citizens 

participation. The principle of sustainability in the use of natural resources is being 

explained as being “a universally accepted principle, including from a legal 

perspective815. Also, precautionary principle, or principle of prudent avoidance, is 

being said to be derived from international law and Costa Rican law. “Indeed, because 

                                                      

814 David R. Aven, Samuel D. Aven, Carolyn J. Park, Eric A. Park, Jeffrey S. Shioleno, Giacomo A. 

Buscemi, David A. Janney and Roger Raguso v. The Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. 

UNCT/15/3. 

815 “The principle of sustainability in the use of natural resources has been explained as being: 

"a universally accepted principle, including from a legal perspective. According to a report by 

the United Nations, sustainable development is development able to meet the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs 

(Loperena Rota, Demetrio, the Principles of Environmental Law, 1998, p. 62). Article two a) 

and b) of the Environmental Organic Act established the obligation of the State and 

individuals to participate in the conservation and sustainable use of the environment; and the 

right of everyone to enjoy a healthy and ecologically sustainable environment." In David R. 

Aven, Samuel D. Aven, Carolyn J. Park, Eric A. Park, Jeffrey S. Shioleno, Giacomo A. Buscemi, David 

A. Janney and Roger Raguso v. The Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. UNCT/15/3, Counter 

Memorial 8 April 2016, Par. 62. 
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of the specificity of environmental damage, and the irreversibility of such damage, 

under the precautionary principle, the mere risk of impact to the environment triggers 

an obligation for the competent authorities to act and protect the environment without 

a need to be supported by scientific evidence.”816 Costa Rica refers directly to Principle 

15 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development817. Costa Rica also refers 

to Principle 10 of Rio Declaration818, the principle of citizen participation in matters of 

the environment in a form of access to information and opportunity to participate in 

decision making process.   

Notably, Costa Rica claims that: 

“This case is not so much about investment protection, it is instead about 

the protection the State needs on issues affecting the environment, and 

the State's important prerogative to continue to enforce the public right to 

                                                      

816 David R. Aven, Samuel D. Aven, Carolyn J. Park, Eric A. Park, Jeffrey S. Shioleno, Giacomo A. 

Buscemi, David A. Janney and Roger Raguso v. The Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. 

UNCT/15/3, Counter Memorial 8 April 2016, Par. 63. 

817 “In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied 

by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible 

damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-

effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.” Principle 15, 1992 Rio Declaration 

on Environment and Development, UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I) / 31 ILM 874 (1992) 

818 “Environmental issues are best handled with participation of all concerned citizens, at the 

relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to 

information concerning the environment that is held by public authorities, including 

information on hazardous materials and  activities in their communities, and the opportunity 

to participate in decision-making processes. States shall facilitate and encourage public 

awareness and participation by making information widely available. Effective access to 

judicial and administrative proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be provided.” 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. (1992). Agenda 21, Rio 

Declaration, Forest Principles. UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I), Principle 10. 
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ensure a sustainable environment and to protect complex biodiversity 

and ecosystems.”819 

They way Costa Rica expresses its defence is setting investment protection against 

state´s ability to ensure sustainable development. These two matters, sustainable 

development and international investment law, are considered to be in conflict with 

each other, on a collision course. In other words, international investment law is 

expressed to be impeding sustainable development cause. The case will provide an 

interesting opportunity for the debate of sustainable development issues within 

international investment law.  

PAC RIM v. EL SALVADOR820 

 

Pac Rim dispute involves two different visions of the development of a state of El 

Salvador. The investor is suing EL Salvador for its refusal to issue necessary mining 

licences for Pacific Rim’s El Dorado gold mining project in northern El Salvador due 

to alleged environmental concerns including the company’s use of certain chemicals 

in the extraction process. The investor claims El Salvador´s arbitrary and 

discriminatory conduct, lack of transparency, and unfair and inequitable treatment in 

failing to grant a mining exploitation concession and in demanding various 

environmental permits following discovery of valuable deposits of gold and silver 

under exploration licenses granted to the investor. El Salvador allowed investor to 

proceed with the exploration phase of the project and subsequently denied the 

company the right to proceed to the exploitation phase. Consequently, the investor 

claims that by failing to act once the company has successfully completed the 

                                                      

819 David R. Aven, Samuel D. Aven, Carolyn J. Park, Eric A. Park, Jeffrey S. Shioleno, Giacomo A. 

Buscemi, David A. Janney and Roger Raguso v. The Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. 

UNCT/15/3, Counter Memorial 8 April 2016, Par. 7. 

820 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12. 
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exploration phase and complied with all of the legal requirements to obtain an 

exploitation concession, El Salvador destroyed its investment. Interestingly, the 

investor, which is an oil company, raised sustainable development arguments by 

claiming its commitment to sustainable development of El Salvador “as an 

environmentally and socially responsible mining company, Pac Rim was and is 

committed to providing long term, sustainable benefits to the communities in which 

it operates”821. In support, it lists a number of initiatives supporting sustainable 

development of El Salvador, including funding health services, environmental 

education programmes, recycling programme in the region, removal of tons of refuse 

from the local river system, planting trees, hydrogeological studies to locate new 

sources of ground water for local communities and drilling water wells to provide 

clean water for local residents. In addition, Pac Rim argues that the decisions to refuse 

relevant permits were politically motivated and not based on merits of its application. 

Several statements from president Saca indicated that the government was not 

favouring mining activities for the sake of political expedience. 

In response El Salvador evokes its responsibility to protect its people and 

environment, including specific provisions of its constitution, which imposes a duty 

on the state to protect its natural resources, as well as diversity and integrity of 

environment to ensure sustainable development822. It emphasises the principle of 

prevention and precaution when managing environmental concerns. More so, El 

Salvador acknowledges “it does not have recent experience with metallic mining”823 

and it had realised “it had lacked capacity necessary to open country up for metallic 

                                                      

821 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, Claimant Pac 

Rim Cayman Llc’s Memorial on the Merits and Quantum, 29 March 2013, Par. 141. 

822 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter Memorial on the Merits, 10 January 2014, Par. 330, Footnote 485. 

823Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter Memorial on the Merits, 10 January 2014, Par. 204. 
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mineral exploitation”824. It is not equipped to effectively assume strong environmental 

policy regarding mining activity due to lack of expertise, personnel and budget. 

Especially, the state is mostly concerned with poor water recourses for the country, 

which has of one of the highest population density in Latin America. Locating mining 

activities in the area of the most important water supply for the country could bring 

high risk of contamination. The relevant authorities expressed legitimate concerns that 

they are not able to evaluate, permit and monitor metallic mining in order to safeguard 

local population and environment. They referred to earlier limited mining activity of 

which they were only “beginning to understand the extent of the unmitigated 

harm”825. The project is also subject to significant negative social pressure based on the 

view that mining “has historically not only failed to generate development but has 

also significantly impacted the environment through poor practices”826. In summary, 

El Salvador does not consider itself ready to accept mining activities, due to lack of 

common vision for the development of the industry in El Salvador, lack of strong 

water policy and water protection measures, gaps in environmental and mining 

legislation and inadequate enforcement processes. In taking precautionary approach, 

EL Salvador decided to suspend all mining activities in the country until adequate 

strengthening of institutions, legislation and other policies. It justifies its steps in order 

to ensure that mining industry can make a “meaningful contribution to sustainable 

development of the country”827. In the government´s view, until those changes are 

                                                      

824 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter Memorial on the Merits, 10 January 2014, Par. 204. 

825 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter Memorial on the Merits, 10 January 2014, Par. 208. 

826 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter Memorial on the Merits, 10 January 2014, Par. 240. 

827 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter Memorial on the Merits, 10 January 2014, Par. 254. 
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made, environmental protection cannot be ensured and there is no social licence to 

allow mining. 

The case is still pending828, but it already generated unprecedented attention. It 

remains to be seen what tribunal will make of sustainable development arguments 

put forward by the parties and whether they will be at all relevant to the merits of the 

case. It is an interesting case where the state pleads for space to take responsible 

approach to sustainable development of the country.829 Whether by taking this 

approach it violated protection granted to investor under investment treaty, it is for 

the tribunal to decide. It is worth noting, that the fate of this case and, in a way, the 

path of future development of EL Salvador with regard to mining industry, will be 

decided by three arbitrators, none of which has any association with the country and 

majority of which come from the developed first world countries. The investor is 

requesting US$ 340 million in compensation and EL Salvador claims that the investor 

does not have any claim and the case should be dismissed.830  

BALLANTINE v. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC831 

 

This case revolves around denial by Dominican Republic of a construction permit to 

investor due to environmental fragility of the proposed area of construction. In this 

                                                      

828 Since the conlcusion of the final version of this thesis, Pac Rim v. El Salvador has been 

concluded and decided in favour of state of El Salvador. The tribunal concluded that the 

claimant had no legal entitlement to obtain exploitation concession and its exploration licences 

expired. Further, the claimant had no rights in property to the land or any of its deposits. As 

such, sustainable development issues have not become part of the detailed analysis of the 

tribunal. Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, Award 14 

October 2016. 

829 See also Trackman, L. (2013). The ICSID and Investor-State Arbitration. In Trakman, L., & 

Ranieri, N. (Eds.). Regionalism in International Investment Law, p.267, Foonote 79. 

830 See also Moran, T. (2011). Foreign Direct Investment and Development: Launching a Second 

Generation of Policy Research, p. 23. 

831 Michael Ballantine and Lisa Ballantine v. The Dominican Republic. 
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case, the investor was seeking permission allowing expansion of its existing tourist 

resort. Dominican Republic based its denial of construction permit on the fact that 

under Dominican law it is prohibited to construct on the land with excessive 

inclination and within the borders of protected national park. Here too the state´s 

vision for the development is in conflict with the expectations of investors wishing to 

expand their investment. The investor emphasises its commitment to the Dominican 

Republic and various missionary and other initiatives contributing to the community 

as well as its contribution to the Dominican tourism industry and local economy. The 

investor alleges that the denial was politically motivated rather than based on any 

merits. The case is pending.  

WINDSTREAM v. CANADA832 

 

Canada is a respondent in a recent case involving wind energy programme. 

Windstream, a US investor, is suing Canadian government for placing a moratorium 

on the development of offshore wind projects in Ontario without notice or 

consultation with the investor. Windstream applied for approval of 100-turbine 

offshore wind energy generation facility in Lake Ontario, one of the Great Lakes, in 

response to government initiatives encouraging research and development in 

renewable energy sources. What is interesting in this case from sustainable point of 

view is that Ontario created attractive feed-in tariff programme to enhance investors 

with a view of replacing fossil fuels from non-renewable resources. The investor 

responded to the program and obtained a contract for the development of a wind 

project in Lake Ontario. Moratorium was placed in response to growing public 

opposition to the location of the turbines near residential areas and impact of wind 

turbines on human health and environment. The investor alleges expropriation of its 

                                                      

832 Windstream Energy LLC v. The Government of Canada. 
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rights under the valuable government contract it obtained. It also claims violation of 

minimum standard of treatment and fair and equitable treatment under NAFTA. 

In response, Canada claims that there is no large offshore wind generation facility 

operating anywhere in the world and “there remains a significant amount of 

uncertainty regarding the effects of such projects on human health, safety and the 

environment”833. Due to this uncertainty “Ontario has yet to develop a comprehensive 

regulatory framework for the approval of offshore wind energy projects. In particular, 

requirements related to the construction, operation and decommissioning of such 

projects have never been fully developed.”834 Canada further claims that Windstream 

was aware of the undeveloped state of this regulatory environment when applying 

for the contract and was informed to manage the related regulatory risk. Canada chose 

to take a precautionary approach and develop regulatory framework before allowing 

any offshore wind energy facilities to be built. “Ontario's decision to proceed 

cautiously was a bona fide policy choice taken in the public interest.”835 Canada asserts 

that Windstream claims are “nothing more than an inappropriate attempt by the 

Claimant to shift the regulatory and business risks associated with the development 

of WWIS' proposed project to the Government of Canada.”836 

The case is still pending and the tribunal has not considered the arguments of the 

parties. It will certainly be interesting to see how precautionary public policy 

approach by Canada will measure against powerful investor protection provisions 

                                                      

833 Windstream Energy LLC v. The Government of Canada, Canada´s Response to the Notice of 

Arbitration (Amended), 5 December 2013, Par. 4. 

834 Windstream Energy LLC v. The Government of Canada, Canada´s Response to the Notice of 

Arbitration (Amended), 5 December 2013, Par. 4. 

835 Windstream Energy LLC v. The Government of Canada, Canada´s Response to the Notice of 

Arbitration (Amended), 5 December 2013, Par. 7. 

836 Windstream Energy LLC v. The Government of Canada, Canada´s Response to the Notice of 

Arbitration (Amended), 5 December 2013, Par. 7. 
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under NAFTA. Canada is a leading jurisdiction in sustainable development field and 

a responded to twenty six investment arbitration cases. It is also a home country to 

investors seeking recourse in investment tribunals in forty two international 

investment arbitration cases. Canada has acquired substantial experience facing 

investment tribunals. It will therefore be interesting to see how the tribunal will 

resolve the dispute between Windstream and Canada and whether Canada will be 

successful in its defence based on precautionary approach to environment and 

principles of sustainable development.837 838 

  

                                                      

837 Judge, J. (2013). The Impact of Technology on International Arbitration and the Nature of 

Substantive Claims Asserted in International Arbitration. In Rovine, A. (Eds.). Contemporary 

Issues in International Arbitration and Mediation: Fordham Papers 2013, p. 416. 

838 Since the conlcusion of the final version of this thesis Windstream v. Canada has been 

concluded in favour of the investor. Although the tribunal reached the conclusion that no 

expropriation took place, the tribunal was of a view that the investor found itself in regulatory 

and contractual limbo for years following the imposition of the moratorium as a result of acts 

and omissions of the Government of Ontario, which is in breach of the treaty. Canada was 

ordered to pay nearly US$20 million in damages to Windstream. Windstream Energy LLC v. 

The Government of Canada, PCA Case No. 2013-22, Award 27 September 2016. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

The purpose of this chapter was to investigate whether sustainable development 

influences international investment arbitration. This investigation has not produced a 

clear single conclusion.  

What has been illustrated in this chapter is that sustainable development certainly 

contributes to the increased activity in the field of international arbitration. Without 

the doubt, sustainable development issues are behind an increasing number of 

arbitration cases. They surface in arbitration, provoke discussion, contribute to the 

body of arbitral jurisprudence and help to develop this dynamic area of law. With the 

increasing environmental urgency in many parts of the world, together with rapidly 

developing regulatory frameworks of the developed and the developing states, the 

interests of the investors are bound to clash with sustainable development policy 

agenda of many states. Investment arbitration system has proven to be a very effective 

tool for protection of economic interests of the investor, a tool which the investors will 

reach for and utilize to pursue their investment objectives.  

Whilst the importance of sustainable development is not being questioned by 

anybody, it has to be questioned whether the international investment tribunal is the 

most appropriate venue to deliberate and decide sustainable development issues. 

Next chapters will aim to answer this question.  

In practice arbitration tribunals are increasingly faced with those issues and they need 

to respond to them. Unfortunately, the response of the tribunals has not been a 

consistent one. There has been absence of any agreed standards or criteria of arbitral 

review of sustainable development matters in the context of investment disputes. Lack 

of consistency seems to characterise the system of international investment arbitration 

in general. Sustainable development is still only an additional consideration, which 
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parties evoking it hope will add weight to their claims. Unless sustainable 

development enters normative framework of international investment law through 

treaty drafting and integration efforts with complimentary sustainable development 

related legal norms of domestic and international application, it will remain a limited 

influence on international investment law.  

This chapter has also highlighted that the legal status of sustainable development 

within international investment law is still uncertain and doubtful. With the 

proliferation of sustainable development initiatives globally, instead of more clarity 

on sustainable development, its status is far from becoming clearer. The application 

of sustainable development is spilling over onto new areas, new understandings and 

in effect, it is watering down. It is a dynamic process, work in progress. Some elements 

of sustainable development are gaining acceptance in investment disputes. Overall 

however the picture is far from sharply focused. International investment law exists 

side by side with a large number of other bodies of international law, which are 

diverse and continuously expanding. In addition, international investment law is also 

subject to multiple dispute settlement mechanisms, variety of adjudicative bodies and 

other applicable rules. The hierarchy between those various layers of legal rules is not 

fully established. International investment law does not exist in isolation. All elements 

of this broader international legal system interact with each other and are subject to 

constant adjustments and developments. In case of international investment law in 

particular this fluidity is even more predominant since it is uncodified legal system 

without one single authority or one set of universally applied rules. Sustainable 

development is just one of those elements with which international investment law 

interacts.  

The following chapters of this thesis will focus on possible underlying mechanisms 

shaping this interaction between sustainable development and international 

investment law in the context of globalization processes. 
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Chapter 4 

 Status and Structure of International Investment Law and its Compatibility 

with Sustainable Development 

The previous chapters introduced issued of globalization and sustainable 

development in general context. Preceding chapters also tracked sustainable 

development through international investment treaties and investment arbitration. 

This chapter will draw on the findings from the foregoing parts of the thesis to analyse 

the main question posed in this thesis: how and why does sustainable development 

concept influence international investment law? The purpose of this analysis is not to 

advance arguments of whether sustainable development should in fact be an 

influencing factor on international investment law. This thesis will also not argue 

whether international investment law should become more sustainable development 

friendly. The intended contribution of this work is to further better understanding of 

the underlying processes behind creative forces of international investment law and 

its place and role in globalised world. This chapter is aiming to demonstrate whether 

sustainable development concept and international investment law are compatible.  

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section aims to determine the actual 

current status of international investment law against the background of globalization 

processes. It seeks to answer the question of whether international investment law is 

struggling or, on the opposite, thriving in the current globalization era. The second 

part will inquire whether international investment regime is capable of absorbing 

sustainable development principles. It will be asked whether sustainable 

development agenda is in the interest of investors, the main participants and 

beneficiaries of international investment regime. This section will also address the 

ideology underpinning the regime and inquire whether sustainable development 

principles could be aligned with it. Finally, this chapter will conclude with the analysis 
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of the systemic compatibility of international investment law and sustainable 

development concept.  

IS INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LAW SHIFTING UNDER 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT INFLUENCE? 

 

As this chapter will illustrate, the current debate about international investment 

regime, whether regarding its past, present or future developments, often involves 

discussion about revolutionary changes, transition or paradigm shift. International 

investment law is subject to recurring shifts and ongoing transition. This is not 

surprising since the regime is neither codified nor centralised. It is an amalgamation 

of interactions, global web of often overlapping treaties, and inconsistent arbitration 

jurisprudence. International rules on protection of foreign investment have global 

reach onto the territories of huge political, economic and legal diversity. Constant 

challenges and changes are therefore inevitable. The question on which this section 

will focus is whether such changes amount to revolutionary transition or paradigm 

shift and to what extent sustainable development is instrumental in shaping the path 

of the transition of international investment law.  

Is International Investment Law struggling today? 

 

International investment regime in its current form, “consisting of proliferating 

network of bilateral investment treaties (…) and investment chapters of free trade 

agreements and an increasingly sophisticated international arbitral system”, is itself 

called as “a major paradigm shift”839. The very existence of modern international law 

framework with its unique features is a phenomenon on its own. 

                                                      

839 Tan, C. (2015). Reviewing the emperor´s old clothes: The good governance agenda 

development and international investment law. In Schill, S. (Eds.) International Investment Law 

and Development, Bridging the Gap, p. 153. 
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Some authors point to the case of AAPL v. Sri Lanka in 1990 as a paradigm shift, the 

case which initiated “the direct treaty-based right of investors to sue governments 

before international arbitral tribunals”840. The paradigm shift term is often attributed 

to the phenomenon of private enforcement by investor “coupled with limited 

influence of states on arbitral process, their limited powers to review arbitral awards 

and extensive powers of investors to enforce awards worldwide”841. The investor-state 

dispute resolution mechanism is a unique characteristic, appearance of which 

changed the trajectory of the development path international investment law. The 

revolutionary step allowing private investor to hold states accountable in front of a 

private arbitral panel has indeed been a shift of a paradigm importance. Some 

compare investor state dispute settlement mechanism to a “silent revolution” or “new 

era”842, which had gained momentum since 1990s. 

It is also a widespread opinion that international investment law is undergoing 

significant changes at this moment of globalization peak. Some authors believe that 

“international investment regime is in a phase of transition”843. Others claim that “the 

law of foreign investment is at the cross roads”844. It is also being said that the regime 

                                                      

840 Weiler, T. (2005). International Law and Arbitration: Leading Cases from the ICSID, NAFTA, 

Bilateral Treaties and Customary International Law, p. 381. 

841 Schill, S. (2010). International Investment Law and Comparative Public Law, p.13. 

842 Subedi, S. (2012). International Investment Law: Reconciling Policy and Principle. 

843 Sauvant, K., & Alvarez, J. (2011). International Investment Law in Transition. In Alvarez, J.,  

Sauvant, K., & Ahmed, K. The Evolving International investment Regime, Expectations, Realities, 

Options, p. xxxi. Others also refer to transition: “(…) one may say with some confidence that 

international investment law regime is currently in the ´state of transition´(…)” from 

Hindelang, S., & Krajewski, M. (2016). Towards a More Comprehensive Approach in 

International Investment law. In Hindeland, S. & Krajewski, M. (Eds.). Shifting Paradigms in 

International Investment Law, More Balances, Less Isolated, Increasingly Diversified, p.3. 

844 Shan, W. (2012). Introduction. In Shan, W. (Eds), The Legal Protection of Foreign Investment, 

A Comparative Study, p. 1. 
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“is going through a period of reflection, review and revision”845. Some even go as far 

as to say that latest developments within the regime “may herald long-term shifting 

paradigms”846, and this paradigm shift in investment policy making is being 

experienced “in response to changing economic realities and multiple crises”847. It is 

even being claimed that “international investment law is entering a critical new era”848. 

The reasons for the changes and potential paths of future developments have also 

been widely discussed. It has been studied and analysed that “the primary tension or 

theme or paradigm of international investment law is shifting”849 and that the subject 

of the main debates is moving from north-south controversies to public – private 

debate and the redistribution of rights and obligations as between a state and an 

investor. It has also been suggested that the main function of international investment 

law, its aim and scope have shifted “from imposing constraints on state power to 

reallocating power between private economic actors”850. 

The alleged transition, or paradigm shift, is accompanied by claimed discontent with 

the regime in its current form. International investment law is being subjected to 

                                                      

845 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 120. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf  

846 Hindelang, S., & Krajewski, M. (2016). Towards a More Comprehensive Approach in 

International Investment law. In Hindeland, S. & Krajewski, M. (Eds.). Shifting Paradigms in 

International Investment Law, More Balances, Less Isolated, Increasingly Diversified, p.3. 

847United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2013). Towards a new generation of 

international investment policies: UNCTAD’s fresh approach to multilateral investment policy-

making. UNCTAD IAA Issue Note, No. 5, July 2013. 

848Shan, W., & Su, J. (2015). Introduction. In Shan., W. (Eds.) China and International Investment 

Law, Twenty Years of ICSID Membership, p.1.  

849Shan, W. (Eds.). (2012). The Legal Protection of Foreign Investment, A Comparative Study, p.74. 

850Sattorova, M. (2013). International Investment Law, Renewable Energy, and National 

Policy-making: On “Green” Discrimination, Double Regulatory Squeeze, and the Law of 

Exceptions. In Sauvant, K. (Eds.). Yearbook on International Law and Policy 2012 & 2013, p. 415.  

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
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numerous critical debates and “faces considerable challenges and serious critiques”851. 

The criticism is being said to be “significant” and “at its most acute when directed at 

the decisions of arbitral tribunals constituted to rule on the broad protections offered 

to foreign investors”852. Some authors do not hesitate to say that “international 

investment regime is in a ´state of crisis´, a crisis that becomes visible in investment 

arbitration”853. The status of investment arbitration is compared to “legitimacy 

crisis”854 and it is causing a backlash855. “Growing unease with the current functioning 

of the global international investment agreement […] regime, together with today’s 

sustainable development imperative, […] have triggered a move towards reforming 

international investment rule making”856 and many “demand institutional reform”857. 

It is being suggested that “with so many problems arising and so many cases being 

                                                      

851 Schill, S. (2011). Enhancing International Investment Law’s Legitimacy: Conceptual and 

Methodological Foundations of a New Public Law Approach. Virginia Journal of International 

Law Association, 51(1), p. 57. 

852 Kurtz, J., (2015). Balancing investor protection and regulatory freedom in international 

investment law: the necessary, complex, and vital search for state purpose. In Bjorklund, A. 

(Eds.) Yearbook on International Investment Law and Policy 2013 – 2014, p. 251. 

853 Mouyal, L. (2016). International Investment Law and the Right to Regulate; Human Rights 

Perspective, p.15. 

854 Franck, S. (2005). The Legitimacy Crisis in Investment Treaty Arbitration: Privatizing 

Public International Law Through Inconsistent Decisions. Fordham Law Review, Vol 73, 

p.1521. 

855Waibel, M., Kaushal, A., Lis Chung, K., & Blachin, K. (Eds.). (2010) Backlash Against 

Investment Arbitration. Kaushal, A. (2009). Revisiting History: How the Past Matters for the 

Present Backlash Against the Foreign Investment Regime. Harvard International Law Journal, 

50(2), pp. 491-538.  

856United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 120. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf 

857Schill, S. (2011). Enhancing International Investment Law’s Legitimacy: Conceptual and 

Methodological Foundations of a New Public Law Approach. Virginia Journal of International 

Law Association, 51(1), p. 57. 
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taken against countries, the review and reform of investment treaties should be 

accelerated at both national and international levels”858. 

International investment regime has never been without controversies. It cannot be. 

After all, it has been created to protect interests of private investors in foreign 

territories. In mixing of domestic and foreign interests, sovereign and corporate 

power, locals and outsiders, there is bound to be tension. Historical context of 

colonialism and origins of the regime are also tainted with issues prone to be 

problematic.859 Criticisms about the system should always be viewed taking into 

account context, aim and origin of such critical assessments. Even the strongest 

opinions about potential crisis of the system do not necessarily mean that such crisis 

is indeed taking place. Perhaps the regime thrives on crisis? It certainly experiences 

high level of activity in times of economic meltdown, like in case of Argentina and 

arbitration caseload that followed its financial crisis of the beginning of the century.860 

Can an unprecedented level of arbitration cases be called a crisis? Interestingly, it is 

being observed that most of the demands for change in international investment 

regime “are due to heavy public pressure on their governments rather than due to the 

wish of the people in power”861. 

Looking into the future, various desirable and potential paths for development of 

international investment law are being sketched. Some authors suggest the possibility 

that “the focus of international investment law will shift eastwards, moving from the 

                                                      

858 Khor, M. (21 November 2012). The emerging crisis of investment treaties. South Centre, Issue 

69.  

859 Kaushal, A. (2009). Revisiting History, How the Past Matters for the Present Backlash 

Against the Foreign Investment Regime. Harvard International Law Journal, 50(2), pp. 491-538. 

860After its economic crisis, Argentina clearly became the leading investor-state respondent 

state, with 54 known cases filed against Argentina since 2001.  

861Subedi, S. (2012). International Investment Law: Reconciling Policy and Principle. 
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transatlantic past and presence to a transpacific future”862. Latest developments in 

treaty making in Asian countries “may usher in a new era in international investment 

cooperation”863. More generally, it is being suggested that international investment 

law “appears to face attempts of a more fundamental, long-term recalibration towards 

more balanced, less isolated and in terms of regulatory approaches, increasingly 

diversified regime”864. The regime has been subject to numerous studies and reform 

proposals, although they tend to result with only high level recommendations and 

broad guidelines for change. For example, UNCTAD offers six guidelines for 

international investment regime reform, which include harnessing treaties for 

sustainable development, acting at all levels, focusing on critical reform areas, acting 

at all levels or strengthening the multilateral supportive structure865. UNCTAD also 

recognises that actions in pursue of focus reforms have to be undertaken at all levels 

of policymaking, including national, bilateral, regional and multilateral. At each of 

these levels the steps to be taken should follow a pattern of firstly identifying 

problems, then developing strategic approach and transparent reform process and 

then implementing actions866. It is an ambitious plan and difficult to envisage for a 

system like international investment regime, which does not have mechanisms for 

                                                      

862 Schill, S., & Jacob, M. (2014). Trends in International Investment Agreements 2010-2011: The 

increasing complexity of international investment law. In Sauvant, K. (Eds.) Yearbook on 

International Law and Policy 2012 & 2013, p. 141. 

863Schill, S., & Jacob, M. (2014). Trends in International Investment Agreements 2010-2011: The 

increasing complexity of international investment law. In Sauvant, K. (Eds.) Yearbook on 

International Law and Policy 2012 & 2013, p. 141. 

864Hindelang, S., & Krajewski, M. (2016). Towards a More Comprehensive Approach in 

International Investment law. In Hindeland, S. & Krajewski, M. (Eds.) Shifting Paradigms in 

International Investment Law, More Balances, Less Isolated, Increasingly Diversified, p. 5. 

865 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016).Taking Stock of IIA Reform. 

UNCTAD IIA Issues Note No. 1, March 2016.  

866 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016).Taking Stock of IIA Reform. 

UNCTAD IIA Issues Note No. 1, March 2016. 
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unified coordinated action at all required levels, let alone enforcement instruments for 

implementation of any proposed reform.  

Sustainable development is ever so present in the discussions about current status of 

international investment law, its alleged crisis, transition and future development. The 

issue that this thesis is aiming to address is whether sustainable development is 

indeed behind the changes that international investment law is undergoing, to what 

extent, and, most importantly, why. This chapter is considering whether international 

investment law is indeed underlying a paradigm shift or has reached a cross roads, or 

perhaps international investment regime is just naturally evolving in the current 

globalized world, subject to globalization forces like any other existing phenomenon, 

and any changes it is undergoing “mark yet another change in a cycle of changes”867. 

Overall, with regards to sustainable development and international investment law, 

“countries appear to have paid little attention so far to the importance of channelling 

investment into sectors that are particularly important for sustainable development” 

868. There certainly are calls for inclusion of sustainable development into international 

investment regime. It is being proposed, that in order to reconcile increasingly diverse 

interests at play within international investment law, “sustainable development law 

and policy can and should be developed and implemented within investment 

regime”869. It is also further claimed that the “promotion of sustainable development 

                                                      

867Sornarajah, M. (2015). Resistance and Change in the International Law on Foreign Investment p. 

393. 

868 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 105. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf  

869 Lauterpacht, E. (2011). Foreword. In Cordonier Segger, M., Gehring, M., & Newcombe, A. 

(Eds.). Sustainable Development in World Investment Law, p. ixx. 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
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through international investment law is not an option but a necessity”870. It is 

suggested, that, given the “new sustainable development paradigm” as universally 

recognised principle for “all policymaking”, international investment regime “can no 

longer be designed in isolation but need to be harmonized with, and made conducive 

to, the broader goal of sustainable development”871. Among the main reform 

proposals to further sustainable development objectives within international 

investment law are safeguarding policy space, reforming settlement dispute 

mechanism, promoting and facilitating investment, ensuring responsible investment 

and enhancing systemic consistency.872 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the purpose of this thesis is not to 

join the debate of whether sustainable development should become part of 

international investment regime, as “reconciling investment protection and 

sustainable development is a topic that easily stirs up emotions”873. Sustainable 

development proves to be an elusive term, morally charged and difficult to crystallise. 

In the context of international investment it can be a confusing subject altogether. One 

of the questions to be asked is whether continuous tendency to liberalize investment 

policies to attract capital and increase the level of investments is to “sustain” such 

investment growth rather than make foreign investment sustainable development 

                                                      

870 Cordonier-Segger, M., &  Kent, A. (2011). Promoting Sustainable Investment Through 

International Law. In Cordonier Segger, M., Gehring, M., & Newcombe, A. (Eds.). Sustainable 

Development in World Investment Law, p. 792. 

871 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 127. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf  

872 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 128. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf  

873 Berner, K. (2016). Reconciling Investment Protection and Sustainable Development – A 

Pledge for an Interpretive U-turn. In Hindeland, S. & Krajewski, M. (Eds.) Shifting Paradigms 

in International Investment Law, More Balances, Less Isolated, Increasingly Diversified, p. 177 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
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friendly? World Investment Report of 2014 estimates that total investment needs in 

developing countries alone range from US$3.3 trillion to US$4.5 trillion per year, just 

for basic infrastructure.874 “Most new investment policy measures continue to be 

geared towards investment liberalization and promotion. In 2015, 85 per cent of 

measures were favourable to investors.”875 The path of “sustaining” and liberalizing 

investment levels means perpetuating status quo. Or, alternatively, should the focus 

be on channelling investment into sustainable development related areas like 

infrastructure, clean energy, environment, health sector or education. This agenda 

would also require focusing on attracting maximum level of investment. Or perhaps, 

sustainable development dimensions should be added to all types of investments? It 

will be analysed later whether the calls for integration of sustainable development into 

international investment regime have been successfully answered and why they are 

being voiced at all and by whom. Is sustainable development in any way instrumental 

in shaping the riverbed of international investment flows? If, as some claim, in its 

current state “it is difficult if not impossible for international investment law to 

contribute to sustainable development”876, is there a potential for sustainable 

development to influence international investment law? It will also be analysed 

whether the efforts to include sustainable development agenda into international 

investment regime are indeed leading towards sustainable development in broader 

sense. Finally, the analysis will also focus on whether bringing sustainable 

                                                      

874 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2014). World Investment Report 

2014 Investing in the SDGs: An Action Plan. New York: United Nations, p. xxvi. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf  

875United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality: Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. xi. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf  

876 Cordonier-Segger, M., &  Kent, A. (2011). Promoting Sustainable Investment Through 

International Law. In Cordonier Segger, M., Gehring, M., & Newcombe, A. (Eds.). Sustainable 

Development in World Investment Law, p. 783. 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
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development issues into international investment law, is in fact furthering sustainable 

development or rather distorting its principles. 

In conclusion there are many voices suggesting that international investment law is 

undergoing some kind of adjustment, although it is unlikely that it is a crisis, but more 

of a natural evolution, adaptation to current era of globalization. According to Schill, 

on the basis of only the number of voices and opinions critical of international 

investment law, it may appear to be the predominant view of the discipline, but that 

would be a distorted view.877 As the next section presents, the opposite trend is more 

plausible, the best might be yet to come for international investment law. 

Is International Investment Law thriving today? 

 

Wherever the future will take international investment law and whatever 

transformation it will need to undergo, many believe that “the system will emerge 

from this period of “growing pains” with even greater vitality”878. 

Indeed the facts indicate that the world of international investment is showing more 

signs of vitality than distress and international investment law is being described as 

“the fastest growing area of international law”879, “one of the great international legal 

                                                      

877 Schill, S. (2011). W(h)ither Fragmentation? On the Literature and Sociology of International 

Investment Law. The European Journal of International Law, 22(3), pp. 875-908, p. 899. 

878 Fortier, Y. (2007). Investment Protection and the Rule of Law: Change of Decline?  Lecture 

delivered at British Institute of International and Comparative Law 50th Anniversary Event 

Series in London, 17 March 2007. Retrieved from http://www.arbitration-

icca.org/media/4/54271857323013/media0123927854601400732_001.pdf See also Constain, S. 

(2014). ISDS Growing Pains and Responsible Adulthood. Transnational Dispute Management, 

11(1). 

879 Brower, C., & Schill, S. (2009). Is Arbitration a Threat or a Boon to the Legitimacy of 

International Investment Law? Chicago Journal of International Law, 9(2), pp. 471-498,  

p. 472. 

http://www.arbitration-icca.org/media/4/54271857323013/media0123927854601400732_001.pdf
http://www.arbitration-icca.org/media/4/54271857323013/media0123927854601400732_001.pdf
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success stories”880. Global foreign direct investment flows jumped by 38 per cent to 

$1.76 trillion in 2015 and reached their highest level since the global economic and 

financial crisis of 2008–2009. With forecasts of global foreign direct investment flows 

surpassing $1.8 trillion in 2018881, the future appears promising. Improvement of 

macroeconomic conditions are likely to increase investment appetite and global 

economic growth is predicted to accelerate in foreseeable future882. Such favourable 

global economic conditions are a fertile ground for dynamic activity within 

international investment law. This forecasted growth is partly attributed to continued 

investment liberalization and promotion measures.  In 2014, more than 80 per cent of 

investment policy measures aimed to improve entry conditions and reduce 

restrictions.883 Overall, majority of new policy measures are focused towards 

investment promotion, facilitation and liberalization. In 2015, 46 countries and 

economies adopted 96 policy measures affecting foreign investment. Of these 

measures, 71 related to liberalization, promotion and facilitation of investment. The 

share of investment liberalization and promotion measures reached 85 per cent, which 

is above the average between 2010 and 2014.884 Many countries either passed new laws 

or amended their existing legislation in order to provide incentives or to facilitate 

                                                      

880 Simma, B. (2011). Foreign Investment Arbitration: A Place for Human Rights? International 

and Comparative Law Quarterly, 60, pp. 573-596, p. 574. doi:10.1017/S0020589311000224  

881 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. x. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf  

882 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. xi. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf 

883United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. xi. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf 

884 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. 90. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf  

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
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investments, either by introducing new investment promotion law (Bolivia), reducing 

approval requirements for investments (China), offering guarantees and incentives to 

investors and simplifying investment approval procedures (Cuba) or decreasing the 

number of prohibited and conditional business lines (Vietnam).  Some countries have 

even established agencies providing a strategic plan and incentives for the attraction 

of investment (United Arab Emirates) or pledged easing migration regulations, 

guaranteed rights to repatriate funds and stable tax legislation and custom tariffs 

(Uzbekistan). Largest Asian economies are the most active in promotion and 

liberalization of investment by introducing various measures, including increasing 

foreign investment cap across the industries (India and Indonesia). Chile promulgated 

a new framework law on foreign investment, which guarantees investors access to the 

formal foreign exchange market, the free remittance of capital and earnings, 

protection against discrimination, and exemption from sales and service tax on 

imports of capital goods. Egypt amended its investment law, creating alternative out-

of-court forums to amicably settle investor-state disputes and granting incentives for 

investment in specific sectors or regions.885 From Australia to Mexico, the states are 

looking for ways to attract capital and provide incentives for foreign investment. The 

states open their economies and industries, improve investing conditions, privatise 

economy sectors and remove obstacles to facilitate foreign investment in their 

territories. The international investment regime has all the premises for further 

growth and widening of an operation range of its influence. 

And indeed the expansion of international investment law continues, with more and 

more treaties coming into existence. The year 2015 alone saw the conclusion of 31 new 

international investment treaties – 20 BITs and 11 other treaties with investment 

                                                      

885 All data derived from United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). 

World Investment Report 2016 Investor Nationality Policy Challenges. New York: United 

Nations.  

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf  

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
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provisions, that is more than two treaties per month. Although the annual number of 

BITs is slightly declining, main investment treaties negotiation efforts focus on large 

regional treaties with wide geographical jurisdictional scope. Regional investment 

treaties tendencies will be analysed further below in more detail. Strong investment 

provisions are increasingly being included in wide range of international treaties 

beside BITs, like economic partnership or cooperation agreements (recently signed 

between Australia and Japan886, Japan and Mongolia887, and one between ASEAN and 

India888), free trade agreements (recent examples include FTAs between Australia and 

Korea889, Canada and Korea890 or Mexico and Panama891). This diversifying tendency 

includes recent EU Association Agreements with Georgia892, Moldova893 and 

Ukraine894, which also contains investment protection provisions, although limited in 

                                                      

886 Agreement between Australia and Japan for an Economic Partnership signed on 8 July 2014 and 

entered into force on 15 January 2015. 

887Agreement between Japan and Mongolia for an Economic Partnership entered into on 10 February 

2015 (not in force yet). 

888 Agreement on Investment under the Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Economic 

Cooperation between the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and the Republic of India signed on 

12 November 2014 (not in force yet). 

889 Free Trade Agreement between Australia and the Republic of Korea signed on 8 April 2014 and 

entered into force on 12 December 2014. 

890 Free Trade Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Government of the Republic 

Korea entered into on 22 September 2014 (not in force yet). 

891 Free Trade Agreement between Mexico and Panama signed on 3 April 2014 (not in force yet). 

892 Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community 

and their Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, of the other part signed on 27 June 2014 (not 

in force yet). 

893 Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community 

and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Moldova, of the other part entered into 

on 27 June 2014 (not in force yet). 

894 Association Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and 

Ukraine, of the other part entered into on 27 June 2014 (not in force yet). 
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scope. Countries previously staying outside of the legal framework of investment 

treaties, like Brazil, are now becoming active participants in international investment 

regime (Cooperation and Facilitation Investment Agreements entered into by 

Brazil895). The network of investment related treaties also include double taxation 

treaties, which have been on increase as well896. They deal with fiscal treatment of cross 

border investment transactions and form part of legal framework aimed at regulating, 

facilitating and strengthening international investment legal network.  

In one form or another, it seems like countries from all corners of the world are actively 

participating and interacting with international investment regime. They are either 

reviewing their legislation and policies, negotiating new treaties, reviewing and 

renegotiating their existing treaties, producing new models of international 

investment treaties (Norway, Colombia, India, Indonesia, Egypt) or introducing new 

approaches to international investment (EU, Brazil, India and Indonesia)897. Also, since 

2012 at least 60 countries, both developing and developed, have been involved in 

                                                      

895 Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação de Investimentos entre a República Federativa do Brasil e a 

República do Chile signed 24 November 2015 (not in force yet), Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação de 

Investimentos entre a República Federativa do Brasil e a República do Colombia signed on 9 October 

2015 (not in force yet), Investment Cooperation and Facilitation Agreement between the Federative 

Republic of Brazil and the Republic of Malawi signed on 25 June 2015 (not in force yet), Acordo de 

Cooperação e Facilitação de Investimentos entre a República Federativa do Brasil e os Estados Unidos 

Mexicanos signed on 29 May 2015 (not in force yet), Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação de 

Investimentos entre a República Federativa do Brasil e o Governo de República de Angola signed on 1 

April 2015 (not in force yet), Acordo de Cooperação e Facilitação de Investimentos entre a República  

Federativa do Brasil e o Governo de Moçambique signed on 30 March 2015 (not in force yet). 

896 “In 2014, 84 double taxation treaties (DTTs) were concluded.” From United Nations. 

Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 2015: Reforming 

International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 107. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf  

897  “This trend is not limited to a specific group of countries or regions but includes at least 12 

African countries, 10 countries from Europe and North America, 8 Latin American countries, 

7 Asian countries and 6 economies in transition.” From United Nations. Conference on Trade 

and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 2015: Reforming International Investment 

Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 108. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
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developing model investment treaties.898 Such increasing activity in the field of 

international investment is placing international investment law under the spotlight 

and motivates the states to review their agenda on investment policy. 

Expansion is also taking place in investment arbitration899. In 2015 alone, investors 

initiated 70 known arbitration cases, which is the highest number of cases initiated in 

one year so far and does not take into account fully confidential arbitration cases. 

Overall, there have been total of 696 known investor-state arbitration cases. So far, 107 

countries have been respondents to one or more known ISDS claims. 900. That means 

that majority of existing states either had to respond to investment claim or their 

investors resorted to investment arbitration to seek protection for their investment on 

foreign territories. The cases are mostly brought against developing states, although 

the share of cases against developed states is increasing.901 Among the claimants, the 

prevailing trend is that the investors from developed countries are responsible for vast 

majority of arbitration cases. Overall, even though the picture is changing, the main 

users of the arbitration systems are still investors from developed states suing the 

governments of developing states. The measures most often challenged have been 

legislative reforms in the renewable energy sector, direct expropriations of 

                                                      

898 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016).Taking Stock of IIA Reform. 

UNCTAD IIA Issues Note No. 1, March 2016, p.5. 

899 Direct arbitral recourse by the investor against the host state, is being described as “the one 

of the most progressive developments of international law of the last century”. Schwebel, S. 

(2009). A Critical Assessment of the U.S. Model BIT. Keynote Address at the British Institute of 

International & Comparative Law Twelfth ITF Public Conference in London, 15 May 2009. Retrieved 

from http://www.biicl.org/files/4253_schwebel-biicl15may2009speech_cor2.pdf   

900United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. 104. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf. 

901United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 112. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf  

http://www.biicl.org/files/4253_schwebel-biicl15may2009speech_cor2.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
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investments, discriminatory treatment and revocation or denial of licenses or 

permits.902 The outcomes of the cases seems balanced as between investors and states, 

with 36.7% cases decided in favour of states, 26.5% decided in favour of investors and 

24.2% of cases settled.903 The amounts awarded in compensation or agreed through 

settlements are also reaching record levels904. Whatever criticism is being provoked by 

these developments905, it is clear that the system is not only being increasingly utilised, 

but the growing number of treaties also provide a vast base for potential future claims 

to arise. The number of treaties rises, the caseload increases, compensations reach 

unprecedented levels and the speed of this process does not seem to be matched by 

its transformation towards sustainable development goals. As international 

investment law continues to spread and entrench its global influence, it is 

accompanied, naturally, by its critics along the way. Perhaps then, to a certain extent, 

the large number of critical views of the system and the volume of the voices of 

discontent illustrate the potency of international investment law and reflects its 

capacity for continuous adaptation, resilience and reinforcement. Its flexible 

                                                      

902 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. 106. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf  

903UNCTAD database. Retrieved from http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/ISDS (Accessed 

on 17 October 2016) 

904 For example: Hulley Enterprises Ltd. v. Russian Federation, PCA Case No. AA 226, Final 

Award 18 July 2014, US$ 40 bn compensation awarded; Veteran Petroleum Limited v. The 

Russian Federation, PCA Case No. AA 228, Final Award 18 July 2014, Us$ 8.2 bn compensation 

awarded; Yukos Universal Limited (Isle of Man) v. The Russian Federation, PCA Case No. AA 227, 

Final Award 18 July 2014, US$1.8 bn compensation awarded; Occidental Petroleum Corporation 

and Occidental Exploration and Production Company v. Republic of Ecuador (II), ICSID Case No. 

ARB/06/11, Final Award 5 October 2012, US$ 1.7 bn compensation awarded; Venezuela 

Holdings B.V. and others v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB/07/27, Award 

9 October 2014, US$ 1.6 bn compensation awarded. 

905 Olivet, C., & Eberhardt, P. (2012). Profiting from injustice. How law firms, arbitrators and 

financiers are fuelling an investment arbitration boom. Retrieved from 

https://corporateeurope.org/sites/default/files/publications/profiting-from-injustice.pdf  

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/ISDS
https://corporateeurope.org/sites/default/files/publications/profiting-from-injustice.pdf
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composition of multiple decentralised interactions between diversified actors (states 

and investors of different levels of development) allow for gradual slight adaptations 

of the system “following simple rules of self interest and self preservation”906. 

International investment regime is “generally perceived as deeply sub-optimal but 

continues to thrive and evolve (highly contested but dynamically stable)”.907 It is 

therefore quite possible, and it will be considered at length throughout the reminder 

of this thesis, that sustainable development concept, to the extent it is being 

assimilated into international investment law, is also serving to uphold the system 

and perpetuate it more than it ultimately contributes to sustainable development goals 

as such. It will be later discussed whether international investment law is at all an 

appropriate venue to seek sustainable development results.  

 

 

The Role of Regionalism 

 

“It is now common to speak of regionalism as a worldwide phenomenon.”908 Not 

surprisingly then, one of the most important recent trends in international investment 

law itself is also regionalism. Ongoing negotiations of regional and megaregional 

                                                      

906 Pauwelyn, J. (2000) At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29 pp. 372-418, p. 384. 

907 Pauwelyn, J. (2000) At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29 pp. 372-418, p. 379. 

908Gavin, B., & Van Langenhove, L. (2003). Trade in a World of Regions. In Sampson, G., & 

Woolcock, S. (Eds.) Regionalism, Multilateralism, and Economic Integration: The Recent Experience, 

p.280. 
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treaties continue, involving up to 90 countries.909 It has been mentioned in chapter 1 of 

this thesis that international landscape is transitioning into a multi-hub system, a 

flexible fluid system where power is diffused, disintegrating and asymmetrically 

distributed. Regionalism tendencies in international investment law are reflection of 

this process. There are also several initiatives to introduce model regional investment 

treaties. It is outside of the scope of this thesis to analyse them all, but the main ones 

should be mentioned to illustrate how this trend relates to sustainable development 

agenda.  

Europe is an important region for investment activity, especially following the EU 

Lisbon Treaty of 2009, which granted exclusive investment policymaking competence 

to European Commission. EU has already successfully completed treaty negotiations 

with Singapore910 and Canada911. EU Council and EU Commission are actively issuing 

directives and proposal papers on the shape of investment policies. EU, as a region, 

considers itself as best placed “to lead the reform of the global investment regime, as 

its founder and main actor”912. It proposes, among other measures, “putting stronger 

                                                      

909United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p. 107. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf  

910Free Trade Agreement between the European Union and the Republic of Singapore signed on 17 

October 2014 (not in force yet). The initialled agreement requires formal approval by the 

European Commission, agreement by the Council of Ministers and ratification by the 

European Parliament.  

911 Negotiations on the EU-Canada Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement have 

finished in August 2014. The agreement is not yet binding and is awaiting approval by the 

Council of the European Union and the European Parliament. 

912 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the 

European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions.(2015). Trade for 

all. Towards a more responsible trade and investment policy. COM/2015/049. Doi: 10.2781/472505 • 

10.2781/1753  

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
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emphasis on the right of the state to regulate”913. On the other hand, EU also 

acknowledges that Europe urgently needs a plan to increase and stimulate 

investments since, “as a consequence of the economic and financial crisis, the level of 

investment in the EU has dropped significantly since its peak in 2007”914. EU policies 

therefore emphasise the need of “removing barriers to investment across Europe and 

further reinforcing the Single Market by creating the optimal framework conditions 

for investment in Europe”915. “The regulatory framework, at national as well as 

European level, needs to be simple, clear, predictable and stable to incentivise 

investments with a longer term horizon.”916 The efforts of EU seem to be mostly 

focused on economic recovery of the region, further liberalization of investment 

policies and increasing the level of investment. Reconciling sustainable development 

and investment does not appear on the list of priorities championed by EU at the 

moment.   

                                                      

913Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the 

European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions.(2015). Trade for 

all. Towards a more responsible trade and investment policy. COM/2015/049. Doi: 10.2781/472505 • 

10.2781/1753  

914 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the 

European Central Bank, the European Economic and Social Committee, the Committee of 

the Regions and the European Investment Bank. An Investment Plan for Europe. 

COM/2014/0903. Retrieved from http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:52014DC0903 (Accessed 19 October 2016) 

915Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the 

European Central Bank, the European Economic and Social Committee, the Committee of the 

Regions and the European Investment Bank. (2014). An Investment Plan for Europe. 

COM/2014/0903. Retrieved from http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:52014DC0903 (Accessed 19 October 2016) 

916Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the 

European Central Bank, the European Economic and Social Committee, the Committee of 

the Regions and the European Investment Bank. (2014). An Investment Plan for Europe. 

COM/2014/0903. Retrieved from http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:52014DC0903 (Accessed 19 October 2016) 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:52014DC0903
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:52014DC0903
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:52014DC0903
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:52014DC0903
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:52014DC0903
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:52014DC0903
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African continent has seen lots of activity aimed at regionalisation and consolidation 

of investment landscape. Investment Agreement for the COMESA917 Investment 

Area918 is just one example. The agreement specifically encourages and stimulates 

investment flows among COMESA members and aims for sustainability of the level 

of foreign direct investment. It recognises that:  

“direct investment is an important source of finance for sustaining the 

pace of economic, industrial, infrastructure and technology development; 

hence, the need to attract higher and sustainable level of direct investment 

flows in COMESA”919.  

Sustainable development is linked with continuous economic growth and flow of 

investment. In another example, Southern African Development Community920 signed 

Finance and Investment Protocol921 aimed at harmonization of investment polices 

among its members. As a result of this regional effort, SADC has issued Model 

Bilateral Investment Treaty Template in 2012. The document reinforces sustainable 

                                                      

917The Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) is a free trade area formed 

in 1994, replacing a Preferential Trade Area. Its members include Burundi, Comoros, Congo, 

Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Rwanda, 

Seychelles, Sudan, Swaziland, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 

918Investment Agreement for the COMESA Common Investment Area signed on 23 May 2007. 

919Investment Agreement for the COMESA Common Investment Area signed on 23 May 2007, 

Preamble. 

920The Southern African Development Community (SADC) is an inter-governmental 

organization formed in 1980 with a goal to further socio-economic cooperation and integration 

as well as political and security cooperation among southern African states: Angola, 

Botswana, Congo, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South 

Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 

921 SADC Protocol on Finance and Investment signed on 18 August 2006 and entered into force 

on 16 April 2010. 
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development in its preamble922, objective clause923 and provisions granting regulatory 

space924. Member states of COMESA, East African Community925 and SADC launched 

in 2015 the COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripartite Free Trade Area926. Among other African 

multilateral initiatives, draft model investment treaty for member states of EAC is 

being discussed at the Sectoral Council on Trade, Industry, Finance and Investment 

and includes several investment provisions including national treatment and most-

favoured-nation provisions. The African Union927 is also developing Pan African 

                                                      

922 “Recognizing the important contribution investment can make to the sustainable 

development of the State Parties, including the reduction of poverty, increase of productive 

capacity, economic growth, the transfer of technology, and the furtherance of human rights 

and human development”; “Seeking to promote, encourage and increase investment 

opportunities that enhance sustainable development within the territories of the State 

Parties”; “Understanding that sustainable development requires the fulfilment of the 

economic, social and environmental pillars that are embedded within the concept”.  

923 Part I, Article 1 of SADC Model Bilateral Investment Treaty Template: “The main objective 

of this Agreement is to encourage and increase investments [between investors of one State 

Party into the territory of the other State Party] that support the sustainable development of 

each Party, and in particular the Host State where an investment is to be located. 

924 Part I, Article 20.1 of SADC Model Bilateral Investment Treaty Template: “In accordance 

with customary international law and other general principles of international law, the Host 

State has the right to take regulatory or other measures to ensure that development in its 

territory is consistent with the goals and principles of sustainable development, and with 

other legitimate social and economic policy objectives.” 

925The East African Community (EAC) is an intergovernmental organisation founded in 1967, 

collapsed in 1977 and subsequently revived in 2000. It is composed of six countries in eastern 

Africa: Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, South Sudan and Uganda.  

926 Tripartite Free Trade Area (TFTA) has been signed by 16 member countries: Angola, 

Burundi, Comoros, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Djibouti, Egypt, Kenya, Malawi, 

Namibia, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Swaziland and Zimbabwe. 

927  The African Union is an inter-governmental organization covering the entirety of the 

African continent except Morocco. It has been established on 9 September 1999 and it replaces 

previous Organisation for African Unity. The Constitutive Act of the African Union was 

adopted in 2000.  
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Investment Code, which is expected to include innovative provisions aimed at 

balancing the rights and obligations of African host states and investors.928  

Asian and Pacific countries are also actively undertaking multilateral efforts in 

international investment field. Substantive consolidation of investment agreements 

took place in 2009 when ASEAN929 Comprehensive Investment Agreement930 (ACIA) 

has been signed. ASEAN group has also been actively negotiating investment 

agreements with third countries, and concluded such agreements with Korea931, 

China932 and India933. By creating larger market and minimizing barriers the member 

countries aim to increase intra region investment volume and attract foreign direct 

investment into the region. ACIA´s two main objectives are progressive liberalisation 

of the investment regimes in the region, and the enhanced protection to investors of 

all ASEAN member states and their investments. The treaty does not mention the term 

                                                      

928 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality: Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p.112. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf  

929The Association of Southeast Asian Nations is an inter government political and economic 

organisation of ten Southeast Asian countries formed in 1967. It includes Indonesia, Malaysia, 

the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar (Burma), and 

Vietnam. 

930ASEAN Investment Agreement signed on 26 February 2009 and entered into force on 29 

March 2012. 

931Agreement on Investment under the Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Economic 

Cooperation among the Governments of the Member Countries of  the Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations and  the Republic of Korea signed on 2 June 2009 and entered into force on 1 September 

2009.  

932Agreement on Investment under the Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Economic 

Cooperation between the People´s Republic of China and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

signed on 15 August 2009 and entered into force on 1 October 2010. 

933Agreement on Investment under the Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Economic 

Cooperation between the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and the Republic of India signed on 

12 November 2014 (not in force yet). 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
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“sustainable development” at all. It does recognise “the different levels of 

development within ASEAN” and in particular, the least developed member states, 

which require some flexibility including special and differential treatment934, but 

otherwise it is an instrument designed primarily to protect investors and has little 

regards to other objectives. Overall, Pakittah concludes that: 

“beyond the political rhetoric in ASEAN- constituting instruments, 

sustainable development commitment in the context of investment is 

quasi-inexistent, ASEAN Member States have no regional concrete plan 

for the sustainable investment.” 935 

Pacific Rim countries signed major megaregional treaty Trans Pacific Partnership 

Agreement (TPP) in October 2015936. Given its importance, it will be analysed in more, 

detailed below. An alternative to TPP is proposed Regional Comprehensive Economic 

Partnership Agreement (RCEP), a free trade agreement between ten members states937 

                                                      

934 ASEAN Investment Agreement signed on 26 February 2009 and entered into force on 29 

March 2012, Preamble. 

935 Pakittah, N. (2014). The Quest of Sustainable Development in the ASEAN Investment Area The 

Inaugural Asian Conference on the Social Sciences and Sustainability, Hiroshima, Japan 1-3 

December 2014, p.7. Retrieved from: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2523352 

936 TPP signatories: Singapore, Brunei, New Zealand, Chile, Unites States, Australia, Peru, 

Vietnam, Malaysia, Mexico, Canada and Japan. Since the final version of this thesis has been 

concluded, on 23 January 2017, President Donald Trump signed a memorandum addressed 

to the United States Trade Representative directing to “withdraw the United States as a 

signatory to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), to permanently withdraw the United States 

from TPP negotiations (…)”. Trump, D.  (23 January 2017). Presidential Memorandum 

Regarding Withdrawal of the United States from the Trans-Pacific Partnership Negotiations 

and Agreement. The White House Office of the Press. Retrieved from: 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-

regarding-withdrawal-united-states-trans-pacific It renders TPP practically unenforceable 

since accordingly to the provisions of TPP without the US as a major signatory the treaty 

simply cannot enter into force. 

937Brunei, Burma (Myanmar), Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the Philippines, 

Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2523352
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-regarding-withdrawal-united-states-trans-pacific
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-regarding-withdrawal-united-states-trans-pacific
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of the ASEAN and six other south Asian states938. Negotiations of investment 

provisions of RCEP “will cover four pillars of promotion, protection, facilitation and 

liberalization based on the Guiding Principles and Objectives for Negotiating the 

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership”939. The main objective of the 

agreement is to create more liberal competitive investment environment in the region 

and facilitate increase of investment flows. Another major initiative is ongoing 

negotiation of the Pacific Agreement on Closer Economic Relations - Plus, a trade 

agreement between Australia, New Zealand and Pacific island countries940. 

This not exhaustive list of ongoing regional and multilateral efforts across the globe 

in the field of international investment. They share one common characteristic, which 

is pursuit of more investment, more capital, more favourable investment conditions 

and acceleration of economic growth. Regions increasingly group together to increase 

their competitiveness against other regions. These regional and inter regional treaty 

efforts, alongside other multilateral initiatives in the field of international 

investment,941 illustrate that “international investment protection is now envisioned 

to become a regular element of international economic relations and by implication is 

                                                      

938Australia, China, India, Japan, South Korea and New Zealand. 

939 El-Kady, H. (2013). An International Investment Policy Landscape in Transition: Challenges 

and Opportunities. Transnational Dispute Management (4), p.11. 

940 Fiji, Maldives, Micronesia, Palau, Samoa, Tonga, Vanuatu, Cook Islands, Kiribati, Marshall 

Islands, Nauru, Niue, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Tuvalu. 

941These initiatives include, for example, a proposal by Ecuador, the Dominican Republic and 

Venezuela to establish a Southern Observatory for reporting on the state of international 

investment disputes, monitor activity of international investment tribunals, reform proposals 

and coordination efforts. Also, UNCTAD Wold Investment Forum established in 2008 is 

designed to facilitate consultation and provide a global platform for investment governance. 

UNCTAD is also engaging in few work stream initiatives to assist in the continuing 

development of investment policies. 
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accepted as a standard”942. “On the whole, the balance is gradually shifting from 

bilateral to regional treaty making, thereby increasing the impact of regions in IIA 

rulemaking.”943 This trend towards regionalisation is said to present both 

opportunities and challenges for international investment law.944 It is speculated that 

the shift towards regional treaty making “can bring about the consolidation and 

harmonization of investment rules and represent a step towards multilateralism”945. 

At the same time, there are concerns that opposite might happen, “instead of 

simplification and growing consistency, regionalization may lead to a multiplication 

of treaty layers, making the IIA network even more complex and prone to overlaps 

and inconsistencies”946. 

Just one of these challenges is a vertical overlap947 with the existing investment treaties, 

both bilateral and multilateral. In some cases, this overlap is accidental, where new 

regional treaties are silent on relationship with existing overlapping bilateral 

                                                      

942Stoll, T., & Holterhus, T. (2016). The “generalization” of international investment law in 

constitutional perspective. In Hindeland, S. & Krajewski, M. (Eds.) Shifting Paradigms in 

International Investment Law, More Balances, Less Isolated, Increasingly Diversified, p. 356. 

943United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2012). World Investment Report 

2012: Towards a New Generation of Investment Policies. New York: United Nations, p. .86. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2012_embargoed_en.pdf  

944“Whilst this regionalization trend provides an opportunity to consolidate the IIA regime, it 

has in fact in its current conceptualization, added to the complexity of the investment policy 

landscape.” From El-Kady, H. (2013). An International Investment Policy Landscape in 

Transition: Challenges and Opportunities. Transnational Dispute Management (4), p.1.  

945United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2012). World Investment Report 

2012: Towards a New Generation of Investment Policies. New York: United Nations, p. .86. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2012_embargoed_en.pdf  

946United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2012). World Investment Report 

2012: Towards a New Generation of Investment Policies. New York: United Nations, p. .86. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2012_embargoed_en.pdf  

947Alschner, W. (2014). Regionalism and Overlap in Investment Treaty Law – Towards 

Consolidation or Contradiction? Journal of International Economic Law 17(2), pp. 271-298. 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2012_embargoed_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2012_embargoed_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2012_embargoed_en.pdf
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investment treaties948. However, often such overlap is intentional and parties 

expressly stipulate parallel existence of existing and new treaties.949 Whether 

intentional or not, multiple layers of treaties could be problematic, for investors and 

states alike. It makes it difficult for states and investors to assess and mitigate any risks 

relating to investment in case of investors, or to policy making in case of states. Faced 

with multiple legal basis for possible claims, investors will either choose the most 

advantageous one or even seek recourse under more than one treaty.950 Any potential 

new sustainable development policies envisaged by the states need to be pre-screened 

and can be tested against yet another layer of treaties. This potential confusion, 

complexity and possibly contradiction within international investment law, could, 

paradoxically, favour the system itself. Regardless of the criticism and calls for reform, 

clarification and changes, international investment law framework has never been 

more far reaching and present on the global scene. International investment law 

regime fits perfectly within the multi-hub power structure of international law. Multi-

hub structure “favors international legal processes that are confined within particular 

flexible subsystems”951 and “appears to be successfully accommodating both power 

shifts and substantive change”952, just as international investment law does. With its 

                                                      

948For example, SADC Protocol on Finance and Investment signed on 18 August 2006 and 

entered into force on 16 April 2010.  

949 For example Energy Charter Treaty signed on 17 December 1994 and entered into force on 

16 April 1998, Part. III, Art. 16. 

950 See also Wehland, H. (2013). The Coordination of Multiple Proceedings in Investment Treaty 

Arbitration. The author discusses principles of lis pendens and res judicata, jurisdictional 

fragmentation and competition, and the potential abuse of the complexities of the system of 

international investment protection. 

951 Burke-White, W. (2015). Power Shifts in International Law: Structural Realignment and 

Substantive Pluralism. Harvard International Law Journal, 56(1), p.42. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2378912  

952 Burke-White, W. (2015). Power Shifts in International Law: Structural Realignment and 

Substantive Pluralism. Harvard International Law Journal, 56(1), p.78. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2378912 

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2378912
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2378912
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increasing number of regional treaties, international investment law regime reinforces 

multi-hub global power structure with “variable geometry among flexible and 

overlapping subsystems, and the increasing salience of attracting followers through 

compatible preferences”953. Regionalism is instrumental in strengthening of 

investment relationships across the globe by adding an overreaching multilateral 

layer to the web of treaties that builds the system. Regional tendencies within 

international investment law are indicative of the fact that international investment 

regime will continue to grow and strengthen its hold on global economic relations.   

The prevailing tendency remains opening and liberalizing markets, fostering 

investment relationship between states and regions and further integration of 

investment treaties´ framework into global economy.  

“One of the foremost reason for regional […] integration is to effectively 

create larger markets […] to take advantage of economies of scale in the 

production of goods and services and the increased opportunities for 

productive investment. […] There is in fact strong empirical evidence to 

demonstrate that flows of FDI are influenced by the size of the regionally 

integrated market, presumably seeking economies of scale.”954  

By becoming part of the region under regional investment treaty, countries with small 

markets can increase their chances when competing for capital. Regional treaties can 

                                                      

953 Burke-White, W. (2015). Power Shifts in International Law: Structural Realignment and 

Substantive Pluralism. Harvard International Law Journal, 56(1), p.37. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2378912 

954Cosbey, A. (2004). The Rush to Regionalism: Sustainable Development and 

Regional/Bilateral Approached to Trade and Investment. International Institute for Sustainable 

Development, p.22. Retrieved from http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/trade_rush_region.pdf  

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2378912
http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/trade_rush_region.pdf
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also give countries “foothold, an entry point”955 in the territories of interest. In case of 

regional grouping of states, the political relations in particular region should not be 

ignored. Regional treaties form part of political strategy, as an effort to assert 

dominance in the region or means to reduce tensions between the countries.  “Neo-

classical trade economists have always considered that regionalism was politically 

motivated.”956 However, latest theories point to economic integration, correlation 

between trade and investment and structural changes to global economy brought by 

globalization process. Regionalization appears to be therefore yet another product of 

the process of globalization. As illustrated in chapter 1 of this thesis, international 

investment law is closely linked with globalization and has experienced its biggest 

growth on the back of globalization process. Globalization has been international 

investment law´s ally. Regionalization, being yet another phenomenon brought about 

by globalization, should also benefit international investment law and favour its 

further growth and development.  

What is the role of sustainable development in this competitive regional treaty making 

process in pursuit of liberal, open market environment, where investment can 

continue to thrive? For the same reasons for which the countries find it favourable to 

enter into regional or mega regional investment treaties to strengthen their investment 

relations, regional treaties could also potentially enhance sustainable development 

dimension of international investment law. The same way common interests of 

economic integration get amplified on regional forum, sustainable development 

issues could also find the bigger audience within regional investment treaties. 

“Regional investment rule-making on such an unprecedented scale provides new 

                                                      

955Cosbey, A. (2004). The Rush to Regionalism: Sustainable Development and 

Regional/Bilateral Approached to Trade and Investment. International Institute for Sustainable 

Development, p.23. Retrieved from http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/trade_rush_region.pdf 

956 Gavin, B., & Van Langenhove, L. (2003). Trade in a World of Regions. In Sampson, G., & 

Woolcock, S. (Eds.) Regionalism, Multilateralism, and Economic Integration: The Recent 

Experience, p.282. 

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/trade_rush_region.pdf
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opportunities for concerted efforts to promote sustainable development IIAs”.957 

However, that would only be true if sustainable development is indeed firmly on the 

agenda of individual states and international investment lawmaker, within the 

regional grouping. Or are there other more pressing objectives to pursue? If the 

predominant focus of regional treaties is far detached from sustainable development 

issues, such treaties being applicable over vast geographical areas, could remove 

sustainable development even further away from the agenda of the affected region.  

TPP being the latest large regional treaty with investment provisions958 provides good 

example of how sustainable development issues are being approached in the context 

of regional investment policy making. Upon closer inspection of the investment 

provisions of TPP, it is quite apparent that investment chapter closely follows US 

model investment treaty (which was originally based on NAFTA). The main 

objectives of the provisions are protection of investors and acceleration of 

liberalization of the markets. TPP investment chapter is silent on promotion of 

sustainable development or responsible investment. It has very limited soft type 

provisions on corporate social responsibility959 and does nothing to oblige investors to 

                                                      

957 Alschner, W. & Tuerk, E. (2016). The role of international investment agreements in 

fostering sustainable development. In Baetens, F. (Eds.). Investment Law within International 

Law, p. 230. 

958 The future of the TPP is now uncertain. Since the final version of this thesis has been 

concluded, on 23 January 2017, President Donald Trump signed a memorandum addressed 

to the United States Trade Representative directing to “withdraw the United States as a 

signatory to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), to permanently withdraw the United States 

from TPP negotiations (…)”. Trump, D.  (23 January 2017). Presidential Memorandum 

Regarding Withdrawal of the United States from the Trans-Pacific Partnership Negotiations 

and Agreement. The White House Office of the Press. Retrieved from: 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-

regarding-withdrawal-united-states-trans-pacific It renders TPP practically unenforceable 

since accordingly to the provisions of TPP without the US as a major signatory the treaty 

simply cannot enter into force. 

959Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) between . Australia,. Brunei Darussalam Canada, Chile, 

Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand,. Peru, Singapore,. United States of America &. Viet Nam, 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-regarding-withdrawal-united-states-trans-pacific
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-regarding-withdrawal-united-states-trans-pacific
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behave responsibly. In addition, dispute resolution provisions follow standard 

approach, ensuring strong protection for investors, although it does provide for 

transparency of proceedings960, public participation961 and some limited safeguards to 

prevent frivolous claims962. TPP also prohibits performance requirements963 and 

allows appointment of senior managers without regard to nationality964. In addition, 

provisions on investment, health and environment acknowledge the right of a host 

state to adopt new measures, but only as long as they are consistent with all other 

provisions of the agreement965. TPP is clearly geared towards strong investment 

protection provisions rather than rebalancing treaty text towards promotion of 

responsible investment and emphasis on cooperation instead of adversarial model of 

dispute resolution. TPP turns out to be an example of how regionalism reinforces 

dominant economic tendencies, albeit on a larger scale, to the disadvantage of true 

sustainable development concerns. 

                                                      

signed on 4 February 2016 (not in force yet), Art. 9.7. Since the final version of this thesis has 

been concluded, on 23 January 2017, President Donald Trump signed a memorandum 

addressed to the United States Trade Representative directing to “withdraw the United States 

as a signatory to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), to permanently withdraw the United 

States from TPP negotiations (…)”. Trump, D.  (23 January 2017). Presidential Memorandum 

Regarding Withdrawal of the United States from the Trans-Pacific Partnership Negotiations 

and Agreement. The White House Office of the Press. Retrieved from: 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-

regarding-withdrawal-united-states-trans-pacific It renders TPP practically unenforceable 

since accordingly to the provisions of TPP without the US as a major signatory the treaty 

simply cannot enter into force. 

960TPP, Art. 9.24. 

961 TPP, Art. 9.23 

962TPP, Art. 9.23. Also relevant provisions are interim review of awards (Art. 9.29), binding 

joint interpretations (Art. 9.29.3), time limits for claims (Art. 9.21) and waiver of other fora 

(Art. 9.21). 

963TPP, Art. 9.2. 

964TPP, Art. 9.11. 

965TPP, Art. 9.16. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-regarding-withdrawal-united-states-trans-pacific
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-regarding-withdrawal-united-states-trans-pacific
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Ongoing negotiations of TTIP treaty will be a test of US led investment policy making. 

EU Commission has published its proposals for investment chapter provisions of TTIP 

on September 2015 and a number of EU proposed departs from the model US 

investment treaty. Among groundbreaking change to standard approach EU 

Commission allows the states policy space to regulate within their territories “through 

measures necessary to achieve legitimate policy objectives”966. However, the most 

revolutionary proposal regards procedural aspects of dispute resolution 

mechanism.EU proposes introduction of investment court in place of arbitration 

tribunal and possibility of appeal to an appeal tribunal967. EU Commission has also 

announced ambitious proposals for sustainable development provisions of TTIP, 

aimed at ensuring that “economic growth, development and environmental 

protection go hand in hand”. EU expressly stipulates that TTIP should support social 

progress, by reinforcing labour and environmental governance, fostering civil society 

involvement on sustainable development issues and promoting corporate social 

responsibility.968 The negotiations are still work in progress and it is too early to 

stipulate the final shape of TTIP.“The EU and US have a great opportunity to 

encourage and facilitate sustainable development (…) It has yet to be seen whether 

                                                      

966 Proposed Art 2.1 of TTIP: “The provisions of this section shall not affect the right of the 

Parties to regulate within their territories through measures necessary to achieve legitimate 

policy objectives, such as the protection of public health, safety, environment or public 

morals, social or consumer protection or promotion and protection of cultural diversity.” 

Retrieved from : http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/september/tradoc_153807.pdf  

(Accessed on 15 April 2016) 

967Text of TTIP proposed by EU Commission, Section 3. Retrieved from : 

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/september/tradoc_153807.pdf  

(Accessed on 15 April 2016)  

968 EU Commission. Trade and Sustainable Development (TSD) in TTIP. EU publication. 

Retrieved from: 

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/january/tradoc_153013.1%20TSD.pdf (Accessed 

on 15 April 2016)  

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/september/tradoc_153807.pdf
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/september/tradoc_153807.pdf
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/january/tradoc_153013.1%20TSD.pdf
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the parties will prioritize these environmental and energy goals, whether such terms 

will be successful, or whether TTIP can be successfully concluded at all.”969 

IS INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LAW CAPABLE OF ABSORBING 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT?  

 

The following section will focus on trying to answer the question whether 

international investment law is the best equipped and most capable venue for effective 

accomplishment of sustainable development goals. Is international investment law 

prepared and competent to absorb sustainable development values and change the 

trajectory of its evolution accordingly? It has been reiterated before in this thesis that 

the purpose of this contribution is not to deliberate whether international investment 

law should in fact become sustainable development friendly and how to achieve it. 

The literature on such aspects is plentiful.970 The intention here is to assess how 

probable is the transformation of international investment law towards sustainable 

development goals and whether it ultimately serves sustainable development itself. 

The analysis in this section will be undertaken along three main questions. Firstly, is 

pursuit of sustainable development in the interest of those participants in 

international investment law system who are in charge of this regime? What are the 

ultimate goals of those in the position of authority within the regime and are those 

goals aligned with sustainable development agenda? Secondly, is the ideology 

underlying and driving international investment law compatible with sustainable 

development agenda? What ideology is represented through international investment 

                                                      

969Leal-Arca, R. (2015). Mega-regionals and Sustainable Development. The Transatlantic Trade 

and Investment Partnership and the Trans-Pacific Partnership. Renewable Energy Law and 

Policy Review, Vol.4, pp. 248-264, p. 264.  

970 See for example Cordonier Segger, M., Gehring, M., & Newcombe, A. (Eds.). (2011). 

Sustainable Development in World Investment Law. 
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law in the first place? And finally, is the “operating system” of international 

investment law capable of reconciliation with sustainable development concepts?  

The answers to these questions will help to determine whether international 

investment law is the most appropriate venue aiming at shifting the pattern of human 

development onto a more sustainable path. Given how critical are the issues of limited 

earth resources, accelerated population growth and energy consumption, it has to be 

carefully considered whether delegating the task of ensuring sustainable development 

to international investment law is the most optimal way of achieving desirable results.  

Is Sustainable Development in the interest of participants in charge of 

International Investment Law? 

 

To be able to ascertain the main interests of the participants behind the steering wheel 

of international investment law, it has to be determined first with whom is the power 

and authority vested within international investment law. At first, the answer to this 

question seems straightforward. States are the creators and lawmakers of the regime. 

They voluntarily enter into treaties (subject of course to distribution of bargaining 

power between them, which is not always even)971. They solicit, negotiate and sign the 

treaties, mostly quite eagerly972. It seems logical to suggest that states remain in charge 

of the process. However, the opposite appears to be the case. Signing of an investment 

treaty “triggers the host state´s loss of power and authority over investments in its 

                                                      

971 There are some who disagree with the view that all states enter into investment treaties on 

voluntary basis. For example Sornarajah: “There is an absence of perfect equality in 

knowledge, negotiating power and lack of coercion to support the view that there is a 

voluntary surrender of sovereignty. (...) In a perfect world, the argument relating to voluntary 

surrender may work, but not in the world full of asymmetries as to power and knowledge”. 

Sornarajah M. (2013). A Polemic. The Case against Investment Liberalization. In Trakman, L.& 

Ranieri, N. (Eds.). Regionalism in International Investment Law, p. 509.  

972 Guzman, A. (1997). Why LDCs Sign Treaties That Hurt Them: Explaining the Popularity of 

Bilateral Investment Treaties. Virginia Journal of International Law, Vol. 38, p. 639. (analysis of 

why developing states enter into BITs in a competitive race for limited pool of investment). 
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territory”973. “The ratification of treaties necessarily involves the surrender of the part 

of their sovereignty as states limit their regulatory autonomy in exchange of certain 

benefits.”974 “Ultimately, the loss of sovereignty has been a central argument in the 

debate of economic effects of foreign direct investment on host countries.”975 The host 

states hand over power and authority over investments to the home states´ investors 

by providing protections and guarantees to those investors and empowering them 

with the enforcement tool of investment arbitration mechanism976. In practical terms, 

the power shifts to those foreign investors, which are more likely to reach for 

investment arbitration recourse and are more capable of bringing the capital to the 

host state in the first place. Traditionally, it would be investors from developed capital 

exporting states977. This tendency is now shifting as the developing states are 

increasingly becoming capital exporters themselves and the developed states are 

increasingly becoming respondents in arbitration cases. Although by signing off part 

of the sovereignty through investment treaties to home states´ investors indirectly 

gives some form of influence over host states themselves to home states, ultimately 

the investors are the ones in whom the power in international investment law is 

vested. After all, international investment law has been designed to protect them. To 

the extent arbitral tribunals exercise judicial power within the system, they “have 

                                                      

973 Tai-Heng, Ch. (2005). Power, Authority and International Investment Law. American 

University International Law Review, 20(3), pp. 465-520, p.471. 

974 Vadi, V. (2016). Analogies in International Investment Law and Arbitration ,p. 67. 

975 Wolf, S. (2008). The Regulation on Foreign Direct Investment under selected WTO 

Agreements – is there still a Case for Multilateral Agreement on Investment. In Tetje, Ch. 

International Investment Protection and Arbitration, Theoretical and Practical Perspectives, p. 83. 

976 “Obviously, when a state undertakes international obligations and thus limits its sovereign 

rights to choose several courses of action, it bears the costs of compliance or non-compliance 

if it decides not to comply.” In Hai Yen, T. (2014). The Interpretation of Investment Treaties, p. 

183. 

977 According to UNCTAD database, 625 cases out of 739 were initiated by the investors from 

developed economies. Search made on 19 October 2016. 
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usually been custodians of international investment norms when called upon by 

investors and states to adjudicate investment disputes”.978  

Umbrella Clauses 

 

Further loss of host state´s power over investments in favour of investors is triggered 

by umbrella clauses included in some of the treaties. These clauses are surprisingly 

common, about 40% of the BITs in force contain an umbrella clause979. “These 

provisions are commonly called “umbrella clauses”, although other formulations 

have also been used: “mirror effect”, “elevator”, “parallel effect”, “sanctity of 

contract”, “respect clause” and “pacta sunt servanda”.”980 Clauses of this kind have 

been added to provide additional protection to investors and are directed at covering 

investment agreements that host countries frequently conclude with foreign investors. 

It elevates contractual commitments of a state onto obligations protected by treaties 

and secures extensive international treaty protection for non-treaty undertakings. 

Clause of this type, otherwise known as “observance of undertakings” clause, literally 

sweeps under umbrella of its protection obligations, undertakings and other 

arrangements enter into by state in relation with investments. Controversy around 

umbrella clauses is ongoing and the tribunals took varied approached to it. It is a type 

of provision that edges on a delicate balance between rights of investors and 

obligations of states. Umbrella clauses, even in their more narrow application, has 

                                                      

978 Tai-Heng, Ch. (2005). Power, Authority and International Investment Law. American 

University International Law Review, 20(3), pp. 465-520, p. 470. 

979 Bernasconi-Osterwalder, N., Cosbey,A., Johnson, L., & Vis-Dunbar, D. (2012). Investment 

Treaties & Why they Matter to Sustainable Development: Questions& Answers. International 

Institute for Sustainable Development, p. 32. Retrieved from 

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2011/investment_treaties_why_they_matter_sd.pdf  

980 Yannaca-Small, K. (2006). Interpretation of the Umbrella Clause in Investment Agreements. 

OECD Working Papers on International Investment, 2006/03, OECD Publishing. Retrieved 

from http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/415453814578 

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2011/investment_treaties_why_they_matter_sd.pdf
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been seen as an attempt to push those boundaries in favour of investors towards more 

expansionary view of international investment law.  

The implications of accepting wide application of umbrella clauses are considerable 

for the debate about power allocation in international investment law. Breach of 

contractual obligation by a state would in itself provide a basis for an investment 

arbitration claim as a breach of treaty obligation with no need for any further grounds 

for establishing international responsibility of a state. By bringing such claim into the 

investment arbitration level and detaching it from the governing law of the contract, 

investor also gains an access to international law remedies rather than redress 

provided for under the governing law of the investment contract. It considerably 

strengthens the position of investors vis a vis host states. The historical origins of the 

observance of undertaking clauses date back to the disputes around oil concession 

agreements in Iran in 1950s. The efforts to protect foreign investors in the light of 

expropriations or concession terminations of that period resulted in Abs-Shawcross 

Draft Convention, which aimed to provide international law protection to any 

undertakings by host states given in relation to foreign investments.981 The very first 

BIT between Germany and Pakistan in 1959 also included wide umbrella clause.982 The 

approach of the tribunals to the application of umbrella clauses has been inconsistent 

and as controversial as the clause itself. First case where the arbitration tribunal 

directly assessed the clause was SGS v. Pakistan983. The tribunal rejected wide 

                                                      

981 Draft Convention of Investments Abroad (Abs-Shawcross Draft Convention) 1960, Art. II: “Each 

Party shall at all times ensure the observance of any undertakings, which it may have given 

in relation to investments made by nationals of any other Party.” 

982 Treaty between Federal Republic of Germany and Pakistan for the Promotion and Protection of 

Investments signed on 25 November 1959 and entered into force on 28 April 1962. Art. 7: 

“Either party shall observe any other obligation it may have entered into with regard to 

investments by nationals or companies of the other party.”  

983 SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Pakistan, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/12, Decision of 

the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, 6 August 2003. 
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interpretation of the clause, by saying that whilst the clause in itself consists of only 

one sentence, it “appears susceptible of almost indefinite expansion”, however the 

tribunal also decided that: 

“it does not purport to state that breaches of contract alleged by an 

investor in relation to a contract it has concluded with a State (widely 

considered to be a matter of municipal rather than international law) are 

automatically “elevated” to the level of breaches of international treaty 

law”984.  

The tribunal referred to widely accepted principle of general international law that “a 

violation of a contract entered into by a State with an investor of another State, is not, 

by itself, a violation of international law”. Potential consequences of a contrary 

interpretation would be “far-reaching in scope” and automatic, unqualified and 

sweeping operation of such provisions would be “burdensome in their potential 

impact”985. Only a few months after this decision, an umbrella clause was finally given 

its legal effect in SGS v. Philippines case986. The tribunal decided that it is a breach of 

investment treaty “for the host State to fail to observe binding commitments, including 

contractual commitments, which it has assumed with regard to specific 

investments”987. Such extensive protection of investments is in line with the main 

purpose for which international investment legal regime was created. The tribunal 

                                                      

984 SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Pakistan, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/12, Decision of 

the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, 6 August 2003, Par. 166. 

985 SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Pakistan, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/12, Decision of 

the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, 6 August 2003, Par. 167. 

986 SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Republic of the Philippines, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/02/6, Decision of the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, 29 January 2004. 

987 SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Republic of the Philippines, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/02/6, Decision of the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, 29 January 2004, Par. 128. 
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emphasised that the function of the umbrella provisions “means what it says”988 and 

is intended to “provide assurances to foreign investors with regard to the performance 

of obligations assumed by the host State under its own law with regard to specific 

investments—in effect, to help secure the rule of law in relation to investment 

protection”989. Following this decision, the tribunals subsequently aligned with this 

interpretation and followed wide application approach to umbrella clauses. Most 

recent SGS v. Paraguay990 case reaffirms SGS v. Philippines view991. Between the narrow 

interpretation of SGS v. Pakistan and literal approach leading to wide interpretation of 

SGS v. Philippines, there have been other decisions focusing on nuance elements of 

umbrella clauses.992  

                                                      

988 SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Republic of the Philippines, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/02/6, Decision of the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, 29 January 2004, Par. 119. 

989 SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Republic of the Philippines, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/02/6, Decision of the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, 29 January 2004, Par. 126. 

990 Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Republic of Paraguay, ICSID Case No. ARB/07/29, 

Decision on Jurisdiction 12 February 2010, Award 10 February 2012. 

991 The tribunal in SGS v. Paraguay rejected “non-textual limitations” to the interpretation of 

umbrella clause and stated that “In effect, we see no basis on the face of the clause to believe 

that it should mean anything other than what it says—that the State is obliged to guarantee 

the observance of its commitments with respect to the investments of the other State party’s 

investors.” Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Republic of Paraguay, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/07/29, Decision on Jurisdiction 12 February 2010, Par. 168.  

992 Some recent cases involving discussions on umbrella clause include: EDF International S.A., 

SAUR International S.A. and Leon Participaciones Argentinas S.A. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID 

Case No. ARB/03/23, Award 11 June 2012, Swisslion DOO Skopje v. The former Yugoslav Republic 

of Macedonia, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/16, Award 6 July 2012, Daimler Financial Services AG v. 

Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/1, Award 22 August 2012; Occidental Petroleum 

Corporation and Occidental Exploration and Production Company v. Republic of Ecuador, ICSID 

Case No. ARB/06/11, Award 5 October 2012, Bureau Veritas, Inspection, Valuation, Assessment 

and Control, BIVAC B.V. v. Republic of Paraguay, ICSID Case No. ARB/07/9, Further Decision on 

Objections to Jurisdiction 9 October 2012; Bosh International, Inc. and B & P Ltd. Foreign 

Investments Enterprise v. Ukraine, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/11, Award 25 October 2012; 

Burlington Resources Inc. v. Republic of Ecuador, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/5, Decision on Liability 

14 December 2012. 
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The tribunal in LG&E v. Argentina examined umbrella clause and stated that such 

clause: 

“creates a requirement by the host State to meet its obligations towards 

foreign investors, including those that derive from a contract; hence such 

obligations receive extra protection by virtue of their consideration under 

the bilateral treaty”.993  

The tribunal concluded that the provisions of gas laws in Argentina were not 

legal obligations of general nature but specific to LG&E investment, and 

therefore breach of these provisions by Argentina gave rise to treaty claim.  

The case law on this issue remains inconclusive and, whilst each decision is a 

contribution to the arbitral jurisprudence, umbrella clauses remain among some of the 

most controversial and uncertain elements of international investment law. Without 

the doubt, the investors have a set of very compelling arguments at their disposal to 

fortify protection afforded to them by the international investment law and further 

erode authority of a host state over their investments.  

Jurisdiction of Investment Tribunals 

 

Power advantage of investors within international investment regime is further 

illustrated by the broad approach to jurisdiction by investment tribunals. The 

investors can potentially assert arbitration claims as treaty claims to avoid application 

of contractual forum selection clauses in the investment contracts and therefore 

remove the dispute from the ambit of local courts in favour of investment tribunals. If 

the tribunal is satisfied that the claim is essentially a treaty claim, it will assume 

jurisdiction over the claim regardless of a contrary intention of the contractual parties 

                                                      

993 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006, 

Par.170. 
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expressed in the investment contract. An example can be found in Lanco v. Argentina994. 

The tribunal expressly confirmed wide powers of investors when it comes to 

jurisdiction over treaty claims, by saying that the relevant treaty: 

“gives the investor the power to choose among several methods of dispute 

settlement; consequently, once the investor has expressed its consent in 

choosing ICSID arbitration, the only means of dispute settlement 

available is ICSID arbitration”995.  

The tribunal confirmed that signing investment treaty by Argentina: 

“entails a definite change in the foreign investment regime in the Argentine Republic, 

allowing for recourse to international arbitration without intricate conditions and 

definitely discarding the exclusivity of territorial jurisdiction, as the foreign investor 

is not obligated to submit to the local courts”996. 

Subsequent Vivendi v. Argentina997 case only confirmed and further endorsed this 

approach by deciding that forum selection clause “does not divest”998 the tribunal of 

jurisdiction, because it does not constitute a waiver by the investors of its rights under 

investment treaty, living therefore the power entirely with the investor. In the follow 

                                                      

994 Lanco International Inc. v. Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/97/6, Preliminary Decisions on the 

Jurisdiction of the Arbitral Tribunal 8 December 1998. 

995 Lanco International Inc. v. Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/97/6, Preliminary Decisions on the 

Jurisdiction of the Arbitral Tribunal 8 December 1998, Par. 31. 

996 Lanco International Inc. v. Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/97/6, Preliminary Decisions on 

the Jurisdiction of the Arbitral Tribunal 8 December 1998, Par. 32. 

997 Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. (formerly Compañía de Aguas 

del Aconquija, S.A. and Compagnie Générale des Eaux) v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/97/3, Award 21 November 2000. 

998 Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. (formerly Compañía de Aguas 

del Aconquija, S.A. and Compagnie Générale des Eaux) v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/97/3, Award 21 November 2000., Par. 53. 
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up proceedings to Vivendi v. Argentina999, the tribunal went even further by concluding 

that where the fundamental basis of the claim is a treaty, it provides “an independent 

standard by which the conduct of the parties is to be judged” and forum selection 

clause in an investment contract “cannot operate as a bar to the application of the 

treaty standard”1000. What is more, it is not open to the tribunal having jurisdiction 

under BIT in respect of a claim based upon a substantive provision of that BIT, “to 

dismiss the claim on the ground that it could or should have been dealt with by a 

national court”1001. The erosion of the power of a host state has been confirmed by the 

tribunal´s statement that a state “cannot rely on an exclusive jurisdiction clause in a 

contract to avoid the characterisation of its conduct as internationally unlawful under 

a treaty”1002. The tribunals consistently accept jurisdiction for treaty claims when there 

is an explicit forum selection clause in the contract and therefore preclude such 

disputes from being heard in the forum contractually agreed by the parties. The only 

possible deviation from this practice is acceptable when the contract includes explicit 

waiver of the right to investment arbitration by the investor.1003 However, it is unlikely 

                                                      

999 Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. (formerly Compañía de Aguas 

del Aconquija, S.A. and Compagnie Générale des Eaux) v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/97/3, Decision on Annulment 3 July 2002. 

1000 Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. (formerly Compañía de Aguas 

del Aconquija, S.A. and Compagnie Générale des Eaux) v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/97/3, Decision on Annulment 3 July 2002, Par. 101. 

1001 Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. (formerly Compañía de Aguas 

del Aconquija, S.A. and Compagnie Générale des Eaux) v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/97/3, Decision on Annulment 3 July 2002, Par. 102. 

1002 Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. (formerly Compañía de Aguas 

del Aconquija, S.A. and Compagnie Générale des Eaux) v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/97/3, Decision on Annulment 3 July 2002, Par. 103. 

1003 In Aguas del Tunari v. Bolivia, the Tribunal considered the possibility of such waiver in a 

separate document that contains specific waiver by the parties of its right to invoke ICSID 

jurisdiction and explicitly designates other forum. Aguas del Tunari S.A. v. Republic of Bolivia, 

ICSID Case No. ARB/02/3, Decision on Jurisdiction 21 October 2005, Par. 115. 
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that investors would be willing to voluntarily deprive themselves of the right to reach 

for a powerful investment arbitration avenue to resolve investment related disputes.  

 

Most Favoured Nation Clauses 

 

Investors can potentially also reach for a most favoured nation clause (MFN) of the 

treaty to further short cut its way to investment arbitration tribunal and override any 

potential requirement to submit the dispute to local courts. MFN clause can 

successfully neutralise state´s courts authority and remove the dispute from local 

setting into the safety net of an investment arbitration. Typical MFN clause usually 

provides that investments and investors of one state are to be accorded treatment not 

less favourable than investments and investors of any third state. Whilst some MFN 

clauses either expressly include or exclude dispute settlement provisions, most of 

them are broadly drafted and do not single out any specific provisions of the treaty. 

The tribunals have not followed a single approach to this subject and it remains 

uncertain whether MFN clause automatically applies to dispute resolution provisions. 

This uncertainty creates yet further dent in the control of a host state over the 

treatment and disputes involving investments in its territory. Power is shifted to the 

investors and they do try and take advantage of most favourable provisions among 

the treaties entered into by the host state with third countries. In general, investors 

reach for MFN clause to obtain most favourable protection, substantive and 

procedural. MFN clause imposes yet another limitation on a host state by prohibiting 

variable treatment of investors depending on nationality. Once the investors are 

allowed in, MFN clause is there to ensure that they are not discriminated and that they 

are treated in the most favourable way. Any advantage, concession or privilege 

granted to investors of a particular third state could automatically benefit investors of 
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other nationalities. MFN grants investors a very important “importing power”1004 as it 

allows investors to incorporate advantages granted to foreign investors of third states 

in other treaties. The first arbitration case that addressed application of MFN clauses 

directly was Maffezini v. Spain1005. The investor submitted a claim to the tribunal under 

Argentina- Spain BIT1006 without first submitting the dispute to local courts, as 

required by the treaty. The investor claimed that MFN clause of the treaty accorded 

more favourable treatment of another treaty, between Chile and Spain1007. The tribunal 

allowed the investor to take advantage of MFN clause and apply more favourable 

provisions of Chile-Spain treaty.1008 Maffezini case effectively confirmed that MFN 

clause transfers the power to choose the forum of a dispute and bypass conditions 

attached to the access to dispute to the investor. Since Maffezini decision, the investors 

attempted to take full advantage of MFN provisions, with mixed responses from the 

tribunals.1009 “A full understanding of MFN clauses makes clear that they are 

                                                      

1004 Viñuales, J. (2012). Foreign Investment and the Environment in International Law, p. 318. 

1005 Emilio Augustín Maffezini v. Spain, ICSID Case No. ARB/)/97/7, Decision of the Tribunal on 

Objections to Jurisdiction 25 January 2000. 

1006 Acuerdo para la Promocion y la Proteccion Reciproca de Inversiones entre el Reino de España y la 

Republica Argentina, signed on 3 October 1991 and entered into force on 28 September 1992. 

1007 Acuerdo Entre la Republica De Chile y el Reino de España Para la Proteccion y Fomento Reciprocos 

de Inversiones, signed on 2 October 1991 and entered into force on 28 March 1994. 

1008 Emilio Augustín Maffezini v. Spain, ICSID Case No. ARB/)/97/7, Decision of the Tribunal on 

Objections to Jurisdiction 25 January 2000, Par. 64: “the Tribunal is satisfied that the Claimant 

has convincingly demonstrated that the most favored nation clause included in the Argentine-

Spain BIT embraces the dispute settlement provisions of this treaty. Therefore, relying on the 

more favorable arrangements contained in the Chile-Spain BIT and the legal policy adopted 

by Spain with regard to the treatment of its own investors abroad, the Tribunal concludes that 

Claimant had the right to submit the instant dispute to arbitration without first accessing the 

Spanish courts.” 

1009 For example, some investors attempted to hold states liable for actions exempt from 

liability under applicable BITs but not exempt under other parallel BITs, a view rejected by 

the tribunals in: Asian Agricultural Products Ltd v Sri Lanka, ICSID Case No. ARB/87/3, Award 

27 June 1990; CMS Gas Transmission Co v Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, Award 12 May 
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enormously powerful instruments that can impede significantly a State´s otherwise 

legitimate regulatory activities. Nonetheless, despite the power of MFN clauses, they 

are almost routinely incorporated into contemporary BITs, as though they constitute 

a little more than a political statement of friendship with no legal consequences.”1010 

Forum Shopping 

 

Finally, a controversial practice of “treaty shopping”, or “forum shopping”, or more 

nicely put “forum planning”, has also been used by the investors to leverage their 

position against host states and maximise their benefits from investment protection 

regime. Investors can speculatively structure their investment and creatively format 

corporate nationality within their investment structure to gain access to the most 

favourable treaty protection. It allows the investors to expand protection of 

investment regime beyond what has originally been contemplated by the host states. 

The practice of treaty shopping makes it also difficult, if not impossible, for states to 

do any risk planning or risk mitigation. The practice has different shapes and forms. 

One of them is what is called “round-tripping” and involves nationals incorporating 

entities in foreign jurisdiction and passing investments through that jurisdiction to 

gain treaty protection against its own home state. Another use of forum shopping 

practice is simply placing a company within a structure in a strategically chosen 

jurisdiction with the purpose of either obtaining treaty protection where there was 

none or getting access to more favourable treaty. Such practice is not, in principle, 

prohibited under international investment law, but it remains controversial in some 

cases, especially when restructuring into favourable jurisdiction took place when 

                                                      

2005. In other cases investors successfully imported fair and equitable treatment protections 

from parallel treaties through an MFN clause. See: MTD v Chile, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/7, 

Award 25 May 2004; and Rumeli Telekom AS and Telsim Mobil Telekomikasyon Hizmetleri AS v 

Kazakhstan, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/16, Award, 29 July 2008. 

1010 Cole, T. (2013). The Structure of Investment Arbitration, p. 111. 
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dispute was imminent or already in progress1011. One of the first cases where such 

creative use of corporate nationality was put to test was Tokios Tokeles v. Ukraine1012, an 

example of “round-tripping” where Ukraine nationals incorporated a company in 

Lithuania and made investments through it. The tribunal held that this company was 

entitled to claim treaty protection against Ukraine and there was no abuse of legal 

personality, even though the company was almost entirely owned by Ukrainian 

nationals1013.  In an infamous case of Aguas del Tunari, v. Bolivia1014, the investor created 

an intermediate company in its structure and restructured its ownership in the 

anticipation of impeding dispute. The tribunal held that: 

“it is not uncommon in practice and - absent a particular limitation – not 

illegal to locate one’s operation in a jurisdiction perceived to provide a 

beneficial regulatory and legal environment in terms, for example, of 

taxation or the substantive law of the jurisdiction, including the 

availability of a BIT” 1015.  

                                                      

1011 Phoenix Action, Ltd. v. The Czech Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/06/5, Award of 15 April 

2009. The tribunal criticized forum shopping by saying that “Such transfer from the domestic 

arena to the international scene would ipso facto constitute a “protected investment” – and 

the jurisdiction of BIT and ICSID tribunals would be virtually unlimited. It is the duty of the 

Tribunal not to protect such an abusive manipulation of the system of international 

investment protection under the ICSID Convention and the BITs. (…) The Tribunal has to 

ensure that the ICSID mechanism does not protect investments that it was not designed for to 

protect, because they are in essence domestic investments disguised as international 

investments for the sole purpose of access to this mechanism.” 

1012 Tokios Tokeles v. Ukraine, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/18, Award 29 April 2004. 

1013 The tribunal found that “there is no evidence in the record that the Claimant used its formal 

legal nationality for any improper purpose”. Tokios Tokeles v. Ukraine, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/02/18, Award 29 April 2004, Par. 56. 

1014 Aguas del Tunari S.A. v. Republic of Bolivia, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/3, Decision on 

Jurisdiction 21 October 2005. 

1015 Aguas del Tunari S.A. v. Republic of Bolivia, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/3, Decision on 

Jurisdiction 21 October 2005, Par. 330. 
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Consequently, the tribunal did not find a sufficient basis “to support the allegation of 

abuse of corporate form or fraud”1016. Similarly, in Mobil v. Venezuela1017, the tribunal 

decided that the restructuring of the investments in Venezuela through a Dutch 

holding with the aim of gaining access to ICSID arbitration through the BIT to protect 

investments against breaches of rights by the Venezuelan authorities “was a perfectly 

legitimate goal as far as it concerned future disputes”1018. The fine line between 

legitimate corporate planning and abuse of rights by the investors is continuously 

being tested by the tribunals1019. The complex ownership structures have been 

considered  

UNCTAD recognises complex ownership as an increasing challenge in the world of 

international investment. Complex ownership issue became a main feature of the 

World Investment Report 2016. More than 40 per cent of foreign affiliates are owned 

through complex vertical chains with multiple cross-border links involving on 

average three jurisdictions. Corporate nationality, and with it the nationality of 

investors in and owners of foreign affiliates, is becoming increasingly blurred.1020 In 

international investment policymaking, sophisticated ownership chains have the 

potential to significantly expand the reach and application of international investment 

                                                      

1016 Aguas del Tunari S.A. v. Republic of Bolivia, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/3, Decision on 

Jurisdiction 21 October 2005, Par. 331. 

1017 Venezuela Holdings B.V. and others v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/07/27, Decision on Jurisdiction 10 June 2010. 

1018 Venezuela Holdings B.V. and others v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/07/27, Decision on Jurisdiction 10 June 2010, Par. 204. 

1019 The Rompetrol Group N.V. v. Romania, ICSID Case No. ARB/06/3, Award 6 May 2013. Yukos 

Universal Limited (Isle of Man) v. The Russian Federation, PCA Case No. AA 227, Final Award 18 

July 2014. KT Asia Investment Group B.V. v. Republic of Kazakhstan, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/8, 

Award 17 October 2013. 

1020 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality: Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. 123. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf  

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
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treaties. “About one third of investor-State dispute settlement (ISDS) claims are filed 

by claimant entities that are ultimately owned by a parent in a third country (not party 

to the treaty on which the claim is based). More than a quarter of these claimants do 

not have substantial operations in the treaty country – this share can increase to up to 

75 per cent when considering claims based on treaties concluded by major ownership 

hub locations.”1021 Globalization processes, further integration of global economy and 

growth of international investment flows favours increasing complexity of corporate 

structuring and is inevitable. It illustrates considerable power held by the investors to 

navigate international investment law network to their full advantage and 

considerable benefit. Without sophisticated regulatory framework to match the 

perplexing corporate structuring solutions, the states are rendered powerless 

respondents of investment claims.  

This section has illustrated that international investment law transfers substantial 

power and control to investors, whom “understandably, seek to enforce their 

bargains, whether fair or not, against the host state”1022. It is in the interest of the 

investors that the system has minimum obstacles and interferences on the way to 

maximum profits obtained from foreign investments. Therefore, depending whether 

sustainable development serves as an obstacle, interference or, on the opposite, a 

facilitator of profitable investment, the investors will either reject it or embrace it. One 

possible scenario where investors could endorse sustainable development goals is 

when such goals would align with their economic interests. Another possibility would 

be if investors are simply not given any other option but to incorporate sustainable 

development principles into their investments, which largely depends on the legal 

                                                      

1021 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality: Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. 171. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf 

1022 Tai-Heng, Ch. (2005). Power, Authority and International Investment Law. American 

University International Law Review, 20(3), pp. 465-520, p. 493. 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf
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framework and policies of host states. Unfortunately, economic interests of investors 

and sustainable policies of host state are often on the opposite side of investment 

disputes. Given that the international investment protection regime is construed such 

that the states are required to behave as corporate entities, any deviation from such 

corporate standard of behaviour, be it towards sustainable development policies for 

example, is being seen as an obstacle that the investors will seek to minimize and 

possibly evade. Sustainable development is an abstract concept from the point of view 

of investors and they have no inherent interests in protecting or promoting it. 

International investment law regime enhances the position of foreign investors vis a 

vis host states and, unless including sustainable development serves their business 

agenda, it is unlikely that the investors will seek sustainable development solutions if 

there is no direct economic benefit from doing so, or if this would mean they need to 

forgo their advantaged position. The answer to the question whether sustainable 

development is in the interest of the investors is not a straight one – it depends. If 

sustainable development facilitates investors´ ultimate goal of capital expansion and 

wealth accumulation, then maybe. But if it stands in the way of maximizing profit, 

then it will be seen as an impediment to their interests.   

Is Sustainable Development aligned with the ideology underlying International 

Investment Law? 

 

Previous section illustrated that sustainable development agenda is not necessarily 

aligned with the interests of investors, who are effectively in a position of authority in 

international investment law. This part of the analysis will focus on the underlying 

ideology behind international investment regime. It will be studied here whether the 

predominant features of the ideology that shapes international investment law could 

potentially be aligned with sustainable development goals.  

Behind any regime there can be found its dominating ideas, or determinant thoughts 

that frame and drive such regime. International investment law is no exception. It has 
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commonly been associated and linked with neoliberalism as its leading underpinning 

tenet.1023 This view has already been introduced in chapter 1 of this thesis and it will 

be further examined in this part. Firstly, this section will study the link between 

neoliberalism and international investment law. How have neoliberal ideas shaped 

and steered international investment law? Was neoliberalism instrumental in forging 

international investment law as it is known today? It will then be analysed if such 

ideological connection between neoliberalism and international investment law is 

compatible with the principles of sustainable development.  

Neoliberalism, which started only as a “marginal intellectual project built by Friedrich 

August von Hayek and Milton Friedman in order to restore liberal thinking”1024, 

became worldwide dominating ideology influencing all dimensions of human life, 

economic, political and social. Even though liberal thought can be traced to ancient 

times, the unified intellectual basis for neoliberalism was born around XVII century in 

Western Europe, with original political liberalism theorized by Locke, who offered an 

idea of natural state of liberty and freedom to which each individual is born. State, 

which itself was to be subject to the rule of law, was created to protect those liberties 

of each individual. Approximately at the same time, economic liberalism was born, 

with Adam Smith postulating market freedom and minimalizing the role of state to 

                                                      

1023 “(…) the explosion in the number of international investment agreements in the wake of 

the ascendance of neoliberalism and the ability of investment treaty provisions to advance 

some neoliberal goals have linked the current international law on foreign investment with 

neoliberalism in the minds of many.” By Vandevelde, K. (2016). The liberal vision of the 

international law on foreign investment. In Lim, C. (Eds.). Alternative Visions of the International 

Law on Foreign Investment; Essays in honour of Muthucumaraswamy Sornarajah, p. 68. “It is also a 

regime closely associated with rise of neo-liberalism, with an emphasis on efficiency and the 

subsumption of politics to the logic of the markets.” By Schneiderman, D. (2014). 

Compensating for Democracy´s `Defects´: The Case of International Investment Law. In 

Joerges, C., & Glinski, C. The European Crisis and The Transformation of Transnational Governance; 

Authoritarian Managerialism versus Democratic Governance. 

1024 Prieto-Rios, E. (2015). Neoliberal Market Rationality: The Driver of International 

Investment Law. Birkbeck Law Review, 3(1), p. 60. Retrieved from: 

SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2761094 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2761094
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protection of property and contract. Vandevelde identifies three parallel principles of 

political and economic liberalism1025. In political liberalism it is the principle of 

individual liberty, regulatory principle that state can regulate for common good only 

and legality principle that subjects the state to the rule of law. Corresponding 

principles of economic liberalism consist of investment neutrality, which means 

market freedom to apply capital in most efficient way, regulatory obligation of state 

to act where markets fail, and the rule of law which states should endorse to protect 

property and contract.  

By 1930s the liberalism was definitely not in favour as the Great Depression, 

unemployment and poverty hit the world. As a response to these challenges, a group 

of liberal thinkers and advocates embarked on a project to restore liberal values in a 

modernised version adapted to the demands of turbulent reality. It did not come 

about naturally, but rather it was a concerted, deliberate and creative effort to 

reintroduce liberalism into the Western world. First international meeting of liberal 

allies took place in Paris in 1938 and was called Walter Lippman Colloquium to 

honour Lippman´s book “Good Society”. It was there that the new liberal project was 

named “neoliberalism” to emphasise the need to revamp classic liberal ideas. 

Neoliberal label signified the commitment to the underlying liberal value of freedom 

of individual and agreement with the views of neoclassical economics of free market. 

The project was interrupted by the Second World War, but the scattered ideas and 

thinkers were brought back together by the Austrian economist Freidrich August 

Hayek, who founded Mont Pelerin Society in 1947 to promote the neoliberal ideology, 

exchange ideas and generally counteract economic central planning, Keynesian 

collectivism and Marxist ideas that were dominating the world after the war. 

Neoliberal ideas were also heavily promoted and spread through a German journal 

                                                      

1025 Vandevelde, K. (2016). The liberal vision of the international law on foreign investment. In 

Lim, C. (Eds.). Alternative Visions of the International Law on Foreign Investment; Essays in honour 

of Muthucumaraswamy Sornarajah. 
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ORDO established in 1948. The ideas shared in the journal became to be known as 

ordoliberalism. The ordoliberal ideas spread to Latin America and famous group of 

Chilean students (later called Chicago boys) impressed by the ideas went to Chicago 

University to study this particular economic ideology. Upon their return to Chile in 

early 1960s, they implemented neoliberal reforms in their home country under the 

strong dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet. This was the first instance of neoliberal 

ideology test of true political power. Until then, neoliberalism operated on peripheries 

of public policy. With strongly established ideological and theoretical background and 

first political experiment of Chile, neoliberalism spread onto other countries, “a brutal 

experiment carried out in the periphery became a model for the formulation of policies 

in the centre”1026. It has been seen as a ready alternative in the face of the crisis of the 

1970s, inflation, oil shortage and economic downturn. In 1979 Margaret Thatcher, 

raised on Von Hayek´s ideas, came to power and began the neo-liberal transformation 

of Great Britain. It marked the consolidation and the rise of neoliberalism to the level 

of central policy direction of a developed state. Ronald Reagan in the US was another 

pivotal figure in spread of neoliberal philosophy. Supporters of neoliberalism saw the 

interventionist state as the main obstacle to the efficiency of the market and recovery 

of economic growth. The role of the state was to be restricted to the provision of safe 

environment for the free market by protection of property, contract, removing 

obstacles to free movement of capital and goods. Neoliberal policies started to 

penetrate political culture of main political powers and introduced strong focus on 

individual rights, property rights, consumption and market-based policies. Powerful 

forces of economic liberalism supporting free markets and free movement of capital 

took hold even of non-economic dimensions and organisational forms. New world 

order was being created, with the support of Bretton Wood monetary policy 

arrangements, the World Bank, the IMF and the United Nations. After the end of Cold 

                                                      

1026 Harvey, D. (2007). A Brief History of Neoliberalism, p. 7. 
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War and the fall of the Soviet Union, last hindrance to global domination of the system 

collapsed and neoliberalism reached its peak.  

The history of neoliberal thought and its rise to power is an important and fascinating 

story but all its details are outside of the scope of this thesis. For the purposes of this 

work, this brief outline and summary of the origins of neoliberalism sufficiently paints 

the picture of the ideology and its foundations. On an ideological level, “neoliberalism 

is in the first instance a theory of political economic practices that proposes that human 

well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms 

and skills within an institutional framework characterised by strong private property 

rights, free markets and free trade”.1027 Capital becomes a foundation and prevailing 

principle of neoliberal society. The role of a state is limited to creating a stable 

framework for such free market practices and protecting the markets. This is an 

important observation for the analysis of the place of sustainable development within 

neoliberalism. If sustainable development ideas are to be regarded as an impediment 

on otherwise limitless individual freedom to explore entrepreneurial possibilities in 

free markets, then sustainable development principles are simply in disagreement 

with the basic philosophical foundation of neoliberalism. If, however, sustainable 

development concept is perceived as an idea furthering human development 

alongside the current dominating neoliberal pattern, then perhaps it could be found 

compatible with the existing economic model. Equally, if sustainable development is 

considered as another policy tool of state exercising its regulatory role, then again, it 

could be an obstruction to individual freedom and free operation of the markets. This 

dilemma will be further examined later in this part of the thesis.  

Neoliberalism has been described as a “political project to re-establish the conditions 

for capital accumulation and to restore the power of economic elites”1028. This 

                                                      

1027 Harvey, D. (2007). A Brief History of Neoliberalism, p. 2. 

1028 Harvey, D. (2007). A Brief History of Neoliberalism, p. 19. 
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statement is a significant one when turning to the analysis of the link between 

neoliberalism and international investment law. It certainly does not seem to be a 

coincidence that the golden era of neoliberalism coincided with the peak of investment 

treaties signing activity. How instrumental was neoliberalism in shaping international 

investment law and what does it mean for sustainable development? 

As already mentioned earlier in chapter 1 of this thesis, after the Second World War 

foreign investment was regulated by a mixture of diplomatic protection efforts and 

customary rules, FCN treaties, unequal treaties and concession agreements. However, 

it was the US post-war FCN treaties “that rested on the belief that investment flows 

should be guided by market principles”1029 and reflected liberal principles. US FCN 

treaties included a number of protections guaranteeing investment neutrality (free 

flow of investment guided by market needs) and investment security (protection and 

security, fair and equitable treatment provisions, national treatment) that are 

recognisable in investment treaties currently being signed. However, FCN treaties 

were not limited to investment only (but also immigration, shipping, taxation etc.) and 

left extensive regulatory powers to states. US FCN programme wound down in late 

1960s, but by then modern BITs were already in place. First such BIT, focused on 

investment only, was signed by Germany in 1959. Europe took the lead in signing first 

generation BITs.  

The rationale for the inception of modern international investment law has been 

debatable. “After all, the notoriously fragmented nature of international investment 

law suggests that no single genealogy is sufficient for understanding its evolution“.1030 

                                                      

1029 Vandevelde, K. (2016). The liberal vision of the international law on foreign investment. In 

Lim, C. (Eds.). Alternative Visions of the International Law on Foreign Investment; Essays in honour 

of Muthucumaraswamy Sornarajah, p. 52. 

1030Tzouvala, T. (2016). The Ordo-liberal Origins of Modern International Investment Law: 

Constructing Competition on a Global Scale. Draft of a paper that will appear in the forthcoming 

2016 European Yearbook of International Economic Law, as part of a symposium edited by 

Akbar Rasulov and John. D. Haskell. Retrieved from 
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Many link modern international investment treaties with post-colonial attempt by 

developed states to preserve protection for their investments abroad previously 

guaranteed by colonial legal order. The colonial powers aimed to achieve this through 

the doctrine of acquired rights, internationalisation of investment contracts and 

depoliticisation of investment protection regime. The fact that the first wave of treaties 

was signed between Western states and post-colonial new states supports this view. 

Some point to FCN post war programme as the source of liberal ideas in modern 

international investment law. However, it has also been proposed that ordoliberal 

school of thought has been instrumental in shaping modern international investment 

law. “If we are interested in exploring the neoliberal turn of international (economic) 

law, our inquiry needs to stretch beyond the Bretton-Woods Institutions, back to the 

crucial decade between 1955 and 1965”1031. It has been suggested that instead of 

focusing on decolonisation as the defining element for the development of 

international investment law, that determines it as a discipline depicting hierarchy 

between the states (i.e. developed versus developing, capital exporters versus capital 

importers, north versus south), the attention should be given to the ordoliberal agenda 

“for a comprehensive internationalised and judicialised legal framework for foreign 

investment”1032 as being at the core of the creative process behind modern 

                                                      

https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-

liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_

a_Global_Scale)  

1031 Tzouvala, T. (2016). The Ordo-liberal Origins of Modern International Investment Law: 

Constructing Competition on a Global Scale. Draft of a paper that will appear in the forthcoming 

2016 European Yearbook of International Economic Law, as part of a symposium edited by 

Akbar Rasulov and John. D. Haskell. Retrieved from 

https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-

liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_

a_Global_Scale) 

1032 Tzouvala, T. (2016). The Ordo-liberal Origins of Modern International Investment Law: 

Constructing Competition on a Global Scale. Draft of a paper that will appear in the forthcoming 

2016 European Yearbook of International Economic Law, as part of a symposium edited by 

Akbar Rasulov and John. D. Haskell. Retrieved from 

https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_a_Global_Scale
https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_a_Global_Scale
https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_a_Global_Scale
https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_a_Global_Scale
https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_a_Global_Scale
https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_a_Global_Scale
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international investment law. Consequently, ordoliberal advocates were not directing 

their efforts at counteracting post-colonial movement, Calvo doctrine or any particular 

state. In fact, ordoliberals were opposing politicisation of economy, emergence of 

trade unions and generally democratisation of economic processes and rise of mass 

politics. This corresponds exactly with the current economic globalization process 

with it principal aim, which appears to be “to establish mechanisms of security for 

property, financiers and investors, shielding them from consequences issuing out of 

democratic processes deemed out-of-sync with the imagined or expressed interests of 

powerful economic interests. Democratic processes yielding results inconsistent with 

those interests are labelled extreme or declared out of bounds.”1033 Probably the 

success of neoliberal turn of international investment law is a combination of many 

circumstances, historical events and schools of thought. The fact is, that neoliberalism 

contributed to “one profound change in international investment law”1034. “The 

triumph of neoliberalism can be dated from the dissolution of the Soviet Union as it 

signalled the end of communism. The fall of communism left democracy and its 

economic concomitant, the free market theory, as the prevailing philosophies that 

were left standing at the end of the Cold War.”1035 By the 1980s developing countries, 

countries in transition from post Soviet Union block and rapidly growing Asian 

economies were racing to get access to capital. Neoliberal policies, which were 

dominant at the time in capital exporting states, shaped this wave of investment that 

                                                      

https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-

liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_

a_Global_Scale) 

1033 Schneiderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 1. 

1034 Vandevelde, K. (2016). The liberal vision of the international law on foreign investment. In 

Lim, C. (Eds.). Alternative Visions of the International Law on Foreign Investment; Essays in honour 

of Muthucumaraswamy Sornarajah, p.60. 

1035 Sornarajah, M. (2015). Resistance and Change in the International Law on Foreign Investment, 

p. 43. 

https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_a_Global_Scale
https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_a_Global_Scale
https://www.academia.edu/22480824/The_Ordo-liberal_Origins_of_Modern_International_Investment_Law_Constructing_Competition_on_a_Global_Scale
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spread throughout the world with free movement of capital, strong protection of 

investment and minimal role of host states as the main principles. Neoliberal ideology 

served international investment law well. Equally, international investment law 

helped spreading neoliberal ideas globally. The shift towards neoliberalism “ensured 

that everything came to be analysed from the perspective of market rationality, the 

efficient allocation of resources and profitability”1036. To the exclusion of any other 

goals or measures of progress, economic growth and development came to dominate 

the global economic policies. Neoliberal principles came to be reflected in the 

evolution of international investment law. Transnational legality – as “the 

compendium of rules and institutions associated with the spread of the political 

project of neoliberalism worldwide, having its principal object the subsumption of 

politics to markets. A key arena in which transnational legal norms are being 

simultaneously generated and contested […] is the regime of rules to protect and 

promote investment”1037. Regulatory powers of states were slowly eroded, in line with 

the neoliberal principle of the minimal role of state. Inclusion of protection of indirect 

expropriation provisions in NAFTA1038 marked the beginning of yet stronger 

protection of property and regulatory uncertainty for host states. Umbrella clauses, 

MFN clauses and generally expansionary interpretation of investment treaties by 

arbitration tribunals were all aligned with neoliberal determinants. Extraordinary 

career of international investment law would probably not be possible without 

neoliberal ideological background. Such an intense resurrection of power of capital 

was, on the other hand, facilitated by the rapid increase of international investment 

                                                      

1036 Prieto-Rios, E. (2015). Neoliberal Market Rationality: The Driver of International 

Investment Law. Birkbeck Law Review, 3(1), p. 65. Retrieved from: 

SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2761094 

1037 Schneiderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 2. 

1038 Art. 1110 of NAFTA.  

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2761094
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supported by international financial institutions and acceleration of globalization 

process.  

How compatible is then the neoliberal ideology underlying international investment 

law with sustainable development ideas. Given that this ideology determines not only 

general direction of international investment regime, but also individual processes 

and decisions, is sustainable development in sync with neoliberal ideology and its 

legal product of international investment law? What is the correlative relevance of 

neoliberal ideology at its conceptual foundations and sustainable development in its 

original form related to environmental concerns for the planet? The prevailing 

economic ideology of neoliberalism is in fact ecologically contradictory, which is “best 

explained in terms of what is known in the history of economics as the “Lauderdale 

Paradox””1039 According to this paradox, embedded in the current economic model, 

wealth and richness is associated only with exchange value, economic value added. 

Scarcity of resources is necessary for value in exchange. Abundance on the other hand 

is unhelpful to the system. Nature in itself does not have a value, is valueless, outside 

of accounting models. In such sense, nature is invisible and the system is oblivious to 

nature in its abundant state. To extract value from nature, it needs to be scarce. “A 

peculiarity of capitalism, brought out by the Lauderdale Paradox, is that it feeds on 

scarcity”1040. Depletion, destruction waste and scarcity are in fact golden opportunities 

for capital, investment, increase of GDP and wealth accumulation. In fact, according 

to this perverse argumentation, “deliberate production of scarcity in nature was 

beneficial [to capital]”.1041 This paradoxical logic of the neoliberal economics appears 

                                                      

1039 Foster, J, & Brett, C. (2009). The Paradox of Wealth: Capitalism and Ecological Destruction. 

Monthly Review: An Independent Socialist Magazine (61)6, p.1. 

1040 Foster, J, & Brett, C. (2009). The Paradox of Wealth: Capitalism and Ecological Destruction. 

Monthly Review: An Independent Socialist Magazine (61)6. 

1041 Foster, J, & Brett, C. (2009). The Paradox of Wealth: Capitalism and Ecological Destruction. 

Monthly Review: An Independent Socialist Magazine (61)6. 
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to be disagreeable with the notion of protection of resources, of refraining from over 

utilising of resources or abstaining from exploiting of indigenous biodiverse lands. 

There is no accounting value and no income increase from sustainable development 

approach to nature in general. On the other hand, scarcity of depleted natural 

resources opens new possibilities for investment, wealth accumulation and growth 

and development according to current economic models. International investment is 

instrumental in this process. It applies capital to extract value, measured under 

currently dominating accounting principles. Capital flows towards opportunities for 

profit. Shortage of resources is one of such opportunities for privatization and 

resource extraction. Nature is treated as a source of income rather than irreplaceable 

capital. This elemental foundation of the dominant economic and political neoliberal 

doctrine is driving, shaping and dragging along all accompanying processes and 

structures, including international investment law, which rose to such prominence 

thanks to this philosophy. This is of course, a generalised picture and the close up 

reality is much more diverse and sophisticated. However, understanding such 

blueprint will help to infer what is the place of sustainable development within 

international investment law. Is neoliberalism, ascendance of which mostly 

determined the shape of modern international investment law, compatible with 

sustainable development? The answer has to be, seemingly not. Tenets of neoliberal 

economic agenda may even undermine the attainment of sustainable development. 

“There is mounting evidence that the current neoliberal economic regime and its 

accompanied structural changes almost run counter to the prerequisites of sustainable 

development”1042. For as long as neoliberalism continues to be a dominant tenet in 

global economy, international investment will inevitably follow its principles. “In 

times of the wide and dominant prevalence of favourable ideology, private actors 

                                                      

1042 Kumi, E, Arhin, A. & Yeboah, T. (2014). Can post-2015 sustainable development goals 

survive neoliberalism? A critical examination of the sustainable development-neoliberalism 

nexus in developing countries. Environment, Development and Sustainability 16(3), pp. 539-554, 

p.540. Doi 10.1007/s10668-013-9492-7  
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conform to and further the tenets of the dominant philosophy, either consciously or 

unconsciously.”1043 However, exigencies and inequalities created by neoliberal system 

are unlikely to be solved through the mechanism of the system itself. Whether the 

neoliberal grip on international investment law is loosening up and why, will be 

discussed further below in following parts of this chapter. “Neoliberalism has gone 

through differing stages and will continue to mutate as its proponents navigate 

through various global financial stresses”1044 and the same logic should be applied to 

international investment law.  

System compatibility issues between Sustainable Development and International 

Investment Law 

 

Having concluded that sustainable development principles neither are inherently in 

the interests of the investors, who are de facto holding power and authority 

international investment law, nor they are they aligned with the foundational 

philosophy of neoliberalism being at the basis of modern international investment 

law, it is time to ask whether sustainable development concept is compatible with the 

systemic functionality of international investment regime? This section will focus on 

a question whether international investment law is operating as an independent self -

contained system, favourable of accepting sustainable development influences?  

The useful tool in proceeding with this analysis is the systems theory, which was first 

introduced into biological studies as a methodology of analysing structures of living 

organisms as self-regulating, self-correcting independent systems. It is a holistic 

approach emphasising wholeness and completeness of a given system, rather than 

focusing on its individual separate elements. The systems theory has an 

                                                      

1043 Sornarajah, M. (2015). Resistance and Change in the International Law on Foreign Investment, 

p. 22. 

1044 Schneiderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 40. 
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interdisciplinary application to many fields beyond biology, including philosophy, 

psychology and sociology. The theory provides new paradigm for the analysis of 

society as a whole, social phenomena, evolutionary processes and organisational 

structures. The systems proliferate in sophisticated societies with increasing 

complexity of its forms to perform distinct social functions. The theory can also be 

applied to law. The first scholars contributing to systems theory of law were Niklas 

Luhmann and Gunther Teuber. They offered systems theory approach to law as one 

of the sub-systems of society, alongside other complex and highly differentiated 

systems of modern society like politics, economy or education. The logic of self-

referential relations has been introduced to legal thinking. Legal system has been 

compared to self-referential, or autopoietic, form that both creates and maintains 

differences from the environment in which other systems operate. “The whole legal 

system is seen as a dynamic cyclical reproduction of legal elements embedded in 

hyper cyclical relations of legal structures and processes”1045. The system self 

maintains, operates independently, polices its own boundaries and communicates 

and relates to other systems with which it comes to contact. It produces and 

reproduces its own elements through the interaction within its elements. Such system 

can potentially be in a collision with another system or distinct set of rules. 

Schneirderman studied this analogy and noted that when the system does interact 

with another system, “it develops responses on terms most consistent with the internal 

logic.”1046 It operates accordingly to its internal rationality and internal rules. Its “know 

how “ is limited to what has been “programmed” into it and, even though an 

independent system is open to communication and potential influence from other 

systems, it can only operate within familiar parameters or communicate in its own 

“language”. The systems are characterised as “operatively closed” but “cognitively 

                                                      

1045 Teubner, G. (1987). Autopoietic Law: A New Approach to Law and Society, p. 1. 

1046 Schneirderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 53. 
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open”. Each such autopoietic system is therefore capable of learning and adapting, 

but only in ways consistent with its own purpose. The emergence of plurality of 

independent systems is also sometimes said to be an illustration of stark divisions and 

contradictions between various aspects of modern societies. Each system will 

endeavour its own survival and choose strategies favourable to its own self-interest.  

Relating this analysis to legal dimension of international investment law, this regime 

too developed characteristics of distinct specialised system, self-contained, 

independent and capable of pursuing its embedded preferences. It produces its own 

rules, which are tested by its own principals players within internal rules (arbitration). 

It therefore policies its boundaries on its own terms. It certainly is adaptable and 

dynamic and has even been compared to a complex adaptive system, due to its three 

main characteristics: “(i) it emerged out of small, incremental and often accidental 

steps, (ii) operates as a largely self-organizing, decentralized system made up of many 

interacting components and (iii) stabilizes but also changes and evolves through a 

series of local, sub-optimal quasi-equilibria, highly sensitive to initial conditions that 

can be disturbed by both seismic events or major crises and minor mutations.”1047  

International investment law seems to fit perfectly a description proposed by Teubner, 

“law, like other autopoietic system is nothing but an endless dance of internal 

correlations in a closed network of interacting elements”1048. In fact, international 

investment regime “is only what collectively results from the decentralized interaction 

between a myriad of components (treaties, institutions, arbitrators, states, investors, 

                                                      

1047 Pauwelyn, J. (2000). At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29, pp. 372-418, p.412. 

1048 Teubner, G. (1987). Autopoietic Law: A New Approach to Law and Society, p.2. Teubner quoting 

work of Humberto Maturana, a Chilean biologist, who created the term “autopoiesis” about 

the nature of reflexive feedback mechanisms in living mechanisms. 
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NGOs, academics etc.). The system is the interaction”1049. Due to lack of a single 

authority or outside check and review mechanism, international investment law is 

practically unconstrained in seeking to maximize its potential and extending its 

influence, but also in perpetuating its pathologies. As a system, it is normatively 

closed within its pre-programmed economic rationality to the outside order.  

If it can be accepted that, in line with systems theory, international investment law 

represents such independent autopoietic system with many layers “systematically 

organized and thickly interconnected via multi-directional feedback loops”1050, what 

is the place of sustainable development relative to such autopoietic structure of 

international investment law? Based on the earlier analysis of neoliberal theory 

shaping international investment law, it could be concluded that sustainable 

development concept per se does not form part of international investment law 

constitution, or its internal order. It falls outside of the core principles represented by 

international investment law, at least in the context of current predominant economic 

doctrine. It can therefore be proposed that sustainable development stays outside of 

this autonomous, self-contained transnational legal system, which is international 

investment regime. Perhaps then sustainable development and international 

investment law in this context do indeed represent contradictory elements and 

pursuits of global society as mentioned above. Even if sustainable development is not 

directly in collision with international investment law system, at least it produces a 

“noise”, external influence to which international investment law needs to respond. It 

does respond, but accordingly to its own internal rules and logic and in evaluation of 

its own interests and not that of sustainable development. Consistent with the 

                                                      

1049 Pauwelyn, J. (2000) At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29, pp. 372-418, p. 415. 

1050 Maupin, J. (2014). Public and Private in International Investment Law: An Integrated 

Systems Approach. Virginia Journal of International Law, 54(2), pp. 367-435, p. 367. 
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characteristic of cognitive openness, international investment law has a dynamic 

potential to re-align. Exposure of international investment regime to sustainable 

development concerns and issues, which in itself is often a result international 

investment law´s own exigencies that produce resistance, might cause international 

investment regime to adapt in order to maintain its equilibrium and long term 

dynamic stability without changing its constitutional foundations. In accordance with 

the notion of operative closeness of autopoietic system, international investment law 

can therefore adapt to increasing pressure from sustainable development lobbying 

forces or may even absorb some sustainable development elements within the system, 

but appropriating it for its own benefit of survival and thriving. And this is assuming 

that it is optimal for international investment law to become more sustainable 

development friendly. Whether international investment law needs sustainable 

development to thrive is debatable, but it seems that many believe that sustainable 

development might not be able to thrive without support from international 

investment1051. For sustainable development to be compatible with international 

investment law autopoietic system, it also needs to be re-programmed to “operating 

software” of international investment law, its conceptual internal logic of economic 

rationality. Adapting sustainable development concept to economic rationality model 

of neoliberalism, is, as illustrated earlier, ideologically contradictory. Absorbing 

sustainable development concepts by international investment law may transform 

and redefine them in the context of neoliberal agenda of international investment 

regime. On the other hand, introducing sustainable development concept to 

international investment law constitution is irrational for the regime in its current 

                                                      

1051 For example the authors of the IISD Model International Agreement on Investment for 

Sustainable Development claim that investment “is an essential component of a sound global 

strategy for sustainable development. See Mann, H., von Moltke, K., Peterson, L., & Cosbey, 

A. (2005).IISD Model International Agreement on Investment for Sustainable Development. 

International Institute for Sustainable Development. Retrieved from: 

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_agreement.pdf  

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_agreement.pdf
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form, focused on economic efficiency solutions, unless absorbing sustainable 

development concepts by international investment law and remodelling them in 

accordance with neoliberal principles could in fact neutralise such concepts and bring 

them to the service of dominant global agenda of increasing economic growth. 

Currently proposed solutions for realignment of sustainable development and 

international investment law seem to amount to no more than propositions to 

accomplish sustainable development goals by further expansion of current model of 

international investment law, based on the same economic model focused on 

unlimited accumulation of capital and overemphasising economic values above social 

justice goals or environment. Transnational legal norms, international investment law 

belonging to this group, “institutionalize pathologies associated with neoliberalism 

thereby legally constraining alternative paths to development”1052. Incorporating 

sustainable development ideas to this scenario would mean placing reliance on 

international investment regime, with all its deficiencies, to propagate and implement 

sustainable development. International investment law would be put in a position to 

categorise, legitimise or delegitimise sustainable development proposals, through the 

lens of its market oriented logic. This, perhaps, would not necessarily provide 

desirable outcomes. Merging sustainable development goals with international 

investment regime could however rehabilitate the system, which is being increasingly 

criticized, and consequently rejuvenate and perpetuate the regime even more. Perhaps 

this is the main motivation for including sustainable development principles on 

international investment law agenda. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

                                                      

1052 Schneirderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 6. 
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This chapter assessed the condition of international investment law today. It looked 

into both, critical opinions suggesting international investment law is in crisis and 

positive views of the regime portraying it as a success story. It has been illustrated that 

international investment law is in fact thriving and that it has reached unprecedented 

global presence through various layers of treaties, including largest mega regional 

treaty initiatives, which mostly focus on strengthening protection and promotion of 

investments rather than promotion of sustainable development principles. Further, 

despite pervasive criticism of international investment regime and growing global 

awareness of sustainable development issues, sustainable development has not been 

reconciled within international investment law to any significant extent. “Investment 

agreements, including the TPP and TTIP, continue to be based lopsidedly on 

protecting investor rights rather than fostering social value”1053. “New thoughts and 

new policy on sustainable development have been brought forward and widely 

discussed and accepted, but law is still lagging behind.”1054. 

There is no shortage of policy guidelines and directions, model treaties and 

recommendations of how to reconcile sustainable development and investment. 

Model Agreement on Investment for Sustainable Development prepared by the 

International Institute for Sustainable Development1055 addresses deficiencies of 

current system. UNCTAD produced Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable 

                                                      

1053 Zarsky, L. (2014). From “investors’ rights” to “sustainable development”? Challenges and 

innovations in international investment rules. In Deese, D. Handbook of the International Political 

Economy of Trade, p.149. 

1054 Kistenkas, F. (2016). Sustainable Development: New Thoughts, New Policy, New Law? In 

Mauerhofer, V. (Eds.). Legal Aspects of Sustainable Development: Horizontal and Sectoral Policy 

Issues, p. 535. 

1055 Mann, H., von Moltke, K., Peterson, L., & Cosbey, A. (2005).IISD Model International 

Agreement on Investment for Sustainable Development. International Institute for Sustainable 

Development. Retrieved from: 

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_agreement.pdf 

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_agreement.pdf
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Development1056 in recognition of the principle that investment should contribute to 

sustainable development.  

It proposes a set of Core Principles for investment policymaking, which should serve 

as a guideline for national and international investment policymakers in formulating 

investment policies and negotiating investment treaties. They aim to mainstream 

sustainable development in investment policymaking, while confirming the basic 

principles of sound development-oriented investment policies, in a balanced 

approach. The Core Principles are ambitious. However, they predominantly recognise 

that the overarching objective of investment policymaking is to promote investment 

for inclusive growth and sustainable development and that investment policies 

should be grounded in a country’s overall development strategy. Investment policies 

are said to be should be balanced in setting out rights and obligations of states and 

investors in the interest of development for all and should be aligned with sustainable 

development goals and designed to minimize the risk of harmful competition for 

investment. Those Core Principles have been subsequently updated in 2014 World 

Investment Report: Action Plan for Investment in Sustainable Development1057, 

focused on promoting investments that are specifically sustainable development 

oriented. Everyone seems to agree and be in favour of what should and needs to be 

done, however the results seem to be slow and sparse  

Why then, despite widespread criticism of the system, coherent and active lobby for 

inclusion of sustainable development into investment regime and calls for change, 

results are so disappointingly minimal? Perhaps there is some underlying 

                                                      

1056 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). Investment Policy 

Framework for Sustainable Development. Retrieved from: 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/diaepcb2015d5_en.pdf  

1057 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2014). World Investment Report 

2014 Investing in the SDGs: An Action Plan. New York: United Nations. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf  

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/diaepcb2015d5_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf
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incompatibility between investment regime, its foundation principles and mode of 

operation and sustainable development concept? It has been suggested that “whether 

or not foreign investment generates benefits for sustainable development largely 

depends on the institutions, norms and policies of host states: regulatory policies 

which reduces environmental risk and protect human rights; and investment and 

industrial policies which promote productivity, growth and innovation.”1058 Are 

inadequate results of these reconciliation efforts between international investment law 

and sustainable development due to the fact that international investment law might 

not be the best equipped and most capable venue for such considerations, however 

desirable anyone would wish them to be? 

To understand possible underlying reasons behind lack of harmonious conformity 

between sustainable development and international investment law, this chapter 

investigated potential compatibility issues between sustainable development 

principles and the interests of the main power holders, the investors, as well as the 

constitution of international investment law regime and its underlying dominant 

neoliberal philosophy. This chapter also examined systemic operational structure of 

international investment law. The analysis revealed fundamental discrepancies 

between all these elements and sustainable development principles. It has been 

illustrated that sustainable development falls outside of the basic principles 

represented by international investment law in the context of current predominant 

neoliberal economic doctrine. It also falls outside of the autonomous, self-contained 

autopoietic systemic operational structure of international investment regime. 

Combined with the fact that international investment law transfers substantial power 

and control to investors, who seek to use the system to their maximum benefit in 

protection of their investments, sustainable development could serve as an 

                                                      

1058 Zarsky, L. (2014). From “investors’ rights” to “sustainable development”? Challenges and 

innovations in international investment rules. In Deese, D. Handbook of the International Political 

Economy of Trade, p. 138. 
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impediment to achieving strong protection of investors’ rights. However, despite the 

fact that investors have no inherent interests in sustainable development agenda, if it 

aligns with the economic interests of the investors, such sustainable development 

goals could be endorsed by investors within international investment law. This thesis 

illustrated that in practice economic interests of investors and sustainable 

development policies of host states are most often in conflict.  

In accordance with the characteristics of international investment law as an 

autopoietic system which is cognitively open, it has been studied in this chapter that 

international investment law could potentially assimilate some sustainable 

development elements within the system, but within conceptual internal logic of 

economic rationality that underlines international investment law. It has been 

demonstrated that adapting sustainable development concept to economic rationality 

model of neoliberalism that drives international investment law, is ideologically 

contradictory and could transform sustainable development principles to embody 

dominating economic fundamentals of neoliberalism and to perpetuate unlimited 

economic growth, which would serve to strengthen international investment law.  

This chapter advanced an argument that perhaps the rehabilitation of international 

investment law, rather than its reconstitution or core transformation, could be the 

main motivation for the efforts to include sustainable development principles on 

international investment law agenda. 

So far, the analysis of the compatibility of sustainable development ideas with the 

interest of main power holders within international investment law, the neoliberal 

ideology driving the regime and the systemic operational structure of international 

investment law as an autopoietic system, reveals discrepancies and points to 

irreconcilability issues. Investigation in the following chapter will focus on the role of 

social justice and prospects for social resistance movements in exerting influence over 

international investment law towards sustainable development agenda. 
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Chapter 5 

Role of  

Society and Sovereign State  

in furthering  

Sustainable Development within International Investment Law 

On the basis of the findings of the previous chapters in respect of the process of 

globalization, origins and evolution of sustainable development principles and its 

presence to date within international investment treaties and the body of investment 

arbitration, this chapter will examine potential underlying determinants that brought 

sustainable development into the debate about international investment law. This 

analysis will also assist in advancing discussion about future potential of sustainable 

development principles in influencing international investment law discipline. 

This chapter consists of two parts. The first part will focus on the connection between 

sustainable development and social movements and the role of and justice in shaping 

of international investment law. The second part will concentrate on the role of state 

in bringing sustainable development agenda into international investment law 

regime. 

IS SOCIAL ELEMENT RELEVANT? 

 

From the investigation so far in this chapter, it is becoming clear that, despite 

increasing criticisms and growing controversies, international investment law is a 

dynamically expanding and rapidly growing area of law. Its global reach is 

undeniable and recent trends in concluding regional and most progressive investment 

treaties, like TPP, illustrates the strong hold that international investment law has on 

global economic order. All aspects of international investment law regime are 

reaching record levels, foreign direct investment flows, number of arbitration cases, 

number of treaties, geographical scale of regional treaties negotiated or already in 
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place, size of arbitration awards, comprehensive scope of substantial provisions of the 

treaties, as well as level of publicity the regime generates. It has also been discussed 

in the previous chapter that sustainable development concept does not align 

seamlessly with the interests of investors or the fundamentals of neoliberal ideology 

that underline international investment regime. It has been illustrated that due to its 

functionality characteristics as an autopoietic system, international investment law is 

operatively closed and therefore of limited ability to effectively respond to sustainable 

development interferences unless sustainable development is translated into 

economic rationality, which, as was illustrated, is contradictory to the core of 

sustainable development philosophy. So far, on this basis, it does not seem like there 

is much of a possibility of arriving at a symbiosis between international investment 

law and sustainable development. Why then international investment regime is 

continuously and increasingly facing challenges bearing sustainable development 

features? This part will focus on the role of social stimulus in the confrontations 

between international investment law and the ideas of sustainable development. This 

chapter will focus on several questions. What is the underlying source of tension and 

why is it becoming visible? What is the connection between social involvement in 

international investment law debates and sustainable development challenges? And 

finally, what does it entail both for international investment law and its prospect for 

future developments, and for sustainable development and the possibility of its 

achievement?  

In principle, international investment law is not receptive to the rights and interests 

of local communities, individuals of host states, or generally local groups of 

individuals potentially affected by the investments. This is partly due to their 

exclusion from international investment lawmaking process or arbitration 

proceedings. They are not, and cannot be, party to the arbitration proceedings for lack 

of jurisdiction ratione personae. Nevertheless, social element does interact with 

international investment law, mainly two fold. Either investment arbitration is 
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initiated as a result of losses incurred by investors due to some kind of social 

interference or social movement affecting the investment, or some form of social 

pressure influences the proceedings and outcomes of investment disputes.  

Arbitration Cases Revisited 

 

One of the examples where social protests resulting from the investment were behind 

losses incurred by the investor, which eventually led to investment arbitration 

proceedings is Autopista v. Venezuela1059. The case involved privatization of public 

services concession granted to the investor. As a result of social outcry, the 

government refused to increase road tolls in breach of a concession contract. 

Venezuela evoked force majeure defence, which was rejected by the tribunal. Venezuela 

argued that it “could not and did not foresee a protest of such magnitude and 

threatened violence that it would undermine the entire financing mechanism for the 

construction project”1060. The tribunal referred to the history of social protests in 

Venezuela in general, in particular famous violent unrest of 1989, the Caracazo, which 

was a political phenomenon that occurred following an increase in the price of 

gasoline and, consequently, the price of transportation. The snowball effect of 

Caracazo discontent necessitated the intervention of the armed forces and ended up 

with 200 deaths. On this basis, considering the impact of the Caracazo on Venezuelan 

society and on the political system, the tribunal concluded that: 

“one cannot reasonably argue that Venezuelan officials negotiating the 

Agreement could ignore that the increase in transportation price resulting 

                                                      

1059 Autopista Concesionada de Venezuela, C.A. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/00/5, Award 23 September 2003. 

1060 Autopista Concesionada de Venezuela, C.A. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/00/5, Award 23 September 2003, par .111. 
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from the contractual mechanism of toll rate increase could at least 

potentially lead to violent popular protest similar to the one of 1989”.1061  

Venezuela eventually lost the case and social unrest was both instrumental for 

initiation of arbitration proceedings by the investors and for the outcome of the 

dispute.  

In Tecmed v. Mexico, the investor claimed that refusal by Mexican authorities of 

investor´s extension to operate hazardous waste landfill was partly due to the fact 

that: 

“authorities of Hermosillo encouraged a movement of citizens against the 

landfill, which sought the withdrawal or non-renewal of the landfill’s 

operating permit and its closedown, and which also led to confrontation 

with the community, even leading to blocking access to the landfill”.1062  

Further, the investor claimed that: 

“Mexican authorities, including the police and the judicial authorities, did 

not act as quickly, efficiently and thoroughly as they should have to avoid, 

prevent or put an end to the adverse social demonstrations expressed 

through disturbances in the operation of the Landfill or access thereto, or 

the personal security or freedom to move about of the members of 

[staff]”1063.  

                                                      

1061 Autopista Concesionada de Venezuela, C.A. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/00/5, Award 23 September 2003, par. 115. 

1062 Técnicas Medioambientales Tecmed v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/00/2, 

Award 29 May 2003, par. 42. 

1063 Técnicas Medioambientales Tecmed v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/00/2, 

Award 29 May 2003, par. 175. 
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This, in the view of the investor, violated full protection and security provisions of the 

relevant investment treaty. Even though Mexico eventually lost the case, the tribunal 

was of a view that there was not enough evidence to prove that the Mexican 

authorities have encouraged or contributed their support to social movements of the 

local communities. Interestingly, the tribunal also has not found sufficient evidence to 

recognise such social activity pursuant to international law, which illustrates how 

social element finds itself excluded from consideration of international investment 

regime, an argument which will be discussed in more general context further below.  

Chevron v. Ecuador1064 is another example of a case, where social pressure was among 

the reasons behind the initiated arbitral proceedings. Chevron is currently questioning 

the validity of the judgment issued by Ecuadorian court against Chevron and in 

favour of private plaintiffs, indigenous communities of Ecuadorian Amazon. The 

investor claims that local communities “have pressured the court through 

demonstrations designed to intimidate”1065 and that the Ecuadorian court have been 

susceptible to such “improper” pressure. The investor alleges that social movement 

unlawfully influenced the Ecuadorian court to enter an enormous judgment, and 

pressured Chevron into a large and unfair settlement. The investor further claims that 

Ecuadorian communities “have engaged in repeated publicity campaigns to 

intimidate the Court by creating an atmosphere of public outrage and instilling fear 

in the judge”. To this end, it is being claimed by the investor that the plaintiffs “have 

schemed to influence the Court by staging political rallies and stirring up public 

animus toward Chevron”1066. The case attracted huge publicity and, as already 

                                                      

1064 Chevron Corporation and Texaco Petroleum Corporation v. The Republic of Ecuador, UNCITRAL, 

PCA Case No. 2009-23.  

1065 Chevron Corporation and Texaco Petroleum Corporation v. The Republic of Ecuador, UNCITRAL, 

PCA Case No. 2009-23 , Claimant´s Memorial on Merits, 6 September 2010, par. 1 

1066 Chevron Corporation and Texaco Petroleum Corporation v. The Republic of Ecuador, UNCITRAL, 

PCA Case No. 2009-23 , Claimant´s Memorial on Merits, 6 September 2010, par. 277. 
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described earlier in this thesis, it is an ongoing protracted legal battle far removed 

from the original sustainable development issues. 

Social protests have been hugely instrumental in the fate of another investment 

arbitration case, Aguas del Tunari v. Bolivia1067. The local communities reacted with 

hostility to signing of a concession agreement with Dutch investor for water 

privatization. The social opposition to the investment and related water rate increases 

took form of occupation of streets and barricades, blocking highways and roads and 

resulted in violence, which had to be curbed with tear gas and gunfire, where at least 

one civilian was killed. The violence eventually spread throughout the country and 

the President of Bolivia at the time, Hugo Banzer, declared a “state of siege,” a 

condition tantamount to martial law1068. It resulted in rescission of investor´s 

concession. In the midst of the violence and arbitration proceedings followed. No one 

could have predicted such hostile reaction of local communities, especially given that 

Bolivia is one of the poorest countries of South America, with inadequate sanitary 

water and sewer system infrastructure that desperately requires investment in the 

areas of critical importance to quality of human life. The influence of social protects 

on this case have not ceased once the arbitration initiated, but persisted on an 

unprecedented scale. The investor won the decision on jurisdiction, which the tribunal 

controversially accepted in spite of “forum shopping” controversies, which have been 

described earlier in this thesis. However, due to widespread public pressure and 

possible long lasting risk to the reputation of the company, the case was dropped by 

                                                      

1067 Aguas del Tunari S.A. v. Republic of Bolivia, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/3, Decision on 

Jurisdiction 21 October 2005.  

1068 Gramont, A. (2006). After the Water War: The Battle for Jurisdiction in Aguas Del Tunari, 

S.A. V. Republic of Bolivia. Transnational Dispute Management, 3(5), p.8. 
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the investor. “This transnational social movement campaign was effective to the 

extent that it could undermine [company´s] potential future profits”.1069 

Clayton v. Canada1070 is another case, which involved public scrutiny and local 

community resistance to quarry investment project. The tribunal did not view 

favourably the level and the manner of public involvement in investment decision 

process. The project had attracted considerable scrutiny from local and wider 

communities and many of them have expressed criticism, including “persistent flow 

of letters of concerns sent to both the federal and provincial governments”. The 

community initiatives illustrated “how engaged and opposed the local community 

was to the project”1071. The tribunal held it unfair that the investor was exposed to 

“very public venting of criticism at a public hearing” and that the joint panel review 

hearing became a forum for the expression of anti-American venting by a variety of 

citizens, representatives of organizations, and politicians”1072. As a result of social 

mobilization which led to the creation of joint review panel and public hearings, the 

investors was held to have been treated unfairly. 

Lone Pine v. Canada 1073 is a recent and pending case which also involves social 

resistance considerations. Due to public resistance to fracking in Quebec, as well as 

growing evidence about water pollution based on the recommendations of public 

enquiry study, Quebec was forced to place a moratorium on all new drilling permits 

                                                      

1069 Schneiderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 109. 

1070 Clayton and Bilcon of Delaware Inc. v. Government of Canada, PCA Case No. 2009-04, Award 

on Jurisdiction and Liability 17 March 2015. 

1071 Clayton and Bilcon of Delaware Inc. v. Government of Canada, PCA Case No. 2009-04, Award 

on Jurisdiction and Liability 17 March 2015 par. 162 

1072 Clayton and Bilcon of Delaware Inc. v. Government of Canada, PCA Case No. 2009-04, Award 

on Jurisdiction and Liability 17 March 2015, par. 19 

1073 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12. 
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until a further strategic environmental review is completed. A subsequent 

government of Quebec promised to further extend the moratorium to all exploration 

and development of shell gas in the entire province of Quebec. Lone Pine is 

challenging this moratorium.  

Highly publicised and polarising case of Pac Rim v. EL Salvador is another example of 

strong social resistance influencing state´s action, which subsequently lead to 

arbitration proceedings brought by investors. Social licence was being discussed as 

being of paramount importance to the proposed mining operation by the investor and, 

as such, it is being claimed that the investors lacked social licence to proceed with the 

project1074. There was “a strong pressure by various local groups to the development 

of mining activities”1075. El Salvador referred to “large, passionate, informed anti 

mining contingent in the local communities”1076. According to the survey of 

Salvadorans in the communities to be impacted by mining, over 80% thought that 

impact of mining on the water pollution would be very serious and harmful to the 

environment.1077 The case is widely reported and social movement groups are 

internationally mobilised to highlight the case.  

Vivendi v. Argentina1078 case involved privatization of water services. Similarly as in 

Aguas del Tunari case although not as severe, public protested against increase of 

                                                      

1074 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter-Memorial on Merits, 10 January 2014, par. 245. 

1075 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter-Memorial on Merits, 10 January 2014, par. 240. 

1076 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter-Memorial on Merits, 10 January 2014, par. 243. 

1077 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12, The Republic of 

El Salvador Counter-Memorial on Merits, 10 January 2014, par. 243. 

1078 Compañiá de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID 

Case No. ARB/97/3 (formerly Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija, S.A. and Compagnie Générale des 

Eaux v. Argentine Republic), Award 21 November 2000. 
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tariffs, method for measuring water consumption, passing-through to customers 

certain taxes and the quality of the water delivered. The investor claimed that various 

acts of the local authorities, including inflammatory statements and acts encouraging 

customers not to pay the bills consisted part of a “concerted pubic attack”1079 against 

the investor. As a result, concession contract with the investor was rescinded, which 

led to arbitration proceedings. In this case state took measures against interests´ of the 

investor to mitigate social pressure and gain public political support.  

Role of Justice 

 

Despite lack of recognition of local communities and social groups by international 

investment law regime, to which they are completely “invisible”, these examples 

illustrate, that the influence of social element cannot be underestimated and is able to 

shift the course of the investor-state relationship. Why social considerations and social 

movements have the potential to become visible within investment arbitration in 

certain circumstances? One possible answer would be: because it is not fair! What local 

communities perceive and experience is unfairness and lack of justice resulting from 

the operation of foreign investments or from the context of investment arbitration. It 

could be as simple or as complex as a matter of justice. And, in the context of relentless 

globalization process, global dimension of justice needs to be considered. But what is 

the connection between justice and sustainable development, if any? What role, and 

place could justice possible have in neoliberal economic rationality driven 

international investment law? If exigencies of international investment law stir up a 

debate about justice and cause the affected social groups to rise and question 

unfairness of the system, sometimes effectively sometimes not, could reaching for 

justice be an expression of sustainable development principles? Some claim that 

                                                      

1079 Compañiá de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID 

Case No. ARB/97/3 (formerly Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija, S.A. and Compagnie Générale des 

Eaux v. Argentine Republic), Award 21 November 2000, Par. 30. 
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“society cannot be sustainable if it is not also just”1080. It has also been said that “justice 

consideration arise in just about any legal context involving health, the environment 

and natural resources, be it local, global and structural”1081. International investment 

law certainly qualifies as a legal context that involves all these considerations. Issues 

of justice are therefore bound to arise, especially given the distributional effects of 

international investment law in allocating power and resources as between states, 

citizens and investors and lack of participation opportunities for citizens and 

communities. International investment profoundly affects essential social concerns, it 

stops being limited to pure economic issues alone and becomes intertwined with the 

questions of justice. Some claim that “investment law should be subject to principles 

of justice (norms of procedural and substantive fairness), as with any framework for 

allocating social resources.”1082 Justice in this context is understood in its wider sense, 

including reparative, redistributive and distributive aspects of it. “Consolidated, the 

various meanings of international justice can be said to describe an international 

system of norms, institutions and procedures aimed at maximising the well-being of 

present and future habitants of the planet.”1083 This definition is almost confusingly 

similar to a classic formulation of the concept of sustainable development from the 

Brundtland Report. Although the relationship between justice and sustainability 

could be theorised to distinguish its various layers and nuances, justice and 

sustainable development are mutually supportive concepts, invariably connected. “In 
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short, justice should both frame and pervade discussions of sustainable development; 

indeed when it does not, sustainable development presents a much less convincing 

argument.”1084 Therefore, when affected communities call out for fairness and claim 

lack of justice in international investment context, it forms part of a larger sustainable 

development debate. It is in cases where social movements effectively alter the course 

of investment arbitration (Aguas de Tunari v. Bolivia) or bring about legal change or 

government decision subsequently questioned by investors in front of the tribunals 

(Tecmed v. Mexico) that sustainable development can be said to interfere and even 

influence international investment law. In this sense, nothing that is unfair or unjust 

cannot be sustainable, and vice versa. If international investment law is ultimately 

prejudicing justice at the basic human level or is being unfair to too many, it cannot 

be said to be compatible with the principles of sustainable development. “Social justice 

constitutes an inherent part of sustainable development”1085. Often quoted phrase of 

Henry Shue states that regardless of the requirements of justice “it does not permit 

that poor nations be told to sell their blankets in order that reach nations may keep 

their jewellery.”1086  Social movements, social protests and unrest in communities 

affected by exigencies of international investment law is where the lack of justice of 

the system is being illustrated and signalled. Equally, it is also where the change can 

be initiated and maybe even achieved to some extent.  

However, it cannot be forgotten that justice in itself, similarly like sustainable 

development, does not have clear normative defined content. “The issue of global 
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justice promises nothing but an enormous scope on inquiry”.1087 The concept 

specifically connecting justice with sustainable development is the notion of 

intragenerational equity. It is a “fundamental idea” based on two notions, that: 

“disparities in wealth and power continue to exist between developing 

and developed States, and second moral-political assertion that these 

disparities must be addressed if long-term solutions are to be found.”1088  

Intragenerational justice, in other words understood as satisfaction of basic needs and 

creating equal opportunities seems to be “first priority of sustainable development”. 

It is expressed in the first part of the Brundtland Report definition: “development that 

meets the needs of the present”. “As such, sustainable development entails a strong 

commitment to redistribution between rich and poor, nationally and globally.”1089 The 

inequalities embedded in international investment regime, both historically and at 

present, are conceptually contradictory to the idea of intragenerational equity and 

consequently to sustainable development itself. Lack of justice in this meaning felt and 

voiced by the affected communities directly confronts the structural issues of 

international investment law. The legitimacy of international investment regime is 

questionable when considered through the principles of justice.  

Justice could be the ultimate safety net for the excluded ones, because justice, however 

defined, is a universal value, entrenched into every individual and hence the search 
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for it is a “bottom-up process, claimants-driven” 1090, “change are made by human 

agency”1091. “The resistance to norms based on power will seek to promote its aims 

through articulations of ideas of justice1092. The resistance to international investment 

law regime, which is the systems based on power, is being articulated through the 

discourse of justice and consequently through the debate on sustainable development, 

which, as has been illustrated, is invariably connected with the concept of justice.  

Resistance to injustice and claims for justice are prime catalysts for discussion of 

sustainable development within international investment law. “Social movements 

become the key agents for societal transformation, generating pathways away from 

hegemonic globalization and towards its emancipator counterparts”.1093   

As has been illustrated throughout this thesis, international investment law is largely 

the product of globalization, based on top-to-down model of spreading neoliberal 

economic philosophy and legitimising it through international investment law rules. 

It stands in contradiction with growing bottom-up grassroots movement of those 

affected by it.  

Santos recognises the role of counter-hegemonic globalization and its legal 

counterpart of subaltern cosmopolitan legality in correcting the injustice and 
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inequality of neoliberal globalization1094. Subaltern cosmopolitan legality represents 

sociolegal approach to global legal structure, including that of international 

investment law. It encompasses plurality of forms and efforts (not only legal) initiated 

at the bottom of social structures. According to Santos, “subaltern actors are a critical 

part of processes whereby global legal rules are defined”.1095 The subaltern actors may 

potentially have true capacity to influence global international investment law rules 

through their movement for justice. It shifts the focus and attention to the ones in need, 

suffering exclusion, economic exploitation and other forms of subordination brought 

about by neoliberal system. Santos identifies many forms of such subaltern 

cosmopolitan movements. “Rallies, strikes, consumer boycotts, civil disobedience and 

other forms of (often illegal) direct action are part and parcel of counter-hegemonic 

movements that simultaneously pursue institutional avenues such as litigation and 

lobbying”.1096 All these forms of actions have been present in international investment 

law context. There have been boycotts (Aguas del Tunari v. Bolivia), strikes (Autopista v. 

Venezuela) and civil disobedience (Vivendi v. Argentina) and institutional avenues in 

form of amicus curiae in arbitration for example (Biwater v. Tanzania). This struggle is 

mainly based on unequal redistribution and social exclusion. It has been discussed 

earlier in this chapter, that international investment law grants enormous power and 

control to the investors over basic needs of populations, including water (Aguas del 

Tunari v. Bolivia, Vivendi v. Argentina, Biwater v. Tanzania, Pac Rim v. E Salvador), energy 
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(Vattenfall v. Germany), health (hazardous waste issues in Metalclad v. Mexico and 

Tecmed v. Mexico).  

Social redistribution issues and social justice questions, all represented through 

sustainable development concept, are possibly the most serious challenges facing 

international investment law at present. In the structural matrix of neoliberal 

governance, based on a binary selection, the ones represented by subaltern 

cosmopolitan legality are simply excluded (“rather than being present as excluded, 

are utterly absent”1097). This form of exclusion, as a technical measure of neoliberal 

governance, does not assign any power to the excluded, since all the power is 

bestowed on the basis of being included in the matrix in the first place. In Santos´ 

view, what is significant about neoliberal governance is all that it silences and to which 

it is obliviously indifferent including social transformation, popular participation and 

social justice.1098 The lack of place for these issues in current system is causing the 

emergence of counter-hegemonic globalization through social movements seeking 

justice, in all its dimensions. Sustainable development conception appears to be more 

closely representing this counter-hegemonic globalization force than being aligned 

with still dominating neoliberal globalization. The increasing scope of human 

suffering to which international investment law is perceived to contribute through 

protecting investors in their environmentally harmful activities like mining, or in their 

profit driven water privatizations for example, brought about new opportunities and 

potential for large scale resistance.  
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Sustainable development, which is here being linked with resistance towards existing 

order of international investment law, and search for justice expressed through 

subaltern cosmopolitan legality, is also closely linked with the global commons (Jus 

Humanitatis), another form of transnational legality and the most advanced expression 

of subaltern cosmopolitan legality. Jus Humanitatis represents a goal of “form of 

governance of natural and cultural resources which, given their extreme importance 

for the sustainability and quality of life on earth, must be considered as globally 

owned and managed in the interest of humankind as a whole, both present and 

future”1099. It is visible in the international law through the doctrine of common 

heritage of humankind1100. This concept runs in opposition to current legal, political 

and economic paradigm. Its nonappropriation principle, with the idea that there are 

certain areas of earth and outer space, which belong to all humankind, is in conflict 

with basic property rights. It breaks the reciprocal idea of rights and obligations. It 

also transcends the principle of sovereignty and puts humankind in its entirety as its 

subject. The concept of Jus Humanitatis brings the idea of intergenerational 

responsibility for the continuous sustainability of life on earth. “Against capitalist 

expansionism it proposes the idea of sustainable development”1101, meaning 

sustainable share of resources, preservation of earth and its resources for future 

generations and equitable redistributions of the benefits from use of those resources, 

the idea clearly expresses in the Brundtland Report. The potential for tension between 

Jus Humanitatis and international investment law is clear, they are polar opposites. It 
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reveals the limitations of international investment law, which is detached from the 

issues of global sustainability and human heritage.  

 

 

Second Generation Reforms 

 

The rise of social element and its implications has not gone unnoticed on the 

international level, including international financial institutions. The recognition of 

social concerns brought about what is called “second generation” reforms or the 

“post-Washington Consensus”1102. In 1999 World Bank´s president proposed a 

Comprehensive Development Framework outlining holistic approach to the 

structural, social and human aspects of development. It recognised that in the process 

of development, traditional institutions and relationships are often undermined, 

weakening the fabric which holds society together. The document also predicted that 

the “violence and social unrest may increase” and that the “effective development 

must address these social concerns”1103. It was followed by the Comprehensive 

Development Framework Country Experience Report1104, which focused on reviewing  

and tracking the measures in relation to balancing better macro-economic and 
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structural and social needs. The proposed approach in achieving goal of sustainable 

development is based on a “holistic approach, which avoids compartmentalization 

and acknowledges the synergies between the macroeconomic perspective and the 

structural, social, and physical ones, and between long and short-term goals”1105. This 

alternation of global policy goals is a reflection of growing awareness of social 

concerns. The struggles for social objectives is being registered on international level. 

The question is however, to what extent does it translate into real transformation of 

global policies. “Second generation reforms are the result of diverse catalyst for 

change both internal and external to the IFIs [international financial institutions].”1106 

The second generation reforms expand concept of development to include wider 

range of objectives departing from classic narrow view of development promoted by 

neoliberal regime. The inclusion of wider social participation is instrumental to main 

global policy goal: “Broadening opportunities strongly supports the first pillar of the 

[World] Bank’s development strategy, namely, improving the investment climate for 

everyone.”1107 The wider aspects of development are to encompass broader sense of 

human progress including social aspects of the development process. However, the 

underlying motivation and justification for the inclusion of the social and human 

element into the policies of development appears to be justified “in the name of 
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economic development itself”1108. The fact that social element has been recognised and 

included at the international development policy level has not been followed by legal 

and institutional reforms, the same legal and institutional dimension which has been 

responsible for legitimising the particular allocation of power and resources that 

contributed to the social inequalities in the first place. Social justice issues seem to be 

rephrased to align with market oriented focus on growth, and their importance being 

reprioritised depending on their utility for neoliberal order (for example investment 

in human capital which could enhance market oriented policy goals). Strikingly, the 

second generation agenda including social elements appears to remain largely 

unchanged from the original neoliberal construct with minimal substantiation of 

concrete institutional changes.  

Paradoxically, the inclusion of social element into policy agenda furthers the long 

standing belief that the real mitigation of unevenness and inequalities lies in 

acceleration of wealth accumulation, rather than the recognition that such 

unconstrained pursuit of wealth is behind growing social injustice. This is not the only 

irreconcilability problem. As the social policy goals are being appropriated for the 

development agenda, they are being “disaggregated and fragmented, reinterpreted 

and reorganized, repositioned both in relation to each other and to economic 

objectives”1109. 

The international financial institutions seem to have picked up increasingly visible 

and voiced social objectives and presented the updated development agenda of 

economic growth as a solution to these social justice issues. World Bank recognises 
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that “equity is intrinsically important as a development goal in its own right” and that 

“broad sharing of economic and political opportunities is also instrumental for 

economic growth and development”1110.  

Broadening opportunities strongly supports the first pillar of the World Bank’s 

development strategy, namely, improving the investment climate for everyone. In the 

World Bank´s view, there are few important interrelated drivers of the current 

socioeconomic change and transformation. Scientific and technological innovation is 

being perceived as the key to improving the health and productivity of poor people1111. 

Also, to achieve the projected growth of global income, it will be required major 

investments in new human-made capital to expand capacity and to replace existing 

capacity as it ages. Making these investments more environmentally and socially 

responsible through appropriate investment criteria is seen as potentially going a long 

way toward putting development on a more sustainable path.1112  

Both social challenges and sustainable development concept have been appropriated 

to further insatiable appetite for economic growth. In the same way as the Washington 

Consensus was owned by these dominating financial institutions, the post-

Washington consensus in making appears to belong to the same script writers. The 

main message behind second generation reforms is that “equity is complementary”, 
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but not a goal in itself, “to the pursuit of long-term prosperity”1113. Equity and fairness 

is specifically instrumental to level of investment, as “countries will be able to draw 

on much larger pools of investors and innovators”. In other words, greater equity is 

treated as another facilitating factor, over the long term, to underpin faster growth. 

According to Santos, capitalism, “as a hegemonic mode of production, does not 

undergo transition toward anything else except toward more capitalism”.1114 The new 

sociocultural paradigm identified by Santos and called postmodern emancipatory 

knowledge, which is a long social process, could be a pre-requisite for disrupting such 

capitalist self-reproduction. 

The relationship between social element and international law in general is complex. 

Even more so in relation to international investment law, which is a relatively new 

discipline, pre-existed by social dimension of modern societies. The complexity of this 

relationship and the transformation it is provoking can be analysed either from the 

top end of institutional approach and global policy indicators, or alternatively, it could 

be looked at from the bottom up grassroots level, from the source of where human 

experience originates.  

In the same way that globalization has been instrumental in the exponential growth 

of international investment law, the same globalization process has increased the 

importance of social elements due to the rapidly growing mobility of people, 

interchangeability of values and overlap of interests between communities. As 

discussed in the first chapter of this thesis, the pattern of globalization process points 

towards increasing importance of symbolic exchanges, social interactions and the 
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importance of cultural element. As the discontent with the current legal and economic 

order increases, the resistance is being articulated within social dimension of human 

life. So far, law in general, and international investment law in particular, falls short 

of providing workable platform for expressing, let alone including these issues within 

the legal framework. However, this does not change the validity of social perspective 

and its transformative potential.  

The analysis of sustainable development issues within international investment law 

through the social perspective generates invaluable observations of the character and 

potential of such interactions against globalization background. It illustrates two 

conflicting and opposite thoughts engaged in the process, one neoliberal representing 

the view that lack of sufficient level of development is at the roots of social inequalities 

and social justice disparities, and the opposite force represented by social movements 

and revealing the opposite belief that it is the very model of economic development 

that is causing social imbalances. Each of those dynamic notions advocates its own 

idea of sustainable development and its own depiction of unsustainability.  

The social movements vision purports to construct its own notion of development 

through subaltern cosmopolitan legality. It is outside of the scope of this thesis to focus 

in detail on many theories that contribute to the analysis of social movements, 

especially in the underdeveloped world, including postcolonial, postmodernism, 

poststructuralism or critical third world theories and approaches to international law. 

Whilst social movements undoubtfully shaped modern history, contributed to 

creation of international law, influenced the development pattern of international 

investment law (anti colonial and post- colonial struggles for example), social element 

has so far been absent from the fabric of international investment law. Whether 

sustainable development could be an attempt to write social element into the 

constitution of international investment law, is certainly a valid question to ask.  
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From the legal and institutional point of view of the current system, resistance is 

something that needs to be repressed. The resistance must also, to some extent, 

operate within the parameters and limitations of the current system and order, which 

is being resisted. It is perhaps not sufficient to simply resist, oppose and express 

discontent. The project of effective resistance requires more complex elements and 

completeness.  Rajagopal identifies four elements that a theory of resistance in 

international law must pay particular attention to: 

“against what? (the nature of the exercise of power in current 

international society including by the modern state); towards what end? 

(the nature of human liberation that is aimed, including the relationship 

between resistance and the psychology of deprivation), using what 

strategies? (the relationship between reformist and radical resistance); 

and what should be the role of the postcolonial state in resistance (state as 

plural, fragmented and contested terrain)”1115.  

So far, social movements and resistance in the context of international investment law 

does not seem to have reached the complexity level necessary to make a mature project 

able to counteract international investment law exigencies to any significant extent.  

Amicus Curiae 

 

Another important question to ask is whether amicus curiae participation represent 

rising social considerations and do they contribute to sustainable development 

debate? Admission of amicus curiae brief is one of the manifestations of a wider 

concern about transparency of international investment law rules, specifically in the 

context of investment arbitration. As public interest considerations tend to arise in 

investment arbitrations, “civil society has resorted to the institution of amicus curiae 
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and has insisted that arbitral tribunals allow nonparties to make amicus curiae 

submissions”1116.  

The principle of transparency in investment arbitral proceedings is broad, covering 

various aspects, including making information about the proceedings and the award 

publicly available, allowing third parties to attend, observe or participate in arbitral 

hearings, access to arbitration documentation and the ability to file written 

submissions. As has been discussed earlier in this thesis, some recent BITs have 

included certain aspects the transparency principle, for example 2012 US Model BIT 

provides for documents to be made available to the public, open hearings and allows 

submissions of amicus briefs.1117 At first, investment tribunals rejected amicus curiae 

participations. In Aguas del Tunari v. Bolivia, tribunal rejected petition of citizens and 

environmental groups for standing at the proceedings, because the parties to the 

proceedings were unwilling to consent to such participation and the tribunal lacked 

power to allow such intervention against the wishes of the parties. This particular 

decision of the tribunal was criticised and was claimed to “deprive the public of 

reasonable expectations"1118. In response to such criticism, the first arbitration case that 

addressed amicus curiae participation was NAFTA case Methanex v. United States. 

Several NGOs, including the International Institute for Sustainable Development, 

requested to submit amicus curiae brief in this case “on the basis of the immense public 

importance of the case and the critical impact that the Tribunal's decision will have on 
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environmental and other public welfare law-making in the NAFTA region”1119.The 

tribunal accepted the petition stating that “there is an undoubtedly public interest”1120 

in the arbitration, because the substantive issues extended far beyond those raised by 

the usual transnational arbitration between commercial parties. Overall, NGOs and 

civil society groups were predominant in the first cases allowing amicus curie briefs. 

Public interests and social concerns were also addresses through amicus curiae briefs 

in other sustainable development related arbitration cases like Biwater v. Tanzania1121 

and Suez, Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona, S.A. and Vivendi v. Argentina1122 for 

example.   

In Biwater v. Tanzania the petition was requested on the basis that the case raised 

“issues from a broader sustainable development perspective, and is potentially of 

relevance for the entire international community”1123. Of particular relevance to 

sustainable development concerns is the petition by International Institute for 

Sustainable Development, whose mandate is to foster local, regional and international 

policies and practices in support of the achievement of sustainable development, on 

the basis that “its primary concerns have been with regard to the relationship between 

international investment agreements and sustainable development because it was also 

                                                      

1119 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Decision of The Tribunal on Petitions from Third 

Persons to Intervene as "Amici Curiae", 10 January 2001, Par. 5. 

1120 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Decision of The Tribunal on Petitions from Third 

Persons to Intervene as "Amici Curiae", 10 January 2001, Par. 49. 

1121 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd. v. United Republic of Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, 

Award 24 July 2008. 

1122 Suez, Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona, S.A., and Vivendi Universal S.A. v. The Argentina, 

ICSID Case No. ARB/03/19, Order in Response to a Petition for Transparency and 

Participation as Amicus curiae in Suez, 17 March 2006. 

1123 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd. v. United Republic of Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, 

Procedural Order No. 5, Par. 12. 
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granted amicus curiae status in the Methanex case”.1124 The tribunal however did not 

allow the NGO petitioners any active participation in the proceedings as they were 

not entitled to any substantive rights in the case.  

In Suez v. Argentina, which concerned a dispute regarding privatization of water 

supply services in Argentina, the tribunal considered a petition for amicus curiae 

participation by five NGOs, representing issues of human rights and public services 

access. The tribunal noted that whilst the factors of the case involved matters of public 

interest, “they are present in virtually all cases of investment treaty arbitration under 

ICSID jurisdiction”1125. The factor that gave this case particular public interest was that 

the investment dispute centred around the water distribution and sewage systems of 

urban areas in the province of Santa Fe, which provided basic public services to 

hundreds of thousands of people and as a result could have raised a variety of 

complex public and international law questions, including human rights 

considerations. One of the petitioners was Fundación para el Desarrollo Sustentable, 

a nongovernmental organization with an objective to promote activities with respect 

to sustainable development, the preservation of natural resources, and civic 

commitment. Again, as in Biwater v. Tanzania, the tribunal did not allow participation 

by NGOs in the case proceedings beyond submission of briefs.  

Overall, the tribunals have increasingly allowed participation of NGOs in arbitration 

but on limited and procedural basis only, with a view of increasing transparency of 

the proceedings more than on the merits of their contribution to the issues of 

sustainable development, social empowerment or to balance the exclusion of social 

elements from arbitral proceedings in general. It is apparent from the review of the 

                                                      

1124 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd. v. United Republic of Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, 

Procedural Order No. 5, Par. II. A (e). 

1125 Suez, Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona, S.A., and Vivendi Universal S.A. v. The Argentina, 

ICSID Case No. ARB/03/19, Order in Response to a Petition for Transparency and 

Participation as Amicus curiae in Suez, 17 March 2006, Par. 18. 
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current trends in amicus curiae submissions that although “there is, at present, no 

formalized or predictable process”1126, it has been increasingly recognized “the 

possibility that the general interest is protected through amicus submissions”1127. In 

addition, there is very little evidence that social concerns communicated through 

amicus curiae submissions are being translated into final decisions by the tribunals. 

Beyond general acknowledgement of NGOs contribution, like in Biwater v. Tanzania 

1128, the tribunals normally do not engage extensively with the substantive issues 

raised by the submissions. “There is no general legal principle which gives rise to an 

obligation upon a tribunal to consider, either explicitly or implicitly, arguments made 

by an amicus curiae.”1129 The degree to which amicus curiae effectively raise social justice 

and sustainable development issues and influence international investment law 

towards more sustainable development pattern, or give voice to affected social groups 

is at most non assessable and unreliable.  

This section has examined correlation of justice, social movements and resistance with 

the concept of sustainable development and its place within international investment 

law. International investment regime, powered by neoliberal philosophy has 

                                                      

1126 Levine, E. (2011). Amicus Curiae in International Investment Arbitration: The Implications 

of an Increase in Third-Party Participation. Berkeley Journal of International Law, Vol. 29, pp.220 

- 224, p. 223. 

1127 Gomez, K. (2012). Rethinking the Role of Amicus curiae in International Investment 

Arbitration: How to Draw the Line Favorably for the Public Interest. Fordham International Law 

Journal, 35(2), pp. 513 – 564, p. 563. 

1128 “The five Petitioners comprise NGOs with specialised interests and expertise in human 

rights, environmental and good governance issues locally in Tanzania. They approach the 

issues in this case with interests, expertise and perspectives that have been demonstrated to 

materially differ from those of the two contending parties, and as such have provided a useful 

contribution to these proceedings.” Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd. v. United Republic of Tanzania, 

ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008, Par. 359. 

1129 Harrison, J. (2009). Human Rights Arguments in Amicus curiae Submissions: Promoting 

Social Justice? In Dupuy, P., Petersmann, E., & Francioni, F. Human Rights in International 

Investment Law and Arbitration, p. 396. 

http://oxfordindex.oup.com/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199578184.001.0001
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dominated international economic relations in subject of foreign investment. In fact, 

the dominating participants of international investment regime, the investors, have 

such an overwhelming position that the power relations within the system “instead 

of being mobile, allowing the various participants to adopt strategies modifying them, 

remain blocked, frozen”1130. In such state of domination “it is certain that practices of 

freedom do not exist or exist only unilaterally or are extremely constrained and 

limited”1131. Power relations within international investment law become immobilised 

by economic and political means and prevent any reversibility within the regime. 

However, all power relations, even the most unbalanced ones, contain certain degree 

of freedom of both sides. “This means that in power relations there is necessarily the 

possibility of resistance because if there were no possibility of resistance (of violent 

resistance, flight, deception, strategies capable of reversing the situation), there would 

be no power relations at all.”1132 Within international investment law, power relations 

are “perpetually asymmetrical” and the margin for resistance is limited. This small 

window of opportunity of resistance has been taken up by critical resistance of social 

movements, grassroots mobilisation and subaltern cosmopolitan legality. “Critical 

resistance calls into question these forms of domination so that the power is exercised 

less oppressively, with 'as little domination as possible'”.1133 This critical resistance 

movement is not a completed project, as not all elements required for resistance are 

                                                      

1130 Foucault, M. (1997). The Ethics of the Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom. In 

Rabinow, P. & Rose, N. (Eds.) The Essential Foucault: Selections from Essential Works of Foucault, 

1954-1984, p. 283. 

1131 Foucault, M. (1997). The Ethics of the Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom. In 

Rabinow, P. & Rose, N. (Eds.) The Essential Foucault: Selections from Essential Works of Foucault, 

1954-1984, p. 283. 

1132 Foucault, M. (1997). The Ethics of the Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom. In 

Rabinow, P. & Rose, N. (Eds.) The Essential Foucault: Selections from Essential Works of Foucault, 

1954-1984, p. 283. 

1133 Schneiderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 14. 
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present. There is lack of one comprehensive strategy for resistance or a replacement 

order prepared and waiting to be deployed. It is rather about disrupting current 

dominant regime, a response to negative impacts of neoliberal structures, with the 

globalization giving voice and opportunities for subaltern cosmopolitan legality to 

rise by providing expanded opportunities and resources for collective and 

transnational action. The resistance movement in search for justice and sustainability 

does not present itself in any coherent mastermind fashion, but rather as a reactive 

movement triggered by basic social interests being affected.  

Sustainable development is the catalyst for the resistance movement through the 

issues of justice and also part of the resistance discourse. “Recognizing that investment 

law is a matter of justice is a paradigm shift with profound implications for investment 

law and policy.”1134 In the meantime however, sustainable development concept is 

being hijacked from the social grassroots level by the system itself. As has been 

discussed, global economic regime, starting from global financial institutions through 

to international investment regime itself, has been appropriating sustainable 

development elements whilst simultaneously transforming, re-ranking and 

reformulating them to its operating language and its ultimate economic rationality 

objectives. When international investment law purports to be including sustainable 

development concept, embracing and taking it on board, it may in fact be to at attempt 

to “conceal a manipulative rhetoric” through which international investment regime 

tries “to survive in a field whose language it does not master”1135. The emancipatory 

resistance to domination by those most affected by neoliberal order is being met by 

domination´s resistance to those emancipatory efforts. It should not be forgotten that, 

                                                      

1134 Garcia, F. (2016). Investment treaties are about justice. Columbia Center on Sustainable 

Development. Columbia FDI Perspectives, No. 185, 24 October 2016. Retrieved from: 

http://ccsi.columbia.edu/files/2016/10/No-185-Garcia-FINAL.pdf 

1135 De Sousa Santos, B. (1995). Toward a New Common Sense; Law, Science and Politics in the 

Paradigmatic Transition, p. 373. 
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however justified and effective critical resistance to international investment law 

might be, it is always “contextually bound to the social and psychological structures 

that are being resisted”, it is always functioning within globalised neoliberal economy. 

1136 The very shape of resistance is being produced by the features of what it is resisting 

to. Therefore, “from genealogical perspective domination and resistance are 

intimately related to each other. The perception of social constraints is itself produced 

by social constraints, and this is just as likely to perpetuate these constraints as to 

escape them.”1137  

Nevertheless, resistance is immediately much more than a resignation. Resistance 

“can lead to hope – that is, to openness to indefinite possibility that things could be 

different, even if one does not know exactly how”1138. Where citizens are despised, 

insulted, hurt, and dispossessed, “social movements are fostering resistance to capital 

as a nexus of social relations on a global scale”. These initiatives  “are a genuine and 

hopeful alterative to the contemporary totalitarianism surrounding us again”1139. To 

summarise, sustainable development appears to be substantially compatible with the 

quest for justice expressed through social movements resistance and subaltern 

cosmopolitan legality. Even though current scale of critical social resistance proves to 

be rather ineffective on a larger scale, there are few small victories already as proved 

by Biwater v. Tanzania, where sustainable development arguments presented by amicus 

curiae submissions were allowed and heard. Sustainable development ideas proved to 

be capable of penetrating international investment law regime, albeit on a small scale 

only, and influencing trajectory of arbitration proceedings (Aguas del Tunari v. Bolivia). 

                                                      

1136 Hoy, D. (2005). Critical Resistance. From Poststructuralism to Post-Critique, p. 3. 

1137 Hoy, D. (2005). Critical Resistance. From Poststructuralism to Post-Critique, p.5. 

1138 Hoy, D. (2005). Critical Resistance. From Poststructuralism to Post-Critique, p.10. 

1139 Patel, R. & McMichael, P. (2004). Third Worldism and the Lineages of Global Fascism: The 

Regrouping of the Global South in the Neoliberal Era. Third World Quarterly, Vol. 25, pp. 231-

254, p.254. 
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It is possible then that the critical resistance might be the only chance for sustainable 

development to reach and potentially influence international investment regime, 

despite the enormous conceptual constraints this proposition entails. The morality of 

social justice arguments brings in another dimension to economic rationality reality of 

international investment law. As the conclusion to this section and the invitation to 

the following part of this thesis it suffices to say that “episodic resistance at local levels 

may be futile against structures of domination operating at national and transnational 

levels without the helping hand of a state”1140. The role and the possibility for a state 

to define sustainable development within international investment law and perhaps 

even effectively further its conception, will be discussed in the following section. 

  

                                                      

1140 Schneiderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 163. 
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IS THERE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SOVEREIGN STATE?  

 

Preceding sections of this thesis have examined sustainable development concept 

within international investment law against the ideological neoliberal background 

and in the context of increasing social participation and issues of social justice. It has 

been concluded that neoliberal foundations and systemic structure of international 

investment law are contradictory or at best imperceptive to sustainable development 

principles. It has also been studied that social movements based on basic human need 

for justice embody sustainable development fundamentals and are powerful triggers 

for change. However, social movements alone have so far been unable to dent 

international investment law with sustainable development footprint to any 

considerable extent. This section will examine whether the construct of sovereign state 

has any role to play or any prospects in facilitating influence of sustainable 

development on international investment regime. Discussion in chapter 1 of this thesis 

about the fate of sovereignty in the neoliberal global reality has already highlighted 

the main challenges facing sovereign states from the encroachment of international 

investment regime onto their regulatory prerogative. This section will focus on the 

significance of sustainable development principles for a sovereign state. It will first 

examine the condition of state’s sovereignty in the current era of globalization and in 

the context of exponential growth of international investment law. Has sovereignty 

been redefined, transformed or deconstructed? In other words: what state is the state 

in the current globalization era? This section will also consider the role and 

opportunities for a sovereign state in furthering sustainable development principles 

within international investment law. Finally, this part will consider whether current 

era of globalization presents new prospects for sovereign state and whether social 

movements and sustainable development principles could assist a sovereign state in 

reigning in international investment law and strengthening its own sovereignty.  

Tale of Erosion of State Sovereignty 
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This part will investigate claims about erosion of state sovereignty. The debates about 

condition of a sovereign state are ongoing in the current globalization era. The 

globalization is, after all, a background, or perhaps the main cause, of the profound 

transformation that the state underwent in the last few decades. Globalisation is 

transforming the world in all its aspects, including contemporary international 

sovereign state system. The impact of globalization processes on the state and its 

sovereignty is as much thematic as it is controversial. “International lawyers are both 

indebted to and at war with the state”1141. The prevailing views point to a conviction 

that the globalization changes are somewhat detrimental to the state itself. The current 

contestation of state sovereignty around the world seems to have its source in the 

“inability of the modern nation-state to navigate the uncharted, stormy waters 

between the power of global networks and the challenge of singular identities”1142. 

Globalization, associated with transnational connections and global dimensions, 

implies the processes that extend beyond the structures of states, bypassing or leaving 

the states behind, or better said, below. “It is certainly true that, in step with the 

processes of globalization, the sovereignty of nation-states, while still effective, has 

progressively declined.”1143 Paradoxally, the nation states, which had been the 

architects and the main actors of the international order and cooperation patters and 

also the starting point for globalization expansion, “became through the rise and 

organization of anti-imperialist forces the element that most endangered the 

international order”1144. According to Hardt and Negri, “the decline of the nation-state 

is not simply the result of an ideological position that might be reversed by an act of 

                                                      

1141 Alvarez, J. (2011). The Return of the State. Minnesota Journal of International Law, 20(2), pp. 

223–264, p. 223. 

1142 Castells, M.(1997). Power of Identity: Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture, Vol. II, p. 

304. 

1143 Hardt, M. & Negri, A. (2000). Empire, p. xi. 

1144 Hardt, M. & Negri, A. (2000). Empire, p. 336. 
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political will: it is a structural and irreversible process”1145 and therefore, there should 

be no nostalgia for the powers of the nation state and no efforts applied to resurrect 

any politics that celebrates the nation state.  

Little wonder that this perception of the decline of state provokes such a mounting 

level of scholarship discussion1146, as no alternative world structure to national states 

has yet been designed and implemented and “no one knows what to do with 

something that is not a state or part of one”1147. As far as modern history goes, “states, 

organized and territorially-based political communities, are the essential building 

blocks of the international political system”1148. If the globalization was to affect this 

firmly established state based international framework, the unknown and uncertain 

that awaits induces negative connotations, as there is a presumption that dereliction 

of sovereignty is bad and preservation of sovereignty is good (“status quo bias to 

many discussions about sovereignty”1149). Therefore, many believe that there is “wide 

consensus” that some kind of “erosion” of sovereignty has taken place. “Many old 

                                                      

1145 Hardt, M. & Negri, A. (2000). Empire, p. 336. 

1146 Literature examples include: Saskia, S. (1996). Losing Control? Sovereignty in an Age of 

Globalization. Cable, V. (1995) What Future for the Nation State? Daedalus, 124(23). Weiss, T. & 

Chopra, J. (1995). Sovereignty Under Siege: From Intervention to Humanitarian Space. In 

Lyons, G. & Mastaduno, M. Beyond Westphalia?: State Sovereignty and International Intervention. 

Krasner, S. (1999). Sovereignty. Organised Hypocrisy (1999). 

1147 Alvarez, J. (2011). The Return of the State. Minnesota Journal of International Law, 20(2), pp. 

223–264, p. 263. 

1148 Brilmayer, L. & Reisman, M. (2010). Foreword. In Giorgetti, C. A Principled Approach to State 

Failure: International Community Actions in Emergency Situations.  

1149 Raustiala, K. (2003). Rethinking the Sovereignty Debate in International Economic Law. 

Journal of International Economic Law, 6(4), pp. 841-878, p. 853. 
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visions of the Westphalian arrangement are no longer viable: states are no longer the 

sole legislators and legal enforcers”1150.  

Legal system governing sovereign state is being said to have been affected in many 

ways, but most of all it has suffered by narrow, differentiated and specialised law 

regimes proliferating and rising into prominence. One of those regimes is 

international investment law itself, taking over from states certain regulatory and 

control capacity in relation to investment. Inevitably, these changes are being 

perceived as sabotaging Westphalian fundamental concepts of state sovereignty. “For 

centuries law had followed the political logic of nation-states and was manifest in the 

multitude of national legal orders, each with their own territorial jurisdiction”1151. 

International law itself has been constructed on the basis of inter-states cooperation 

and contract. Expansion of international organisation and alternative transnational 

legal regimes departed from that model. What is more, it is no longer entirely clear 

what are the absolute state prerogatives and which of those have been irreversibly 

taken over by the global dimension. “The current distinction between global and state 

law is increasingly blurred in practice.”1152 Transnational participants, such as NGOs, 

IGOs, multinational corporations, or even state wealth funds are rapidly expanding 

their influence and increase their importance and global engagement, which makes 

classic concepts of sovereignty increasingly debatable and uncertain.  

The subject matter of this thesis is international investment law in particular, but non-

state actors have progressively contributed to domestic legal systems and 

                                                      

1150 Eric, C. (2010). Globalization and the future of the law of the sovereign state. International 

Journal of Constitutional Law, 8(3), pp. 636-655, p. 637. 

1151 Fischer-Lescano, A. & Teubner, G. (2004). Regime-Collisions: The Vain Search for Legal 

Unity in the Fragmentation Of Global Law. Michigan Journal of International Law, Vol. 25, pp. 

999-1046, p 1008. 

1152 Eric, C. (2010). Globalization and the future of the law of the sovereign state. International 
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international legal framework in general. In fact, there is now an assumption that the 

state is simply not capable of meeting increasingly complex needs of its citizens and 

has no choice but to delegate part of its dominion and authority to international 

bodies, organisations and specialised institutions. The states encounter problems on 

controlling, policing, legal enforcement and redistribution levels. States do indeed 

experience difficulties in controlling and regulating increasingly complex financial 

world and comprehending and policing sophisticated technological advances and 

their implications. “The economic steering mechanisms of the Nation-State have 

supposedly been unable to keep pace with the creation of distinct global markets; 

instead, a variety of competing global regulation regimes have been established, each 

with their own legal decisional instances”1153. Global institutions like UN, IMF or WTO 

are the examples of non-state actors supplying essential services and resources that 

none of the states individually is supposedly able of providing. “The age of 

international organisations rests on the assumption that states, like first year law 

students, should not travel alone”.1154 Sovereign state is not only often viewed as 

incapable of meeting globalization challenges, but also as an impediment, a hindrance 

to accomplishment of global objectives and a source of problems rather than a possible 

starting point in finding a solution. Santos summarises the transformation of the state 

in the last twenty or thirty years as follows: “from being the solution to social 

problems, the state becomes the problem the solution of which is a necessary (if not 

also a sufficient) condition for the solution of all the other social problems”1155. 

Highlighted and publicised concerns of a global nature, like climate change or human 

                                                      

1153 Fischer-Lescano, A. & Teubner, G. (2004). Regime-Collisions: The Vain Search for Legal 
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rights, have signalled a departure from traditional and established state oriented 

constellation of interests. This process is so overpowering that it being said that even 

the most dominating-states are no supreme and sovereign authorities, either outside 

or from within. The states are simply gradually more and more powerless in 

controlling monetary and fiscal policy, trade and investment, even its budget, 

collection of vital tax revenue and fulfilment of its social benefits commitment.  

This erosion of sovereignty is being understood in the context of the expansive 

understanding of the concept of sovereignty, “as basically zero-sum: power shifted to 

the global level is power lost by the state”1156. By this logic, sovereignty is being 

compromised by international institutions and international legal regimes, including 

international investment law. “This notion of sovereignty rejects formal distinction 

about legal revocability, veto power, direct effect, and the like. Instead, international 

economic institutions are said to threaten national sovereignty whenever they create 

substantial roadblocks for certain outcomes and enable others.”1157 Given the 

dominance of economic neoliberal philosophy, “the erosion of national sovereignty is 

then most visible in the field of economic sovereignty, and takes very different 

meanings in the core and in the periphery of the world system”1158.The neoliberal state 

is required to retreat as much as possible from social and economic regulation and to 

increase efforts to provide stable legal framework for market exchanges to flourish. 

The position of the state has been reduced from being the supreme, privileged 

authority with ultimate power of coercion to the role of commercial participant bound 

by reciprocal business type rules, on equal footing with other non-state players. The 

                                                      

1156 Raustiala, K. (2003). Rethinking the Sovereignty Debate in International Economic Law. 
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state can only legitimately participate in the new governance matrix if it steps out of 

its state capacity into a non-state capacity, on equal terms with other partners. This is 

very much the case in the context of international investment law, where wide range 

of state behaviours, which could affect investors´ interests are punishable through the 

mechanism of investment arbitration and are seen as irregular and anomalous. The 

expansion from government to governance beyond the nation state renders state 

absent in this matrix, to be precise “the state per se is not absent, but rather the 

principle of sovereignty and the power of coercion that goes with it”1159. This transition 

of the role of state is so acute “that much progressive political thinking has declared 

the state as relatively obsolete entity, struggling to survive more for the sake of its own 

interests than for the sake of society interests”1160. 

The sovereign state and the legal framework governing it is no longer the decisive and 

ultimate regime due to overlapping competing international regimes and actors. The 

state has been forced to share its powers and authority with previously understated 

or overlooked actors like grassroots activists or NGO in a complex and multilayered 

fashion. This deteritorialisation and diffusion of sovereignty is a complex process, 

“highly selective and internally differentiated”1161 with varying degrees and 

discrepant consequences unequal throughout the globe. However, what is a common 

denominator in this potentially discerning process is the fact that globalization has 

illustrated that previously largely unquestionable concepts of territorial sovereign 

state and narrowly understood national interests are yet another “unstable and 
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intersubjective concepts”, “mental constructs that exist wholly in the human mind”1162, 

abstractions of social life. The nation itself is being discredited as “not only a cultural 

formulation, a feeling of belonging, and a shared heritage, but also and perhaps 

primarily a juridico-economic structure”1163, abstract assemble. Perhaps the states are 

just another outcome of the undercurrent process of human development, 

transformation and evolution, which are larger than any of its temporary outputs. 

Maybe then it is true that “must we get beyond theories of sovereignty based on rule 

over the exception, which is really a holdover from old notions of the royal 

prerogatives of the monarch”1164.  

This brings about important questions about the future global organisational shape 

and the positions of the state within this presumably new order. If state and state law 

is no longer superior, is it now parallel to transnational forms or maybe even inferior 

to it? In finding of the answers to these questions, the focus needs to remain on 

neoliberal state, currently prevailing model of enabling state, detached state, 

facilitator of the self-regulating economy and free markets. 

This is linked with the idea of disembeddness of the economy, understood as fully 

autonomous, independent and unsubordinated to politics or social aspects. 

“Disembeddness” was thoroughly observed and analysed by Polanyi1165, who 

concluded that disembedded economy is an utopian concept, contradictory to the 
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“reality of human societies throughout recorded human history”1166. It leads to a 

breakdown in social relations and tragically adverse consequences for social 

dimension of human life. As such, according to Polanyi, disembedded self-regulating 

economy facilitated by passive enabling state is pushing societies to the brink of 

disaster and simply cannot exist.  

Even at the level of international institutions and the second generation reforms, 

whilst recalibrating focus from “one size fits all” approach to a much more 

differentiated vision, reforms are still intended to build on the original measures of 

trade and investment liberalisation and reducing the role of the state. The countries 

are being encouraged to: 

“rededicate the state to fulfilling the tasks that are so essential to the 

confidence of private savers and investors and the smooth functioning of 

their economies—such as providing reliable public services; establishing 

a simple and transparent regulatory framework that is enforced fairly; 

guaranteeing the professionalism and independence of the judicial 

system; and enforcing property rights”1167.  

The approach to state in the second generation reforms is to: 

“concentrate on those aspects of "good governance" that are most closely 

related to [...] surveillance over macroeconomic policies—namely, the 

transparency of government accounts, the effectiveness of public resource 
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1167 Camdessus, M. (1997). Fostering an Enabling Environment for Development. Address by 
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management, the stability and transparency of the economic and 

regulatory environment for private sector activity”1168.  

The place reserved for state in the current economic global order has not appeared to 

have shifted, despite the attempt to include social concerns and wider public 

participation. The main platform for addressing social agenda or equality and justice 

issues remains market focus and market participation.  

“While the pathologies of the State are invoked to discredit many 

standard, existing institutional methods of promoting greater equality 

and solidarity, the State remains entirely alive, indeed central, to 

promoting investor interests”1169. 

 Despite enduring adverse social consequences of neoliberal model, the state is 

continually being requested to implement same set of policies and reforms of 

liberalizing trade and investment, reinforcing property rights and privatization, all of 

which were key parts of the first generation, or Washington consensus, agenda. The 

strategy for addressing social inequalities and erosion of social capital is further 

intensification of market participation and the state is expected to enable, facilitate and 

remain at the service of prevailing market interests. Second generation reforms 

managed to shift the route of the state from the "protective" and "regulatory" state to 

the "enabling" state, which is required to protect narrow set of private rights and to 

create the favourable conditions for the thriving of markets. “It is against this metric, 

rather than simply the respect for the rule of law or the capacity to implement 
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democratic preferences, that the "goodness" of governance and the competence of the 

State are now measured.”1170 It appears as there is no remaining convincing reason 

why international relations must focus on state centred model. The efforts applied to 

defence of national interests, widely perceived to be an appropriate reaction to 

international instability, is really “one of the main causes for this instability”1171. 

Sovereign state seems not only be rendered incapable and to certain extend useless by 

the process of globalization, but is also being conceptually challenged from multi 

directions. Sovereignty issues are becoming marginal compared to more important 

affairs of global dimension, like economy, transnational political relations, security or 

environmental concerns. From that point of view, the world has become 

“borderless”1172 and national state lines and borders are no longer impermeable.  

Another significant challenge to the construct of state is being observed from within 

the state itself. It is illustrated in the cases of “failed states” (where the government 

has effectively collapsed and is unable to perform governing functions at all) and 

“quasi states” (where the government is overly dependent on international assistance 

and aid of international institutions)1173, where the government is unable to uphold 

and control the actions, outcomes and behaviour in their territories. In this rapidly 

changing globalization reality, the sovereignty concept is being increasingly creatively 
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applied by state and non-state actors to reassert their power, or maintain status quo or 

simply adapt and adjust to evolving globalized existence.  

From legal theory point of view, sovereignty is also being highly contested. The 

established legal demarcation of autonomous national legal orders along national 

borders and in accordance with the political principle of territoriality is transforming 

into thematic legal differentiation of specialised transnational legal regimes whose 

jurisdiction is defined through the specific issues rather than national borders (“non-

statal private legal regimes1174”). It collectively contributes to the creation of global law 

without the state1175, which is primarily responsible for the multi-dimensionality of 

global legal pluralism. The unity of such global law is said to be derived not from the 

institutional structure provided by sovereign states but from the thematic, issue based 

connections of legal operations. This formulation proposes very complex and 

multilayered vision of legal order, where the role of state and the extent of its 

sovereignty is truly confusing. What seems to be decisive is “the ability to successfully 

manoeuvre among varying and overlapping claims to sovereignty and its content”1176.   

In the context of international investment law, controversy about the balance between 

promotion and protection of investment and regulatory space preserved by the state 

has been central to the debate about role of state and state sovereignty. The tensions 

arise when economic interests of the investors clash against interests of the state, 

including social and environmental policy regulations. As already discussed earlier in 
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this thesis, regulatory action undertaken by the state in the name of public interests 

that affects foreign investors and their investment can trigger investment arbitration 

and lead to high financial awards against the state. This has generated considerable 

criticism raising concerns that international investment rules interpreted and applied 

by arbitral tribunals, are excessively restricting domestic regulatory space, including 

causing a regulatory chill1177. It does not only jeopardise the sovereign right of states 

to regulate but also an obligation of states to step in and regulate to protect vital social 

interests and to further sustainable development. It is however difficult to empirically 

assess the extent of this regulatory chill, because it refers to “absence of something that 

would otherwise have happened”1178, as governments refrain from, or amend their 

regulatory initiatives to avoid expensive investment arbitration.1179 In addition, most 

investment treaties do not provide and do not acknowledge the right of the host states 

to regulate in pursuit of policy goals other than promotion and protection of the 

investment. The regulatory space for safeguarding public interest is addressed in the 

treaties primarily through provisions related to the standard of treatment, including 

MFN clauses, fair and equitable standard, expropriation provisions, exceptions that 

the treaty affords to foreign investors. Some other provisions also impact the right of 
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state to regulate, but to a lesser extent, for example preamble, scope of definitions, the 

umbrella clause, performance requirements or national treatment for example. Most 

of these provisions have already been discussed earlier in this thesis. In addition, 

investor tribunals also seldom balance the rights (and duties) of the host states to 

regulate in the public interest with rights of the investors.  

This duality, the legitimacy and sovereign crisis has been characterised as a “stability-

flexibility”1180 dilemma, which encompasses two opposites: ensuring solid investment 

climate (stability) and retaining regulatory space of manoeuvre (flexibility). The 

investors require economic, regulatory but also political stability to successfully 

realise their investments. They require home states to provide such stability and may 

be discouraged from investing if there is lack of sufficient guarantees of such stable 

investment environment. States, on the other hand, are caught between the two 

opposites. They also need stability to attract necessary capital into the country, but 

need flexibility as well in form of regulatory space to adapt domestic policies to new 

challenges, to meet international commitments, to provide for changing social 

circumstances, sustainable development and needs, and to respond to unforeseen 

events. Some argue that from the legal perspective this stability-flexibility dilemma 

“can be characterised as a problem of a collision of the two regimes, international 

investment law and human rights”, but this argument could be taken further, as a 

dilemma accurately encapsulating the contention between international investment 

regime and sustainable development, with the state being caught in the middle. 

Sustainable development is placed on the flexibility side of the equation, since 

flexibility is required to respond to sustainable development challenges. Flexibility is 

also required to be able to adapt strict investment protection rules to allow for 

sustainable development solutions and to mitigate sustainable development adverse 
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outcomes resulting from investor biased international investment regime. Protecting 

the environment and promoting sustainable development typically require 

government action and involve a high degree of flexibility to apply most effective 

action which consequently involves a “significant exercise of discretion on the part of 

public authorities”1181. 

This picture gets complicated even more given that even the position of individual 

states varies depending on their strategic perspective as a host or as a home state. 

“While as host countries, they may wish to focus on ensuring regulatory space and 

reducing exposure to ISDS, as home countries they will be interested in providing 

adequate protection for their own investors abroad”1182. As more countries become 

both host and home countries rather than just home or just host states, the 

reconciliation of these strategic interests is becoming more complex and the role of the 

state more and more blurred in the process. The preoccupation for regulatory space 

brings new concerns for neoliberal proponents “that providing the necessary policy 

space for governments to pursue bona fide public goods does not inadvertently 

provide legal cover for investment protectionism or unjustified discrimination”1183.  

On one hand the focus turns into guaranteeing policy space for the states, but the 

policy space cannot encroach on investment and its protection mechanism. This is not 
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surprising since the “job” of international investment law is to protect and promote 

investment in the first place.  

On the basis of this analysis of current situation of sovereign state, it does seem to be 

fair to conclude that the state does not appear to be thriving in the current globalized 

world. It is being challenged, questioned, diminished and pushed aside. Its position 

in relation to international investment law does not look any better at first sight. Here 

too the state is not being supremely regarded, with mainly demands placed upon it 

for providing stable investment environment. Globalised neoliberal economy requires 

the state to compete for capital, to encourage investors to bring their capital and to 

guarantee their safety and economic interests. To interact with the investors, the state 

needs to take off its “state´s hat” and put on “commercial actor” one. Further, the state 

is being challenged on macro and micro level. On macro global level, it needs to 

display competent capabilities to not only comprehend complex developments in 

financial and technological world, but to provide effective regulation to manage and 

maximise benefits of these new phenomena. It also needs to be able to predict and 

prevent global economic threats. From within the state has to confront growing social 

difficulties, redistribution problems and provide solutions to aberrations brought 

about by globalization processes.  

To successfully manage all these demands and expectations, the state is delegating 

tasks and powers to international institutions, transnational legal orders and other 

non-state bodies, which on one hand allows provision of essential services within its 

territories, but on the other hand, it arms its opponents with arguments pointing to 

the demise of state sovereignty.  

The golden era of sovereign state and the perfection of the Westphalian political world 

of the nineteenth century, “with no international order outside of the agreements 
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among sovereign powers and no structure that exercised power outside of the nation-

states”1184 is well and truly gone for good, so it seems.  

If this state-sceptical view is to be accepted, the prognosis for the future of the state 

are rather gloomy.  

This does not bode positively on the potential role of the state in propagating 

sustainable development within international investment law. If the state itself 

experiences demise of its power and loss of its prerogatives, it would be difficult to 

employ it to exert any significant influence on powerful international investment 

regime and to penetrate underlying neoliberal ideology with sustainable development 

ideas. The state appears to be on a defensive, struggling for policy space, defending 

against costly arbitration, refraining from regulation that could potentially harm the 

investors and continually striving for more capital in the increasingly economically 

competitive world. On the basis of the arguments and analysis above this would be 

the logical conclusion. 

However, this is just one side of the story about the state and its role in globalised 

world. For as many as there are opponents and critics of the state and sovereignty, 

who have moved the state aside from the world podium or who have written it off 

altogether, there are also its proponents and protagonists who see opportunity for the 

state in this global calamity. The next section will review these views and ask whether 

there is any future potential for the state comeback and any possibility of a fruitful 

alliance between the state and sustainable development concept taking on powerful 

international investment law regime. 

Is State staging a comeback? 
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A closer look into not the realm of globalisation offers a glimpse of contradictory, 

differentiated and selective processes marked with tensions and confusion. There are 

forces parallel to, or competing with, globalization occurring with the same intensity 

as the deterritorialization and globalization itself. Santos distinguishes between 

“deterritorialization, globalization and the erosion of national sovereignty [that] are 

taking place with great intensity in legal fields directly controlled by world capitalism, 

either as globalised localism or as localised globalism” and “legal fields controlled by 

cosmopolitan principles in the name of oppressed social groups or a jeopardised 

common heritage of humankind [where] the tension between deterritorialization and 

reterritorialization is very high, and the prerogative of national sovereignty, far from 

eroding, seems rather untouched in its hegemonic claims”1185. This understanding 

refutes the emergence of a new paradigm claiming extinction of the state. It reaffirms 

old Westphalian system, which “may be a blink of an eye in the scope of human 

history but we are living in its time”1186. A number of arguments are being brought to 

support the belief that, although globalization has transformed the world in 

extraordinary ways, the state is proving a “remarkable capacity to adapt to different 

environments and to constrain the actions of transnational actors”1187. The state proves 

to be possessing highly flexible capacity to adapt to changing reality. Perhaps even 

the oscillation in the role of the state is simply part of the eternal cyclical change 

pattern of human evolution and now its state´s “turn to return”1188. In this context, the 

very discussion about sovereignty supposedly lost to some extent by the state, should 
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focus again on understanding of what does sovereignty actually entail and whether it 

has indeed been lost or eroded.  

Generally, sovereignty is understood as an absolute and supreme authority and 

control within certain marked territory. Delegating such power to non-state actors and 

institutions as described earlier is associated with some degree of loss of such 

sovereignty. However, this is a simplified view and does not consider whether the 

delegation of power has been revocable or not. “The contingency of the delegation is 

critical from a sovereignty perspective”.1189 In case of international investment law, 

even if it is being accepted that the states sign off some of their sovereignty when 

entering into the investment treaties or signing ICSID convention for example, those 

choices are not final and irrevocable. As will be described below, the states retain the 

ultimate control over the process and ability to withdraw from the system, terminate 

or renegotiate the treaties. Such exit can potentially be costly and complicated process, 

but it has proven to be possible.1190 Therefore, if the state temporarily confines some of 

its capacities, but ultimately can revoke such delegation of power, its sovereignty can 

be considered to remain uncompromised.  

On the other hand, entering into international arrangements by state might be seen as 

an advantage and reinforcement of some aspects of sovereignty, for example, if it is to 

achieve and guarantee sought-after strategic or economic outcomes, or to become a 

member of favourable political alliance. It is a matter of state preferences, often 

expedient political or economic choices and costs and benefits calculation of pursuing 
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one policy over another, but this discussion is unrelated to sovereignty concept1191, 

which is a formal attribute and not based on de facto control criteria.  

This particular clarification of the concept of sovereignty leads to yet another claim, 

that perhaps the presence of international bodies and institutions in fact reinforces 

and invigorates sovereignty rather than hinders it. As counterintuitive as it may 

sound, this would mean that in the current globalized transformed world sovereignty 

is being realised and projected through international institutions. International web of 

institutions and bodies is a progressive medium for sovereignty to express and 

strengthen itself. Actual forward-looking transformation of sovereignty is being 

mistaken for erosion. “What is occurring is a transformation of sovereignty and the 

emergence of the new mode of regulation.”1192 The collaborative undertakings of 

interdependent international system enhance sovereignty of individual state into 

what is sometimes referred to as “new sovereignty”, understood as the membership 

of states in international institutions (as opposed to “old old sovereignty” of territorial 

control over resources and subjects). This new sovereignty "no longer consists in the 

freedom of states to act independently, in their perceived self-interest, but in 

membership in reasonably good standing in the regimes that make up the substance 

of international life"1193. Sovereignty becomes a matter of status of belonging to 

international community. States are legitimizing their position on global arena and 

building their reputation and power through the membership in the international 

structures, which gives them access to other players and a platform to pursue their 
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sovereign goals. Even the most state centred targets and objectives are usually 

intertwined within the complex web of international contexts and correlated with 

interests of other states. The power and sovereignty of the state is being measured 

through its international recognition and ability to dominate international playfield. 

In fact, embracing the possibilities presented by this mesh of stakes and participants 

can leverage the potential of those state actors, which are most skilled in this 

international game of interests.  

Consequently, the sovereignty has been transformed within the state itself. “Increased 

dependence or interdependence with respect to global markets increases the power 

and authority of those actors within the state who are able to bargain with global 

markets actors, or set the terms for participation in the global economy.”1194 In this 

context, the engagement with transnational structures is not weakening sovereignty 

of states, but rather reinforcing and enhancing it. “International institutions are, 

paradoxically, saviors of sovereignty”1195. The sovereign state might turn out to be in 

the driving seat of the globalized governance after all, playing significant role in 

remodelling of transnational evolution.  

Perhaps then the new global governance and its flaws is a conscious and deliberate 

design of powerful states, or group of states and the “exercise of state power”1196. This 

proposition would seem especially accurate in case of international legal regime like 

international investment law for example, which is an autonomous legal regime 

accused of encroaching on sovereign prerogative of states, but it could as well be a 

premeditated project authorised by powerful states that further empowers its potent 
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architects. Gradually developing international investment law from relatively new 

and harmless framework at its origins to powerful globally recognised and applied 

regime, has meant stripping part of the sovereignty from some states, but it also gave 

a huge boost and advanced economies of powerful developed capital exporting states.  

The argument of a loss of control by states to the globalization forces could further be 

contested by the phenomena of some extraordinary successes of the economies in 

states where governments pursued a dirigisme model of the economy, exerting a 

strong directive influence over investments, attempting to manipulate market forces 

according to their objectives and carefully orchestrating the extent of their openness 

and liberalization of their markets. Brazil, China and India would fit this description.  

Transformation of state sovereignty has profound consequences for societal 

transformation and is instrumental for social outcomes of globalization. Firstly, 

introducing international dimension into policy decision making process has an effect 

of depoliticizing policy choices and removing the powers from a domestic realm of 

rent seeking actors. By bypassing domestic politics level of regulating, the society 

becomes the “repository of sovereignty”1197 through global governance. This could 

potentially reinforce popular sovereignty and rectifies flaws of domestic regulation. 

The global governance dimension yet again saves and strengthens sovereignty, 

“international institutions “unshackle policymaking from the illegitimate power of 

concentrated special interest groups”1198. In this complex logic, state has been 

incapacitated in some of its prerogatives of policymaking, but retained its role as 

“meta-regulator [...] responsible for creating the space for legitimate non-state 
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regulators”1199, which ultimately allows the state to regain control and “continue to be 

dominant in determining the outcomes of social struggles”1200. It could be compared 

to a situation where a state, in executing its sovereign tasks “subcontracts” 

international institutions to help manage challenges of globalization and demands 

and needs of modern society, but ultimately retains its control over the scope and 

extend of such “subcontracted” services provided by international institutions. For, if 

Polanyi is to believed, self-regulating markets could never work. They lead to severe 

imbalances and deficiencies and inequitable outcomes and contribute to a breakdown 

of social relations and erosion of social capital. Ultimately society resists and state´s 

intervention is necessary. State is therefore “likely to retain its political influence over 

the lives of the vast majority of peoples around the world”1201. So far, no other 

transnational body has assumed the indispensible roles traditionally performed by 

state, like maintaining social order. 

What is the place of sustainable development in this unravelling globalization reality 

of sovereign state? Globalised neoliberal economy disembedded from the society, as 

argued by Polanyi, makes demands on certain social groups, especially ordinary 

people that are not sustainable. “Workers, famers and small business people will not 

tolerate for any length of time a pattern of economic organisation in which they are 

subject to period dramatic fluctuations in their daily economic circumstances”.1202 
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Herdt and Negri characterise this social group in general as “multitude”, “that live in 

poverty at the limits of powerlessness”1203. Eventually and inevitably, people resist 

and rise to counteract the oppression, which Polanyi calls protective 

countermovement that resists the disembedding of the economy. This protective 

countermovement, which Santos characterises as subaltern cosmopolitan legality, 

runs in parallel with the opposite, laissez faire movement striving to expand the scope 

of market influence yet more. Subaltern cosmopolitan legality emerged to address 

social inequalities and suffering provoked by the unsustainability of neoliberal 

economy. According to Hardt and Negri, neoliberalism is a failed and incapable 

project and “the proposition of any solution and the definition of any program in this 

situation must be given within a global social space”1204.  

Social dimension is the course of the day, which fits perfectly with the theory of 

globalization, intensification of social interactions and symbolic exchanges 

characterising this new era of globalization. “The power of the multitude to make 

history” could perhaps be a possibility created through the necessity of the 

“multitude” to escape “localized misery and exploitation—into a condition of 

possibility of liberation”1205. The role of the state in this process cannot be 

underestimated. “Subaltern cosmopolitan politics and legality is not just taking the 

state seriously, it is rather converting it into [...] the newest social movement”1206. 

Subaltern movement depends on the expanded role of states and its coordinative 

powers as meta-regulators to pursue this “new system of transnational relations 

                                                      

1203 Hardt, M. & Negri, A. (2000). Empire, p. 43. 

1204 Hardt, M. & Negri, A. (2009). Commonwealth, p .247. 

1205 Hardt, M. & Negri, A. (2000). Empire, p. 47. 

1206 De Sousa Santos, B., (2005). Two Democracies, Two Legalities: Participatory Budgeting in 

Porto Alegre, Brazil. In De Sousa Santos, B. (Eds.). Law and Globalization from Below; Towards a 

Cosmopolitan Legality, p. 337. 
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guided by the principles of cosmopolitanism and common heritage of humankind”1207. 

The role of the sovereign state in furtherance of sustainable development goals and 

the protection of social needs and rights of the subaltern has perhaps never been so 

critical. The state holds the reins of coordination and articulation of the criteria of 

competition and negotiation between non-state players for the provision of public and 

social goods. In this paradox way, the state is directly involved in the indirect 

redistribution of social goods. The state is crucial element in this drive to new societal 

organisation, “since it has become a social field open to competition among agents of 

political subcontracting and franchising carrying alternative conceptions of the public 

goods to be delivered”1208. According to strategic-relational approach, state is, after all, 

just a social relation, “state and political system are parts of a broader ensemble of 

social relations”1209. There cannot be accurate analysis of state without the wider 

context of social background, never more so than in the new globalization era and its 

impact on both state and its underlying society.  

Sustainable development is instrumental in this chain reaction of globalization 

changes. Demands and needs of subaltern representing calls for sustainability in the 

face of unsustainable neoliberal globalism, have prompted the state to revisit its 

involvement in these previously neglected or ignored areas like environment or 

human rights for example. The widespread social protests witnessed worldwide 

attempting to resist economic globalization are well documented. State is an 

important link of articulation and channelling social policies and conflicts onto global 

governance platform. Sustainable development symbolises here safety nets, both for 

society and the state, necessary to cope with the rapid transformation brought about 

                                                      

1207 De Sousa Santos, B. (1995). Toward a New Common Sense; Law, Science and Politics in the 

Paradigmatic Transition, p. 487. 

1208 De Sousa Santos, B. (2005). Two democracies, two legalities: Participatory budgeting in 

Porto Allegre, Brazil. In De Sousa Santos, B. (Eds.) Law and Globalization from Below, p. 311. 

1209 Jessop, B. (2008). State Power, p. 1. 
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by globalisation. The existing social coping mechanisms have proven incapable when 

dealing with the new demands placed on societies by globalisation. Current 

development model is unsustainable for vast sections of the society that have not yet 

developed coping mechanisms to deal with the pace, volatility and unjust 

consequences of globalisation changes, hence calls for sustainability. Hardt and Negri 

claim that “the only possible basis resides in the global movements of populations and 

their refusal of the global norms and rules of exploitation”1210, although they are 

sceptical about the capability of state to assist such global movement. Santos believes 

that according to the emergent paradigm, “North-South hierarchy can be abolished 

only through a new, democratic, communitarian and eco-socialist pattern of 

development” leading to accomplishment of democratically sustainable development 

on a global scale1211. The success of this subaltern struggle largely depends on the legal 

and political resources of the strong sovereign state. What is more, the success of 

transnational NGOs organisations also often depends on the support of powerful 

states. In short, the state is being called upon by multitude of social forces to solve 

wide variety of social problems. The state, whilst being just one institutional ensemble 

among others within a social configuration, is of paramount importance since it is 

“peculiarly charged with overall responsibility for maintaining the cohesion of the 

social formation”1212. 

In the field on international investment, several developments warrant attention for 

their potential contribution to the discussion on the reassertion of the role of sovereign 

states and its significance for sustainable development. The status of state within 

international investment law is consistent with the analysis set out above. The states 

                                                      

1210 Hardt, M. & Negri, A. (2009). Commonwealth, p. 247. 

1211 De Sousa Santos, B. (1995). Toward a New Common Sense; Law, Science and Politics in the 

Paradigmatic Transition, p. 487. 

1212 Jessop, B. (2008). State Power, p. 79. 
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have dual capacity within international investment law. On one hand, they are the 

main architects and the lawmakers of the regime. They lend legitimacy to the regime 

and set out the rules of the framework by entering into the treaties. They are 

instrumental in construction and maintenance of international investment law and 

order. The states are expected to facilitate investment friendly environment and 

comply with guarantees set out in the treaties. “States play multiple and even 

contradictory roles as home and host state to global business interests, regulator, 

enforcer of contracts, property rights and legitimator in chief of transnational legal 

norms”.1213 States are principle enables of the regime, for which they are truly 

indispensible. The evolution history of international investment law encourages an 

observation that the role of a state made a full circle from the outset of modern 

international investment law. The rapid growth of the regime caused a massive 

criticism and backlash resulting from onerous arbitration awards, lack of balance 

between the rights of investors and the obligations of the states and constraints on 

policy space, just to name a few. States, being the respondents in arbitration, are being 

constantly challenged, punished, provoked and exposed, both from the investors and 

from the growing resistance from within the states themselves, mainly due to rising 

societal groups. This scrutiny in turn forces the states to confront the shortcomings 

and reconsider the extent of their international treaty commitments and their domestic 

policies. The states are revisiting their participation in international investment regime 

and tighten their investment policies (examples further below). Sustainable 

development postulates are being employed to justify and achieve this push back 

against international investment law encroachment onto state´s policy space and 

sovereignty prerogative. Sustainable development principles may as well serve as 

safeguards of state sovereignty. “In the wake of state´s reassertion of authority, 

                                                      

1213 Schneiderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 33. 
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evidence suggests that the “renationalization” of transnational law [...] is 

occurring”1214.  

Incredibly however, international investment law has impressive adapting 

capabilities. As has been described earlier in this thesis, the regime has never been so 

far reaching and potent. It has demonstrated remarkable conforming capacity of 

reformulating its mode and success formula whilst steadily expanding its influence 

and retaining its priorities of protecting and promoting investment in the first place. 

International investment regime too, like states, is utilising sustainable development 

concept, but in pursuit of its own objectives. This correlation between international 

investment regime and states seems almost self-perpetuating. The ongoing challenge 

to the state by international investment regime serves to strengthen the state´s resolve 

to protect its sovereignty and expand its regulatory powers. “Thus, what we observe 

in the early years of the twenty-first century is simultaneously the crisis of the nation-

state of the modern age and the return of the state under new organizational forms, 

new procedures of power making, and new principles of legitimacy”1215. The state 

appears to be strong and flexible enough to endure many challenges. The same could 

be said about international investment law. “The regime most criticized for ignoring 

the will of states has become the foremost example of their persistent power”1216. 

The analysis of the latest investment policies introduced across the states provides 

many interesting examples of states´ reassertion of authority and retaking control over 

foreign investment policy. There is a continuing trend of a rise of regulatory restriction 

policies on the investments. Newly introduced investment restrictions and related 

                                                      

1214 Eric, C. (2010). Globalization and the future of the law of the sovereign state. International 

Journal of Constitutional Law, 8(3), pp. 636-655, p. 653. 

1215 Castells, M.(1997). Power of Identity: Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture, Vol. II, p. 

304. 

1216 Alvarez, J. (2011). The Return of the State. Minnesota Journal of International Law, 20(2), pp. 

223–264, p. 231. 
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policies include revision of entry regulations, rejection of investment projects, 

nationalization and special treatments of strategic industries and security concerns. 

The share of restriction provisions against liberalisation policies oscillates between 22 

per cent in 2011, 25 percent in 2012, 27 per cent in 2013 and 25 per cent in 2014. There 

were 20 investment restricting measures adopted worldwide in 2012, 23 in 2013 and 

16 in 20141217. The largest share of new restrictions or regulations appeared in 

developed countries, followed by developing countries and then transition 

economies. Among the measures specifically reinforcing the position of state and 

related to sustainable development is, for example, Kazakhstan´s priority right of the 

state to take part in any new trunk pipeline built in the country, with at least a 51 per 

cent share. The Philippines released an executive order putting new mining contracts 

on hold until new legislation that modifies existing revenue-sharing schemes and to 

ensure compliance with environmental standards1218. France issued a decree 

reinforcing its control mechanisms for foreign investments in the interests of public 

order, public security or national defence. The measure covers the following strategic 

sectors: energy, water, transportation, telecommunications, defence and health care. 

Bolivia nationalized the Bolivian Airport Services, a subsidiary of Spanish entity, for 

reasons of public interest. The state is aiming at taking control not only over the entry 

of capital but trying to prevent exit of capital through divestment prevention and 

                                                      

1217 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2013). World Investment Report  

2013: Global Value-Chains: Investment and Trade for Development. New York: United Nations. 

Retrieved from: http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2013_en.pdf.  

United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2014). World Investment Report 2014 

Investing in the SDGs: An Action Plan. New York: United Nations. Retrieved from: 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf.  

United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations. Retrieved 

from: http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf. 

1218 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2013). World Investment Report  

2013: Global Value-Chains: Investment and Trade for Development. New York: United Nations. 

Retrieved from: http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2013_en.pdf 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2013_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2013_en.pdf
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reshoring promotion. For example, French Parliament passed a bill imposing penalties 

on companies that shut down operations that are deemed economically viable.1219 

France extended the review mechanism for investment to additional industries, 

including energy supply (also hydrocarbons), water supply and protection of public 

health. Indonesia reduced the foreign ownership ceiling in onshore oil production 

facilities which foreign investors could own up to 95 per cent, they are no longer open 

to foreign investment. 1220 Whilst liberalisation provisions and promotion of 

investment is still an overwhelming trend, the number of new investment policy 

restrictions illustrates that the states are active in the efforts to reaffirm their sovereign 

control. The states are re-entering the economic dimension and empowering 

themselves through stricter controls and regulations.  

Another trend in international investment law pointing to the trend of states 

reasserting control over investments in their territory is a withdrawal from investment 

arbitration regime. The trend started in Latin America, following a number of high 

profile arbitration cases and large arbitration awards. In addition, few Latin American 

countries elected left or center governments, which, together with disenchantment 

with Washington consensus policies and adverse arbitration consequences, provoked 

anti-globalization sentiment. The water privatisation dispute in Aguas del Tunari in 

Bolivia and a large volume of arbitration cases against Argentina and its emergency 

anti-crisis measures, amongst other factors, contributed to the wave of withdrawals 

from ICSID Convention. In 2007, Latin American countries reunited for the fifth 

summit of the Bolivarian Alliance for the Americas, during which they issued a 

statement rejecting “legal, diplomatic and media pressure exercised by some 

                                                      

1219 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2014). World Investment Report 

2014 Investing in the SDGs: An Action Plan. New York: United Nations. Retrieved from: 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf 

1220 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations. Retrieved 

from: http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
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multinational companies, which having made vulnerable constitutional rules, 

national laws, contractual obligations, regulatory environmental and labour 

resolutions, resist the application of sovereign rules by threatened countries by 

initiating international arbitration”. Latin American states decided to withdraw from 

the ICSID convention “in order to guarantee the sovereign right of countries to 

regulate foreign investment on their national territories”.1221. Bolivia notified the 

World Bank of its withdrawal1222 straight away in 2007 under Art. 71 of the ICSID 

Convention1223. Ecuador was next withdrawing under Art. 25(4) of the ICSID 

Convention1224 in respect of the disputes relating to the exploitation of natural 

resources and in 2009 Ecuador denounced the ICSID Convention in its entirety under 

                                                      

1221 Decision of ALBA-PTA on 2 May 2007. Retrieved from: http://cadtm.org/Bolivia-

Venezuela-and-Nicaragua  

1222 ICSID NEWS RELEASE 16 May 2007: Bolivia Submits a Notice under Article 71 of the ICSID 

Convention. On May 2, 2007, the World Bank received a written notice of denunciation of the 

Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other 

States (the ICSID Convention) from the Republic of Bolivia. In accordance with Article 71 of 

the ICSID Convention, the denunciation will take effect six months after the receipt of 

Bolivia's notice, i.e., on November 3, 2007. In its capacity as the depository of the ICSID 

Convention, and as required by Article 75 of the ICSID Convention, the World Bank has 

notified all ICSID signatory States of the Republic of Bolivia's denunciation of the ICSID 

Convention. Retrieved from: 

https://icsid.worldbank.org/ICSID/StaticFiles/Announcement3.html  

1223 Art. 71 of the ICSID Convention: “Any Contracting State may denounce this Convention 

by written notice to the depositary of this Convention. The denunciation shall take effect six 

months after receipt of such notice.” 

1224 Art. 25(4) of the ICSID Convention “Any Contracting State may, at the time of ratification, 

acceptance or approval of this Convention or at any time thereafter, notify the Centre of the 

class or classes of disputes which it would or would not consider submitting to the jurisdiction 

of the Centre. The Secretary-General shall forthwith transmit such notification to all 

Contracting States. Such notification shall not constitute the consent required by paragraph 

(1)”. 

http://cadtm.org/Bolivia-Venezuela-and-Nicaragua
http://cadtm.org/Bolivia-Venezuela-and-Nicaragua
https://icsid.worldbank.org/ICSID/StaticFiles/Announcement3.html
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Art. 711225. Venezuela was the latest Latin American country to withdraw from the 

ICSID Convention in 1012.1226 

These recent developments, particularly in Latin America, signal perhaps the 

resurrection of Calvo doctrine principles, considered as abandoned not so long time 

ago1227. It is perhaps a possibility some elements of Calvo doctrine will be resurrected, 

although most likely only in limited fashion or perhaps only some of its elements, to 

balance rights and interests of the investors and the position of states. Calvo approach 

                                                      

1225 ICSID ICSID/8 CONTRACTING STATES AND MEASURES TAKEN BY THEM FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF THE CONVENTION, May 2016: [...] On December 4, 2007, the Republic of 

Ecuador notified the Centre pursuant to Article 25(4) of the ICSID Convention that: “The 

Republic of Ecuador will not consent to submit to the jurisdiction of the International Centre 

for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) the disputes that arise in matters concerning 

the treatment of an investment in economic activities related to the exploitation of natural 

resources, such as oil, gas, minerals or others. Any instrument containing the Republic of 

Ecuador’s previously expressed will to submit that class of disputes to the jurisdiction of the 

Centre, which has not been perfected by the express and explicit consent of the other party 

given prior to the date of submission of the present notification, is hereby withdrawn by the 

Republic of Ecuador with immediate effect as of this date.” On July 6, 2009, the depositary 

received a written notice of Ecuador’s denunciation of the Convention. In accordance with 

Article 71 of the Convention, the denunciation took effect six months after the receipt of 

Ecuador’s notice, i.e., on January 7, 2010. Retrieved from: 

https://icsid.worldbank.org/apps/ICSIDWEB/icsiddocs/Documents/ICSID%208-

Contracting%20States%20and%20Measures%20Taken%20by%20Them%20for%20the%20Pur

pose%20of%20the%20Convention.pdf (Accessed 20 October 2016) 

1226ICSID NEWS RELEASE 26 January 2012 Venezuela Submits a Notice under Article 71 of the 

ICSID Convention: On January 24, 2012, the World Bank received a written notice of 

denunciation of the Convention on the Settlement of Investment disputes between States and 

Nationals of Other States (the ICSID Convention) from the República Bolivariana de 

Venezuela. In accordance with Article 71 of the ICSID Convention, the denunciation will take 

effect six months after the receipt of Venezuela's notice, i.e., on July 25, 2012.In its capacity as 

the depositary of the ICSID Convention, and as required by Article 75 of the ICSID 

Convention, the World Bank has notified all ICSID signatory States of the República 

Bolivariana de Venezuela's denunciation of the ICSID Convention. 

1227Shan, W. (2007). Is Calvo Dead? The American Journal of Comparative Law, 55(1), pp. 123-163. 

See also Chapter 1o f this thesis. 

https://icsid.worldbank.org/apps/ICSIDWEB/icsiddocs/Documents/ICSID%208-Contracting%20States%20and%20Measures%20Taken%20by%20Them%20for%20the%20Purpose%20of%20the%20Convention.pdf
https://icsid.worldbank.org/apps/ICSIDWEB/icsiddocs/Documents/ICSID%208-Contracting%20States%20and%20Measures%20Taken%20by%20Them%20for%20the%20Purpose%20of%20the%20Convention.pdf
https://icsid.worldbank.org/apps/ICSIDWEB/icsiddocs/Documents/ICSID%208-Contracting%20States%20and%20Measures%20Taken%20by%20Them%20for%20the%20Purpose%20of%20the%20Convention.pdf
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needs to be modified to be brought back to adapt it to the interdependent reality of 

globalised world. No state can function separated and in isolation.  

Another expression of this transformative trend in which states regain their status and 

better control over undergoing globalization changes, is the new generation of BITs, 

validated by the new US and Canadian model BITs. An exemplary model investment 

agreement was developed by the International Institute for Sustainable Development, 

the IISD Model International Agreement on Investment for Sustainable Development. 

It is perhaps the first and so far only consolidated instrument on international 

investment, that not only aims at rebalancing multitude of interests among foreign 

investors, the host and the home state, but focuses specifically on sustainable 

development. It is a document exemplifying all the current trends coming together, of 

states reasserting their sovereignty, sustainable development concerns initiated “from 

below” and adaptive capacity of IIL to assimilate changes without undermining the 

essence of the regime. The document recognises that the currently used models of 

investment treaties are divorced from the reality and do little to promote sustainable 

development and serve goals other than protection and promotion of investments. It 

represents a “new approach that responds to rapid globalization and to the need to 

promote sustainable development”1228 with the presumption that international 

investment “is an essential component of a sound global strategy for sustainable 

development”1229 and that the move towards sustainable practices in agriculture, 

energy, water use, resource harvesting, industry and other sectors requires 

                                                      

1228 Mann, H., von Moltke, K., Peterson, L & Cosbey, A. (2006). IISD Model International 

Agreement on Investment for Sustainable Development for Sustainable Development. Negotiators’ 

Handbook, p. x. Retrieved from: 

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_handbook.pdf  

1229 Mann, H., von Moltke, K., Peterson, L & Cosbey, A. (2006). IISD Model International 

Agreement on Investment for Sustainable Development for Sustainable Development. Negotiators’ 

Handbook, p. x. Retrieved from: 

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_handbook.pdf  

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_handbook.pdf
https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_handbook.pdf
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international investment. Starting from the preamble heavily referring to sustainable 

development, including international sustainable development instruments1230, the 

IISD Model International Agreement sets out as its objective “to promote foreign 

investment that supports sustainable development, in particular in developing and 

least-developed countries”1231, this qualifying the goal of protection of investment 

with sustainable development. It also reaffirms inherent rights of states and 

importance of social policy objectives1232. It expressly acknowledges the states´ rights 

to prioritise and pursue their own development objectives and to take regulatory or 

other measures to ensure that development in their territory is consistent with the 

goals and principles of sustainable development, and with other social and economic 

policy objectives. This model agreement attempts to bring sustainable development 

into the core of the IIL regime by elevating sustainable development into the main 

objectives level and at the same time focuses strongly on the rights of states to control 

their policy space. Social and sovereign are dual indispensable elements of the same 

set of proposed reforms of IIL, whilst at the same time it is being recognised and 

strongly reaffirmed that  international investment agreements “are now an important 

part of the legal and policy mechanisms that underpin the economic processes of 

                                                      

1230 Preamble to the IISD Model International Agreement on Investment for Sustainable 

Development: “Seeking to promote sustainable development at the national, regional and 

global levels; Understanding sustainable development as being development that meets the 

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 

needs, and recognizing the contribution of the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and 

Development, the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development and the Millennium 

Development Goals to our understanding of sustainable development; Recognizing that the 

promotion of sustainable investments is critical for the further development of national and 

global economies, as well as for the pursuit of national and global objectives for sustainable 

development;”  

1231 Art. 1 of IISD Model International Agreement on Investment for Sustainable 

Development. 

1232 Art. 25 of IISD Model International Agreement on Investment for Sustainable 

Development. 
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globalization today”1233. Therefore, this model agreement should be considered not so 

much a transformation but a reformation that recognises the significance of 

sustainable development concerns.  

Overall the current transformative changes point to another shift in the perception of 

investment regime. The debate is moving slightly away from the North-South 

controversies of powerful developed states versus weak developing states and 

towards increasingly more prevailing issues of confrontation between economic 

interests of the investors and public interests and sovereignty of states. “The featured 

debate of international investment law-making seems to have shifted from a "North-

South Divide" to a "Private-Public Debate."1234 There are several contributing factors 

to this. First of all, developed states themselves have become recipients of capital from 

developing states and exposed to threat of international arbitration. US, Canada and 

other developed economies have not been discriminated against the reach of large 

arbitration claims, under NAFTA for example (Ethyl v. Canada, Mobil Investments v. 

Canada, Vattenfall v. Germany, Windstream v. Canada, just to name a few). Both 

developed and developing countries found themselves on the same of the front line 

against investors on the offensive. Secondly, the developing countries are proudly 

losing their underdeveloped status, by growing their economies, developing their 

investment regimes and improving their infrastructures. Investment outflows from 

developing countries continue to grow, whilst developing Asia became the world’s 

largest investor region. In 2014 alone investment outflows from developing countries 

reached US$ 468 billion, which is a 35 per cent share of total global investment 

                                                      

1233 Mann, H., von Moltke, K., Peterson, L & Cosbey, A. (2006). IISD Model International 

Agreement on Investment for Sustainable Development for Sustainable Development. Negotiators’ 

Handbook, p. x. Retrieved from: 

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_handbook.pdf 

1234 Shan, W. (2007). From North-South Divide to Private-Public Debate: Revival of the Calvo 

Doctrine and the Changing Landscape in International Investment Law. Northwestern Journal 

of International Law & Business, Vol. 27(3), p. 631, p. 660.  

https://www.iisd.org/pdf/2005/investment_model_int_handbook.pdf
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outflows1235. The investment activity between developing countries themselves has 

also intensified. Most of this South-South activity occurs within each state´s 

immediate geographic region due to familiarity, regional value chains and historical 

connections. Historically characterised as developing countries, many are now 

becoming par level investment partners for developed countries (Malaysia, South 

Korea, and Singapore, Chile, Mexico, Brazil, China, Chile, South Africa or India, just 

to name the few). These developments narrowed the gap between South and North 

and reduced the tensions, which allowed the attention to be moved to more pressing 

issues of exigencies resulting from over protection of investments. Finally, the social 

movement activity and increased social participation in policy making together with 

highly publicised controversial arbitration cases revolving around public interests and 

sustainable development issues, helped to focus the attention on public interests, such 

as human rights and environmental issues. 

To conclude this analysis, it has been illustrated that the states perform double role in 

the context of international investment law. They sustain international investment 

regime and channel resistance to it. Although it could be argued that the role of the 

states has been fragmented, they remain indispensable and influential in reforming, 

restructuring and assisting the path of globalization changes. The states are 

reasserting their sovereignty, re-entering the market place partly as a response to 

increasing public interest and social justice issues and partly owing its come back to 

social movements. States are being challenged by investment tribunals but they are 

learning, preparing their defences for arbitration cases, responding to claims from 

investors, developed mitigating tactics and counting the costs of mounting arbitration 

awards. They become more experienced. From the first BIT treaty signed by 

underdeveloped, unaware of the consequences Pakistan, the states have evolved into 

                                                      

1235 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2015). World Investment Report 

2015: Reforming International Investment Governance. New York: United Nations, p.5. 

Retrieved from http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf  

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_en.pdf
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professional, educated participants in international investment regime. Local 

communities bring sustainable development issues to the attention of states when 

confronted with investors´ claims and states are enablers and facilitators of the 

“pathways through which the structures of transnational legitimacy can be 

overcome”1236. Sustainable development concept could be both, such pathway to 

change and means for the solution to economic globalization failures.  

  

                                                      

1236 Schneiderman, D. (2015). Resisting Economic Globalization; Critical Theory and International 

Investment Law, p. 15. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

This chapter drew on findings of the preceding parts of the thesis to examine how, 

why and if sustainable development concept influences international investment law? 

International investment law has been approached here from distinct perspectives to 

broaden understanding of the underlying processes behind creative forces of 

international investment law and the place of sustainable development concept within 

it. 

This chapter focused on possible underlying social concerns and social justice issues 

behind increasing visibility of sustainable development problems and challenges 

within international investment law, especially investment arbitration. It analysed the 

sources of underlying social tensions becoming apparent in the context of investment 

arbitration, despite the lack of citizen participation in international investment law 

making process or arbitration proceedings. The correlation of justice, social 

movements and social resistance with the concept of sustainable development 

revealed an opportunity for grassroots mobilisation and subaltern cosmopolitan 

legality to call into question asymmetrical power distribution and lack of justice 

within international investment law. It has been proposed that sustainable 

development is a catalyst for the resistance movement against exigencies of the 

international investment regime and it appears to be largely compatible with the quest 

for justice expressed through social movements resistance and subaltern cosmopolitan 

legality. Several arbitration cases have been called upon to illustrate that sustainable 

development is capable of penetrating international investment law due to presence 

of strong social opposition either before or during arbitration proceedings. 

This chapter also concentrated on the role of a state in defining sustainable 

development within international investment law. Despite many opinions suggesting 

that sovereignty of a state has been compromised by international investment regime, 

it has been illustrated that the states not only reassert their sovereignty and reinvent 
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their role in the current era of globalization, they are potentially indispensable and 

influential in bringing sustainable development principles onto international 

investment law agenda.  

This chapter illustrated that sovereignty has been transformed by the globalization 

process needs to be assessed through criteria other than territorial control, but based 

on recognition of state participation in international order, its ability to dominate 

international alliances and the status within international bodies. Globalized political 

arena has created an opportunity for the new role of a state, as a “meta-regulator [...] 

responsible for creating the space for legitimate non-state regulators”1237. A sovereign 

state demonstrated its considerable capacity to reinvent and seize the opportunities 

presented by globalization. The states hold double role within international 

investment law, as the lawmakers of the regime, and a platform for challenging the 

regime itself. In this context, sustainable development concept becomes a safety net 

for states, assisting states in reasserting and reinvigorating their sovereignty.  

Sustainable development certainly intensifies the debate about international 

investment law and helps in exposing failures of the regime and in challenging its 

controversies. However, neither social movements alone nor states seem capable of 

exerting significant influence on international investment law through sustainable 

development. Social movements with support of states and states with support of 

social movements’ voice (and becoming newest social movement themselves, as 

prescribed by Santos) have bigger chances of achieving this aim. If, as Polanyi believes, 

the current utopian economic system of free markets, of which international 

investment law is a model prodigy, is doomed to fail regardless of its “extraordinary 

                                                      

1237 De Sousa Santos, B. (2005). Beyond Neoliberal Governance: The World Social Forum as 

Subaltern Cosmopolitan Politics and Legality. In De Sousa Santos, B. (Eds.). Law and 

Globalization from Below, p. 36. 
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intellectual resilience”, the protective social countermovement championing 

sustainable development might as well prevent total decomposition of the society.  
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Conclusions 

In their official message from G20 Hangzhou Summit in September 2016, the leaders 

of the most powerful global economies expressed their concern of global economic 

growth being “weaker than desirable” partially due to “sluggish investment” 1238. This 

is despite the fact that global foreign direct investment flows jumped by 38 per cent to 

$1.76 trillion in 2015 and reached their highest level since the global economic and 

financial crisis of 2008–2009.1239 G20 leaders emphasised that for the growth to be 

strong, it must be reinforced by robust investment and reiterated their committed to 

enhance openness in world economy by working towards investment promotion, 

facilitation and liberalization and rejecting protectionism on investment in all its 

forms1240. The appetite for and pursuit of the economic growth is a predominant goal 

and all other global objectives become subordinate to achieving such growth. At the 

same time, G20 leaders pledged to enhance policy coherence on sustainable 

development and reaffirmed their commitment to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development and the Addis Ababa Action Agenda on financing for development.  

The question is whether further liberalization, facilitation and promotion of 

investment, which is envisaged to enhance and support global economic growth is 

compatible with sustainable development principles. Is there any fundamental 

discrepancy between removing remaining obstacles to international investment, 

openness and liberalization of the regime, opposition to all forms of protectionism and 

                                                      

1238 G20 Leaders' Communique Hangzhou Summit. 4-5 September 2016. Retrieved from: 

http://www.g20.org/English/Documents/Current/201609/t20160906_3395.html  

1239 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2016). World Investment Report 

2016 Investor Nationality Policy Challenges. New York: United Nations, p. x. Retrieved from 

http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2016_en.pdf 

1240 G20 Leaders' Communique Hangzhou Summit. 4-5 September 2016. Retrieved from: 

http://www.g20.org/English/Documents/Current/201609/t20160906_3395.html  

 

http://www.g20.org/English/Documents/Current/201609/t20160906_3395.html
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sustainable development agenda? And finally, is sustainable development being 

invoked in order to further overreaching goal of achieving economic growth. 

This thesis has set out to study the relationship between sustainable development and 

international investment law in the context of the current globalization era. The aim 

of this thesis was to understand the reasons behind the contradictory picture of 

sustainable development as a popular global commitment on one hand and 

sustainable development precarious relationship with international investment law 

on the other hand. The intended contribution of this work was to propose a new 

approach to viewing sustainable development within international investment law 

and to contribute to the ongoing debate about the place of sustainable development 

within international investment law by shedding a light on the structural, ideological 

and social mechanisms underpinning international investment law in order to 

understand whether sustainable development could be assimilated within it. The 

broad view of the discipline advanced in this work is to illuminate the pivotal issues 

concerning the interaction between international investment law and sustainable 

development by drawing attention to the complexity of a wider context in which 

international investment law operates and which determines the shape of the regime 

until now as well as into the future. 

The interdisciplinary exercise undertaken in this study, drawing upon interactional 

theory of international law and taking into account origins of international law, social, 

political and ideological perspective was aimed at providing better understanding of 

discrepancies between sustainable development principles and international 

investment law design. The study of these incompatibilities was intended to 

contribute to strategic approach to the future of sustainable development within 

international investment law.  

This thesis was not aimed at joining the efforts of promoting and encouraging 

sustainable development within international investment law nor did it advance any 
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moral judgement about the sustainable development principles. The motivation 

behind this thesis was not to express an opinion on whether international investment 

law needs to become more sustainable development friendly nor whether 

international investment is critical in achieving sustainable development, although 

the study presented in this thesis can help in improving effectiveness of its 

reconciliation within international investment law. 

The purpose of this thesis was to “understand how things work”1241 by dismantling 

the concept of sustainable development and the structure of international investment 

law in order to understand what determines the relationship between sustainable 

development and international investment law and whether any symbiosis between 

the two is plausible in the current globalization era.  

The thesis began by introducing theoretical foundations of the phenomenon of 

globalization, its evolution and stages as well as links with international investment 

law, and concept of sustainable development, its origins and rise into global political 

prominence. On the basis of this analysis, the investigation in this thesis proceeded to 

search for sustainable development within international investment treaties and 

arbitration jurisprudence in order to assess the current place and status of sustainable 

development within international investment law instruments and investment 

arbitration. To complete the analysis this thesis presented comprehensive inquiry into 

possible rationale behind current status of sustainable development within 

international investment law starting with the examination of ideological background 

of international investment regime, interests and motivations of the investors as the 

main beneficiaries and addresses of the system and systemic operational structure and 

                                                      

1241 Wälde, T. (2006). Investment arbitration and sustainable development: good intentions—

or effective results? In response to the paper by James Chalker, “Making the investment 

provisions of the Energy Charter Treaty sustainable development friendly”. International 

Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics, 6(4), pp 459–466. 
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mechanisms of investment international law. Taking into account the analysis of these 

characteristics of international investment law, this thesis addressed social context in 

which international investment law operates. It inquired about the role of justice and 

its connection with sustainable development principles and the implications of social 

claims for justice on international investment law. To conclude, the thesis focused on 

the condition and role of sovereign state in shaping international investment law 

towards sustainable development solutions. 

It has been illustrated that evolution of international investment law is intricately 

connected with the unfolding of globalization processes. In fact, acceleration of 

globalization in late XX century due to technological advances, instant communication 

and virtual markets aligns with the period of extraordinary growth of international 

investment law in the 80s and into the “roaring 90s”. Late XX century also marked 

ascendance of sustainable development, which first originated as an environmental 

concept, into a global political arena, with Brundtland Report as the hallmark 

sustainable development initiative on a global scale. The theoretical paradigm of 

globalization, which explains that “material exchanges localize [economic relations], 

political exchanges internationalize [political relations], and symbolic exchanges 

globalize [cultural relations]”1242 indicates that prevalence of symbolic social 

exchanges in economy, politics and culture characterises final stages of globalization. 

This thesis illustrated that international investment law is not immune to this 

powerful globalization process and even though it is strongly rooted in economic and 

political relations, globalization unravels new opportunities and brings in new 

sweeping dimension of symbolic social interactions and cultural exchanges as 

paramount elements. Rise of sustainable development principles, which represent 

universal values, into global spotlight epitomizes globalization trends towards greater 

importance of symbolic exchanges in social interactions. Sustainable development 

                                                      

1242 Waters, M. (2001). Globalization, p. 21. 
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considered in the context of international investment law indicates that such 

globalizing symbolic exchanges have been introduced into traditionally economic and 

to a great extend political relations driving international investment law. This thesis 

demonstrated that answers to the questions about the future of international 

investment law and sustainable development concept lie in the understanding of 

globalization processes. 

In order to ascertain the extent to which sustainable development principles have 

been deliberately included within international investment treaties, this thesis 

conducted thorough review of the entire body of international investment treaties. It 

has been illustrated that, contrary to easily made assumption that omnipresence of 

sustainable development in global political declarations extends onto international 

investment treaties, from among thousands of treaties in place, only a small 

percentage incorporates elements of sustainable development in one form of another. 

What is more, sustainable development related provisions are being included on 

inconsistent basis throughout increasingly complex and often confusingly 

overlapping web of treaties. Most commonly, when sustainable development 

principles are included into the treaties, they tend to be worded in very vague terms 

and characterised as soft type provisions of declaratory character rather than of 

normative prescription. There is no evidence of consistent, seamlessly incorporated 

and coherent sustainable development agenda in the treaties. New generation 

treaties are more diversified, more sophisticated and more balanced in terms of rights 

and obligations of states1243, but they amount to a very small proportion of over 3000 

                                                      

1243 United Nations. Conference on Trade and Development. (2013). Towards a new generation 

of international investment policies: UNCTAD’s fresh approach to multilateral investment policy-

making. UNCTAD IAA Issue Note, No. 5, July 2013. Hindelang, S., & Krajewski, M. (2016). 

Towards a More Comprehensive Approach in International Investment law. In Hindeland, S. 

& Krajewski, M. (Eds.) Shifting Paradigms in International Investment Law, More Balances, Less 

Isolated, Increasingly Diversified. Spears, S. (2010). The Quest for Policy Space in a New 

Generation of International Investment Agreements. Journal of International Economic Law, 

13(4), pp. 1037-1075. 
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of international investment treaties in place. It has also been concluded in this thesis 

that among the latest mega regional initiatives in treaty making, the prevailing 

tendency remains opening and liberalizing markets, fostering investment 

relationship between states and regions and further integration of investment 

treaties´ framework into global economy. Investment chapter of recently concluded 

mega regional treaty TTP is silent on promotion of sustainable development or 

responsible investment and is clearly geared towards strong investment protection 

provisions rather than rebalancing treaty text towards promotion of responsible 

investment. Asian states that negotiate Regional Comprehensive Economic 

Partnership Agreement, “have no regional concrete plan for the sustainable 

investment.”1244 TTIP negotiations are subject to ongoing controversies and no 

agreement has been achieved yet on sustainable development approach.  Overall, 

“investment agreements, including the TPP and TTIP, continue to be based 

lopsidedly on protecting investor rights rather than fostering social value”1245. “New 

thoughts and new policy on sustainable development have been brought forward 

and widely discussed and accepted, but law is still lagging behind.”1246 

Despite increasing exposure of investment tribunals to sustainable development 

issues, lack of consistency, which characterises investment arbitration in general, 

appears to extend onto matters involving sustainable development issues.  The 

approach of the tribunals to sustainable development issues arising in the context of 

                                                      

1244 Pakittah, N. (2014). The Quest of Sustainable Development in the ASEAN Investment Area The 

Inaugural Asian Conference on the Social Sciences and Sustainability, Hiroshima, Japan 1-3 

December 2014, p.7. Retrieved from: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2523352 

1245 Zarsky, L. (2014). From “investors’ rights” to “sustainable development”? Challenges and 

innovations in international investment rules. In Deese, D. Handbook of the International Political 

Economy of Trade, p.149. 

1246 Kistenkas, F. (2016). Sustainable Development: New Thoughts, New Policy, New Law? In 

Mauerhofer, V. (Eds.). Legal Aspects of Sustainable Development: Horizontal and Sectoral Policy 

Issues, p. 535. 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2523352
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investment arbitration varied from the tribunals being oblivious to sustainable 

development concerns (Sana Elena v. Costa Rica1247, Metalclad v. Mexico1248), rejecting 

sustainable development concerns (Techmed v. Mexico1249) to embracing environmental 

issues motivating state´s policy decisions (Methanex v. United States1250). On occasions 

tribunals accommodated interested non-parties and sustainable development 

concerns expressed by them (Glamis v. United States1251, Biwater v. Tanzania1252). The 

tribunals were also inconsistent when considering international sustainable 

development commitments of the states, either dismissing them in their 

considerations of the merits of the case (Unglaube v. Costa Rica1253) or taking them into 

account for the benefit of a host state (Chemtura v. Canada1254). The tribunals have also 

proven to be contradictory in their approach to extraordinary circumstances of 

catastrophic economic crisis threatening sustainable development of a state. In LG&E 

v. Argentina1255 the tribunal excused Argentina from liability under the treaty due to 

devastating economic, political and social conditions during the Argentinean crisis, 

                                                      

1247 Compañía del Desarrollo de Santa Elena S.A. v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/96/1, Final Award 17 February 2000. 

1248 Metalclad Corporation v. Mexico, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1 (NAFTA), Award 30 August 

2000. 

1249 Tecnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S. A. v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. 

ARB(AF)/00/2, Award 29 May 2003. 

1250 Methanex v. United States, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction and 

Merits, 3 August 2005. 

1251 Glamis Gold Ltd. v. United States, UNCITRAL, Award 14 May 2009. 

1252 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd v. Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Award 24 July 2008. 

1253 Marion Unglaube and Reinhard Unglaube v. Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/1 

and ICSID Case No. AB/09/20, Award 16 May 2012. 

1254 Crompton (Chemtura) Corp. v. Government of Canada, Award 2 August 2010. 

1255 LG&E v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/1, Decision on Liability 3 October 2006. 
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whereas in CMS v. Argentina1256 the tribunal held Argentina responsible despite 

national economic emergency (also Continental Casualty v. Argentina1257). Investment 

arbitration has also been resorted to by investors in sustainable development related 

cases already resolved by national courts, like in Chevron v. Ecuador1258, where the 

investor is challenging the judgment of Ecuadorian court awarding damages to 

Ecuadorian plaintiffs for severe environmental damage caused by oil extraction. Host 

states are also appropriating sustainable development principles to further national 

political agenda to the detriment of the investors (Gold Reserves v. Venezuela1259). 

Finally, sustainable development future of numerous states is being deliberated and 

possibly determined in front of investment tribunals (Lone Pine v. Canada1260, Aven v. 

Costa Rica1261, Pac Rim v. El Salvador1262, Windstream v. Canada1263). There are several 

conclusions to be drawn from these cases. Sustainable development certainly 

contributes to increased activity in the field of international arbitration. Sustainable 

development issues surface in arbitration, provoke discussion, contribute to the body 

of arbitral jurisprudence. International investment law is becoming a forum were 

                                                      

1256 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, Final 

Award 12 May 2005. 

1257 Continental Casualty Company V. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/9, Award 5 

September 2008. 

1258 Chevron Corporation and Texaco Petroleum Company v. The Republic of Ecuador, PCA Case No. 

34877, Partial Award on the merits 30 March 2010, Final Award 31 August 2011. 

1259 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014. 

1260 Lone Pine Resources Inc. v. Canada, ICSID Case No. UNCT/15/2. 

1261 David R. Aven, Samuel D. Aven, Carolyn J. Park, Eric A. Park, Jeffrey S. Shioleno, Giacomo A. 

Buscemi, David A. Janney and Roger Raguso v. The Republic of Costa Rica, ICSID Case No. 

UNCT/15/3 

1262 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12. 

1263 Windstream Energy LLC v. The Government of Canada. 
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important sustainable development issues are being deliberated and decided. 

However, so far the tribunals have been inconsistent in their approach to sustainable 

development issues. There has been absence of any agreed standards or criteria of 

arbitral review of sustainable development matters in the context of investment 

disputes. Most significantly, sustainable development principles and interests of the 

investors tend to be contradictory, sustainable development being an impediment for 

investors.   

This thesis inquired why is there such a discrepancy, controversy, inconsistency in 

application of sustainable development agenda within international investment 

regime. The question asked in this thesis was whether sustainable development 

influences international investment law.  

It has been discussed, that despite criticism1264 of the regime, backlash against it1265 and 

its many deficiencies1266, international investment law shows extraordinary resilience, 

adaptability and is reaching unprecedented levels of global coverage and impact. 

International investment law, being a global forum with increasingly significant 

impact, could potentially be a tool in spreading sustainable development agenda, but 

it does not appear to be unequivocally responsive to sustainable development 

principles. This thesis examined what could be underlying this disparity. In order to 

determine this issue, this thesis inquired what are the predominant interests of those 

participants in the regime who are in a position of authority and control within the 

                                                      

1264 Schill, S. (2011). Enhancing International Investment Law’s Legitimacy: Conceptual and 

Methodological Foundations of a New Public Law Approach. Virginia Journal of International 

Law Association, 51(1), p. 57. 

1265 Waibel, M., Kaushal, A., Lis Chung, K., & Blachin, K. (Eds.). (2010) Backlash Against 

Investment Arbitration. Kaushal, A. (2009). Revisiting History: How the Past Matters for the 

Present Backlash Against the Foreign Investment Regime. Harvard International Law Journal, 

50(2), pp. 491-538 

1266 Khor, M. (21 November 2012). The emerging crisis of investment treaties. South Centre, 

Issue 69. 
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system. It has been established, that despite states being the lawmakers within 

international investment law, the actual power is vested with the investors since the 

regime has been established to provide protections and guarantees to the investors 

and empowering them with the enforcement tool of investment arbitration 

mechanism1267. Due to flexible composition of the regime characterised by multiple 

decentralised interactions between diversified actors (states and investors of different 

levels of development) allowing for gradual slight adaptations of the system 

“following simple rules of self interest and self preservation”1268, the investors 

eventually became entitled to question policies and actions of sovereign states in 

private venue of investment tribunals.  Through several legal instruments, including 

umbrella clauses, broad approach to jurisdiction by investment tribunals, MFN 

clauses and practice of forum shopping (or “forum planning”), the investors acquired 

very advantageous bargain which they understandably seek to enforce “whether fair 

or not, against the host state”1269. The key to understanding the current place of 

sustainable development principles within international investment law as well as its 

future within the regime is to understand whether sustainable development is 

inherently in the interest of the investors, key beneficiaries of the regime, an interest 

they could seek to enforce through international arbitration. This work revealed that 

sustainable development is an abstract concept from the point of view of investors 

and they have no intrinsic interest in embracing or promoting it, unless not only it is 

aligned with their main goal of protecting and maximising their investments but it 

also enhances it. International investment law provides advantageous position to the 

                                                      

1267 Hai Yen, T. (2014). The Interpretation of Investment Treaties, p. 183. 

1268 Pauwelyn, J. (2000) At the Edge of Chaos? Foreign Investment Law as a Complex Adaptive 

System, How it Emerged and How it Can Be Reformed. ICSID Review – Foreign Investment Law 

Journal, 29 pp. 372-418, p. 384. 

1269 Tai-Heng, Ch. (2005). Power, Authority and International Investment Law. American 

University International Law Review, 20(3), pp. 465-520, p. 493. 
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investors and if the investors would need to forgo that benefit or compromise their 

economic interests in order to project sustainable development principles it is unlikely 

they would do so. It is a matter for host states to create sustainable development legal 

safeguards with which investors would have to comply.  Despite the fact that 

investors challenge sustainable development policies of host states and generally 

claim they affect their investments (for example Vattenfall AB and others v. Federal 

Republic of Germany (II)1270), it has to be emphasised however, that increasing volume 

of investment arbitration cases where investors question and challenge policies of host 

states related to sustainable development highlights the debate about sustainable 

development issues, brings those issues into the forefront of the tribunals´ 

deliberations and obliges them to address to address sustainable development 

concerns. 

This thesis also researched whether the ideology underpinning international 

investment law is reconcilable with the foundations and principles of sustainable 

development agenda. It has been illustrated that neoliberal ideology has been behind 

an intense resurrection of power of capital, spread of which has been supported by 

international institutions and legal framework of international investment law. 

“Lauderdale Paradox””1271 serves best to illustrate the elemental foundation of the 

dominant economic and political neoliberal doctrine, in which wealth and richness is 

associated with exchange value, economic value added and the nature in itself is 

valueless and outside of accounting models. It also illustrates that the economic 

system under neoliberal philosophy feeds on scarcity, which is necessary for 

achieving value in exchange. Abundance of nature resources is uncongenial to 

                                                      

1270 For example Vattenfall AB and others v. Federal Republic of Germany (II), ICSID Case No. 

ARB/12/12, where investors challenge Germany's enactment of legislation to phase out 

nuclear power plants in the country by 2022. 

1271 Foster, J, & Brett, C. (2009). The Paradox of Wealth: Capitalism and Ecological Destruction. 

Monthly Review: An Independent Socialist Magazine (61)6, p.1. 
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creation of value added whereas destruction, waste and scarcity of resources are in 

fact golden opportunities for capital, investment and increase of national GDP. This 

paradoxical logic of the neoliberal economics appears to be disagreeable with the 

notion of protection of resources, of refraining from over utilising of resources or 

abstaining from exploiting of indigenous biodiverse lands. There is no accounting 

value and no income increase from sustainable development approach to nature in 

general. The neoliberal doctrine interlinked firmly with modern international 

investment law proves to run contrary to the notion of sustainable development, 

preserving resources for future generations, growth inclusive of diverse interests 

beyond economic profit indicators. Tenets of neoliberal economic agenda appear to 

“run counter to the prerequisites of sustainable development”1272 and may even 

undermine the attainment of sustainable development.  

The research presented in this thesis has exposed that behind the problematic 

relationship between sustainable development and international investment law are 

the interests of the investors, which are narrowly focused on matters of economic 

efficiency rather than broad spectrum of sustainable development issues. Such 

interests are supported by international investment law regime, which is interlinked 

and driven by neoliberal economic philosophy, where the nature only represents a 

value when it generates an income from its depleted state.  

To add another layer to the study of the relationship between sustainable 

development and international investment law, this thesis also analysed international 

investment regime from the systemic functionality point of view, as an independent 

autopoietic self-referential system. Drawing on systems theory and scholars such as 

Luhmann, Teuber and Schneirderman, it has been recognised that sustainable 

                                                      

1272 Kumi, E, Arhin, A. & Yeboah, T. (2014). Can post-2015 sustainable development goals 

survive neoliberalism? A critical examination of the sustainable development-neoliberalism 

nexus in developing countries. Environment, Development and Sustainability 16(3), pp. 539-554, 

p.540. Doi 10.1007/s10668-013-9492-7  
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development stays outside of this autonomous, self-contained transnational legal 

system of international investment law. The exposure of international investment law 

to sustainable development produces a “noise” to which international investment law 

responds in accordance with its own internal rules and logic and to which it adapts in 

order to maintain its equilibrium and long term dynamic stability without changing 

its constitutional foundations. In the process of adapting and diversifying in response 

to the external pressures sustainable development concept is being transformed and 

redefined in the context of neoliberal agenda of international investment regime, to 

drive political agenda (Gold Reserves v. Venezuela1273) or economically rationalise 

catastrophic economic crisis (CMS v. Argentina1274). Unless sustainable development 

concept could be remodelled in accordance with neoliberal principles to the service 

the dominant global agenda of increasing economic growth, which would simply 

neutralise sustainable development principles, introducing sustainable development 

into international investment law is irrational for the regime from systemic 

functionality perspective. International investment law has to be seen for what it is, 

an international legal regime created, programmed and equipped to protect foreign 

investment and not a forum concerned or competent to comprehend, consider and 

decide on sustainable development issues. 

This thesis then turned to analyse whether social tensions playing out in the 

background of international investment law are influential and instrumental in 

bringing sustainable development agenda to international investment law and 

possibly transforming it. Despite the lack of visibility of social movements and local 

communities within the system, which recognises only states and investors as 

participants, a number of investment arbitration cases have been initiated as a result 

                                                      

1273 Gold Reserve Inc. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/09/1, Award 

22 September 2014. 

1274 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, Final 

Award 12 May 2005. 
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of losses incurred by investors due to some kind of social interference (Autopista v. 

Venezuela1275, Lone Pine v. Canada 1276, Vivendi v. Argentina1277), or social movement 

pressure influenced the proceedings (Clayton v. Canada1278, Tecmed v. Mexico1279 ) and 

outcomes of investment disputes (Aguas del Tunari v. Bolivia1280). Perceived lack of 

fairness and justice resulting from international investment has been behind 

increasing presence of social element within international investment law. This led to 

the inquiries in this thesis about a role of justice and its correlation with sustainable 

development concept. It has been established that that “society cannot be sustainable 

if it is not also just”1281 and since international investment profoundly affects essential 

social concerns and performs great role in allocation of social resources, it inevitably 

becomes intertwined with the principles of justice and fairness. It has been discussed 

in this thesis that justice and sustainable development are mutually supportive 

concepts and without justice “sustainable development presents a much less 

convincing argument.”1282  Justice has been compared to an ultimate safety net for the 

                                                      

1275 Autopista Concesionada de Venezuela, C.A. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, ICSID Case No. 

ARB/00/5, Award 23 September 2003. 

1276 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12. 

1277 Compañiá de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID 

Case No. ARB/97/3 (formerly Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija, S.A. and Compagnie Générale des 

Eaux v. Argentine Republic), Award 21 November 2000. 

1278 Clayton and Bilcon of Delaware Inc. v. Government of Canada, PCA Case No. 2009-04, Award 

on Jurisdiction and Liability 17 March 2015. 

1279 Técnicas Medioambientales Tecmed v. United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/00/2, 

Award 29 May 2003. 

1280 Aguas del Tunari S.A. v. Republic of Bolivia, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/3, Decision on 

Jurisdiction 21 October 2005.  

1281 French, D. (2010). Sustainable Development and the Instinctive Operative of Justice in the 

Global Order. In French, D. (Eds.) Global Justice and Sustainable Development, p. 5.  

1282 French, D. (2010). Sustainable Development and the Instinctive Operative of Justice in the 

Global Order. In French, D. (Eds.) Global Justice and Sustainable Development, p. 6. 
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excluded social groups and a key to change since “changes are made by human 

agency”1283. Top-down model of international investment law is contrasted with 

growing bottom-up grassroots movement represented by subaltern cosmopolitan 

legality defined by Santos1284, seeking to correct the injustice and inequality through 

sustainable development principles. Many forms of subaltern cosmopolitan 

movements based on unequal redistribution and social exclusion have been present 

in international investment law context, from boycotts (Aguas del Tunari v. Bolivia), 

strikes (Autopista v. Venezuela) and civil disobedience (Vivendi v. Argentina) to amicus 

curiae submissions (Biwater v. Tanzania). This growth of social discontent has not gone 

unnoticed on the international level, including international financial institutions and 

brought about “second generation” reforms, “post-Washington Consensus”1285. 

However, it has been discussed in this thesis that the second generation agenda 

remains largely unchanged from the original neoliberal construct and social justice 

issues seem to be rephrased to align with market oriented focus on growth, just as 

Santos claims, that capitalism “as a hegemonic mode of production, does not undergo 

transition toward anything else except toward more capitalism”.1286 This analysis of 

sustainable development issues within international investment law through the 

social perspective illustrates two conflicting and opposite beliefs, one neoliberal 

representing the view that lack of sufficient level of development is at the roots of 

social inequalities and social justice disparities and the bottom up force represented 

by social movements and revealing the opposite belief that it is the very model of 

                                                      

1283 Sornarajah, M. (2015). Resistance and Change in the International Law on Foreign Investment, 

p. 24. 

1284 De Sousa Santos, B. (Eds.). (2005). Law and Globalization from Below. 

1285 Rittitch, K. (2006). The Future of Law and the Development: Second- Generation Reforms 

and the Incorporation of the Social. In Trubek, D. & Santos, A. (Eds.). The New Law And 

Economic Development: A Critical Appraisal, pp. 203–252. 

1286 De Sousa Santos, B. (1995). Toward a New Common Sense; Law, Science and Politics in the 

Paradigmatic Transition, p. 54. 
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economic development that is causing social imbalances. Each of those dynamic 

notions advocates its own idea of sustainable development and its own depiction of 

unsustainability. Despite their increasing validity, presence and unique potential, 

social movements alone have not developed to a sufficient level necessary to embed 

sustainable development principles firmly within international investment law.  

To complete the analysis, this thesis broadened the scope of inquiry onto the role of 

sovereign state in influencing international investment law with sustainable 

development principles. In fact the approach to this issue presented in this work 

requires the reverse query, into the role of sustainable development in strengthening 

the position of state within international investment law. After thorough 

consideration of state of sovereignty in current globalization area, it has been revealed, 

that contrary to the commonly prevailing view of a decline of the nation-state and 

sovereignty as a “structural and irreversible process”1287 and erosion of sovereignty 

due to globalization processes, this thesis advances a proposition that the sovereignty 

has been transformed by the globalization process. The rules of engagement and terms 

of the participation of the states in the globalized political arena have been 

reconstructed to allow for the role of “meta-regulator [...] responsible for creating the 

space for legitimate non-state regulators”1288. State power and sovereignty need to be 

evaluated in accordance with the criteria based on recognition of strategic 

transnational alliances, participation in international affiliations, ability to dominate 

international arena and the status within international bodies rather than the criteria 

of de facto territorial control. A sovereign state demonstrated considerable capacity to 

reinvent and seize the opportunities presented by globalization. Even if international 

investment regime encroached onto a sovereignty of a host state with its pervasive 

                                                      

1287 Hardt, M. & Negri, A. (2000). Empire, p. 336. 

1288 De Sousa Santos, B. (2005). Beyond Neoliberal Governance: The World Social Forum as 

Subaltern Cosmopolitan Politics and Legality. In De Sousa Santos, B. (Eds.). Law and 

Globalization from Below, p. 36. 
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investment protection regime, it has also served the interests of capital exporting 

home states, which until recently were predominantly developed advanced 

economies. State retained also an overall responsibility for providing solutions to wide 

variety of social problems and inequities. The states remain main architects and 

lawmakers of international investment law, but at the same time they are the platform 

for challenging the regime itself. The states are on the brunt end of international 

investment law potency, being held liable for treaty violations, paying enormous 

damages to investors, their regulations and decisions are being challenged, their 

policy space limited and they are subject to social pressure and social tensions 

resulting from the operation of international investment law. Little wonder that states 

are reasserting their sovereignty and evolving into experienced and informed 

participants in international investment regime. States are calling upon sustainable 

development concerns, often brought about by social movements, to strengthen their 

defences in investment arbitration and shield from adverse intrusion of international 

investment law onto their policy space (Pac Rim v. El Salvador1289, Windstream v. 

Canada1290). In this context, sustainable development concept becomes an avenue 

through which social groups seek justice and equity and the states reassert and 

reinvigorate their sovereignty.  

To follow Polanyi, who claims that free market economy disembedded from the 

society is doomed to fail, as it leads to imbalances, deficiencies and inequitable 

outcomes and ultimately contributes to a breakdown of social relations and erosion of 

social capital, eventually and inevitably people resist and rise to counteract the 

oppression, through what Polanyi calls protective countermovement. Such protective 

social countermovement championing sustainable development might as well be the 

                                                      

1289 Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El Salvador, ICSID Case No. ARB/09/12. 

1290 Windstream Energy LLC v. The Government of Canada. 
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response to disembeddness of international investment law from the structure and the 

concerns of the society and a key to its rebalancing and transformation.  

This thesis illustrated that considering influence of sustainable development on 

international investment law is not one dimensional discussion. It should not be 

reduced to “feeling good” projection of the essential “goodness”1291 of sustainable 

development, but should comprehend the multidimensional context of international 

investment law. Promoting sustainable development within international investment 

law can be fruitless exercise without a comprehensive understanding of “the workings 

of the world”, “an altogether much more difficult, complex, subtle and uncertain 

undertaking”1292. It doesn’t suffice to acknowledge the necessity and benefits of 

sustainable development approach within international investment law and 

recommend more agreeable vision of the regime. Submersion into the wider settings 

of international investment law reveals its steering ideological forces, underpinning 

interests of main beneficiaries - the investors and operational systemic functionality 

of the regime. Deeper research into sustainable development concept also reveals that 

“not all is what is seems” and sustainable development doesn’t always represent 

exemplary principles, but is sometimes brought in to support political agenda or used 

as a leverage tool in arbitration advocacy or a safety net for threatened state 

sovereignty.   

This thesis has illustrated that international investment law has become a potent legal 

regime and, despite criticisms and backlash, it is on a course to strengthen its grip on 

                                                      

1291 Wälde, T. (2006). Investment arbitration and sustainable development: good intentions—

or effective results? In response to the paper by James Chalker, “Making the investment 

provisions of the Energy Charter Treaty sustainable development friendly”. International 

Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics, 6(4), pp 459–466. 

1292 Wälde, T. (2006). Investment arbitration and sustainable development: good intentions—

or effective results? In response to the paper by James Chalker, “Making the investment 

provisions of the Energy Charter Treaty sustainable development friendly”. International 

Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics, 6(4), pp 459–466. 
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global economic governance even further. It shows extraordinary resilience and 

adaptability to changing global conditions. However, it has also become a platform of 

great redistribution capacity, its operation affecting and influencing directly 

communities, societies and nations and touching upon countless individual lives. 

Inevitably international investment regime, created with protection of economic 

interests of the investors as an objective, became intertwined with the issues of justice, 

equity and fairness. This thesis claims that sustainable development within 

international investment law epitomises these tensions since international investment 

law is neither created nor equipped to recognise and deal with the issues other than 

protection of investment. Globalization theory indicates that symbolic exchanges and 

cultural relations become prevailing in the final stages of globalization process. 

Universal values of justice and equity projected through sustainable development 

principles and expressed via medium of social movements and the exposure of 

international investment law to diverse spectrum of social concerns are an expression 

of symbolic exchanges that transcends national borders and cultural and historical 

divisions. However, it is also probable that sustainable development principles are 

going to be hijacked by international investment regime to perpetuate status quo. 

Understanding this perspective on international investment law and the place and the 

role of sustainable development within it is the key to a constructive and informed 

discourse about the future of international investment law and the key for people 

avoiding “to act like lemmings marching over a cliff to their own destruction” 1293.  

  

                                                      

1293 Block, F. (2001). Introduction. In Polanyi, K. Great Transformation; The Political and Economic 

Origins of Our Time, p. xxv. 
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1993 US-Ecuador BIT (entered into force on 11 May 1997) 

1994 Canada-Ukraine BIT (entered into force on 24 June 2007) 

1994 Energy Charter Treaty (entered into force on 16 April 1998) 

1994 Germany-Costa Rica BIT (entered into force on 10 March 1998) 

1995 Germany-India BIT (entered into force on 13 July 1998) 

1995 Italy-India BIT (entered into force on 26 March 1998) 

1995 Switzerland-Mexico BIT (entered into force on 14 May 1996) 

1996 Canada-Barbados BIT (entered into force on 17 January 1997) 

1996 Canada-Chile FTA (entered into force on 5 July 1997) 

1996 Canada-Venezuela BIT 1996 (entered into force on 28 January 1998) 

1996 Czech Republic-India BIT (entered into force on 6 February 1998) 

1996 India-Korea BIT (entered into force on 7 May 1996) 
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1996 Mauritius-China BIT (entered into force on 8 June 1997) 

1996 Sri Lanka-China BIT (entered into force on 25 March 1997) 

1997 France-India BIT (entered into force on 17 May 2000) 

1997 Mexico-Nicaragua FTA (entered into force on 1 July 1998) 

1998 Chile-Mexico FTA (entered into force on 1 August 1999) 

1998 Mauritius-India BIT (entered into force on 20 June 2000) 

1999 Costa Rica-Netherlands BIT (entered into force 1 July 2001) 

2001 Canada-Costa Rica FTA (entered into force on 1 November 2002) 

2001 US-Uganda BIT (not in force yet) 

2001 Eritrea – Uganda (not in force yet) 

2002 EU-Chile Association Agreement (entered into force on 1 February 2003) 

2002 Korea-Japan BIT (entered into force on 1 January 2003) 

2003 China (Taiwan)-Panama FTA (entered into force on 1 January 2004) 

2003 Korea-Chile FTA (entered into force on 1 April 2004) 

2003 Korea-Chile FTA (entered into force on 1 April 2004) 

2003 Singapore-Australia FTA (entered into force on 20 July 2003) 

2003 US – Chile FTA (entered into force on 1 January 2004) 

2003 US-Chile FTA (entered into force on 1 January 2004) 

2003 US-Singapore FTA (entered into force on 1 January 2004) 

2004 Australia-US FTA (entered into force on 1 January 2005) 

2004 Belgium/Luxembourg-Libya BIT (entered into force on 8 December 2007) 

2004 Belgium/Luxembourg-Serbia and Montenegro BIT (entered into force on 12 May 

2007) 
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2004 Central America-Dominican Republic-US FTA (entered into force on 1 January  

2004 Jordan-Singapore BIT (entered into force on 22 August 2005) 

2004 United Arab Emirates-Belgium/Luxembourg BIT (entered into force on 10 

November 2007) 

2004 US-Morocco FTA (entered into force on 1 January 2006) 

2005 Belgium/Luxembourg-Congo BIT (not in force yet) 

2005 Belgium/Luxembourg-Guatemala BIT (not in force yet) 

2005 Belgium/Luxembourg-Mauritius BIT (entered into force on 16 January 2010) 

2005 Belgium/Luxembourg-Nicaragua BIT (not in force yet) 

2005 Belgium/Luxembourg-Peru BIT (entered into force on 12 September 2008) 

2005 Belgium/Luxembourg-Sudan BIT (not in force yet) 

2005 China-Chile FTA (entered into force on 1 October 2006) 

2005 Japan-Malaysia EPA (entered into force on 13 July 2006) 

2005 US-Uruguay BIT (entered into force on 1 November 2006) 

2006 Belgium/Luxembourg-Bahrain BIT (not in force yet) 

2006 Belgium/Luxembourg-Botswana BIT (not in force yet)  

2006 Belgium/Luxembourg-Ethiopia BIT (not in force yet) 

2006 Belgium/Luxembourg-Mozambique BIT (entered into force on 1 September 2009) 

2006 Canada-Peru BIT (entered into force on 20 June 2007) 

2006 Chile-Colombia FTA (entered into force on 8 May 2009) 

2006 China (Taiwan)-Nicaragua FTA (entered into force on 1 January 2008) 

2006 India-Jordan BIT (entered into force on 22 January 2009) 

2006 India-Slovakia BIT (entered into force on 27 September 2007) 
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2006 Mexico-Trinidad and Tobago BIT (entered into force on 16 September 2007) 

2006 Panama-Chile FTA (entered into force on 7 March 2008) 

2006 Peru-Chile FTA (entered into force on 1 March 2009) 

2006 SADC Protocol on Finance and Investment (entered into force on 16 April 2010) 

2006 UK-Mexico BIT (entered into force on 25 July 2007) 

2006 US-Colombia FTA (entered into force on 15 May 2012) 

2006 US-Oman FTA (entered into force on 1 January 2009) 

2006 US-Peru FTA (entered into force on 1 February 2009) 

2007 Australia-Chile FTA (entered into force on 6 March 2009) 

2007 Belgium/Luxembourg-Qatar BIT (entered into force 30 April 2014 

2007 COMESA Common Investment Area Investment Agreement (not in force yet) 

2007 Croatia-Azerbaijan BIT (entered into force on 30 May 2008) 

2007 Investment Agreement for the COMESA Common Investment Area  

2007 Japan-Chile EPA (entered into force on 3 September 2007) 

2007 Peru-Colombia BIT (entered into force on 30 December 2010) 

2007 Spain-Libya BIT (entered into force on 1 August 2008) 

2007 Turkey-Chile FTA (entered into force on 1 March 2009) 

2007 US-Korea FTA (entered into force on 15 March 2012) 

2007 US-Panama FTA (entered into force on 31 October 2012) 

2008 Belgium/Luxembourg-Oman BIT (not in force yet) 

2008 Canada-Colombia FTA (entered into force on 15 August 2011) 

2008 Canada-Peru FTA (entered into force on 1 August 2009) 

2008 Colombia-China BIT (entered into force on 2 July 2013) 
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2008 EU-Serbia Association Agreement (entered into force in September 2013) 

2008 Japan-Vietnam EPA (entered into force on 1 October 2009) 

2008 New Zealand-China FTA (entered into force on 1 October 2008) 

2008 Peru-Singapore FTA (entered into force on 1 August 2009) 

2008 US-Rwanda BIT (entered into force on 1 January 2012) 

2009 ASEAN – China Agreement on Investment under the Framework Agreement on 

Comprehensive Economic Cooperation (entered into force on 1 October 2010) 

2009 ASEAN – Korea Agreement on Investment under the Framework Agreement on 

Comprehensive Economic Cooperation (entered into force on 1 September 2009) 

2009 ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement (entered into force on 29 March 

2012) 

2009 ASEAN Investment Agreement (entered into force on 29 March 2012) 

2009 Azerbaijan-Syria BIT (entered into force on 4 January 2010) 

2009 Belgium/Luxembourg-Colombia BIT (not in force yet) 

2009 Belgium/Luxembourg-Montenegro BIT (not in force yet) 

2009 Belgium/Luxembourg-Panama BIT (not in force yet) 

2009 Belgium/Luxembourg-Tajikistan BIT (not in force yet) 

2009 Belgium/Luxembourg-Togo BIT (not in force yet) 

2009 Canada-Jordan BIT (entered into force on 14 December 2009) 

2009 Canada-Latvia BIT (entered into force on 24 November 2011) 

2009 China (Taiwan)-Saint Vincent and the Grenadines BIT (entered into force on 1 

February 2010) 

2009 Colombia-India BIT (entered into force on 3 Mach 2013) 

2009) 
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2010 Austria-Kazakhstan BIT (entered into force on 21 December 2012) 

2010 Austria-Tajikistan BIT (entered into force on 21 December 2012) 

2010 Azerbaijan-Estonia BIT (not in force yet) 

2010 Canada-Panama FTA (entered into force on 1 April 2013) 

2010 Chile-Malaysia FTA (entered into force on 18 April 2012) 

2010 EU-Korea Framework Agreement (not yet in force) 

2010 EU-Korea FTA (entered into force on 1 July 2011) 

2010 India-Latvia BIT (entered into force on 27 November 2010) 

2010 Malaysia – Chile FTA (entered into force on 18 April 2012) 

2010 Peru-EFTA FTA (entered into force on 1 July 2011) 

2010 Peru-Korea FTA (entered into force on 1 August 2011) 

2010 Switzerland-Egypt BIT (entered into force on 15 May 2012) 

2010 UK-Colombia BIT (entered into force 10 October 2014) 

2011 Canada-Kuwait BIT (entered into force on 19 February 2014) 

2011 China-Uzbekistan BIT (entered into force on 1 September 2011) 

2011 Costa Rica-Peru FTA (entered into force on 1 June 2013) 

2011 Czech Republic-Azerbaijan BIT (entered into force on 9 February 2012) 

2011 New Zealand- Australia Protocol on Investment (entered into force on 1 March 

2013) 

2011 EFTA-Hong Kong, China FTA (entered into force on 1 October 2012) 

2011 EFTA-Montenegro FTA (entered into force on 1 November 2012) 

2011 India-Lithuania BIT (entered into force on 1 December 2011) 

2011 India-Nepal BIT (not yet in force) 
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2011 Japan-Colombia BIT (not yet in force) 

2011 Japan-India EPA (entered into force on 1 August 2011) 

2011 Japan-Papua New Guinea BIT (entered into force on 17 January 2014) 

2011 Japan-Peru EPA (entered into force on 1 March 2012) 

2011 Peru-Guatemala FTA (not in force yet) 

2011 Peru-Mexico FTA (entered into force on 1 February 2012) 

2011 Peru-Panama FTA (entered into force on 1 May 2012) 

2012 Canada-China BIT (entered into force on 1 October 2014) 

2012 EU-Vietnam Framework Agreement on Comprehensive Partnership and 

Cooperation between (not in force yet) 

2012 Japan-Iraq BIT (entered into force on 1 February 2014)  

2013 Austria-Nigeria BIT (not in force yet) 

2013 Canada-Honduras FTA (entered into force on 1 October 2014) 

2013 Canada-Tanzania BIT (entered into force on 9 December 2013) 

2013 China-Iceland FTA (entered into force on 1 July 2013) 

2013 EFTA-Bosnia and Hercegovina FTA (not yet in force) 

2013 Japan-Saudi Arabia BIT (not in force yet) 

2013 Netherlands-United Arab Emirates BIT (not in force yet)  

2013 New Zealand-Australia Protocol on Investment to Closer Economic Relations 

Agreement (entered into force on 1 March 2013) 

2013 Singapore-Colombia BIT (not in force yet). 

2013 Switzerland-China FTA (entered into force on 1 July 2014) 

2014 ASEAN – India Agreement on Investment under the Framework Agreement on 

Comprehensive Economic Cooperation (not in force yet) 
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2014 Australia – Korea FTA (entered into force on 12 December 2014) 

2014 Australia-Japan EPA (entered into force on 15 January 2015) 

2014 Canada-Cameroon BIT (not in force yet) 

2014 Canada-Côte d’Ivoire BIT (entered into force on 14 December 2015) 

2014 Canada-Korea FTA (entered into force 1 January 2015) 

2014 Canada-Nigeria BIT (not in force yet) 

2014 Canada-Senegal BIT (and entered into force 5 August 2016) 

2014 Canada-Serbia BIT (entered in force 27 April 2015) 

2014 Colombia-Peru-Mexico-Chile Additional Protocol to Pacific Alliance (not in force 

yet) 

2014 EU – Singapore FTA (not in force yet) 

2014 EU-Georgia Association Agreement (not in force yet) 

2014 EU-Moldova Association Agreement (not in force yet) 

2014 EU-Ukraine Association Agreement (entered into force 1 January 2016) 

2014 Japan-Kazakhstan BIT (not in force yet) 

2014 Mauritius-Egypt BIT (entered into force 17 October 2010).  

2014 Mexico – Panama FTA (not in force yet) 

2015 Brazil-Angola Cooperation and Facilitation Investment Agreement (not in force 

yet) 

2015 Brazil-Chile Cooperation and Facilitation Investment Agreement (not in force 

yet) 

2015 Brazil-Colombia Cooperation and Facilitation Investment Agreement (not in 

force yet) 

2015 Brazil-Malawi Cooperation and Facilitation Investment Agreement (not in force 

yet) 
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2015 Brazil-Mexico Cooperation and Facilitation Investment Agreement (not in force 

yet) 

2015 Brazil-Mozambique Cooperation and Facilitation Investment Agreement (not in 

force yet) 

2015 Canada-Burkina Faso BIT (not in force yet) 

2015 Japan – Mongolia EPA (not in force yet) 

2015 Japan-Oman BIT (not in force yet) 

2015 Japan-Ukraine BIT (not in force yet) 

2016 Austria – Kyrgystan BIT (not in force yet) 

2016 Canada – Hong Kong BIT (entered into force on 6 September 2016) 
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